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ABSTRACT 

This work is concerned with the processes through which members of diasporic corninunities, 

construct and negotiate aspects of their identities in relation to perceived ancestral homelands. 

Addressing a central paradox of globalization-the contrary movement towards localization-I 

examine the role of place, belonging and temtorial attachment in an age often characterized by 

placelessness, mobility and detemtorialization. More particularly, the thesis explores floxýs of 

people, images, objects, ideas, symbols and stories within a posited Scottish diaspora, focusing on 

journeys made by people who claim Scottish Highland descent ordinarily living in the USA, Canada, 

Australia, New Zealand, and other regions in which Scottish migrants have historically settled, to 

the Scottish Highlands and Islands, pursuing genealogical research and seeking out places associated 

with their ancestors. Many such travellers define theirjourneys, contra tourism, as homecomings, 

quests and pilgrimages: I interrogate these assertions, considering in what ways these secular 

practices may be regarded as sacred acts. Through the agency of these genealogical 'journeys of 
discovery', I suggest that individuals are able to construct meaningful, moral ly-defensible and 
'authentic' self-narratives from the ambiguities and discontinuities of their migrant histories, thus 

recovering a sense of being 'at home'in the 'maelstrom' of modernity. It is ironic that such localizing 

strategies are often enabled through globalizing technologies such as the internet, and, indeed, it is 

through the global mediascape that the Highland homeland is 'imagineered' in diasporan 

consciousness. I consider the relationship between these discursive realms and the material realms 

of the homeland, arguing that, whilst the two are inseparable, it is ultimately the phenomenological 

encounter with the material landscape of the Scottish Highlands and Islands that confers substance 

to the heritage-tourists' identity claims. The research is based on fieldwork conducted throughout 

the Scottish Highlands and Islands and among online Scottish heritage communities between 1998 

and 2001. 
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PROLOGUE: OTHER LANDSCAPES 

But what of our own journeys, the travellngs of our (so-called 'ordinary') sel% es ? 

Edward S. Casey, Getting Back into Place (1993: 278) 

Diasporan identity is defined by its relationship with a landscape other than that in which 'it' 

resides. It is defined by an 'other landscape', an 'elsewhere' which is as much a symbol as a 

physical territory. 

Neil M. Gunn, one of the key figures of the Scottish literary renaissance of the 1930s and 40s, 

whose last novel was entitled The Other Landscape, had a remarkable and subtle understanding of 

the place-world, its capacity for holding meaning. In his novels person and place are intrinsic to 

one another, but not in any simplistic conflation of blood and soil. Rather, Gunn uses his characters 

to demonstrate how different attitudes, knowledges and understandings converge on the same 
landscape-which implies that, experientially, there in fact is no 'same' landscape. Indeed, 

apparently conflicting perspectives exist within single characters such that the experience of place 
becomes complicated, plural and prone to constant renegotiation: an ambivalent and sometimes 

perplexing state approximating reality. 

Many of Gunn's novels are set in and around Dunbeath, the crofting and fishing village where 
he was born and grew up on the grey coast of Caithness in the Northern Highlands of Scotland. His 

books are full of departures from and returns to place, and there is no doubt that this reflects his 

own experience, firstly, as a child living in a community in which emigration was almost inevitable 
for young men and women who wished to make something of themselves-'there's nothing for a 

young fellow here; nothing at all', counsels a father in one novel to his son who has been offered 

an opportunity to go 'out into the world' (Gunn 1976: 221). And, secondly, since Gunn himself 

was sent away from home to live with an elder sister in Kirkcudbrightshire, in the far south-west of 
Scotland, aged only thirteen, returning, it could be argued, only as a kind of tourist in later life. 

Actually, it could equally be argued that Gunn never really left Dunbeath: he certainly dwelt on- 

if not in-that place throughout his career. Much of this thesis is concerned with a distinction 

between dwelling on and in place, between the idea of a place and its materiality. 

Like most towns and villages in the United Kingdom, Dunbeath has its war memorial. But 

Dunbeath's memorial brings to mind not only those who lost their lives fighting in the wars of the 

twentieth century, but also the impact that emigration must have had on this tiny community: both 

were to sap its vitality and steal away its young. On two sides of the small granite obelisk, of the 

nineteen young, men of Dunbeath listed as ha-..,, Ing been killed in the First World War, over half 

belong to Canadian regiments: Neil Gunn's brother, Ben, amon, 2st them. Leaving home for the 

'New World', few emigrants expected to return. It is sadly ironic that, in this instance, their 

expectations \\ ere confounded. The village has claimed back its own. 
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The cry of the curlew and the peewit 

'On all the little arcy- 
granite war-memorials of 
the north, how often was 
that story told' (Gunn 
1991: 220). 

Into his 1937 novel, Highland River, Gunn weaves an account of a reunion between his brothers, 

Ben and John, that took place in the trenches of northern France shortly before Ben's death. In the 

novel, the character, Angus, is based on Ben, and the character, Kenn, is based on John (Dain-nid 

Gunn pers. com. ). In the fictionalized account of the meeting, a third character is also present: a 

second-generation, 'full-bred Canadian' named Gus, a comrade of Angus. Although Canadian- 

born, Gus is of Scottish Highland descent, his ancestors originally having come from Strathnaver 

in Sutherland, the county bordering Caithness. Whilst Gus has never visited 'the old country', he 

is nevertheless steeped in its history and lore: 

'I am a Mackay out of the Mackay country-Strathnaver. I have an ancestor who fought with 
all the other Mackays-and a few of you-out of the Province of Cat, in the wars of Gustavus 
Adolphus [his namesake]. Do you know', he said, turning to Kenn, 'that Angus here didn't 
know what the Province of Cat meant! ' 

For an instant the eyes held Kenn, and then the Canadian-born clansman laughed. 'Say, 
you're not too sure yourself! And you call yourselves Highlanders! ' (Gunn 1991: 155)1 

Gus goes on to say how, after the war, he and Angus intend to visit Scotland, and it will be the 

Canadian who is going to teach the Highlander about the Highlands: 

'Wien this little affair is over, I'm going back with Angus and, from the highest of the granite 
peaks of Ben Laoghal, I'm going to show him our ancient heritage'. (Ibld. ) 

' The 'Province of Cat' or 'Cait' is an earlier name for the region including Caithness and Sutherland, 
supposedly relating to a Pictish tribe for whom the cat was a totemic animal. The point being that the 
Canadian-Scot. GLIS. has retained or acquired such arcane knowled,,, c, while the Caithriess-born brothers are 
una, xare of it. 
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Incognizant of the fact that Angus will be dead within a week. it is Kenn NN ho su, 2Lests that there 

are other kinds of knowing. 

'I'll tell you what we'll do', said Kenn quickly. 'I'll make an offer. We may not know 
much about the history, but ý\ c know a lot about the ground itself We'll take you up our river 
and we'll show you all its pools, and vc'll poach salmon, and we'll watch the sun rise behind 
the Orkneys from the top of Morven or Ben Laoghal. How's that? ' 

'That would be wonderful! Absolutely wonderful! Is it a promise? ' 
'Yes', said Kenn. 
'Why you smiling? ' asked Gustavus. 
'I was thinking', said Kenn, 'about the first time I ever saw Angus land a salmon. It was at 

a pool called Achglas'. 
'Ach-glas-the grey field', said Gustavus. 
'Yes, there is a field below it', Kenn nodded. 'It was once cultivated, too. You can see the 

broad swathes still. All that's on it now is the cry of the curlew and the peewit'. 
'The curlew and the peewit! The words used to make my grandmother homesick. Hear 

that, Angus? The cry of the curlew and the peewit. Incantation of the old Druids! ' (1991: 156) 

For Gus, the old country has become aestheticized and peopled with figures from history 

books and clan lore, it has become a 'heritage-landscape'. Whereas, for Kenn, the 'ground' is 

known through direct, phenomenological experience, its human and natural history untaught in 

the schoolroom, yet encountered and intuited in the landscape itself. But the outsider/insider 
distinction is also complicated, since it is the Canadian who retains some knowledge of Gaelic and 

who is thus able to 'read' the placenames in a way that has become obscure to the native. Contrary 

to the perception which still dominates in the Scottish Highlands and Islands, the perspective of 

the returning migrant is not necessarily less valid or authentic than local perspectives, it is merely 
different. 

Returning to the source 

Tilley has recently foregrounded the relationship between metaphor, material culture and 

anthropological discourse (Tilley 1999). Metaphor, he stresses, is fundamental to human 

comprehension and expression: at its simplest, it is the understanding of one thing in terrns of 

another, a transference of meaning (ibid.: 4-5). Lest this 'metaphorical logic' seem a self-evident 

characteristic of human cognition, it is worth recalling that it has not always been so apparent- 

even (or perhaps especially) to anthropologists. Levi-Strauss's famous dictum that totemic animals 

might be selected for their metaphorical qualities rather than their culinary ones (1964: 89) only 

highlights the ethnocentrism of earlier anthropological ideologies which grappled with the 'primitive 

mind' and deemed it unlikely to engage in such complex thought processes. After all, the notion 

that certain animals and other components of the phenomenal world (features of the landscape, for 

instance) might be 'good to think', is something to which we in the 'West' have long put our own 

primitive minds: we progress, \,,, e hope, like pilgrims along life's course, hunters of the elusive 

salmon of knowledge. 

The popular practice of genealogy or family history research, a central theme of this dissertation, 

is dominated by arboreal metaphors: we speak of the -fami I- tree' and of ha,, ing 'roots'. The tree 
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has been used as a regenerative symbol and symbol of cosmic order across many cultures for 

thousands of years and continues to have relevance in our own time (Eliade 1958: 265-330; Cook 

1974). To be rootless or uprooted is to be unanchored in time and space, to have no purchase on the 

ground, no way of drawing sustenance ftom the place in which one finds oneself. The contemporary 

quest for roots, argues Lowenthal, is a response to the trauma of displacement associated with 

migration which has become a 'global commonplace' (1998: 9). 'So many Jews today seek memories 

of shtetl forebears, 'he writes, 'that East Europeans call them "roots people"' (ibid.: 10). There are, 

of course, other metaphors through which one might apprehend the connection between person. 

place and past: fluvial metaphors, for example. Seen from the air, river systems resemble root 

systems or the branches of trees, and, like trees, they have long been prominent cosmological 

symbols. But, in the context of genealogy, whereas our familiarity with arboreal metaphors has 

perhaps dulled their power to 'evoke', the symbol of the river remains alive and provocative. 

The quest for roots is a quest for origins: a journey to the 'source'. This thesis is concerned 

with journeys made by people of Scottish descent dispersed throughout the world to such sources 

in the Scottish Highlands and Islands. The individuals who undertake these journeys are often 
fully aware of the symbolism inherent in their ventures, consciously employing a metaphorical 
logic to impress upon the enquirer the seriousness of their endeavour. One North American 

informant, born in Scotland, writes, 'I am not a salmon but like a salmon long at sea I am drawn to 

where I was born or from whence my kind come'. 

Gunn, an adept angler who, no doubt, also found salmon 'good to eat', drew upon the Celtic 

legend of Tionn and the Salmon'to add yet another metaphorical layer to Highland River. According 

to the fable-which invokes both fluvial and arboreal metaphors-it was Fionn who was given the 

wisdom of all ages when he inadvertently tasted the flesh of the salmon that had fed on the hazel 

nuts of wisdom, which had fallen from the hazel tree into the pool where for so long it had evaded 

capture. As a child, the unsuspecting Kenn (he who, years later, will meet his brother Angus on the 

cratered banks of the Somme) comes face to face with such a salmon as he moodily goes about his 

chores, fetching water from the village well beside the river. Kenn's hunting instincts are immediately 

aroused and the boy goes plunging in after it. It is a life-changing moment, a moment, in the words 

of one commentator, in which Kenn is 'shocked into an awareness of things beyond himself, of 

things in himself which he cannot consciously control' (Bums 1988: 46). 

The salmon is a resonant 'root metaphor' in Highland River. It fulfils both the 'summarizing' 

and 'elaborating' characteristics of Ortner's nomenclature, working both to condense meaning and 

to expound and explain through analogy (Ortner 1973; Tilley 1999: 32). Daydreaming at school. 
Kenn imagines the mysterious migration his salmon had made from the dark depths of some 
Atlantic abyss to the light and aerated waters of the very rrýer in N., -hich it was spawned. *The 

salt'noll'. Gunn writes. 'is sNN imming back to the source of its life' ( 1991: 30). It provides a model 
for the older Kenn %\ ho, having survived the abyss of trench warfare (in which, significantly, he is 



temporarily blinded and therefore also plunged into an abysmal darkness), resolves to mLike a 

journey to the source of that same nver. 

The simple fact that he had never actually gone to the source of his childhood's Mer had 
quietly taken possession of his mind, and by a slowly growing impulsive need had started it on 
this long, intricate quest of lost times and places, but not for the mere sakc of evoking them, or 
of indulging pleasant or sentimental memories, but of capturing. of isolating. a quality of 
awareness and delight in order to provide the core of life with warmth and ligýt. (ibid.: 222) 

Writing in his autobiographical work, The Atom of Delight, it is clear that, for Gunn, both jouriieý 

and place are more than merely literary devices: 

Our Strath we knew throughout its length-or very nearly. To walk its full length to the river 
source-always called the Waterhead-was the ultimate adventure and the thought of it 
inhabited the mind with a peculiar strangeness. Unlike the old lady who did not believe that 
Jerusalem was on this earth, we believed the Waterhead was-but only just. (Gunn 1993: 15) 

It is interesting to note that whereas Gunn does not identify Dunbeath or the Dunbeath Water 

explicitly in Highland River, he does refer to the river's source, Loch Braigh na h'Aibhne, by its 

real name, suggesting that it is already adequately fabulous. The Holy Land allusion in the above 

quote is also made in the novel, as is a parallel with the Hindu/Buddhist pilgrimage to the source 

of the River Ganges: Loch Braigh na h'Aibhne is thus symbolic of the Tibetan Lake Manasarovar, 

the sacred 'lake of the mind' (Gunn 1991: 2 10; Snelling 1990; Govinda 1992). Comparing aqueous 

cosmogonical symbols in different cultures, Eliade explains that, in their respective traditions, 

such sites represent the 'world navel' or 'centre' from which the 'tree of life' arises (195 8 passim). 
Through a process of metaphorical transference Gunn thus imbues the 'ordinary' landscapes at the 

source of a small Caithness river with such transcendent qualities. 

Pilgrimage has been described as combining 'an outward physical journey through concrete 

space to a geographical ly-defined centre, with a concomitant inward spiritual quest' (Snelling 

1990: 393). Similarly, Kenn's 'intricate quest' to the source of the river occurs at multiple levels 

and is, among other things, also a psychological journey 'into the source of himself' (Gunn 199 1: 

52) and a cultural journey 'into the source of his forebears back beyond the dawn of history' 

(ibid. ). These disparate journeys converge on a single source as Kenn discovers both his own 

continuity with the 'vanished races', whose presence is tangible in the archaeological remains of 

their settlements and burials along the river's banks, and the apparent emergence of their ancient 

culture-his ancient culture-like the river from the land itself. 

Pict, and Viking too, and Gael; the folk, through immense eras of time; sea and river, moor and 
loch; the abiding land: of which the departing figure [Kenn] was a silent emanation. (199 1: 
241) 

Thus, as Kenn ventures for the first time to the hi-gher reaches of the river-'the spawning land' 

(ibid.: 228ý--he finds it strangely familiar, *For he was at home here. He ýý, as drawing back into 
his o\\n. He could feel the pull-as the salmon felt it' (ibid.: 2229). 
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The river of time 

Whilst Highland River may be read as allegory. it is also a subtly constructed discourse oil the 

ore his death, Gunn again wrote of the unedfyl*,,, mnemonics of landscape. In 1972, shortly bef I 

nature of the educational system in which he had been raised. In school history lessons the children 
learrit to devalue their own heritage as they ý\ cre taught the grand. Anglocentric narratives of 
British national history. Meanwhile Gunn describes how Dunbeath's past came to Impress itself 

upon his imagination through his experience of the landscape itself. 

Let me stick to Dunbeath and its river which rises near mountains and ýý inds through miles of 
moorlands; a real Highland river with its salmon and spawning beds, on the way to that spot 
marked on the map as Picts' Houses. Many a night have I camped amid their ruins and had 
long thoughts about my ancestors as they came up from the river, moved around the ancient 
foundations and passed on to the endless moor. To listen to the near silence and then to the 
silence beyond the distant cry of a curlew ... to far standing stones or stones in a sun circle. 
Then in the morning light back to the river, the Falls Pool, the endless variety of pools, with 
their known spots where the salmon lie, down to the Tulach, the green eminence on which the 
ancient broch stands. The guard chamber in the wall; which, as a boy, I never failed to scan 
carefully before entering the courtyard and crossing over to the small entrance in the high wall 
and coming erect again in the inside chamber, shaped like a slightly crushed beeskep, with a 
high corbelled roof that made us wonder what 'kept up' the stones, for the chamber in my 
boyhood was as perfect as when it had first been built. (1972: xiii-xiv) 

Wmoire and histoire merge as Gunn evokes the same scene in Highland River: 

The great wall had tumbled into ruins, but this little room was as it had been in the days of 
Christ. The stone shelving still stuck outward and deep in the earth sea shells could be found. 

When Kenn and Beel crept in through the little door and stood in the gloom, they were 
vaguely disturbed as if the little door telescoped backward into a remoteness that at any moment 
might come up at their elbow. 

Neither would care to enter the place alone nor to linger there. The stones were so near, the 
entrance so small. From two thousand years back time's fingers could touch them in less than 
an instant. (1991: 118-19) 

The river (and, by extension, the wider landscape) becomes quite literally a 'river of time', a 

medium in which past and present become interfused, and, as Kenn ventures along Dunbeath 

strath, he therefore ventures 'down the straths of the past' (ibid.: 158). But neither is this half- 

intuited, half-fantasized past restricted to the distant times of the Picts and Vikings. It is there in the 

remains of more recent structures, in the scattered ruins of croft houses in the remote 'far country', 

and in the placenames of that country: names which seem to arise in legends, but which are 'more 

intimate and thrilling' because Kenn has heard them used by older members of the community 

who kne\\ the places as children and who would occasionally tell stories of them (ibid.: 127). 

In his literature, and particularly in Highland River, Gunn demonstrates how the past may 
become present through the phenomenological encounter NvIth landscape, how personal memories 

and cultural histories become sedimented in place, how such layers of meaning may be *retrieved' 

through a 'close reading' (an intimate, embodied reading) of its palimpsest of topographic and 

toponN mic signs jilleý 1994). 
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There is a final significance I'd I Ike to draw from HighlandRivet-, one which makes th Is novel 

an even more appropriate place to begin thinking about what I want to go on to discuss. For it was 

along the banks of this river, the Dunbeath Water, that I first became aware of the profundity of the 

'homecoming'joumeys which are the subject of this thesis. While conducting fieldwork for an 
MSc dissertation in which I was exploring the mnemonic role of ruins in the Scottish Highland 

landscape (Basu 1997,2000), 1 met a middle-aged couple from Arizona, USA. They had come in 

search of his Ross ancestors who, in the eighteenth century, were recorded as being millers at 
Milton, a small 'mill-town' across the river from Dunbeath broch. I was invited to accompany 

them when they were taken around the ruins of the long-deserted settlement by a number of local 

people. The Arizonans were regaled with stories of the place and details of its history ----their 
history-before standing to have their photograph taken beside a large broken millstone that had 

been built into a nineteenth-century wall. Finally, the couple were shown the old, overgrown well 

that had once served Milton's community. With tears in their eyes, they knelt first to cup the still- 

clear water in their hands to drink, and then to fill their emptied flasks so they could carry the 

spring water back to Arizona with them. I was immediately struck by the symbolism of what I 

observed and the powerful emotions it seemed to engender. The significance of this site... this 

source... this shrine... became unequivocal, and I realized then that there was manifestly nothing 
'ordinary' about their journey. 
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The ruins of Milton on the banks of the Dunbcath Water, Caithness. 
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I-INTRODUCTION 

Early morning, Morag looks out the train window. Small rocky hillsides are sliding past, 
and fir trees, and white birches. Brown creeks (here called bums? ) tumble along over storiv 
riverbeds. A station flashes by. The train does not stop, but Morag reads the sign. 

CULLODEN 

There is such a place. It really exists, in the external world. Morag feels like crying. 

-Margaret Laurence, The Diviners (1989: 313) 

The above quote is taken from The Diviners, a novel by the Canadian writer of Scots-Irish descent, 

Margaret Laurence, in which Morag, the heroine of the book, makes a journey from Manitoba to 

the Scottish Highlands, the old country from which her ancestors had emigrated. Laurence describes 

a quest to a place that had been imagined long before even the possibility of visiting it could be 

conceived of. The shock of discovering that that iconic site of Highland identity, Culloden, actually 

exists, 'in the external world', outside Morag's personal imaginings and the cultural narratives 

which give rise to them, is a profound one; equivalent, perhaps, to the 'peak experience' described 

by Alex Haley in Roots after journeying to his ancestral home in the 'back country of black West 

Africa'-'that which emotionally, nothing in your life ever transcends' (Haley 1991: 676). 

This short excerpt from Laurence's novel introduces an essential aspect of the nature of the 

Scottish homeland for people of Scottish descent dispersed throughout the world. Scotland is at 

once a notional and a material reality, an imagined place as much as a geographical territory, a 

symbol, even a sacred one, that may yet be seen, touched, photographed, driven across, walked 

upon (Tilley 1994: 33). This dissertation is concerned with the relationship between Scotland as 

homeland ('home-land' embodying this notional-material duality) and what may be construed as 

the Scottish diaspora. More particularly it is concerned with examining the phenomenon of 'roots- 

tourism' in the Scottish Highlands and Islands: journeys, such as that described by Laurence, made 

by people of Scottish descent ordinarily living in the United States of America, Canada, Australia, 

New Zealand and other regions where Scots have historically settled to the Scottish Highlands and 

Islands to search for and visit places associated with their ancestors. 

Genealogy, or family history research, is often cited as being one of the most popular leisure 

pursuits worldwide and is reckoned to be the second most common use of the internet (after 

pornography) (Warren 1999). 'Ancestor hunting has been very much a growth industry in recent 

years'. writes the Scottish historian Gordon Donaldson in the foreword to one family history how- 

to guide, 'part of the package for visitors from overseas' (in Cory 1996: ix-x). Indeed', so popular 

has roots-tourism become that in 1999 the newly reconstituted Scottish parliament identified it as 

one of three key niche markets to be targeted in its Xeýt, Strate, (,,. i-jbt- Scottish Toitrism and 

commissioned the Scottish Tourist Board (STB) to research and develop a plan with which to 
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Figure 1.1: 'Come home to Scotland'. The STB's Spring 2002 campaign advertisement 
targeting the 'genealogy' niche market. 

encourage it further (Scottish Executive 2000). ' Tourism, it should be remembered, remains one 

of Scotland's principle industries and is particularly important in the rural and sparse I y-popu I ated 

Highlands and Islands where it provides employment for 15% of the workforce and accounts for 

20% of gross domestic product (R. Smith 1998: 55). Of course, what the STB's visitor profiles and 

rnarket research statistics fail to answer are those most fundamental questions: Why do people 

make these journeys'? What is it that they find among the ruins and graveyards of their family 

histories'? And, perhaps most importantly for an agency concerned with promoting tourism, its 

'According to STB statistics. betNvccii 1997 and 200 1, an average of 43 8,000 Americans, 127,000 Canadians, 
I 10,000 Austral lans, and 24.000 New Zealanders visited Scotland per annum. The USA is Scotland's largest 
overseas tourism market (Scottish Tourist Board 2002). 
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research fails to ask why it is that these visitors rarely consider themselves to be tourists at all and 

may even take umbrage at being identified as such. *My Scotland feelings are vcrý personal to 

me', explains an informant from Ontario, 

I am not, and never, %vill be, a tourist in Scotland. I felt Scotland many years before I was there. 
I paid tribute to Scotland on purpose and continue through my quest to learn all that I call about 
it and how Scotland, and especially the Highlander, evolved. It's only through their world, 
through their eyes, and through their pains and joys that I want to understand Scotland. I owe 
Scotland that, because I feel that Scotland invites me home, to be me. 

Such homecomings take on many forms. They may involve journeys to those sites which 

recall the grand narratives of Highland history (places such as Culloden, Glencoe and Glenfinnan 

with their 'intentional monuments'), but also to sites which figure in the more intimate histories of 

the family: the graves of relatives never known, the ruins of deserted croft houses or other 

settlements, places which, in Riegl's terminology, function as 'unintentional monuments' (Rieol 

1982; see Chapter 7). Some are highly-organized, packaged events such as the 'Orkney 

Homecoming' of 1999, in which over 150 Canadians of Orcadian descent travelled together to 

their ancestral islands for a week of tours and lectures, concerts and a special homecoming service 
held at St Magnus's Cathedral (see Appendix A). Others are organized by the clan associations and 

societies which proliferate in the United States and Canada. These typically involve visits to places 

associated with clan history and lore and often culminate in a march through the clan's historical 

territory behind the clan insignia: a parading of identity and affiliation at once local and transnational 

(Figure 1.2). Some journeys take the form of family reunions, more private events, in which 

ordinarily dispersed family members gather together at a significant place in the old country to 

reaffirm their connections with each other. Such reunions may involve c&Whs with local performers, 

dinners and excursions to places associated with the family history (Figure 1.3). But many of these 

homecomings are very much more personal events undertaken by individuals or couples, small 

sibling or parent-children groups. It is these more personal journeys which provide the particular 

focus of the thesis (Figure 1.4). 

In an era of academic eclecticism and the proliferation of sub-discip] ines, it is impossible to 

situate these 'acts of meaning' (J. Bruner 1990) within a particular theoretical or strictly disciplinary 

context. My approach is thus equally eclectic and does not force interpretation in response to a 

single body of work-for example, that which constitutes an anthropology of tourism-rather I 

navigate a course through a variety of discourses, encompassing heritage-tourism, pilgrimage, 

globalization and localization, landscape and memory, historical narrative and autobiographical 

narrati ve, social and personal identity, etc. I choose, after Marcus (1995), to follow the people, the 

story, tile metaphor... 

fluntina down hoitie-(re)locating identity 

Recent collections of essays such as those edited by Olwig and Hastrup ( 1997). Lovell ( 1998), and 

Rapport and Da\\ soji ( 1998) demonstrate a desire to explore ethnographically what has hitherto 
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been a somewhat theoretical discourse on the nature of identity, belonging and territorial rootedness 

within the complex contexts of globalization. 'An examination of these concepts', writes, Lovell, 

cappears especially topical since displacement, dislocation and dispossession ha,, e become such 

common themes in contemporary political experiences and debates' (1998: 1 ). 

One of the dominant tropes to emerge in this anthropological project to relocate identity is the 

notion of 'home'. Home has conventionally been associated with stability and permanence. that 

4stationary point in the environment from which to engineer one's moving, perceiving, ordering 

and constructing'; a physical, social and cognitive place 'in which one best knows oneself, where 

one's self-identity is best grounded' (Rapport and Dawson 1998: 21). Yet this seemingly most 

commonplace of locations has, in an age characterized by movement, also become one of the most 

elusive to both find and define. As society becomes increasingly mobile and fragmented, there is a 

corresponding nostalgia for the lost stability and social cohesion represented by home (something 

'lost'in the personal as well as historical past, a 'place'to which one can no longer find one's way 
back). Citing Michael Rustin, Morley and Robins write, 

there is an increasingly felt need for'some expressive relationship to the past' and for attachment 
to particular territorial locations as 'nodes of association and continuity, bounding cultures and 
communities'. There is a desire to be 'at home' in the new and disorientating global space. 
(1995: 87) 

Perhaps the most detailed exposition of this social nostalgia is provided by Berger, Berger and 

Kellner in the classic sociological text, The Homeless Mind. Berger et al argue that the 'correlate 

of the migratory character of [the modem individual's] experience of society and of self has been 

what might be called a metaphysical loss of "home"' (1973: 82). As the familiarly Durkheimlan 

argument goes, with modernity comes not only dislocation from a physical home-place (migration 

to cities or across other borders), but also a movement away from the cohesiveness of a social 

home or milieu represented by 'traditional society' and bound by the normalizing conscience 

collective of shared beliefs, values and experiences. Thus, the experience of 'external mobility' 

has an impact 'at the level of consciousness' (ibid.: 184), with the consequence that 'modem man 

is afflicted with a permanent identity crisis' (ibid.: 78; emphasis in original). Alienated from the 

place and corresponding social structures which hitherto conferred an externally-determined and 

6given' identity, the individual is forced to search inwardly for some coherent sense of self in a 

life-world which is increasingly fragmented, plural and shifting. Indeed, with the weakening of 

external determinants, this reflexive search for identity-the construction of a 'life plan' (ibid.: 

73) or'life trajectory' (Giddens 1991: 7 I)--becomes a primary source of identity in itself (Maclntyre 

1981: 203-04). 

Modem identity is thus said to be 'open-ended, transitory [and] liable to on-going change' 

(Berger ct al 1973: 77). At the same time, \ý ith the declining, relevance of any shared moral consensus. 

this 'subjective realm of identity' has become 'the individual's main foothold in reality' (ibid. ). 

The consequent disorientation -ph,,,, ' sical. social, psY II its \ chological-is perplexing and 'engenders i 
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own nostalgias ... for a condition of -being at home" in society, with oneself and. ultimately, in the 

universe' (ibid.: 82). 

It is possible that Berger etal's analysis of modem identity is itself susceptible to this nostalgia, 

and this is the crux of Rapport and Dawson's recent critique of their argument. 'While The Honieless 

Mind remains a challenging thesis', they write, 'it is steeped in a communitarian ideology that can 
decry modem "Ills" (individualism and pluralization, alienation and anomy) only to the extent that 

it posits an idyllic past of unified tradition, certainty, stasis, and cognitive and behavioural 

commonality' (1998: 32). Rapport and Dawson discard such a postulated past on the grounds that 

it is 'mythic', and they believe that the whole theory 'remains ethnographically ungrounded in the 

present' (ibid. ). 

In testing homelessness against the ethnographic record ... we contend that the evidence points 
to a successful resilience of 'home', however this may come to be defined, and an inexorability 
of home-making-even as individuals and groups lead their lives in and through movement 
(cognitive and physical) and refrain from finally and essentially affixing their identities to 
places. (ibid. ) 

Rapport and Dawson are, of course, being intentionally provocative. Their polemic is directed 

to a specific goal: to weaken the close association of identity and territory, 'to disarm the genealogical 

rhetoric of blood, property and frontiers' (Paul Carter cited in Rapport and Dawson 1998: v and 

22). Their objective may be laudable, but does the ethnographic evidence really support their 

argument? Are they correct in stating that 'home versits movement' is an outmoded paradigm that 

has now been superseded by 'home as movement' (ibid.: 30)? It is a contention of this thesis that 

Rapport and Dawson undermine the strength of their argument by 'dichotomizing' the debate. 

'Home', I suggest, is not to be found either in movement or in stasis, but in the articulation of both. 

To demonstrate quite how modem, mobile individuals negotiate these apparent opposites, thus 

keeping the augured identity crisis at arm's length, will be one of my key objectives. 

Individuals, Rapport and Dawson insist, are 'at home in personal narratives that move away 

from any notion of fixity within a common idiom, and their identities derive from telling moving 

stories of themselves and their world views' (ibid. ). But, in discussing narrative as a mobile resource, 

they seem to discount the possibility that narrative may also be used by individuals as a way of 

rooting themselves in particular places. Rapport and Dawson may be correct in doubting the 

(objective) reality of lost edenic homes evoked in migrant tales, but surely they ignore the 

(subjective) reality of such 'myths' for the individuals who 'live by' them and for whom they 

provide some sense of ontological security in a world often perceived to be moving 'too fast' 

(Samuel and Thompson 1990). 

The imperative to 'hunt down home' (McNeil 1996) finds a particular expression in the 

contemporary search for roots. This widespread practice would seem to betray a more pessimistic 

eN,,, - of modernitý, - in which the individual evidently does not celebrate his or her liberation from 

the 'genealo, -, Ical rhetoric' of blood and territorial attachment. but rather seeks to re-assert it. The 
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process, as evinced in the followin2comments. offers the dislocated self an opportunity to relocate 

itself both spatially and temporally. 

I want to be able to tell my children where their ancestors came from. I think it gives them a 
sense of 'belonging' in a world that sometimes moves too fast (i. e. everythmo is always 
changing). (EL, New South Wales, Australia) 

I have found, after being in the States for a few months that there is an opinion that the reason 
a number of people here feel lost and hopeless, is the loss of roots. I have found a great deal of 
people are realizing this. I have always felt that it is important to know these things and have 
passed many of the family stories on to my children and plan to write a family history for the 
benefit of the whole family. I consider myself very lucky in knowing where my roots are. 
Alberta, Canada-working in California, USA) 

How can 1, a USA national, get a passport and/or some form of citizenship with the homeland 
of my heritage? I shall never feel like a whole being until I can feel and be part of Scotland. 
Please Scotland give to me some form of simple citizenship, for then I may no longer have to 
suffer the slings and arrows of mental and physical separation from my true homeland. (AB, 
Louisiana, USA) 

Walking through Cawdor village and castle knowing my ancestors also walked there. I felt 
like I came home after several generations'journey. (BC, Texas, USA) 

The often strenuous efforts of individuals to reconnect with a past from which they feel separated 

and recover a 'sense of belonging' in a particular place, culture and family-the desire to 'come 

home'after generations of movement-may be seen in the context of what Berger et al describe as 

the 'demodemizing impulse'. This impulse, which Berger et al suggest may account for various 
kinds of ethnic and religious revivals, 'seeks a reversal of the modem trends that have left the 

individual "alienated" and beset with the threats of meaninglessness' (1973: 196). 

The liberation of modernity has been, above all, that of the individual. ... Indeed, it has been 
suggested that the theme of individual autonomy is perhaps the most important theme in the 
world view of modernity. The experience of 'alienation' is the price of individuation. Quite 
logically, therefore, an important theme in demodernizing movements today is the protest 
against the allegedly excessive individualism of modem society. The individual is to be liberated 
from this individualism to the solidarity of either old or new collective structures. (ibid. ) 

It is tempting to understand the homecoming journeys with which this thesis is concerned- 
including their idealizations of past times, places and communities-as an exemplar of this 

demodernizing impulse. But, again, the reality is more complex. The modem individual wants it 

both ways: the self is therefore both 'at home' in a world of movement and 'at sea'; celebrating the 

freedom and creativity of self-determination on the one hand, whilst, on the other, craving a 'return' 

to the security of an externally-determined 'collective' identity. Modem identity is thus, above all, 

ambivalent, suspended in a kind of 'dialectical tension' between the order of stasis and the disorder 

of movement (Benjamin 1992: 62). Thus, rather than arguinj-, ', narrowly for the location of home/ 

identity either in stasis or in movement, we should therefore concentrate on exploring how these 

two postulated opposites apparently co-exist within the same individual. 
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Homeland and diaspora 

This brings us to a second metaphor of modem identity, one which embraces the 'dual consciousliess, 

of stasis/movement, past/present, home/away: the notion of'diaspora'. 'Diaspora cultures. ' suggests 
Clifford, 'mediate, in a lived tension., the expenences of separation and entanglement, of living 

here and remembering/desiring another place' (1997: 255). Indeed, I would argue that diaspora 

should be considered as only one half of a twin trope with that 'other landscape', the *horrieland'. 

Like the global and the local, these are relative terms, each constituted in the other, such that there 

can be no diaspora without an impliedplace of origin (real or imagined), no homeland without an 
implied sense of displacement. 

In recent years, diaspora has become something of a buzzword across the social sciences, used 

to describe almost any dispersed population regardless of the circumstances of its dispersal: 'where 

once were dispersions', bemoans T6161yan, 'there now is diaspora' (1996: 30). T6161yan maintains 

that, despite its more neutral etymological roots, a semantic stability had prevailed around the 

term from the second century CE until the late 1960s, based on what he describes as the 'Jewish 

paradigm'(1 996: 13). This 'paradigmatic diaspora'Is characterized primarily by the coercive nature 

of the forces resulting in the uprooting and resettlement of a population outside the boundaries of 

its established homeland. Diaspora, thus defined, may therefore be 'Juxtaposed to the voluntary 

and cumulative emigration of individuals or small groups, which can also result in the formation 

of dispersion and enclaves in host countries' (ibid.: 12). Accordingly, T6161yan argues, as well as 

the Jewish Diaspora, one can legitimately identify, for example, African and Armenian diasporas 

by the unequivocality of their respective cultural traumas, whereas to contemplate an Indian diaspora, 

for instance, formed by the migration of indentured labourers, or a British diaspora, formed by 

colonization and voluntary emigration, requires a fundamental semantic shift-a problematic shift 

in which the meaning and power of the word itself becomes diffuse. 

Despite T6161yan's protestations, it appears that diaspora has indeed become a 'promiscuously 

capacious category' (1996: 8). 'For better or worse', writes Clifford, 'diaspora discourse is being 

widely appropriated' and 'is loose in the world' (1997: 249), where it joins an 'unruly crowd of 

descriptive/interpretive terms [that] nowiostle and converse in an effort to characterize the contact 

zones of nations, cultures and regions' (ibid.: 245). It is, of course, no coincidence that the decline 

in the prominence of the Jewish paradigm in diaspora studies over the last thirty years corresponds 

with an increasingly global outlook in the social sciences and a concordant shift in attention (and 

therefore vocabulary) fTom the nation-state to various supranational categories of identification. 

Indeed, in aii earlier, less critical article, T6161yan himself describes diasporas as 'the exemplary 

communities of the transnational moment' (1991: 4). Ratherthan those of nations, it is the 'chronicles 

of diasporas', suggests Chambers, NN'hich 'constitute the ground swell of modernity' (1994: 16). 

Whilst T6161-yan resists this cxpansiN c interpretation of the notion of diaspora, other theorists 
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are keen to push its boundaries further. Safran, for instance, recognizes that diaspora may be used 

as a metaphorical designation to encompass the disparate experiences of several categories of 

people including 'expatriates, expellees, political refugees, alien residents, immigrants, and ethnic 

and racial minorities tout court' (1991: 83). He draws a parallel with the use of terms such as 

ghetto' and 'holocaust' which are also widely appropriatedand employed (sometimes contentiously) 

in non-Jewish contexts. Perhaps the most thorough revision of the notion of diaspora to date, 

however, comes from the sociologist Robin Cohen (1997). Cohen argues that there is a need to 

'transcend the Jewish tradition' (1997: 2 1) and return to the etymological origins of the word, the 

Greek to so it, over or scatter, and its earliest usage in relation to human dispersion, referring to the 

Greek colonization of Asia Minor and the Mediterranean. Such a tactic permits Cohen to develop 

a nine-point summary of common features of diasporas (Table 1.1) and to assemble a typology 

which includes 'tabour', 'trade', 'imperial'and 'cultural' diasporas as well as the more conventional 

4 victim' type. 

Such sub-categories resemble Weberian 'ideal types'since diasporas rarely occur in any 'pure' 

form. Indeed, it is the inexact match between such linguistic categories and the social phenomena 

to which they refer that allows this loaded term to be deployed strategically in both academic and 

popular discourses. Thus it is that members of an 'imperial diaspora'-descendants of nineteenth- 

century settlers in the British colonies, for example-may identify themselves as 'victims' of 
displacement, emphasizing the so-called 'push' factors of migration studies literature (poverty, 

famine, avaricious landlords, etc. ) rather than the 'pull' factors (employment opportunities, land 

grants, assisted passage, etc. ), choosing to ignore their ancestors' own agency. 

Table 1.1: Common features of a diaspora, (R. Cohen 1997: 26) 

I. Dispersal from an original homeland, often traumatically, to two or more foreign regions-, 
2. alternatively, the expansion from a homeland in search of work, in pursuit of trade or 

to further colonial ambitions; 
3. a collective memory and myth about the homeland, including its location, history and 

achievements; 
4. an idealization of the putative ancestral home and a collective commitment to its 

maintenance, restoration, safety and prosperity, even to its creation; 

5. the development of a return movement that gains collective approbation; 

6. a strong ethnic group consciousness sustained over a long time and based on a sense of 
distinctiveness, a common history and the belief in a common fate; 

7. a troubled relationship with host societies, suggesting a lack of acceptance at the least 
or the possibility that another calamity might befall the group; 

8. a sense of empathy and solidarity xvith co-ethnic members in other countries of 
settlement; and 

9. the possibility of a distinctive creatl\-c. enriching life in host countries with a tolerance 
for pluralism. 



Positing a Scottish diaspora 

The thesis is predicated on an assumption that it is possible to recognize such a thing as a Scottish 

diaspora. Without such recognition, the range of meanings and inferences articulated in diasporan 

discourse would have no relevance in the Scottish context and therefore no particular influence on 

those individuals and groups throughout the world who claim a Scottish heritage. This assumption 
is by no means incontrovertible and it would be true to say that, until recently, there has been no 

popular recognition of such a diaspora: the authors of The Penguin AtlasqfDiasporas, for example, 

include only 'Jews, Armenians, Gypsies, blacks, Chinese, Indians, Irish, Greeks, Lebanese, 

Palestinians, Vietnamese, and Koreans'in their survey (Chaliand and Regeau 1997: xix). Cohen's 

more inclusive approach, however, allows us to go beyond the narrower definitions which usually 
dictate such lists. Indeed, an elaboration of his nine-point summary in specifically Scottish contexts 
is implicit throughout the dissertation, and I address the two key interpretative points (I and 2- 

ý victim' diaspora versus 'trade/imperial/colonial' diaspora) in detail in Chapter 9. The following 

brief statements, addressing each of Cohen's points in turn, are therefore intended merely as 
introductory 'scene setting' remarks. 2 

(I a) Dispersalfrom an original homeland, often traumatically... 

It is estimated that between 1821 and 1915 over forty-four million emigrants left Europe for North 

America, Australasia and other destinations. In absolute numerical terins, Scotland's two million 

share of this seems almost insignificant. Relative to its population size, however, the impact of this 

emigration was immense and constitutes, for the Scottish historian, T. M. Devine, the 

haemorrhaging of a population from a small country (1999: 469)-a provocative image, knowingly 

employed. Although all regions of Scotland were affected by this 'great exodus', emigration from 

the Scottish Highlands and Islands was especially severe, particularly in the aftermath of the 

subsistence crises of the 1830s and 40s. In the period 1841 to 1861, for instance, the western 
Highlands lost up to a third of its population either overseas or to the industrial towns of the 

Scottish Central Belt and northern England (ibid.: 468-69). The Highlands remain one of the least 

densely populated regions in Europe. 

This mass emigration from the Highlands is often conflated with what has been described as 

'one of the sorest, most painful, themes in modem Scottish history' (Richards 2000: 3): the Highland 

Clearances. Occurring in the period approximately 1790 to 1855, and driven by an economic 

ideology of 'Improvement', the Clearances involved the eviction of the small tenantry from their 

traditional land holdings on many estates throughout the Highlands and Islands so that the land 

'There is a vast historical literature on the subject of Scottish migration and settlement overseas (e. g. Burnsted 
198-1, Caue 1985, Prentis 1987-, Devine 1992, Hunter 1994 and 1996; Harper & Vance 1999), a substantial 
body of 'ethnological' work dealing vvith Scottish Gaelic culture in migrant contexts (e. g. C. 'X. Dunn 1953; 
MacDonnell 1982; M. Bennett 1989 and 1998, J. L. Campbell 1999; Cardell & Cumming 1999-, Newton 
2001), and agrowing intcrest among anthropologists and cultural geographers concerning the Scottish heritage 
revi i -ica (c.,,. Ra -- I I\ al' in NorthArnet v 2001. Hague 2002). 1 do not prctcnd to offer ailything like a summary 

of these literatures in the thesis. 
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could be opened up for large scale sheep fanning. This process speeded the passIJIL, of a system of 

joint-tenancy farming that was already well in decline, and entailed the resettlement of tenants on 
individual small-holdings (crofts), often on relatively poor land, incapable of producing an adequate 

yield for a family to subsist on, and thereby forcing the tenants into more 'Industrious' labour (e. g. 
kelp burning, fishing, trades, etc. ) to provide a supplementary cash income. 'Although, as Richards 

states, 'there were several episodes in which people were cleared and directly embarked for overseas, 

it has yet to be demonstrated that, in general, the Clearances accelerated either migration or 

emigration' (2000: 324). Yet, despite this, as Devine notes, in the popular mind, the Highland 

Clearances and Highland emigration have become inextricably linked and 'the depopulation of 

northern Scotland is seen as the direct result of the expropriation of the traditional peasantry and 
their forced removal from their homeland' (1992: 84). 

The Clearances are not only one of the sorest of themes in Scottish history, they are also one of 
the most densely mythologized and deeply contentious, and arguments continue to rage in popular 

and academic histories, in newspaper letters pages and on the intemet regarding what exactly 
happened and why. Two interpretations of these huge population displacements dominate the 
literature. These may be characterized as, firstly, the academic historians' view, which emphasizes 

the complexity of causal factors (for instance, a massive increase in the rural population without a 

corresponding expansion in economic capacity to accommodate the growth; the relative isolation 

of the area from earlier agricultural modernization; the expansion of laissez-jýire capitalism and 

the corresponding decline in traditional social and economic structures; the demand for domestically 

produced mutton and wool during the Napoleonic Wars; the aestheticization of the Highlands and 
development of sporting estates, etc. ) (e. g. Mitchison 1981; Richards 1982,1985a, 2000; Devine 

1988); and, secondly, the popular historians' view, which argues that the Clearances were the 

continuation of a malicious process begun in the afterinath of Culloden: namely, the genocidal 
destruction of a distinctive tribal society perceived by the Anglicized gentry to be a hindrance to 

the development of the modem British state (e. g. Mackenzie 1883; Grimble 1962; Prebble 1969). 

Regardless of motive and, therefore, meaning (it is enough, in the present context, to state that 

both are equivocal), the 'removals'were often carried out with a callous indifference to the welfare 

of those affected and have become forever associated in the popular imagination with scenes of 

rural poverty, destitution and famine: consequences of the Malthusian trap which the 'improvements' 

arguably sought to relieve. Thus, Richards describes how, as with the contemporaneous Irish Famine 

narrative, the 'vivid simplicities' have come to displace the opacity of historical 'truth' (Gass 

1982: 131): 

A large, but unknown, proportion of the population of the Highlands departed the region in the 
age of the clearances. As always, the popular recollection of the story is dominated by dramatic 
images. the rag-ged remnants of a once-proud peasantry hounded from the hills by the factors 
and police were driven aboard disease-ridden ships bound for outlandish colonies, their families 
broken, their ministers compliant, and the collective agony sounded by the p1broch and the 
\\ailirig, of pathetic humanity. It is a tale of 'Inconsolable anguish' which parallels the Irish 
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orthodoxy identified and criticized by Patrick O'Farrell [ 1976]; it depicts emigration as dralning 
the life blood of the country, inflicting heartbreak and misery on those who left and those XvhO 
stayed, a monstrous continuing eviction contrived by the English. (Richards 1985a: 179)3 

(I b) to two or morejbreign regions 

The popularity of different overseas destinations for Scottish emigrants varied over time. Unt, I the 

1840s, British North America (the Dominion of Canada after 1867) was particularly popular and 

many distinctively Highland communities became established in the maritime provinces and Upper 

Canada (Ontario) at this time (Devine 1999: 470; Bumsted 1982; M. Bennett 1989,1998, - Harper 

and Vance 1999). Later in the nineteenth century, Australia and New Zealand also began attracting 
large numbers, particularly during the Victorian gold rush of the early 1850s (Richards 1985b, D. 

Watson 1984; Prentis 1987; Brooking 1985); around the turn of the nincteenth/twentieth century 

there was also a flurry of emigration to South Africa. The United States of America, however, was 
by far the most popular destination with more than half of all emigrating Scots going there between 

1853 and 1914-even more were to head to the States after initially emigrating to Canada (Devine 

1999: 47 1; Aspinwall 1985; Hewitson 1993). 

It is estimated that there are some twenty-eight million people of Scottish descent worldwide, ' 

only 4.6 million of whom reside in Scotland. The largest populations of this posited diaspora are 

to be found in the following regions: 

Table 1.2: The Scottish diaspora, population distribution (D. A. Bruce 1997: 280) 

Region Estimated population of Scottish descent 

United States of America .................................................................................. 12,190,000 
Canada ................................................................................................................ 

3,782,520 
England and Wales ............................................................................................. 3,650,000 
Australia ............................................................................................................. 

2,061,420 
New Zealand .......................................................................................................... 

475,200 
Northern Ireland .................................................................................................... 

414,260 
South Africa ........................................................................................................... . 

285,558 

(2)Expansion. from a homeland in search oj'work, inpursuitoftrade or to. fitrther colonial ambitions. 

Mass emigration from Scotland began before the period of the Highland Clearances and continued 

long after, and although it is the trauma of forced eviction and exile that is often articulated in 

emigrant stories and songs (see Meek 1995; Newton 2001; Thomson 1989), it is clear that in the 

vast majority of cases, emigration was driven by a more complex set of 'push-pull' forces: most 

notably the 'pull'of the prospect of work, land and material betterment. The reasons most frequently 

recorded for emigration frorn the Highlands in the late eighteenth century include 'racking rents', L_ 

Concerning the Irish diaspora and famine narrative see. for example, K. A. Millcr(1985). Akenson (1996), 
C- I 

Crakvford 1997. for a discussion of genealo-gy. and identity in the Irish diaspora. see Nash (2002). 
More extravagant clairris posit as many as forty or ninety million people worldwide with Scottish ancestr-v 

(Cromarty 2001: 4, Conroy 1996, Gerber 1997: xv). 
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'in hopes of good employment. 'to push his fortune', 'for wealth', 'want of employment'. 'to 

provide for his family a better livelihood'. 'to get a place' and to 'better their fortune' (Cameron 

1930). Whilst there is no denying the trauma of even economic miuration, there is, as Cohen 

points out, a qualitative difference between this and migration forced by the threat of violence. In 

their desire to better their fortune in the colonies, many Highlanders exerted their own agency and 
thus, ultimately, emigrated voluntarily. Perhaps, considering the lack of ý, iable alternati\ es. we 

could say that, in the majority of cases, whilst the Highlanders were not forced by physical coercion 
to emigrate, they were neverthelessforced to choose emigration as the lesser of evils-the victims 

of circumstance at the most. 

Devine argues that, whilst some Scottish migrants were indeed destitute, many also 'came 

with considerable advantages which allowed them to exploit the opportunities of the New World 

and influence its development out of all proportion to their numbers', and that, 'unlike the Irish 

Catholic emigration to the Americas, the Scottish diaspora was not mainly the flight of the poor' 
(1999: 471-72). Indeed, many of the great empire builders of the United States, Canada, Australia 

and New Zealand were Scots or of Scottish descent: a fact attested to in such volumes as The Mark 

of the Scots, which proudly list the many Scottish statesmen, explorers, missionaries, military 

commanders, scholars, inventors, engineers, and so forth who have shaped these settler societies 

(D. A. Bruce 1997). We are here concerned with that alternative national stereotype: the 'Enterprising 

Scot' who, in an emigrant context, successfully deployed skills, and sometimes capital, acquired at 

home 'to build a new life (and for the lucky few, a fortune) in the colonies' (Donnachie 1992: 102). 

Even those who were not rewarded with such immediate bounties generally became established 

within the space of a generation or two and attained a much improved standard of living compared 

with those who remained in the old country. Success in the colonies was, however, won at the 

expense of those whose land was colonized, and even the poor rural migrants of the Highlands of 

Scotland, dispossessed of their own lands, cannot be exempted from the responsibility for the 

often more bloody dispossession of others in their encounters with native populations. Devine is 

therefore obliged to include that darker side of the all-too-often celebratory narrative of the Scots 

abroad: 

Scots pioneers in Victoria were often land-grabbers and squatters who were notorious for their 
ruthlessness, and the Scots, like the English, Welsh and Irish, played a full part in the harsh 
treatment of the Aboriginal peoples. It was ironic that some of those most notoriously involved 
were Highlanders who themselves had suffered clearance and privation in the old country 
before receiving emigration assistance under the auspices of the Highland and Island Emigration 
Society. (1999: 474) 

Whilst Cohen's list suggests either involuntary dispersal (resulting in a victim diaspora) or 

voluntary expansion (resulting in a trade or colonial diaspora), it is evident that the two are not 

necessanily mutually exclusi\, c. The history of the Scottish Highland diaspora is an exemplary 

case insofar as it can be interpreted in different \ý ays according to the meanings one NN ishes to 

invoke: Scots as exiles banished from ancient homelands, as pioneer settlers civilizing savage 
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places, as agents of British imperialism, as perpetrators of displacement in the hornelands of others. 
Such are the apparent incompatibilities which yet seem to cohere in Scottish diasporan identlt%. 
(Or perhaps it is that they do not cohere so easily that provokes the restless search for home that 

characterizes this particular kind of belonging. ) 

(3 & 4) A collective memory and myth about the homeland, including its location, histoly and 

achievements, and an idealization of the putative ancestral home and a collective commitment to 

its maintenance, restoration, safe4, andprosperity, even to its creation. 

'The myth of a common origin', writes Cohen, 'serves to "root" a diasporic consciousness and 

give it legitimacy' (1997: 184). Such origin myths are usually territorialized and may constitute 
'highly romanticized fantasies of the "old country... (ibid.: 185). Cohen reminds us that, for the 

Jews, the ... promised land" flowed with milk and honey' (ibid. ); so it is with the Scottish homeland, 

that 'promised land of modem romance' (Marx 1970: 728): the Highlands. 

It will already be apparent that I refer to Scotland and the Scottish Highlands (and Islands)" 

and therefore the Scottish diaspora and the Scottish Highland diaspora-somewhat imprecisely. 
This imprecision is, actually, fundamental to Scottish national and, particularly, Scottish diasporan 

identity. Generally-speaking, when 'Scotland'is imagined outside Scotland, it is Highland Scotland 

that is imagined. As Devine points out, 

To the rest of the world in the late twentieth century Scotland seems a Highland country. The 
'land of mountain and flood' adorns countless tourist posters and those familiar and distinctive 
symbols of Scottish identity, the kilt, the tartan and the bagpipes, are all of Highland origin. 
(1999: 231) 

This is certainly borne out in Celeste Ray's study of the Scottish heritage revival in North Carolina 

where, she reports, 'The identity embraced as "Scottish" by the Scottish-American community is 

a Highland identity', though not necessarily one which is recognizable as such by Highlanders in 

Scotland (2001: 17 & xiii). 

The emergence of this (trans)national iconography has a particular genealogy of its own and 

has been the subject of much scholarship in recent years (e. g. Withers 1988 and 1992; Womack 

1989; Pittock 199 1). The region has repeatedly been constructed as the primitive/peripheral/exotic 

'Other'to the hegemonically dominant Scottish Lowlands, England and/or the Anglophone British 

state. This external construction and representation, at once ideological and aesthetic, may be seen 

in the light of Said's discussion of Orientalism (1978) and gives rise to a parallel discourse which 

has been dubbed 'Highlandism'. This discourse has its roots in the fourteenth century when, with 

the increasing Anglicization of the Lowlands and the retreat of Gaelic society to the mountainous 

5 The Scottish Highlands, as a'culture region'(Withers 1988), generally includes the Islands. Encompassing 
areas with dk erse historics, landscapes and resources. there is actually no homogenous 'culture' %% ithin this 
region. As Withers argues. the cultural geograph,,, - of Highland Scotland ought instead to be understood in 
term,, of 'diversity within unity" (1988: 3). Within the thesis, such diversity is reflected in the individual case 
examples disCLISSC(l. otherwise I refer to the 1-IM-Nands in a looser, broadly inclLisivc manner. 
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north and west, the Highlands emerged as a distinct 'culture reg ion'. I lowever. it was in the period 
1746-1822, in the aftermath of the Jacobite Uprisings, that the discursive construction of the 
Highlands as we know it today took place. ' 

The creation of the Highlands is the result of several agencies in combination: the geographical 
'discovery' of the region-, the idea of the Highlander as *noble savage in the context of 
enlightenment theories on the stages of societal development; and a Romantic interest in 
primitive virtue alongside interests in the aesthetic pleasures to be gained in contemplation of 
picturesque scenery. (Withers 1992: 145) 

In his Barthesian analysis of the 'myth' of the Highlands, Womack describes the region as 
being colonized by 'the empire of signs' ( 1989: 1) and reminds us that this 'colonization' occurred 

at a particular time, 'in response to specific ideological requirements and contradictions which are 
both exhibited and disguised by its eventual form' (ibid.: 2). Central to this movement was the 
Lowland appropriation of Jacobitism. As Devine argues, it was the very decisiveness of the 

Hanoverian military victory at Culloden that made possible the 'sentimentalization' of the Jacobite 

cause (1999: 236-37). By the end of the eighteenth century Jacobite rebelliousness had been so 

thoroughly tamed and metamorphosed that it provided the key iconography for a new unified, 

assimilationist, Protestant 'North British' identity-the very thing it had rebelled against. The 

Jacobite myth, with its motifs of love, loyalty, exile and loss, and its close association with Highland 

tradition entered national and international consciousness, becoming further aestheticized in music 

and literature-not least in the work of those great proponents of Highlandism: Bums, Hogg and 
Sir Walter Scott. This transformation reached its zenith in George IV's visit to Edinburgh in 1822, 

which saw the Hanoverian monarch 'clad in kilt, plaid, bonnet and tartan coat' and presented as 
'The Chief of Chiefs' and a Stuart to boot (ibid.: 235). The 'King's Jaunt' was famously stage- 

managed by Scott, who is generally credited with finally marginalizing Lowland culture (though 

not its hegemonic dominance) and replacing it with a 'Celtic fantasy', one far removed from the 

realities of the Highland past or present (ibid. 236). Thus Scottish culture became, in Prebble's 

words, 'a bogus tartan caricature of itself'(1988: 361), and a classic exemplar of the 'invention of 

tradition' (Trevor-Roper 1983). 

Receiving further royal patronage when Victoria began her summer residencies at Balmoral in 

1848, the cult of the Highlands gained momentum throughout the nineteenth century, particularly 

with the expansion of tourism (first Oite tours and field sports, later, in the wake of the railways, 

mass tourism to resorts-see Andrews 1990; Gold and Gold 1995). This period saw a great deal of 

cultural 'inventiveness', including the establishment of a proliferation of Highland games and 

6Scc Devine 0 999: 
_3 

1-48) for a succinct summary of JacobItIsm In Scotland. Often misunderstood in both 
homeland and diaspora as a struggle for Scottish independence from England, it Nvould be more correct to : -D describe the Jacobite Uprisings. vvhich occurred in the period 1689 to 1746. as a'civil war'betwcen supporters 
of the exiled Catholic Stuart dynasty and supporters of the Protestant succession (after 1714. the Hanoverians). 

,, \I 
lco- lances often sh'ftcd thro gho III Iu ut this period, as did the exact nature of the cause being contested. Following 

the detcat of the 1745-46 Uprising at Culloden, pro-Jacobite areas of the Highlands Nvcrc subjected to harsh 
reprisals. CUIT'I'linating, in the Disan-ning Acts which sou-, -,, 

ht to dismantle the militaristic basis of clan society 
and pacify the region once and for all. 



gather-ings, the emergence of clan and Celtic societies, the erection of monuments at iconic sites 

such as Glenfinnan, Glencoe and Culloden, and the landscaping of estates so that they Inight 

accord more faithfully to the picturesque aesthetic (a process that has become known as tile 
'Bal moralization' of estates). Indeed, this 'ideoscape' of the tragic-heroic past remains the dominant 

image in Scottish tourist promotions to this day. As Gold and Gold note in their analysis of tradition. 

representation and promotion in Scottish tourism since 1750, 

It was Scott who conflated the highland identity with Scottish identity, peopled the landscape 
with characters from a mythical past and ensured that visitors would feel that they needed to 
visit the Highlands to see the 'authentic' Scotland. In a very real sense it was Scott who \ý rote 
the script for the promotion of Scottish tourism in the years to come. (1995: 83) 

There is much more to be said about the rise of Highlandism, but my concern here, and in my 
discussion in Chapter 4, is to explore this phenomenon in the context of the Scottish diaspora. For 

diasporan Scots the myth of the Highlands is, of course, also the myth of the homeland, and, 

indeed, it is in the diaspora-particularly in North America-that this mythic idealization is most 
forcefully invoked and where it continues to expand and transmogrify. This extends far beyond the 

wearing of tartan and participation in the Highland games and gatherings which abound across the 

continent. As Ray observes, 'the Highlandist perspective of Scottish heritage has acquired many 

new dimensions and celebratory rituals in the last few decades of Scottish heritage revival' (200 1: 

39). Witness, for example, the invention of new traditions such as the 'Kirking of the Tartan', the 

enthusiasm for re-enactment groups which stage mock battles in Highland dress, and the 

establishment of an annual National Tartan Day in the USA on the anniversary of the signing of the 

Declaration of Arbroath (Hague 2002). Perhaps, however, the most powerful recent expression of 

this diasporan idealization of the Scottish homeland is the 1995 feature film, Braveheart, a classic 

example of romantic nationalist obfuscation, which must be understood as both product and partial 

cause of this heritage revival. 

Having characterized the idealization of the Scottish (Highland) homeland thus, it is important 

to add that this 'caricature' is not viewed uncritically by all members of the diaspora. Many diasporan 

Scots start theirjourneys of discovery with such stereotypical images in mind, but in the course of 

their research and exploration become fully acquainted with the complexities of Scottish 

historiography and eventually regard such 'tartan tomfoolery' with derision. Therefore, despite 

the mass appeal of this dominant discourse, the homeland becomes imagined in multiple ways and 

the contestation of authenticity forins a significant counter-discourse. 

(5) The development of a return movement that gains collecth, c approbation, 

'Return migration'is a largely overlooked aspect of international migration studies, but, as Wyman 

has denionstrated in Round Trip to . 4nierica (1993), historically this was an extremely sUmificant 

phenomenon. NVyman states that, iii the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. no less than 

a third of European mass migrants to the USA returned permanentlý, to their original countries. 
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These return statistics vary across different European nationality groups, bem een rural and urban 

populations, and at different periods of time, and reasons for return include both success and 
failure in the New World: changed circumstances in the old country (the inheritance of land or 
family responsibilities, for example), an inability to adapt to the American way of life and, indeed, 

plain homesickness. 

Although the terms 'return migration' and 'return moýement' are sometimes used 

interchangeably in migration studies literature, the connotations of each are actually quite different. 

Whilst migration is undoubtedly movement, a movement is, of course, more than migration: it can 
be a collective project, a cause or campaign. There are religious movements, political movements, 

aesthetic movements: in diasporan contexts there are return movements such as Zionism and 
Rastafarianism, movements which are at once religious, political and aesthetic. With the exception 

of Zionism, the role of the homeland for most such movements has remained largely symbolic. It 

is the argument of this thesis that the two- or three-week homecomings made by Scottish roots- 

tourists may also legitimately be understood as instances of a diasporan return movement. Such 

symbolic returns are not a new phenomenon-note that planned by Gus and Angus in Nell Gunn's 

Highland River; and, indeed, not far from Gunn's native Dunbeath, at Badbae, stands a monument 

erected in 1911 by a New Zealander from the stones of the cottage in which his father had been 

raised prior to emigrating (Basu 1997: 48-49). It is true to say, however, that this movement has 

gained momentum in the late twentieth century such that it may now be described as a mass 

movement and therefore one that has gained collective approbation. 

(6 & 8) A strong ethnic group consciousness sustained over a long time and based on a sense of 

distinctiveness, a common histotýy and the belief in a common fate, and a sense of empathy and 

solidarity with co-ethnic members in other countries of settlement. 

A sense of 'Scottishness', of belonging to a distinctively Scottish community, transcends national 

boundaries and is articulated in many ways: through the activities of international clan societies; 

the celebration of calendrical events such as Burns'Night, St Andrew's Day and now Tartan Day; 

the cultivation of tastes in identifiably Scottish food and drink (e. g. haggis, game, shortbread, 

oatcakes, Scotch whisky), the wearing of kilt, tartan and associated accessories; the appreciation 

of Scottish music and literature; the learning of Scottish languages; and, not least, through acquiring 

a knowledge of Scottish history and taking an interest in Scottish current affairs. In The Mark qf 

the Scots, Duncan Bruce-'a board member of several New York and national Scottish-American 

organizations, ... editor of the magazine The Pibroch, ... one of the few Americans to have received 

arms from the Lyon Court in Scotland' (1997: dust-jacketý-summarizes this diasporan 'ethnic 

group consciousness' as follows: 

Soiiiewhere \\-ithin the depths of all of us who are of Scottish blood, there is a knowledge that 
despite our dispersion throughout the continents and our constantly increasing assimilation 
into other nations, \\ e are still sornehox\ one people, held together by fragments of a common 
culture and geries inherited of ancient kings. And because of this awareness we perceive 



pride that our nation., though one of the smallest and poorest in origin. is nonetheless one of the 
most successful. (ibid.: xiii) 

As I shall argue in Chapters 4 and 5. the internet is playing an increasingly important role in 

enabling and sustaining this sense of distinctiveness in otherwise assimilative national contexts. 
However, the internet has not wholly displaced other forms of media. There are, for example, a 
large number of Scotti sh- interest print periodicals that are published in diasporan countries and 
distributed internationally. These include: 

Am Braighe (published in Nova Scotia, quarterly) 
Celtic Heritage (published in Nova Scotia, bi-monthly) 
The Highlander (published in Illinois, bi-monthly) 
Sco7-s (published in New South Wales, quarterly) 
The Scottish Banner (editions published in Florida, Ontario and New South Wales, monthly) 
The Scots Link (published in Victoria, quarterly) 

Scm, for example, is a high quality, 218-page glossy magazine with, according to its editor, 'a 

global readership of 150,000 per quarter', split more or less equally between Australia and New 

Zealand, the USA and Canada, and Europe (Stannard pers. com. ). In a subscription promotion, the 

publishers claim that ScoTs is 'more than a magazine' and that it 'Bring[s] Scotland Home' to its 

subscribers, 'no matter where in the world' they live (ScoTs 2001 # 12: 126): in Chapter 4,1 include 

some analysis of the representation of the Scottish homeland in its articles, illustrations and 

advertisements. 

Although diasporan orthodoxy posits 'ethnic group consciousness' as being continuous with 

the past (rhetorically, a survival in the face of oppression, a failure of coercive forces to destroy the 

spirit and identity of an oppressed people) it may be argued that such assertions of distinctiveness 

may also emerge or re-emerge in response to wider socio-cultural dynamics in the host society. 

Whilst Cohen does not state, in his nine-point summary, that group consciousness may form where 

none had previously existed or where it had become dissipated, he does seem to acknowledge this 

possibility when he writes, 'a strong attachment to the past, or a block to assimilation in the present 

and future, must exist in order to pen-nit a diasporic consciousness to emerge or be retained' (1997: 

186). 1 suggest, however, that, in certain circumstances, diasporan consciousness may itself be 

constructed and deployed as a means to blocking or reversing assimilation: the emergence of 

Scottish diasporan consciousness is, I argue, a case in point. 

(7 & 9) .4 troubled relationship with host societies, suggesting a lack ql'acceptance at the least or 

thepossibility, that another calamlo, might befall the group, or thepossibility, ofa distinctive creative, 

enriching life in host countries with a tolerancefor pluralism. 

These definitional points present the 
-, --, reatest challenge if we are to imagine a Scottl sh diaspora. 

Using examples as diverse as the Chinese in Malaya, Kurds in Turkey and Sikhs in Britain, Cohen tN 
argues that diasporan populations generally experience antagonism and legal or illegal discrimination 

in the host countries in which they ha\ c settled, and may even become the objects of violent hatred 
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(ibid. ). Indeed, it is this alienation from the dominant society which, it is suo L, t2, sted, leads to dia-sporan 

communities retaining pnmary allegiance to their on-inal homeland and thus failing to assimilate 

as other immigrant groups supposedly do. 

What makes this form of inter-ethnic tension different from the general case is that in sorne 
measure these groups can look outside their immediate communities (for comfort, comparison 
and identification) to co-ethnic communities elsewhere. (ibid. ) 

It would, however, be absurd to refer to people of Scottish descent in the USA, for instance, as 

either an ethnic minority or victims of ethnic discrimination. As has already been noted in response 

to Cohen's second point, Scottish migrants were influential in shaping those societies in ýhich 

they settled, and thus form part of the dominant cultures of the host countries which they are, as a 
diaspora, supposedly to be defined against. As I shall argue in Chapter 9, however, in choosing to 

identify with their Highland roots, many diasporan Scots are implicitly rejecting their positions of 

relative power and privilege and are instead identifýing themselves as members of a victimized 

minority group. This phenomenon may be seen in the context of what Novick describes as a more 

general 'culture of victimization' which, he claims, is sweeping through America (1999: 190). In 

Australia, in the wake of the Aboriginal rights movement, a so-called'black arm band' interpretation 

of colonial history has become prominent among cosmopolitan white populations, in which the 

descendants of pioneer settlers are negotiating senses of guilt and responsibility for injustices 

meted out on indigenous populations in the colonial encounter (Curthoys 1999). This may entail 

either a denial of the agency of one's own ancestors (i. e. in the assertion that they, too, were 

victims) or the desire to find one's own 'aboriginal' landscape-a place to which one can legitimately 

belong without implying the displacement of others. 

A less contentious claim (Cohen's ninth point) is that the migrant Scots, by virtue of their 

relative dominance, have enjoyed the freedom of celebrating their distinctive heritage in creative 

and life enriching ways, for instance, as members of clan and St Andrew's societies, attendees of 

Highland games and gatherings, pipers in marching bands, and in countless other ways. Indeed, 

many Scottish-Americans are particularly proud of the fact that the American Declaration of 

Independence and the American Constitution were both influenced by Scottish precedents (the 

Arbroath Declaration of 1320 and National Covenant of 163 8-see D. A. Bruce (1997: 3 8-43) for 

textual comparisons), thus contributing to the creation of a 'tolerance for pluralism' in their host 

country. We should not forget, however, that the Ku Klux Klan was founded in the aftermath of the 

American Civil War by ex-Confederate Scottish-American soldiers who drew inspiration from the 

secret societies of rural Aberdeenshire in their invention of Klan traditions (Hewitson 1993: 107- 

9). Hague records that the Ku Klux Klan purportedly recommend the film Braveheart to its 
I 

inembers, and that other right-wing organizations such as the Council for Conservative Citizeiis 

have targeted Highland Gaines in the USA for the distribution of literature 'outlining how "Third 

World" immigration \\ ill make "American Scots" an "endangered species"' (Hague 2002: 155, ffi 

13 qtioting frorn The Herald and Citi_-ens' InIbrnier). Researching among the North Carolinian 



Scottish-American community, however, Ray stresses that the vast majority of her informants 

explicitly distinguished their clan from the Klan and distanced themselves from an\ racist agenda 
(2001: 191). 

The point of including mention of such minority interests in the present discussion is simply to 
further demonstrate that Scottish diasporan consciousness Is fraught with complexities and 

contradictions. This capacity for equivocation, together with the definitional mutability of the 

term diaspora itself, enables the notion of diaspora to be articulated in the arena of global identity 

politics by individuals and groups of Scottish descent who may have very different ideas about 

what a Scottish heritage means. 

Reinforcing my argument that diaspora and homeland should be understood as correlati\, e 

concepts, it will be noted that of the nine characteristics Cohen identifies as being common to all 
diasporas, the first five relate directly to the putative homelands from which the migrant populations 

were dispersed. The homeland is both literally and metaphorically at the centre of diasporan 

consciousness, an observation which underlies the methodological approach I have adopted to 

investigate Scottish diasporan consciousness in the thesis: that is, by situating the research in the 

homeland rather than in the host countries of the diaspora as convention would perhaps dictate. 

Before going on to describe my methodology in greater detail, I should like to conclude this 

introduction with an extended quote from the editorial from the first issue of the aforementioned 
ScoTs magazine. Under the title of 'Ceud Mile Failte: A Hundred Thousand Welcomes' and 

accompanied by a photograph of Eilean Donan Castle (captioned 'home of Clan MacRae'), the 

fifth generation Australian editor with roots 'deeply embedded in the rich soil of the Black Isle', 

provides a succinct summary of this posited Scottish diaspora. In brackets, I cross-reference the 

editor's comments with Cohen's points. 

Throughout Scotland's long and turbulent history, her greatest export has been her proud, 
patriotic and independent people. In one of the great mass migrations in human history, many 
hundreds of thousands of Scots, in some cases entire villages, packed up and left for the New 
World. While some went willingly [2], untold numbers of others suffered the pain and ignominy 
of dispossession and exile that started with the Highland Clearances, the cruet and tong drawn 
out process in which sheep replaced people following the final, disastrous Jacobite rising of 
1745 [1a]. 

From the icy wastes of Patagonia, to the soft green hills of New Zealand, the vast open 
spaces of Australia, Canada and the United States [I b], Scots men and women settled and left 
an indelible mark. Few other emigrant groups can claim to have had such a pervasive influence 
on the politics, commerce, banking, medicine, engineering, literature and philanthropy of the 
New World as have the Scots [2,6,9]. 

We're a clannish, loyal people. The Gaelic word, Clann, literally means children. And it's 
that bond of loyalty to our Scottish heritage that sets us apart [6,8]. In today's swiftly changing 
world, we can take inspiration from the courage and determination of our ancestors. In this 
part of the world we are but 200 years young. and yet our Scottish ancestry stretches back to 
the beginnings of human history. Our people have run a proud and colourful race through the 
centuries, and in linking ourselves to that history we make ourselves more complete human 
beings [3,4.6]. (Cromarty 1998: 4) 
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Figure 1.2: A parading 
of identity. Members of 
the International Clan 
Grant Society 
marching behind 
Saltirc. Stars and 
Stripes. Maple Leaf 
and clan insignia at 
Nethy Bridge, 
Strathspey during their 
Gathering of 2000. L- 

Figure 1.3: Four 
generations of a single 
Canadian and 
Australian Mackay 
family visiting the 
'Mackay Country' of 
Strathnaver. Eliot Rudic 
of the Strathnaver 
Museum guides them 
around the deserted 
settlement site of 
Achanlochy. 
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Figure IA: Sisters, 
Janet and Elspeth 
from Victoria, 
Australia visiting 
Teampull Mhoire on 
their ancestral island 
of Pabbay in the 
Sound of Harris. 
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2-METHODOLOGICAL APPROACH 

Because post-modem ethnography privileges 'discourse' over 'text'. It foregrounds dialogue 
as opposed to monologue, and emphasizes the cooperative and collaborative nature of the 
ethnographic situation in contrast to the ideology of the transcendental observer. In fact, it 
rejects the ideology of 'observer-observed', there being nothing observed and no one who is 
observer. There is instead the mutual, dialogical production of a discourse, of a story of sorts. 

-Stepben A. Tyler, 'Post-Modem Etbnoiraphy' (1986: 126) 

An itinerant anthropology? 

The thesis is forced to confront two tenacious anthropological prejudices: one which continues to 

prioritize the exotic at the expense of the supposedly familiar, the other which continues to be 

suspicious of research data produced outside the classic fieldwork method of sustained participant- 

observation within a spatial ly-bounded, preferably small-scale, 'culture region. Despite three 
decades of reflexivity and auto-criticism, the discipline remains reluctant to abandon what are, 

after all, still perceived to be its defining characteristics. Is an anthropology such as I present 
here-one concerned with Western, cosmopolitan conceptions of identity and belonging in mobile 

and fragmented contexts that provide little opportunity for long-terrn 'dwelling' with informants- 

still anthropology? Certainly Malinowski would have difficulty recognizing it as such since it 

evidently does not conforrn to the 'proper conditions for ethnographic work' he took such pains to 

delineate and which remain defiantly canonical: living 'among the natives', 'camping right in 

their villages'(1 953: 6; cf Geertz 1988: 78-10 1). The real issue is, of course, whether anthropology 
is more concerned with preserving its distinctive identity within the academy, securing its own 

particular claim on professional authority, or whether the discipline takes seriously its own critique 

and attempts to adapt to a world (and worldview) very different to that from which it emerged. 
Perhaps, ultimately, the discipline will have no choice. As Amit argues, a greater threat is posed to 

the discipline's credibility if it does not succeed in becoming more heterodox in its methodological 

approach and therefore able to engage with a broader, more complex, range of social and cultural 

phenomena. 

If in cleaving to a methodological orthodoxy, anthropologists a priori limit rather than leave 
open the scope of circumstances to be studied, they will be operating at epistemological cross 
purposes with their own disciplinary objectives. Thus the answer to what happens to 
anthropology if its practitioners adapt their fieldwork practices to the exigencies of new 
circumstances is that it wouldn't remain as anthropology if they didn't. (Amit 2000: 17) 

Appadurai urges that, if the discipline is to retain its relevance, anthropology must confront 

some 'brute facts' about the contemporary world, even if, in doing so, it is forced to depart from 

the research techniques on which its authority conventionally rests. 'Central amono these facts', 

lie \\rites. 'is the changing social, territorial, and cultural reproduction of group identity' (1991: C4 
191). 
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ions, reconstruct their histories. and reconfigure the' As groups migrate, regroup in new locati III ir 
ethnic *projects', the ethno in ethnography takes on a slippery, nonlocalized quality, to which 
the descriptive practices of anthropology will have to respond. (ibid. ) 

Whilst we might conceive of new hypertextual ways of describing this slippery neýý world. 
Appadurai does not, alas, detail exactly how anthropologists might respond to this world in their 

methodological practices. What techniques might anthropologists employ to research groups which 

are 'no longer tightly territorial ized, spatially bounded, historically unselfconscious, or culturally 
homogenous' (ibid. )? Just where is 'the field'when one's research subjects are mobile individuals, 

connected through dispersed or discontinuous social networks, whose social interaction may be 

'episodic, occasional, partial and epbemeral'(Amit 2000: 14)? Amit asks rhetorically, 

How do we observe interactions that happen sometimes but not necessarily when we are around? 
How do we participate in social relations that are not continuous, that are experienced most 
viscerally in their absence? How do we participate in or observe practices that are enacted here 
and there, by one or a few? How do we take into account unique events that may not be 
recurring but may still have irrevocable consequences? (ibid.: 14-15) 

It may be argued that all anthropologists, including those working in small-scale, spatially- 
bounded communities, are confronted with such 'disorder' in their fieldwork experiences and that 

the 'order'apparent in their subsequent ethnographies is an imposed one, a product of the cognitive 

and descriptive practices of writing (Clifford and Marcus 1986; Geertz 1988). However, these 

challenges are surely compounded in a milieu such as that with which I am concerned: a 
definitionatty-dispersed group, which is bound not by any social network but by a mutual interest 

in a particular place and its past. The majority of my informants do not know or meet each other, or 

exist in relationships of exchange with each other, but they share a 'discursive space'and participate 

in cultural practices which are ostensibly similar. If they inhabit a village, It is manifestly a global 

one. 

Amit's answer is that anthropologists must become as mobile as the contexts they are studying, 

they must accept that their interaction with informants may also have to be episodic, occasional, 

partial and ephemeral, and may have to 'purposively create the occasions' for that interaction 

(2000: 15). Such a creative, opportunistic approach is, as Marcus argues, largely unproblematic in 

other disciplines. Considering the fragmentary nature of the evidence they deal with, the projects 

of cultural history and archaeology, for example, are essentially 'reconstructive' and concerned 

with 'the composition and probing of the relationships of dispersed materials' (Marcus 1995: 100). 

We are beginning to understand that the study of contemporary social and cultural phenomena is 

equally reconstructive and that there is no privileged, omniscient position from which to perceive 

'the whole'. Anthropology, too, must dwell in the 'contact zones' traýcrsed by things, people, 

ideas, narratives, symbols and so forth (Clifford 1997). Indeed, Clifford suggests that. in this new 

4world (dis)order', culture itself must be understood as 'traveling culture', and the 'location' of 

that culture is marked by such 'translation terins' as 'diaspora', 'borderland', 'immigration', 

ýmigrancy% 'tourism', 'pilgrimage', and 'exile' (1997: 11). If culture is thus to be found in 'a 
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series of encounters and translations', in an 'itinerary rather than a bounded site' (ibid. ), then 

surely anthropology-the reconstruction, (re)lnterpretation, (trans)translation of culture-is called 

upon to be itinerant too? A deterritorialized, itinerant anthropology for a deterritorialized, itinerant 

world: 

What a new style of ethnography can do is to capture the impact of deterritorialization on the 
imaginative resources of lived, local experiences. Put another way, the task of ethnography 
now becomes the unravelling of a conundrum: what is the nature of locality, as a lived experience, 
in a globalized, deterritorialized world? (Appadurai 1991: 196) 

Dynamism and depth: multi-sited ethnography 

It is not, of course, only in the moment of migration and its immediate aftermath that people are 

compelled to reconstruct their histories and reconfigure their ethnic projects. My research concerns 

a 'group'(the category is itself problematic and may be employed aspirationally, part of the project) 
for whom migration is an historical fact rather than something experienced directly. Indeed, I am 

concerned with even more unfamiliar anthropological objects: people who are not only 
deterritorialized, spatially unbounded, historically self-conscious and culturally diverse, but also 
largely middle-class, cosmopolitan and white. At first sight, such people seem quite 'settled' in 

their relatively affluent and mobile lifestyles, but it is apparent that they are also using the 

opportunities afforded by their disposable incomes and increased leisure time, as well as the 

technologies of globalization--cheap air travel, ease of global communication via the internet, 

etc. -to pursue a project that would appear to indicate the opposite. Through the practices of 
family history research and roots-tourism such people are apparently seeking to reterritorialize 

their identity, become more bound by place, develop more authentic senses of continuity with 

their ancestral past, and recover a degree of cultural distinctiveness. It is one objective of this 

thesis, a purpose to which its methodology is directed, to examine whether this assessment withstands 

serious scrutiny. 

In designing a methodology which would provide both the dynamism to engage with informants 

who are literally 'on the move' and the depth to ensure the disciplinary rigour of the scrutiny 

levelled, Marcus's discussion of the emergence of multi-sited ethnography has been particularly 

useful (1995). Accepting that 'there are many more concepts and visions for doing multi-sited 

ethnography than there are achieved exemplars' (ibid.: 103), the potential of this approach 'moves 

out from the single sites and local situations of conventional ethnographic designs to examine the 

circulation of cultural meanings, objects and identities in difluse time-space' (ibid.: 95). Thus 

Marcus proposes a framework which acknowledges that the posited 'object[s] of study' may 

themselves be 'emergent' and underdefined, and which shifts the anthropologist's role to one of 

discerning the , logics of relationship, translation. and association' among these 'mobile and multiply- 

situated' objects (ibid. 102). He summarizes this ine\-itably constructl,,, Ist approach as follo\ý s: 

Multi-sited research is desioned around chains, paths, threads, coRl'unctions, or juxtapositions 
of locations in A hich the ethnographer establishes some form of literal. physical presence, 
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e ef e with an explicit., posited logic of association or connection among sit sthatinfactd in sthe 
argument of the ethnography. ObId.: 105) 

To such ends, Marcus recommends a series of techniques in which the ethnographer is called upon 

to 'trace'the movement of identified cultural phenomena across different contexts: to be led bY the 

phenomena (and to be amenable to being led along unanticipated paths) ([bid.: 106). Auain, 

proponents of conventional ethnography, informed by their ownpractical experiences in the field. 

will legitimately claim that there is nothing novel in Marcus's schema, but this does not diminish 

the value of his endeavour to make explicit and formalize what has hitherto been implicit, infon-nal 

and, in Malinowskian terms, 'Improper'-and therefore relegated to anthropologist's 'diary'(Geertz 

1988: 73- 10 1). Multi-sited ethnographers are thus encouraged, as appropriate, to 'follow the people', 
'follow the thing', 'follow the metaphor', 'follow the plot, story or allegory', 'follow the life or 
biography'or 'follow the conflict' (Marcus 1995: 106- 10). Applying this conceptual framework to 

the specific contexts of my research, a number of possible methodological strategies emerge: 

Follow the people-to join people of Scottish descent, ordinarily residing in the USA, Canada, 

Australia, New Zealand, etc., on their journeys in the Scottish Highlands. To participate as 

much as possible in these journeys and to observe. This might include participation in larger 

group events such as organized homecoming tours or international clan gatherings, but also 

more personal journeys made by individuals and small family groups. Who are these people? 

What kinds of places do they visit? What do they do at these places? What do they say they are 

doing? 

Follow the thing-to examine the material culture of Scottish diasporan consciousness, particularly 

objects associated with and acquired during visits to the Scottish Highlands. This might include 

souvenirs either purchased or collected during visits, objects that roots-tourists bring with 

them on theirJourneys (old photographs, heirlooms that migrated with their ancestors, personal 

possessions left as 'ex votos' at ancestral sites, etc. ), photographs, diaries and so forth. How do 

people use these objects to tell stories about themselves and their heritage? 

Follow the metaphor-to explore how the Scottish Highlands are constituted as a symbolic and 

metaphorical homeland as well as a physical place in Scottish diasporan consciousness. What 

is the relationship between this 'Imagined' homeland and its material counterpart? How do 

people negotiate inconsistencies that become apparent in their journeys from the 'discursive 

realm' to the 'real'? Does this have a negative or positive affect upon their identification with 

the region? 

Follow the Plot, Stot-y,, or. 41legory-to investigate the narrative processes that accompany these 

journeys. Thejourney itself may be narrativized in different ways (emplotted as a homecoming, 

as a pilgrimage, as a quest. or a vacation, for instance). This ml-ght be examined through the 

keeping of diaries or journals. through infon-nants' uses of photography and \ ideo, and in 
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explicit narrative practices such as the writing and publication of articles. But the narratives of 

these journeys are also rooted In the narratives of the family history, which in turn are related 

to wider cultural narratives (the myths and histories of clans, regions. nations and the diaspora 

itself). How are these different narratives articulated within roots-tourism and other genealogical 

practices? 

Follow the Life or Biography-to consider the ways in which journeys to the Scottish Highlands 

are constituted as meaningful within the individual life stories or biographies of the diasporan 

Scots who undertake them. Might we understand these journeys in terms of what Giddens 

(1991) describes as the 'reflexive project of the self'? In this respect, what is the relationship 
between an individual's self-identity and their social identity? Is it possible to suggest that 

these somehow converge on the 'sites of memory'visited in the Highlands, and, if so, what are 

the implications for how we might understand the relationship between people and place more 

general I y-p articularly considering the supposedly deterritorialized nature of modem identity? 

I approached the task of tracing these intersecting trajectories through a variety of means 

which, nevertheless, fall into two broad categories. These, in turn, mirror the two realms through 

which the homeland is experienced: the discursive realm of the global media (and, especially, the 

internet), and the material realm of the physical homeland, the Scottish Highlands. 

Research context 1: 'Homepages ý--global media and communications 

Studies of 'virtual communities' have tended to reify the internet as a discrete world-an inhabitable 

cyberspace, separate from the 'real' world and its unmediated communities. Sterne, for example, 

suggests that studies of 'cybersociety' have typically been tainted by the 'rhetoric of millennial 

transformation' and he argues that, 

Only by treating the Internet as one site among many in the flow of economics, ideology, 
everyday life, and experience can Internet research become a vital intellectual and political 
component of media and cultural studies. Only by recognizing the Internet's banality can Internet 
research move beyond the cliches of the millennial imagination. (1999: 282) 

Agreeing with Sterne, my objective has been to examine this very 'interconnectedness' between 

the representation of Scotland in global media and communications systems and the actual place/ 

country/nation: indeed, I believe it is impossible to even consider one without the other. The internet 

is only one facet of this, but whereas the 'creation' of Scotland in art, literature and cinema (e. g. 

Macmillan 1992, Hart 1978; Nicholson 1992; Petrie 2000), or in tourist promotions (e. g. Gold and 

Gold 1995; McCrone, Morris and Kiely 1995), has been well-researched, its representation on the 

internet, with its spatial and navigational metaphors, has not. There are literally nifflions of Scottish- 

interest web sites (at the time of writing, a quick AltaVista search on the word 'Scotland', for 

instance. returned 2,592.308 hits) and hundreds, if not thousands, of related email discussion lists, 

ne\k'sgroups and chat rooms. It is also true to say that the internet has revolutionized the process of 

family history research and has become an indispensable tool for genealogists. Many people of 
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Scottish descent dispersed throughout the world spend a great deal of time online readinL, web 

versions of Scottish newspapers, pursuing their family history research, planning and organlzin(-) 

theiriourneys, and participating in networked communities with others who share similar interests. 
These discursive realms play a crucial role in the creation and maintenance of Scottish diasporan 

consciousness. 

My methodological approach to exploring these realms was a simple one, which ironically Is 

actually more analogous to single-sited ethnography, and this was to regard these various sites of 
discursive production and consumption as the 'online habitus' of my informants. Over the course 

of a two-year period, I therefore spent an appreciable amount of time 'dwelling' in that same 
habitus, visiting Scottish-interest web sites, participating and observing in Scottish-interest and 

genealogy email discussion lists, subscribing to and reading online Scottish newspapers and Scottish 

genealogy journals, and so forth. The number of web sites I visited and monitored-including the 

personal web sites of diasporan Scots, clan society sites, genealogy sites, official tourism sites, 

etc. -was vast and, mirroring the practices of my infon-nants, followed no particular logic beyond 

'surfing' (discovering sites via search engines, recommendations and following hyperlinks). My 

subscriptions to email discussion lists were more quantifiable, however, and included: 

Scottish history/general interest lists: 

celtic 
- 

cultures@onelist. com 
clans@rootsweb. com 
fuadach-nan-gaidheal@llst. sirius. com 
jacobites@rootsweb. com 
scotland@onelist. com 
scotsusa@onelist. com 
scottish_cultures@onelist. com 

Scottish genealogy lists: 

gen-trivia-scotland@rootsweb. com 
scotland-genweb@rootsweb. com 
scots-origins@egroups. com 
sct-invemess@rootsweb. coml 

I also subscribed to a popular online weekly newsletter called 'Scottish Snippets' and the online 

genealogy journals 'Rootsweb Review' and 'Missing Links'. I generally did not participate in 

discussions in these online fora but rather observed the interaction between active members 

(analysing openly-available subscription data, the vast majority of subscribers rarely, if ever, 

participate in discussions and are referred to as 'lurkers'). Although I maintained a low profile on 

these lists, I also established a list dedicated to the research project itself 

(homecomings(dionelist. com) on which, as 'list owner', I was an active member. 

I An email diSCLI', Sion list is essentially a forum to which one can freely subscribe. Subscribers receive email 
es (either indi\ I uallý' or in daily digest forrn) sent by other subscribers-, sendi messag ,dIýII ing a message to the 

group is therefore to send a message to all other subscri I- ibers. As with other genres of computer mediated 
communication, such groups have their own 'netiquette' and conventions (see Kollock and Smitli 1999 for 

-crvic, ýv of these different genres), an o\ I 
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The approach I have so far outlined to 'virtual ethnography', one which has become widely 

practiced, is essentially textual. Discussion lists are literally text-based, and it is simple enough to 

observe and participate in various lists dealing with one's therne-one can either be explicit about 

one's objectives or 'lurk' and catalogue the various textual expressions and interactions 

anonymously. With the growing sophistication of internet technologies the analysis of web site 

content might also include less literal texts such as photographs, graphics, animations, sound clips. 

movie clips, live web cams and so forth-all of which may be found on Scottish-interest web sites. 
However, I also wanted to use the internet as a way of effectively 'conversing' with the diaspora, 

of eliciting the views and opinions of informants dispersed throughout the world, and, pragmatically, 

as a way of contacting roots-tourists prior to their visits to Scotland. This necessitated a different 

kind of approach. Thus I decided to establish a research web site for the project itself and to 

promote this through existing Scottish-interest online networks. 

A diagram illustrating the structure and content of the 'Homecomings' web site is provided in 

Figure 2.1. The site included a description of the project's research interests and objectives, an 

online questionnaire, a subscription page for the aforementioned discussion list, a clickable map 

of heritage centres and groups with which I had established contact in the Highlands and Islands, 

links to other related web sites, my ESRC research proposal and a growing number of articles that 

I had written as the project progressed. The site and associated discussion list proved to be extremely 

successful and achieved the following outcomes: 

" Contact with informants prior to their visits 
" Online questionnaire response data (c. 80,000 words of comment) 
" Email discussion list data (c. 450,000 words of comment) 
" General publicity about the project leading to more contacts with informants 

As well as generating a vast amount of comment on issues pertinent to the research-the discussion 

list, for instance, functioned as a kind of 100- 150 person strong 'focus group' for the duration of 

the project-the site enabled me to make contact and develop relationships of trust with those 

whom I would laterjoin on theirjoumeys. Given the relative brevity of the time spent touring with 

individual informants in the Highlands (two weeks at the most), this prior correspondence meant 

that when we eventually met 'in person', we were not entirely strangers to each other. 

The web site was also used as a way of feeding back research findings to those who had 

contributed to the project. This culminated in providing an online version of a touring exhibition I 

had set up in association with the National Museums of Scotland drawn from the research (see 

Appendix C). This fostered a sense of collaboration and shared 'ownership'of the research project 

among informants, which, in turn, had a positive effect upon the time and effort informants were 

prepared to spend contributing to the project and thus enhanced the quality of the research data. 
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Research context 2: 'Hom elan ds! --th e Scottish Highlands and Islands 

In the non-mediated-or, at least, less obviously mediated-material world, my core objecti\ e 

was to spend as much time as possible actually travelling with roots-tourists as they made their 

journeys. As already stated, the internet was an especially important tool in making this possible: 

firstly to make initial contact with potential informants and then to develop a relationship of trust 

with them through email correspondence about their forthcoming journeys (thereby acquiring a 
knowledge of their aspirations and expectations of their journeys). In many cases it Nkfas then 

possible to arrange to accompany informants on all or part of theirjoumey in the Scottish Highlands 

and Islands, and then, again through email correspondence, to learn of their experiences and more 
distanced reflections after their return home. It was thus possible, over two years or so of field\N'ork 

on- and offline, to track their homecomings from vague aspirations, through planning stages, to 

the physical journey itself, and then back again and the reintegration into ordinary life. When 

making journeys with informants, I would usually offer to drive: we would stay in the same 

accommodation, 2 eat together, visit particular people and places together and, in between, spend a 

good deal of time talking. At some stage in the journey I would usually conduct an informal 

recorded interview. 

Although much of my research involved travelling with informants to locations throughout 

the Highlands and Islands, I felt it was also important to have a formal base for the project at an 

appropriate and recognized institution. Thus, after consultation with various heritage and local 

authority bodies, a research 'headquarters' was established at the Highland Folk Museum in 

Kingussie, Inverness-shire. The Highland Folk Museum was chosen for a number of pragmatic 

reasons: it is a relatively large, long-estab Ii shed, local authority-run museum which could offer me 

my own office/meeting room along with other office facilities; it has its own excellent research 

library and archive covering the whole of the Highlands and Islands region; and is both a heritage 

attraction and an academic institution. Most importantly, Kingussie is situated on the main north- 

south, east-west communications routes, literally in the heart of the Central Highlands, and it 

therefore provided a convenient base for travel to all areas of the Highlands and was also easily 

accessible to potential informants. Situated on the River Spey, with the Caimgon-n mountains to 

the south-east and the Monadhliath range to the north-west, Kingussie is a small town at the centre 

of an area renowned for its scenic beauty and is therefore a popular tourist destination itself It was 

also the home of James Macpherson, 'translator' of The Works of Ossian and one of the great 

romanticizers of the Scottish Highland landscape. In the neighbouring village of Newtonmore is 

the Clan Macpherson Museum--estab 11 shed in 1952, the first such clan museum in Scotland- 

which forms a focus for the activities of the international Clan Macpherson Association. 

' Small, famik-run B&Bs (i. e. bed and brcakfast accommodation) were preferred by roots-tourists since 
the-,, permittc(l more personal interaction with their local 'hosts' and allowed 'guests' to stay either in or 
closer to those places associated with their ancestors. 



Figure 2.2: An American homecomer talks to interpretation staff at the Highland 
Folk Museum's reconstructed c. 1700 Badcnoch township. 

For the period of my fieldwork during which I was based in Kingussle (from April 1999 to 

October 2000), and when I was not travelling, I kept regular office hours at the Highland Folk 

Museum and encouraged potential informants to visit me if they were passing through the area. 
The Highland Folk Museum had recently undertaken an ambitious expansion of its 'open air'site, 

which included the reconstruction of a c. 1700 Highland township based on the archaeological 

excavation of nearby Easter Raitts (Lelong and Wood 2000). With its cruck-framed and turf-walled 

cottages, the township provides diasporan Scots with a powerful impression of the world their 

ancestors may have inhabited, and thus proved useful in encouraging more casually interested 

roots-tourists to travel some distance to see me, effectively adding the research project to their 

existing tour itineraries. Contact with such informants was naturally more superficial and typically 

involved a guided tour of the museum and an informal two-hour recorded interview. At the start of 

the spring/summer tourist season T was able to brief the seasonal museum staff about my research 

and encourage them to recommend the project to potential informants whom they might identify 

in their day to day interaction with visitors (diasporan visitors are often keen to identify themselves 

as having Scottish roots in their interactions with museum staff, bed and breakfast operators, etc. ). 

When I was away travelling, a questionnaire and contact sheet was left at the Museum for staff to 

hand out to potential informants. 

At one level my informants undeniably were tourists. Their journeys typically lasted three to 

four weeks, they would travel by air, rail, ferry and hire car, they would use hotel and bed and 

breakfast accommodation, and they would visit general heritage attractions as well as more 

personally meaningful sites. If I was to gain access to those visitors who had no previous knowledge 

of my research pr 'ect while they were touring around the Highlands and Islands, I realized I lcýj clý L- 

would have to promote the pr 'ect as if it were a tourist attraction itself. Thus, as well as meeting 01 
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informants with whom I had already established contact. much of the first phase of my fieldNN ork 

was spent advertising the project in one way or another. A key tool in accomplishing this was the 

production of an eye-catching leaflet which could be distributed throughout the Highlands and 
Islands as wel I as in key locations outside the region (Figure 2.3). 10,000 copies of the leaflet were 

thus printed and distributed to tourist attractions, museums, heritage centres, libraries, archive 

offices, local and family history societies, hotels, B&Bs, etc. Using graphics and text, the leaflet 

introduced the themes of the research and encouraged visitors to participate in the project, either 
by making contact while they were travelling in the area or, if this was not possible, to make 

contact by email or ordinary post or to complete the project's online questionnaire once they had 

returned to their ordinary place of residence. 

The project was promoted in other ways too. For instance, I frequently presented talks to local 

history groups and at heritage or family history events in the Highlands. This provided interaction 

with people who shared an interest in the themes of the research and who had regular contact with 
diasporan visitors (such groups had many insights of their own to share and would often mention 

my work to potential inforinants). I also issued press releases to local newspapers and tourism 

agencies; these were received enthusiastically and resulted in numerous more extended newspaper 

articles and radio interviews about the project. These efforts at promoting the research ensured 

that the project maintained a high profile and thus attracted diasporan visitors who might otherwise 
have been unaware of its existence or not considered it worthwhile taking time out of their hectic 

tour schedules to participate. 

My fieldwork additionally included participation in more organized events such as the 'Orkney 

Homecoming' of 1999 and 'Gordon 22000' (also promoted as 'The Highland Homecoming'), in a 

number of international clan gatherings (most notably the Clan Macpherson gatherings of 1999 

and 2000, and the Clan Grant gathering of 2000), and in the more general heritage scene (Highland 

games, folk festivals, heritage walks, exhibitions, etc. ). As well as roots-tourists, I conducted 

interviews with organizers of such events and with other individuals concerned with roots-tourism: 

heritage managers, professional genealogists, policy makers, etc. 

In 200 1, after the main phase of my fieldwork was completed, I spent nine months working in 

a smal I community-run heritage centre in Dunbeath, Caithness. Through the efforts of its volunteer 

staff, the centre boasts a superb genealogical database of Dunbeath families past and present. I was 

amazed that during the summer months, in this tiny village in the far north of Scotland, a week did 

not pass without at least one overseas visitor announcing that she or he had ancestral connections 

in the area. Such announcements would be met by a flurry of activity as box files, photographs, 

maps and family tree charts ýý oLild be produced and, over countless cups of tea, excursions to long 

deserted crofts or settlements in the area would be arranged. The scenario is a familiar one to 

heritaoe centre and museum staff throughout the Highlands and Islands, and demonstrates the kev 

role such \ enues lia\ e not only as repositories of documents, artefacts and memories, but also as 
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the 'contact zones' between roots-tourists and the communities among which their ancestors once 

lived (Clifford 1997). Although not planned as such, the experience of working with a small 

community heritage initiative proved an essential component of the research. 

The focus of these journeys was, of course, the ancestral home itself. As I shall discuss in 

Chapter 3, this can be manifested in different ways: for some it is Scotland as a whole. for others 

a particular house in a particular village or settlement (and including every increment between). 

Thus, time was also spent exploring different aspects of this heritage- landscape: analysing the 

displays of clan museums and heritage centres; visiting the iconic sites of Highland history 

(examining how these histories had been commemorated in their monuments and interpreti \c 

signage); visiting less obvious sites which nevertheless figure in the region's cultural narratives 
(most notably settlements deserted during the Highland Clearances or in subsequent times, 

investigating the alternative ways in which local populations used the sites to tell stories of the 

past). I was also keen to situate the journeys I was researching within wider contexts. With this in 

mind, I made a tour of museums and heritage sites in Ireland, investigating the validity of parallels 
drawn between the Highland Clearances-the cultural trauma which, in Scottish diasporan 

consciousness, is often used to explain the dispersal of the Highlanders-and its posited equivalent 

in Irish diasporan consciousness. the Famine. 

Such a range of qualitatively different experiences and interactions with informants-from 

two-hour recorded interviews, to two-week journeys in their company, to two-year email 

correspondences-clearly produces an equal variation in the nature of the data collected. These 

'encounters' do not constitute the 'total experience' espoused by anthropologists working in more 

bounded contexts (Okley quoted by Amit 2000: 15), but, as I have argued, such holism is not 

possible in the study of the journeys with which I am concerned. Believing this should not render 

them inappropriate objects for anthropological research, I therefore adopted the pluralistic strategy 

outlined above, an approach which exemplifies that described by Amit in which researchers must 

4 purposively create the occasions for contacts that might well be as mobile, diffuse and episodic as 

the processes they are studying'(2000: 15). Amassed, the resultant data forms a collage-of glimpses 

and fragments, but also of more substantial, nuanced impressions. The task of the ethnographer 

thus remains to posit what 'logics of association and connection' he or she discerns in the collage, 

and thus, as Marcus suggests, to construct the argument of his or her ethnography (1995: 105'). ' 

3Mention should be made of the wider political and cultural context in which my fieldwork took place. In 
addition to the linguistic and cultural reinvigoration associated with the 'Gaelic Renaissance' (Macdonald 
1997b) and the more diffuse Celtic rc\-ival (Harvey et al 2002). the research coincided with a number of 
high profile events that have contributed to a period of unprecedented Scottish national confidence and 
international prominence. These iiiclude the release of a number of hugely popular historical feature films 
, set in Scotland (most notably Brai, clicart in 1995) (Petrie-'1000), the return of the Stone of Scone to Scotland 
in 1996 (Gerber 1997). the sLiccessful devolution referendum of 1997 (Paterson 1998), the opening of the 
Museum of Scotland in 1998 (Fiadmark 2000), the reinstatement of the Scottish Parliament in 1999 (Lorimer 
2002), and, not least-thOUgh, of course, not specifically Scottish-the Millennium celebrations of 1999 
2000, which imbued otlicnx-isc ordinary cvents with an extraordinary quality. 
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3-GENEALOGY AND HERITAGE-TOURISM IN THE 
SCOTTISH DIASPORA: AN OVERVIEW 

In this chapter I present a broad overview of the phenomena with which the thesis is concerned 
through the analysis of material collected in the online questionnaire that featured on the project's 

web site. During the fieldwork phase of the research, I received 244 completed questionnaires, 
totalling some 80,000 words of comment from visitors and would-be visitors to Scotland on issues 

relating to genealogy, heritage-tourism and Scottish diasporan consciousness. Although providing 

some additional commentary, my intention here is to permit the 'voices' of the roots-tourists 
themselves to be heard. Thus, quoting extensively from the questionnaire material, I arn particularly 

concerned to let my informants identify themselves and where they come from, where theyJourney 

to, what meanings they attribute to their genealogical practices, and so forth. Their insightful 

comments anticipate many of the themes around which the thesis will revolve. The questions 

posed in the survey are listed in Appendix B. 

Although the questionnaire was designed to elicit qualitative data, basic quantitative data was 
also sought for contextual purposes. Whilst this was an online questionnaire and access to the 

internet is not evenly distributed across all ages, occupation groups and nationalities, a particularly 
high level of internet usage has been identified among this interest-group, the internet having 

become an indispensable tool for conducting family history research (www. scotexchange. net/ 

KnowYourMarket/Niche/genealogy5. asp). 54% of my questionnaire respondents were female, 46% 

male. Approximately two-thirds had visited Scotland in the past, the remaining third hadn't visited 

at the time of completing the questionnaire but, almost without exception, were either planning a 

visit or expressed a desire to visit in the future-often dependent upon funds. The following further 

inferences may be drawn from the statistical data. 

Age 

Table 3.1: Age range of questionnaire respondents. 
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Peaking at the age range of 50-54 years., the above graph demonstrates that an interest in fainll%,, 

history research and roots-tounsm is not limited to individuals of retirement age as is sometimes 

assumed. Although this result may be influenced by a lower level of internet usage in older age 

groups, this also reflects a greater propensity for younger middle-aged people (whose children 

have left home and who have greater disposable incomes) to travel overseas in pursuit of personal 
interests. 

Many respondents, particularly those who grew up hearing stories from grandparents, indicated 

that they had had a general interest in their family histories since childhood, but this interest often 
lay don-nant until later life. A renewed interest in family history in maturity was provoked by a 

number of factors: having children of their own, caring for elderly parents, the death of parents or 

grandparents, regret at taking family history knowledge for granted, a sense of responsibility 

concerning the transmission of this knowledge to future generations, vaguer senses of entering a 

more 'reflective' time of life ('that mid-life thing'-JS, Victoria, Australia), and more pragmatic 
factors such as increased leisure time in retirement or semi -retirement. Many of these themes are 

conveyed in the following selection of responses to a question enquiring whether family history 

had always been an active interest: 

As a child and young adult I had the vague notion I was 'British' in origins but had nothing to 
verify it and didn't care too much anyway. In rare moments I would wonder about it, especially 
if I had Scottish ancestry. 1, finally, in my middle-age, found myself very often seriously 
questioning the whole ancestry thing and decided to do something about it. Ancestral connections 
are now very important to me. (AS, Auckland, New Zealand-age 66) 

After both my parents died I realized that I couldn't ask them any more questions, so to help 
my children I want to find out everything I can now. (AS, Illinois, USA-age 47) 

I heard many stories of my paternal grandmother's family but it wasn't until she died that I 
realized how much I lost and promised myself that I would not take it for granted again and 
have been working on it ever since. (KC, Ontario, Canada-age 37) 

I have always had an interest, but more as I grow older. Having children (two sons) certainly 
intensified the interest. (EA, Louisiana, USA-age 45) 

Always somewhat important, but as my own children grew and are on the verge of moving 
away, I am aware of their connectedness to the past. My family history research validates the 
values I have sought to teach them, and gives me a chance to preserve their history for them 
before my mother's generation are all gone. (DB, British Columbia, Canada-age 5 1) 

Yes, but the pressures of living (profession, family) prevented active investigation until recently. 
(MM, Virginia, USA-age 65) 

Like most people, I found it mildly interesting when I was a child, and more so as I got older. 
The older you get the more your life becomes an extension of the past. (BM, Western Australia, 
Australia-age 622) 

Occupation 

The vast majority of respondents worked in the 'xvhite collar' sector, with notably high numbers 

engaiied in secretarial or administrative work (8%), education (I I%), health care (15" o). business 
Z71 

management, finance and other professions (29%). Approximately 20'),, o indicated that thev were 
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retired (the actual percentage is l1kely to be higher). Accepting the hi-riltat, ons of the oiil,,,, 

methodology, the serious pursuit of family history research thus appears to be an overx0elmingly I ltý ý 
middle-class activity. A mere 2.5% of respondents were engaged in manual tabour. This demographic 

is also reflected in the more conventional market research of the STB, where the genealogy niche 

market is described as including 'US Seniors' ('travellers, aged 55-75, with an income over E35.000 

a year') and 'Australian White Collar Affluents' ('sophisticated "baby boomers" aged between 45 

and 70 from urban, East Coast or Western Australia ... "empty nesters", travelling in couples, 

whose children have left home') (www. scotexchange. net/KnowYourMarket/Niche/genealogy4. asp). 

Identity 

One of the objectives of the questionnaire was to analyse the correlation between notions of self- 
defined 'cultural identity' with other indicators of identity such as country of birth, country of 

residence and passport nationality. In round figures, 47% of respondents lived in the USA, 23% in 
Canada, 13% in Australia, 6% in New Zealand, 6% in England, 2% in Scotland (the remaining 

respondents spread between South Africa, Ireland, Wales, France, Denmark and the Netherlands). 

The full data is presented in the following table: 

Table 3.2: Indices of identity. 

4ý -. ý; .I &(l - 

USA 47.1 40.8 44.0 13.3 30.2 

Canada 23.3 17.9 19.3 4.6 22.8 

Australia 12.5 11.7 11.5 7.5 63.0 

New Zealand 6.3 4.2 4.5 1.7 34.0 

Scotland 1.7 12.9 n/a 16.3 223.3 

England 6.3 7.5 n/a 0.4 5.8 

Note: Figures in first four columns are percentages of total number 
of respondents, figures in the last column represent the disparity 
between cultural identity and an average of country of residencc, 
country of birth and passport nationality (e. g. 4.6% of respondents 
idcntifiicd their cultural identity as being Canadian, this is only 
21.8% of those who might be identified as Canadian through birth, 
residence and citizenship). 

It is interesting to note that a significant minority of respondents were born in Scotland but now 

reside overseas. Many of these people emigrated as children with their families, sometimes 

reluctantly, and the issue of 'belonging' to Scotland for this group is clearly highly charged: 

I have never gotten over leaving Scotland. My heart is there every day of my life. (MR, Ontario. 
Canada-emigrated aged 9) 

Scotland has and always xvill be a very bior part of my life. Althou hI am very comfortable and I -- 9 
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happy in Canada, the fact is that I felt that I was wrenched away from Scotland at an early age. 
(RD, Ontario, Canada--emigrated aged 10) 

I believe because I did not choose to leave my homeland it will always remain in my heart as 
my home. It is important to me to know that I can always return to my country and feel at 
home. (13K, Ontario, Canada-em 1 grated aged 15) 

The most fascinatinj,,, 7 observation from the above figures is, however. the disparity between a 

person's own sense of his/her identity and the bureaucratic equation of identity with the nation in 

which a person was born, resides or holds citizenship. Although only four of the 240 respondents 

who completed this section actually lived in Scotland, thirty-nine defined their cultural identity as 
'Scottish' (with a further eleven describing themselves as 'Highlanders' and nineteen in terms of 

the clan with which they identified). This varied in different regions of the diaspora. Thus, averagijig 

the three indices of 'bureaucratized' identity (birth, residence and citizenship), whereas nearly 

two-thirds of Australian informants described their cultural identities as 'Australian', under a third 

of American, Canadian and New Zealander respondents described themselves respectively as 
'Americans', 'Canadians' and 'New Zealanders' (with noteworthy differences between American 

and Canadian respondents). Although my focus was on the Scottish diaspora outside the UK, the 

percentage of English respondents describing their cultural identity as 'Englishwas even smaller. 

Considering the multi-cultural nature of contemporary New World societies, particularly in 

the USA, Canada and Australia, it is not surprising to note that nearly half of all respondents used 

a more complex description of their cultural identity: sometimes these were familiar compounds 

such as 'Scottish-American', or other terms indicating ancestry such as 'Canadian of Scottish 

descent', but there were also many more elaborate descriptions: 'American Scotch-Irish with 
Highlander roots', 'Heinz 57--colloquial for American-but strongly feel the need to be rooted in 

Scotland and Ireland', MacKinnon Clan and Highlander Descent born in Canada', 'South African 

but would love to be Scottish', 'American of basically Celtic (Scots, Irish & Welsh), German & 

Native American (Indian) descent. For those descriptions, such as the last, which really demonstrate 

what the 'Heinz 57' colloquialism means, the key question ought perhaps to be what draws an 

individual to identify with one possible identity rather than another. For example, a respondent 

living in Virginia described her cultural identity as 'Half Swedish, Half Scottish-Insh-English'and 

explained that she was planning to visit her ancestral homes in Scotland, Ireland and Sweden, but 

that she had no interest in visiting England: 'I feel absolutely no affinity for England at this time' 

(CFM, Virginia, USA). Another, from Australia, writes, 'Although I also have English and Irish 

ancestry, 1'%, e always felt a strong association with all things Scottish, particularly Highland. I 

can't explain why'(1-H, ACT, Australia). 

I have observed this 'selectiveness' when it comes to choosing which part of one's heritage to 

pursue on many occasions. If a person has Polish, English, Lowland Scot and Highland Scot 

ancestors. for instance, it is quite typical for the person to choose to pursue an interest in her 

Scottish heritage aboý, e her Polish or English heritage, and her Highland hentage above her Lowland 
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heritage. In her study of the ethnic options available to white populations in the USA, `\Jary Waters 

observes a similar ranking of different ethnicities. Interestingly, Waters' research %vas carried out 

among Catholic populations in California and Pennsylvania, and Scots-identified as staunch1v 
Protestant-featured as the most unpopular of possible ethnicities with which to identify (1990: 

82-83). Since Waters' work in the mid-1980s, and thanks to films such as Braveheart and the 

revival of 'Celticism', Scottish (particularly Highland) identity has, however, been rehabilitated 

and is no longer so closely associated with the negative stereotypes of thrift and dourness. It 

should also be remembered that, since the late eighteenth century, the Scottish Highlands, with its 

mountains and glens, misty isles and loch-side castles, has been one of the most frequentlý, 

represented and densely mythologized landscapes in western literature, art, film and photooraphy, 

and there is no doubt this romantic image continues to exert a powerful influence on individuals' 

choices of which landscape to identify with. Indeed, the Highland landscape featured in many 

infon-nants' responses to a question asking What single experience left the deepest inipression with 

youfrom your visit? 

The Highlands and their ineffable beauty. I have seen the Himalayas, the Rockies and many 
other ranges but there is nothing to compare with the Scottish Highlands. (RG, New South 
Wales, Australia) 

The landscape. Some of the oldest mountains in the world, rolling and deep green. Damp and 
hazy, but magnificent and beautiful. (AR, Illinois, USA) 

The deepest impression I received was the vast beauty of the scenery and the wonderful castles. 
(AS, North Carolina, USA) 

The timelessness of the landscape. (IG, Auckland, New Zealand) 

Maintaining a sense of 'Scottishness'in the diaspora 

Although some respondents lived in regions of the diaspora where 'Scottishness is in the air'(AB. 

Nova Scotia, Canada) and others had recognizably Scottish surnames ('I carry my surname with 

pride'-LD, British Columbia, Canada), many more had to resort to more self-conscious means of 

demonstrating or maintaining a sense of Scottish identity. This was most frequently articulated 

through the material culture of the domestic home space; through other 'lifestyle' preferences such 

as music, dress, food and drink; through participation in Scottish heritage organizations, festivals 

and events; and not least through the practice of family history research itself. 

My home reflects my Scottish ancestry with family photos, maps of the Clans of Scotland, 
books, fleur-de-lys patterns on everything from pillows to candies, display Matheson coat of 
arms and, along with paintings of castles, there is a suit of armour in the comer. (SF, Georgia, 
USA) 

We have a Scottish tea cosy, we also have an antique chair which comes from my Great 
Grandmother ', Vlackintosh. The covering on my loungesuite in our family room is tartan ... 
plus photographs of grandparents displayed. (BR, Natal, South Africa) 

Cook Scottish foods, read Scottish newspapers, visit Scottish 'V\eb sites,, support Scotland's 

national football sides and Aberdeen FC, read books by Scottish authors about Scotland, attend 
the odd Scottish-therned function, Le. dinners and Highland gatherings. (WO. New South 
NVales. Australia) 



Flags, swords and maps on display. Membership of Clan Association, attend annual Highland 
Games, email and telephone friends In Scotland. celebrate National Tartan Daý,;. (DD. 
Washington, USA) 

I wear the Clan pins. I have a picture of Bonnie Prince Charlie leaving Scotland. the Clan 
MacKenzie tartans are in view, Scottish records, tapes and videos, Scottish friends %ý ho sing. 
member of the Clan-receive newsletters, on several email lists, maps of Scotland on wall and 
genealogy everywhere. (JM, British Columbia, Canada) 

I listen to bagpipe music often, read many books and magazines about Scotland, do family 
research from Scottish records and display many objects from Scotland in my home. (DS, 
Oregon, USA) 

Several respondents clearly felt that such conspicuous demonstrations of identity were unnecessary 

or inauthentic; one suggested there were 'far too many "professional" Scots living outside Scotland' 

(DC, Ontario, Canada): 

It's what's in your head, not on the wall or mantelpiece. (13M, Queensland, Australia) 

'Scottishness' for me is not related to things or furnishings. It is a spirit, culture and belief 
system worth preserving. Kilts and thistles are not required. (MM, Virginia, USA) 

My sense of Scottishness is an internal thing-I don't want to try and manufacture it by wearing 
tartans and hanging up contrived coats of arms and stuff like that. (KP, Georgia, USA) 

Over half of the questionnaire respondents indicated that they belonged to a Scottish-interest 

organization of one kind or another. 30% belonged to a clan society or association, and other 

popular organizations included St Andrew Is societies, Scottish societies, genealogy societies and 
Scottish music or dance groups. Many reported that they subscribed to email discussion lists 

concerned with Scottish and genealogical themes. A sizeable minority regularly attended Highland 

Games, Bums' Night suppers and the like. 

Knowledge offamily history 

There was a huge variation in the level of respondents' knowledge about their family histories. 

Some had only recently discovered a Scottish connection or were just beginning their research, 

others had vast knowledges about the names and dates of their ancestors, where they had lived, 

when they had emigrated from Scotland and so forth. Some romantically traced their descent from 

ancient kings, others were equally proud of their rural labouring heritage. 

Have always been told that we were Scots. This is the only information that I ha" e but this has 
been passed down through the generations. (BA, Texas, USA) Zý 
Aside from having the last name Gordon, which we know is Scottish, we have no real 
information of when our ancestors came to the US from Scotland. We think it may have been 
during the French and Indian War in the 1750s. (RG, Pennsylvania, USA) 

TNvo of my ---grandfathers left extensive family histories behind, from Nvhich my sister, a 
cousin and myself, have managed to trace branches of our families back to Malcolm Carimore 
and bevond. ' We continue to N\ ork on our genealogy to this day, although I have hit a wall on 
my Fullarton and Reid lines in the 18th century. (MF, Pennsylvania, USA) 

I Malcolm Caninorc, croxned Malcolm III of Scotland in 1058. 



" 9. Henry McDonald & Una McMaster mamed in Kilmonivaig nr Fort William, Scotland in 18.1 
He was an agricultural labourer. He came from Suddy (Ross & Cromarty) and she from a farm 
in Kilmonivaig parish (Tomacharrich). Between then and emigration in 1854, they lived in the 
Inverlochy/Great Glen area and Inverness town. Had 7 kids-two seem to have died in infancy. 
In Oct 1854 the family emigrated from Liverpool under the auspices of the Highland and 
Island Emigration Society ... Landed at Portland Bay, Victoria, Australia in 1855. The next 
record I have is the 1864 marriage of their oldest daughter at Wellingrove, New South NN'ales- 
this is in the New England region-the nearest large town was Glen Innes. Settled by Scots. In 
this area lived and still live McMasters-prominent graziers-and almost certainly one was 
the cousin of Una. So they seem to follow out to Australia relatives who had come decades 
earlier. The family worked on the land in that part of New South Wales for the next two 
generations. (DM, ACT, Australia) 

How this knowledge is acquired 

Family history knowledge is acquired through a variety of methods. There are a great many published 

genealogy how-to guideS, 2 and each one will advise that the first stage of research should be to 

gather whatever information is already available within the family: talking to elderly relations, 

collecting together old photographs or family documents, writing down family stories remembered 
from childhood. Thus, most questionnaire respondents indicated that their family history knowledge 

was partly handed down from earlier generations, either as stories or items of material culture (a 

family bible, a photograph album, etc. ), and partly acquired through documentary research. 

[How was knowledge acquired? ] Listening to my grandfather's stories at first when I was 
young. Then a family member showed me the family history research he'd done on one line of 
our family, and I decided to find out more and started researching myself. Found another 
family member who'd kept their old letters and began to feel I knew them. (EL, New South 
Wales, Australia) 

Only 10% of the respondents had engaged a professional genealogist to aid their research, in 

fact many seemed proud of the fact that they had not needed professional assistance-it was 

evidently more satisfying to undertake the task themselves. 

I have only had to resort to using a professional researcher once. I prefer to do [the research] 
myself as it gives a sense of satisfaction, provides insight into their lifestyle since source 
documents can contain other pieces of information, even if it pertains to other families. There 
is also the knowledge that if you are wrong there is only yourself to blame. I also like researching, 
always have done even before I began doing the family history. (SJ, New South Wales, Australia) 

Perhaps the most significant development in the practice of genealogical research has come 

with the development and expansion of the internet. Indeed this technology has significantly 

contributed to the phenomenal growth in interest in genealogy in the last ten years. There is a 

profusion of genealogical research resources available on the web, including vast searchable 

databases of census and birth, marriage and death registration information (the most notable of 

these are the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints' (LDS) 'Family Search' site 

(ývNN,, Nv. familysearch. com) and, in a specifically Scottish context, the General Records Office for 

I Recent examples dealing specificalk with Scottish ancestry include Bi-wood 1999, Cor) 1996, Holton 
and Winch 1997, Irvine 1996, James 1995. Moody 1988. 
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Scotland's 'Scots Origins' site (www. scotsorigins-com)). There are also genealogy -portals' such 

as'Cyndi's Llst'(www. CyndisList. com) and 'GEN-UKI'(www. genuk, org. uk) ", hich provide links 

to tens of thousands of other genealogy sites, navigable by region, surname and other categories, 

and thousands of email discussion lists and news groups devoted to genealogical research. Many 

questionnaire respondents commented on how they used such resources to gather information on 

their family histories and forge online relationships with other researchers or newly-found family 

members ('internet cousins'as they are known among online researchers). The research process 
does not, however, necessarily begin and end with the internet, as the following statement makes 

clear: 

The search began in the Mon-non libraries and the Cloverdale Reference Library-which is 
excellent for Canadian genealogy. When I got online, other wonderful connections were made. 
Also I inquired to the Clan MacKenzie genealogist and he provided a family link stemming 
back 5 generations. They were also able to send me information on our family connections. 
Equipped with the key information, I went to Scotland in the summer of 1999 and explored the 
Inverness Reference Library using the Findon Tables and other MacKenzie books. Afterwards, 
the Museum in Ullapool is very good with information regarding the Clearances and family 
movement all over the world. (JM, British Columbia, Canada) 

In the context of genealogical tourism in Scotland, an important observation that can be drawn 

from the questionnaire respondents' comments is that most serious family history research is pursued 

at home, not during visits to Scotland. Largely because of the internet and the international network 

of LDS and other family research centres, much work can be done at a distance and few respondents 

actually visited Scotland with the express intention of conducting documentary research. Those 

who did were sometimes disappointed with what they could achieve in the little time they had 

available (unsurprisingly few were prepared to waste an expensive trip to what is perceived as an 

exceptionally beautiful country sitting in an archives office accessing information that is largely 

available via the internet anyway). 

Responding to a question about respondents' expectations from a visit to Scotland and whether 

these expectations were met, the following comments highlight the likelihood of failure in making 

substantial progress in one's research during the visit itself 

This was a genealogy trip and we expected to expand our family tree information. Next trip we 
will devote more time to sightseeing and cultural events, balanced with necessary research. 
We discovered that we had not allowed enough time to spend [pursuing] our original purpose 
for being there. (DM, Kansas, USA) 

[Expectations? ] More info on the family tree, but was generally disappointed. (RS, New South 
Wales, Australia) 

[Expectations niet? ] Yes, except for the fact I was not able to add a new generation (i. e. g-g- 
grandparents) to my family tree. (MT, Colorado, USA) 

This is not to say that significant discoveries are never made during visits to Scotland, but that the 

majority of roots-tourists are actually lookino for something rather different in their * 
ItN C, journeys- 

identif, y, mo precisely wliat is. of course, one of the concerns of the fliesis. 
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Ancestral homelands 

Questionnaire respondents were asked whether they had what they considered to be an 'ancestral 

home', and, if so, where it was located. Around two-thirds indicated that they did, and many of 

those who did not nevertheless expressed a desire to find such a place: 

I do not, but feverishly wish I did. (RK, Ontario, Canada) 

If only I knew where to look. This is my dream, to find the land that my ancestors were born 
on. (MR, California, USA) 

For those who did have an ancestral home, the ability to identify its location was dependent on a 

number of factors including the level of the respondents' family history knowledge, the desire to 

select one place associated with their family history over another, and variations in the interpretation 

of what actually constituted an ancestral home. The categories broke down as follows: 

Table 3.3: Identification of ancestral homes. 

A particular house, croft or farm in Scotland - 15% 

A castle or clan chief's residence - 10% 

A particular town or village in Scotland - 28% 

A clan territory - 6% 

A particular region or island of Scotland - 17% 

Scotland as a whole - 10% 

A place outside Scotland - 10% 
03 

More than one ancestral home - 4% 

Generally speaking, the more precise the location identified as 'home', the more powerful the 

III in experience of visiting it. Thus, for roots-tourists to find and visit an old family croft would result 

a more powerful experience than visiting the parish In which their ancestorsi appear to have lived 

according to old parochial records. Similarly, to identify and visit such a parish or region within 

Scotland would result in a more powerful experience than simply knowing they had some Scottish 

connection (through their surname, for instance). 

Having made this perhaps obvious statement, it is interesting to note that Scotland as a whole 

may also take on a profound significance, as the following statement makes clear: 

As of yet, I don't feel an ancestral family home. I feel the land-Scotland-and felt it many, 
many years before I actually went there. Once I arrived, I did honestly feel 'at home'. Perhaps 

my next visit will allow my heart to pinpoint more precisely where 'home' is. There are likely 

obvious places, but I try not to be influenced too much on information. My whole goal each 
tirne I go to Scotland is to let rny heart tell me, not the facts-does that make sense to anyone 
oil this eartli besides ine? " (BV, Ontario, Canada) 

This respondent's fears about making sense are not without justification and, unsurprisingly, the 
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STB is not well equipped to engage with such intuitive and heart-led approaches to planning- or. 
rather, not planning-an itinerary. Most roots-tourists would, however, understand perfectly this 
desire to relinquish rational control and submit to some kind of 'homing instinct'. Indeed mam 
roots-tourists report having mystical experiences during their journeys, particularly a sense of 
being guided in their quests by their ancestors. 

For people such as this Canadian respondent, Scotland is not merely a place: it is an idea and 
an ideal. Many diasporan Scots identify Scotland as home in a profound sense, In apparent variance 

with Rapport and Dawson's argument (1998), that in the postmodern world of percel\ ed movement, 
home, as 'seat' of identity, is no longer rooted in a particular place but, rather, in mobility itself, 

there is evident in many respondents' comments a nostalgia for a 'lost homeland'-a place of 

perceived stability, where traditions survive and where time seems to move more slowly. Indeed, 

the following comments allude to a sense of time travel when visiting Scotland: 

The small villages we went through nestled at the bottom of craggy mountains. It was as 
though, if I'd stepped off the train, I'd be alighting in a different era. (VE, Nevada, USA) 

I love history and when I am in those types of sites I almost disappear into history. Have you 
ever got cold chills walking through a castle ruins as you relived a battle? I have! (J-B, Florida, 
USA) 

[Visiting Scotland] was far from a holiday, it was a step back in time. (13C, Texas, USA) 

It was a most enjoyable holiday, but it was also a trip back in time to the 1880s visiting the 
street where my grandfather was born and his parents and siblings walked and worked and 
went about their daily lives. (PK, Illinois, USA) 

But this is not just about the accessibility of the past in certain places: the people of the Scottish 

homeland are perceived to live more traditional lives, adhering to values felt to have long-since 

eroded in the New World. 

I have always been very attracted to your culture. Since I have found out I am of Scottish 
heritage I understand why I feel so drawn to the older way of life. (A, Florida, USA) 

It is interesting to note that the majority of these kinds of comments came from the USA, and 

it was from a number ofAmerican respondents that some explanation of the situation was proffered. 

I believe that with the American society crumbling it is more important than ever before to 
know who you are. Part of that knowledge will necessarily include a knowledge of where one 
comes from. This knowledge can give a person a sense of purpose, and a well from which to 
draw from in my efforts to be an honorable man. (BM, Texas, USA) 

I know that too many people in my country are lost, because they have no set of norms or rules 
to follow, and they are losing their traditions. I think this is hurting us as a whole, and that 
people need to take pride in the knowledge of where they come from. You have to know where 
you come from to know where you are going. (SS, Penn syb, ' an ta, USA) 

I havc found after being in the States for a few months that there is an opinion that the reason 
a number of people here feel lost and hopeless is the loss of their roots. I have found a great 
deal of people are realizing this. I have always felt that it is important to know these thii-i-gs and 
ha% c passed many of the family stories on to my children and plan to write a family history for 
the benefit ol'the %N hole family. I consider myself to be very lucky in knowing where my roots 
are. (CNN'. Alberta. Canada -working in California, USA) 
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In these statements, American society is portrayed as a society in crisis in which the individual is 
threatened with senses of dislocation, rootlessness and personal meaninglessness. The respondents 

seem to find some security in their knowledge of their family history, and the pursuit of genealogical 

research thus becomes a means of 're-rooting' themselves and their families. 

The importance of roots 

The following section is made up of responses to the question Is it important to knmi, it, hei-eYour 

roots are? Why? Of course, not every respondent was equally earnest in their interest in their 

roots. Some were confident of their identity and heritage: 

It isn't important, but, because I more or less know, perhaps I take it for granted. I often forget 
I'm Scottish until I maybe hear an accent and think, 'oh yes, my Mum talks like that'. I am 
aware that I have a Scottish story, but I live in the present. (LE, Wellington, New Zealand) 

For others, their roots were merely a matter of curiosity: 

It is 'Interesting'to know, but I wouldn't say it was 'important'to know. (GC, Michigan, USA) 

Insatiable curiosity. Pride in family achievement. Interest in other cultures. (BL, New Hampshire, 
USA) 

It is important to me, personally, to satisfy curiosity, to understand where I came from, how my 
ancestors interacted with history, and to be able to have information to pass on to younger 
generations. (RS, Texas, USA) 

For others still it was the 'thrill of the chase' that explained their genealogical interest: 

I find the search for my roots exciting and challenging. The more I learn of my ancestors, the 
closer I feet to them. (KC, Ontario, Canada) 

However, the vast majority of answers articulated more powerful emotions. Some resorted to 

poetry, such as Scott's 'The Patriot': 

Breathes there the man with soul so dead, 
Who never to himseýf hath said, 
This is my own, my native land! 
Whose heart hath ne'er within him burn'd, 
As home hisfootsteps he hath turn'd 
From wandering on aforeign strand! (quoted by BM, Queensland, Australia) 

Other typical responses are provided under the following subheadings. 

Giving purpose to travel: 

Love history. Roots help explain things. Searching provides a reason for travel which would 
otherwise be aimless and empty. Gives sense of creating and accomplishing something. (EL, 
Pennsylvania, USA) 

Giving meaning to life: 

Without kiio\vled, -,, c of iny roots, life would be, to some degree, somewhat meaningless. In 
order to go for\\ ard, I need to ha\ ea knowledge of my past, and the past of my ancestors. 

Nc\\ South NVales, Australia) 
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Feelings of connection: 

I feel a strong connection to my ancestors and want to know as much about them as possible. 
When I was in Scotland and especially in the area where they came from I was very aware that 
they would have seen the same sights and perhaps even walked the same paths. The feeling of 
connection was very strong. (MC, Victoria, Australia) 

I believe that it is important to have a connection to some place in one's 'Mother Country'. 
Even though I have never been there, I was raised to hold Scotland dearly and to aspire to go 
there. (MF, Pennsylvania, USA) 

Any historical research is important, it gives us a sense of time and place. If you can actually 
physically see where your ancestors worked and breathed then it links you to the land in some 
small way. (DG, Norfolk, England) 

Family traits and values: 

I feel that it is very, very important for individuals to know where they come from. I think it's 
wonderful to see how our ancestors were influenced, the world they I ived in, the hardships and 
joys of people so close to us, yet people we've never met. I think we can see the influence with 
respect to personalities and physical traits common among many generations. (RL, Ontario, 
Canada) 

I've been told many times throughout my life that it isn't hard to tell that I'm Scottish. My 
families of origin on both sides are Scottish. My father raised us in the morality of Scottish 
tradition, and he let us know that it was important to remember that we were McLeods. My 
brothers and father are gone now, and I am the only one left to pass things on to future 
generations. (JV, Ontario, Canada) 

Pride: 

Even though I am 4th generation New Zealander I have Scottish blood in my veins and am 
intensely proud of the fact. Yes, I think knowing your roots is important, it gives you a sense of 
where you have come from and what your ancestors have experienced. (BG, Wellington, New 
Zealand) 

It tells me who I am, where I come from. I have a great deal of pride in my family and our 
triumphs over adversity. (TP, Florida, USA) 

Cultural diversity in the New World: 

Canada was built by people from many different nationalities and cultures and I feel it is 
important to at least attempt to leave some sense of history for my children, grandchildren and 
the generations to come. My personal heritage is Scotch/English, my wife's is English/Polish 
and now one of our daughters has married a fellow of Dutch origin. As these nationalities meld 
together as Canadians we must remember our forefathers and their customs and heritage. (DA, 
British Columbia, Canada) 

It gives me a feeling of belonging to a historical community, even more now that in Australia 
we have so many people of varying ethnic backgrounds. (13C, New South Wales, Australia) 

In the US today we are more than ever a melting pot of citizens. I need to look back and 
identify with the land from which my ancestors left. And for what reasons they left. It is a 
sense of belonging! (TH, Illinois, USA) 

Problematic belonging in country of birth: 

It is as important as one wants to make it. For most of my life it didn't matter at all, though a 
me to time. It is no ion vague wonder came to me from ti Iw important because, though a 4th generati 

New Zealander. there is a feeliii-, -, of belonging else%ý here. The maJor importance was In learrilng 
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about that 'elsewhere' and realizing it did have a real connection for me. I dare to say almost a 
sense of belonging to a place other than the country of my birth. It is a feeling that is hard to 
describe. (AS, Auckland, New Zealand) 

Understanding oneself and one's place in the world: 

Understanding my roots helps me to know who I am and why I am who I am! (PC, Hawke's 
Bay, New Zealand) 

To understand my heritage and where I come from helps me to understand myself and my 
place in the world. (DB, Ontario, Canada) 

It gives me a better understanding of who I am and what my place in the 'world' is. I am a 
'product'of my ancestry and my environment. One I can see, the other I have to look for. (VI 1, 
Nevada, USA) 

It is important to know who you are and who your antecedents were. It helps you to understand 
yourself better and allows you to fix yourself securely in the wider history of all people. (CB, 
British Columbia, Canada) 

A psychological rebirth. Conferring depth to existence: 

When I first visited Scotland in 1986, it was a sort of psychological beginning for me, explaining 
so much about myself, my family. Never mind the love and addiction I felt towards the land 
itself (KW, California, USA) 

It gives one a sense of belonging and I did not seem to have this before I began the family 
history research. It is hard to describe but there was no depth to my existence-now I feel there 
is. (SJ, New South Wales, Australia) 

The comments continue to range over many other themes: identity; continuity between past, 

present and future; grievances over being 'exiled'; spiritual callings; completing the 'circle of 

life'. The examples provided above, however, are adequate to make the point that the search for 

roots is not a trivial activity. 

Homecomings 

I should now like to turn to the experience of visiting (or anticipating a visit to) Scotland. As stated 

earlier, approximately two-thirds of the questionnaire respondents had already visited Scotland. 

39% of this group had visited once only, 23% twice, 8% thrice and 30% four or more times. The 

percentage visiting four or more times was swelled by those respondents living within the UK who 

quite often make annual visits, and also by people who had themselves emigrated and who therefore 

had close relatives still living in Scotland. 

Itineraries 

Those respondents who had visited Scotland were asked to list ten places they had included in 

their itineraries. When the lists were collated and the results analysed, an interesting pattern emerged 

in which a limited number of places appeared frequently, whereas the majority of places appeared 

very infrequently: indeed, 63'o of places appeared in only one list. Only fourteen places appeared 

in 1011-o or more of the lists, of these the majority are to be found on the main tourist routes. These 

fourteen most frcquently listed destinations are plotted onto the main tourist 'loop' in '. Map 3.1. 
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Map 3.1: Map showing most frequently visited destinations in questionnaire 
respondents' lists. 

What this demonstrates is that the genealogical aspect of these respondents' journeys is only 

one facet of a more general touristic experience which takes in the main towns and cities (particularly 

those perceived as cultural or historical), popular beauty spots such as Loch Ness and Loch Lomond 

(famed through monster and song respectively), iconic sites such as Glencoe and Culloden and a 

trip out to the islands: either Skye or Mull/Iona. The more personal journeys to places associated 

with respondents' ancestors are evidently additions to this popular itinerary, involving detours to 

very specific places which are often not established tourist destinations: hence the large number of 

places which appear only once in the collated lists. As would be expected, this trend does not hold 

true for return visits: having made a more touristic journey, subsequent visits will often be directed 

to specific areas, either pursuing new, more precise, inforniation uncovered in the faintly history 

research process or else getting a better feel for an ancestral place by spending more time there. 

These observations are significant considering that this group often defines its activities contra 

tourism, which is characterized as superficial and consumerist. There is no doubt, however, that 

the boundary between these more profound homecomings and the routine practices of tourism- 

particularly herita(ye-tourisin-is a blurred one. 
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Experiences 

To explore what roots-tourists typically experience in their visits to Scotland, I asked six questions: 
(I ) What didyou expectfromYour visit to Scotland? (2) Were Your expectations met. " ýfnot, what 

surprisedyou" (3) Was itjust a holiday or something more prqfound9 (4) What single experience 
lqfi the deepest impression with you? (5) Canyou summarize what the experience ofvisitingScotland 

meantfor you? and (6) What souvenirs do you havefromyour visit" 

(1) Expectations 

Many diasporan Scots have never visited Scotland but have nevertheless been raised on stories 

and descriptions of the old country, and are avid readers and viewers of Scottish books, films and 

web sites. Such people have long imagined Scotland, its historical places, its landscapes, the character 

of its people: 

To see a beautiful country I've read and heard about all my life. (CO, Alberta, Canada) 

To see the scenery and the historic places that I'd heard and read about. (PW, Victoria, Australia) 

A peaceful, beautiful, friendly land. (BJ, Utah, USA) 

Beautiful scenery as depicted in calendars, post cards, etc. Friendly people who were warm to 
New Zealanders. (PC, Hawkes Bay, New Zealand) 

A large number respondents anticipated a feeling of returning home or connecting with their roots 
through visiting places associated with their ancestors: 

To feel as if I was 'going home'. (AM, Victoria, Australia) 

A sense of coming home. (DG, Norfolk, England) 

To visit places the family originated from and stand on the same piece of earth [as them]. (MF, 
Auckland, New Zealand) 

Connecting with my roots through visiting sites of interest. (JF, New South Wales, Australia) 

We went specifically to investigate ancient clan lands and 'get a feel' for them. (TS, New 
Hampshire, USA) 

A visceral connection to the land and people. (BL, Washington, USA) 

The notion of time travel was also again articulated. 

To see the present, to see the past. (LD, British Columbia, Canada) 

A glimpse of the past. (GM, West Glamorgan, Wales) 

A number of people referred to a sense of loneliness, as if the Scotland offered an opportunity to be 

alone in way that was perhaps not possible in their ordinary place of residence. 

Just want to be there. to know what it was like centuries ago, to feel the loneliness. (KW. 
California, USA) 

The following comment combines many of these motifs: 

I e\pected po\\ erful beatity in nature. mistv rains. good do%ý n-to-eartli people, remote kirkyards. 
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and miles of walking in solitude. I sought out the historical feelings I imagined through all 111ý 
readings. I anticipated that I would be able to walk In the remote countryside as well as the Old 
towns and catch a glimpse of what others felt many, many years ago. That life moved on yet 
moved little in the sense of history and pride. (BV, Ontario, Canada) 

A few wrote more explicitly about a Journey of self-discovery or rebirth: 

To find where I came from, what I am made of. (HM, Oregon, USA) 

To find myself (DS, California, USA) 

To be re-created. (TC, Oxfordshire, England) 

Surprisingly few actually listed progressing their genealogical research among their expectations. 
There were, of course, exceptions. 

See where my family lived, collect more data for the family tree, visit graves (important, as 
this was part of the sense of belonging, i. e. this is MY grandmothen"grandfather, etc). Also to 
find and visit living relatives. (SJ, New South Wales, Australia) 

Reference has already been made to the likelihood of disappointment in this respect unless suitably 

prepared. The last respondent had conducted very thorough research from Australia prior to her 

journey and was consequently rewarded with success on all counts. For the majority of respondents 

a visit to Scotland was expected to be educative at a more general level, particularly with respect 

to local culture and history. 

A sense of the culture and history of the country. Knowledge of the areas where my ancestors 
lived. (MR, Alberta, Canada) 

To better understand the culture from which I am constructed. (RS, New South Wales, Australia) 

To educate my eldest son of his cultural heritage. (HM, British Columbia, Canada) 

(2) Expectations met? Surprises? 

Most respondents who had visited Scotland were effusive about their experiences. Their expectations 

had generally been met and surpassed. 

Yes, the experience was magical. We keep going back! (DG, Norfolk, England) 

Definitely and more. The weather was so misty and romantic in Inverness. I pictured all the 
I ife that surely used to go on there. I pictured my relatives' stories about different people. (TG, 
Texas, USA) 

Yes, better than I thought. I seemed to fit right in. (JF, Ontario, Canada) 

My expectations were met, and way beyond. I have met distant relatives, found two family 
farms from the late 1700s, early 1800s, found two sets of graves of g-g- g- grandparents, plus 
graves of other aunts and uncles. I have established friendship with a distant relative, and we 
correspond regularly. (CL, Illinois, USA) 

What surprised roots-tourists during their visits? Similarities between the Scottish landscape 

and the landscapes in which the respondents' families settled in the New World, a recognition of 

their owil traditions or values as being Scottish. reali71ng that they 'looked' Scottish: 

Yes, it was a WONDERFUL trip, I felt so at home there and I could see a great deal of similarity 
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between Scotland and the mountains of Tennessee where my folks are from. (SK. California, 
USA) 

Surprised that the scenery was quite Identical to British Columbia and see why [my ancestors] 
chose to settle here. Also surprised to see many people who looked like me i. e. freckles, dark 
hair, light eyes. (JW, British Columbia, Canada) 

My biggest surprise was to find, neglecting the difference in speech accents, how easy it \vas 
to fit in with those Scots we stayed with. Our opinions on many subjects were similar as was 
our mode of thinking. There was no doubt on both sides we were among kin. (AS, Auckland, 
New Zealand) 

I didn't have any surprises other than I didn't know how much of a Scottish culture I had 
grown up in. I grew up in a small town in Eastern Oregon and most of the people there were of 
Scottish origin. The food, the dances and expressions as well as stories were all much as what 
I found when I visited Scotland. (JL, Washington, USA) 

Others were surprised by the depth of their feelings, the sense of being guided or visiting places 

that had somehow always known: 

The areas I went I could not have imagined in my wildest dreams. I spent much of the time by 
myselfjust absorbing the places where family would have been. I managed to find three living 
lines to my family-it seemed like I was guided in my activities. (SJ, New South Wales, 
Australia) 

It was like going somewhere I always knew. (JS, Ontario, Canada) 

(3) Just a holiday, or more profound? 

It would be wrong to say that the experience of visiting Scotland was equally profound for all 

respondents. For some it was no more-and no less-than a holiday, others felt it to be something 

special, but not necessarily profound. 

A holiday, combined with gaining knowledge of ancestors. (GC, Michigan, USA) 

Profound is a weighty word. I would not say profound. (RM, North Carolina, USA) 

It wasn't profound but it certainly was not just another holiday. It was at least, special! (RD, 
Ontario, Canada) 

A holiday with a purpose (to visit the ancestral turf). (IM, New South Wales, Australia) 

For the majority of respondents who had visited Scotland, however, the experience was far more 

significant. 

Extremely profound. Life changing. (PP, Washington, USA) 

Life-defining experience. (MR, Ohio, USA) 

FAR more profound. (EL, Pennsylvania, USA) 

Respondents explained this profundity in different ways. Many appealed to a notion of homecoming 

or a deep sense of belonging. 

Much more profound than a regular holiday. It was a homecoming in ex cry way. (JH, California, 
USA) 

Much more than another holidaý'-In fact I never once referred to the trip as such. It seemed 
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more ajoumey to find my roots and to find me and where I belong. It was nice to finally say, 
this is mine and this is where I belong. (SJ. New South Wales. Australia) 

We Americans are such a youthful, transient lot in the great scheme of things. I experienced a 
mystical sense of coming home-of belonging on the land. It was almost as if the chemistry of 
my body resonated with the geology. (BL, Washington, USA) 

Very profound. I want to go home. I belong there-this I feel in the bottom of my bones. From 
the food I like to my physical appearance or my temperament. So much makes sense now. 
(HM, Oregon, USA) 

Both trips were primarily for family research. However, walking around a farm or croft, within 
a house or around a sorrowful pile of stones was in all cases undoubtedly a profoundly moving 
set of experiences. No, neither trip was just another holiday. Indeed, I could not visit Scotland 
just for a holiday. (AS, Auckland, New Zealand) 

The journey home can also be ajoumey of self-discovery and a remarkably emotional experience: 

Where do I start? Firstly it was not really a holiday but a journey of discovery. I remember 
when we first got a glimpse of the Scotland I had been reading about for years. There is a 
certain comer you turn on the road from Glasgow alongside Loch Lomond, I had Battlefield 
Band playing on the stereo, my wife turned to me and said isn't it lovely, and myself, my mum, 
and my wife all started to cry. I couldn't answer anyone. The sun lit up the whole of the glen. 
The colours and the music and the expectation was all too much! (DG, Norfolk, England) 

Even the word 'profound' only minimizes what I felt while in Scotland. It was never designed 
as a holiday and my mode of travel is witness to that. I simply bought a plane ticket over and 
just went. I gave my heart and soul permission to guide me only. The only way I can explain it 
is to say that I never felt such contentment in my life, never felt such warmth within and 'being 
who I am'. (BV, Ontario, Canada) 

Some described theirjourney as being a spiritual experience, a kind of pilgrimage or a completion 

of the 'circle of life': 

Definitely more profound. For both my husband and for me, it was a very special pilgrimage. 
We were returning to the land of my husband's birth, where he had close relatives still living, 
and were also attempting to find the place from which my grandfather emigrated. (PC, Hawke's 
Bay, New Zealand) 

Oh no, not just another holiday. To me it was a pilgrimage. A searching for roots. (IP, Auckland, 
New Zealand) 

It felt good. I really sensed a greatness that attached me to the area. Even though I am not really 
from there. I felt the circle was more complete. I knew where I fit in the world better. (TG, 
Texas, USA) 

Especially powerful was the strange sensation of 'presence' at ancestral places and graveyards: 

Much more profound than I ever imagined. When I stood at my great-great-grandparents' 
grave on the Killchollie cemetery at Roy BrIdge-it is on top of a mountain and straddles both 
sides and looks straight down to the river and up to Ben Nevis and is one of the most beautiful 

spots on earth, the tiny path winds up the mountain. I could see mourners carrying a coffin, 
heads bent as they wound their way up to bury their loved ones. When this was happening I 
'felt' people surround me. real physical presences. I felt no fear, it was midday on a bright and 
sunny day. I shall never forget that experience, it was so real. (RG, New South Wales, Australia) 

(4) Single experience that has left the greatest impression 

NN'llat are tile most memorable episodes in such homecomings? If these journeys may be described 
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as pilgrimages, it is not surprising to find that arriving at the 'sacred' destination--an ancestral 
home or grave site, for example-is the most significant part of the experience. Some of the 
following statements also allude to powerful 'other-worldly' encounters at these places: 

Finding my grandmother's grave on Eileen Munda island. A ferryboat man has to take you 
over to the island. The peace and tranquillity. The unbelievable views. (LZ, Ontario, Canada) 

From a family history point of view, the first visit to the farmhouse where my emigrant g-g- 
grandfather, Alexander Scott, was born in 1830 left me very moved. I momentarily experienced 
the most irrational desire to contact my people of that past time in that place. (AS, Auckland. 
New Zealand) 

I found a deserted cottage in the Forest of Birse where my Glass family had lived. I knew I was 
trespassing but I had to go in and the feeling inside was eerie to say the least. It looked like the 
people who were there before had got up and left 10 minutes before and yet I have since found 
out that the place was last lived in in 1977. The whole time I was in the house there was the 
feeling that I was in a crowd of people. There was a hum in my ears as if people were talking 
to me but just not loud enough to hear. I had never experienced anything like this before so I 
turned to leave and as I did someone(? ) put their anns around me. Needless to say I left straight 
away. I was really frightened. Fact or fantasy? You decide. This was 'home' and this was 
certainly not the place I expected to find it! (SJ, New South Wales, Australia) 

I can't even begin to describe one single event that touched me the most. I think that every 
place that I visited where my family was, be it churches where they were married, where they 
lived, or where they are buried, and learning about their lives touched me the most. (DS, 
Oregon, USA) 

On my last visit to Scotland, I had a most interesting experience in a visit to Catrine, my 
mother and grandmother's birthplace. First, you have to know that I am entirely sceptical 
about thought transference, mental telepathy, or the like. Nevertheless, my son and I stopped at 
a pub in Catrine in order to ask the whereabouts of St Cuthbert Street. To my knowledge, I 
have never been shown or told in any way what St Cuthbert Street looked like. I was astonished 
to arrive on site and feel that I had been there, or could have precisely described the scene, if 
asked beforehand. (JG, Ontario, Canada) 

For others, the most memorable experience was visiting iconic sites such as Culloden or Glencoe. 

The battlefield at Culloden was deeply moving. As a child I had been aware of the '45 and 
knew that Charlie had stayed in Elgin the night before the battle, but actually standing on that 
windswept moor made the hairs on the back of my hand stand on end. It still does now and it 
made me so aware of all the Scots had had to put up with. (JO, Auckland, New Zealand) 

I was very moved during our visit to Culloden. I had a sense that my ancestors were there. (JH, 
California, USA) 

The feelings that overwhelmed me at Glencoe. I should have stayed there forever. (RW, New 
South Wales, Australia) 

Contact with local people was also very significant: 

I shall never forget meeting the owners of the farm where my Scott ancestor was born and 
being taken throughout the house, room by room, then the steading, and finally over the fields. 
(AS, Auckland, New Zealand) 

I indeed felt as if I had been home, the warmth and kindness shown by the locals leaves a 
lasting impression. (AM, Victona, Australia) 

The help a faintly in Cullen gave me when they had never met me before. They went out of 
their %\ ay to pro\ ide and hunt for information and maps, etc. We stay in contact. (PO, Wellington. 
Nc\\ Zealand) 
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When one of the people we had met in Wick roused me out of bed at 10. l5prn on a Sunday 
evening to visit his house to talk to a long time resident who knew many people that ýý ere 
imagined to be potential relatives. Then at 11.30pm Sunday night we took off to find some of Zn 

these people' (DM, Kansas, USA) 

Unexpectedly meeting an old lady one night having a cuppa by the fire in her locli-side cottage 
who, as soon as I said I was from America, replied, 'Oh, we haven't had any American ý-Isitors 
since Mary and Georgia! ' (This happened to me in 1983. My mother Georgia Nlay visited in 
1926. My aunt Mary Evelyn visited in 1930). (EL, Pennsylvania, USA) 

As were meetings with distant relatives: 

I met 90 year old Malcolm Matheson and his sister, Peggy Ann, with whom I share a common 
ancestor. They welcomed me into their home and told me stories of what life had been like. 
(BL, Washington, USA) 

Meeting Willie MacQueen, who turned out to be my mother's third cousin. (CL, Illinois. USA) 

My father, a cousin and I playing pipes in my great- gre at-gran dfather's house, around a peat 
fire with a great single malt. (DS, Ontario, Canada) 

(5) Summarizing the meaning 

Not surprisingly, many respondents had difficulty putting into a few words what the experience of 

visiting Scotland meant for them. 

There are no words to describe the feeling. (SP, California, USA) 

Can't describe it in words. Felt somewhere deep inside. (DS, Ontario, Canada) 

I honestly can't put it into words. I just long to return. (LB, South Australia, Australia) 

This was not merely a problem with the design of the questionnaire. 

We have travelled a lot all over the world, and Scotland was an unexpected revelation. It 
touched into deep feelings and connections that were NOT intellectual and had nothing to do 
with tourist activities. It was a homecoming and on levels that remain uneasy to explain or 
translate for people unless they have experienced something similar or are comfortable with 
those collective parts of themselves. (PP, Washington, USA) 

Part of this seemed to be that the meaning of the visit was often so deeply personal that it was 
impossible to share-an emotional rather than intellectual expenence-but part was also a suspicion 

that others would simply not understand. 

Many respondents did attempt to explicate the meaning of their journeys; examples include: 

A feeling of actually belonging to a place and its people. I truly found my identity. (DG, 
Norfolk, England) 

Completing a pilgrimage. (DM, Ontario, Canada) zn 
Coming home. (MC, Victoria, Australia) 

I felt like I found a big piece of myself. A piece long-waiting to be put into the void of questions 
I never asked of my parents, who are deceased. I felt like I belonged there. I told others that I 
would move there if I could. (PW. Wisconsin. USA) 

It was an expansion of experience-a 2rowing web of connection. It made me comfortable 
with my place oil tile continuum of life. (BL. Washington, USA) 
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I think at least for me it is a place of renewal. (DK- Texas, USA) 

It gave me an understanding of where my 'people'came from: the sights they saw. the air they 
smelled, the mountains they walked. As a result I identified with my 'Scottishness'-and in 
particular my 'Celtic/Gael-ness'--even more strongly. (TS, New Hampshire, USA) 

It was life changing. (SM, New Hampshire, USA) 

The fulfilment of a lifetime dream. (PM, ACT, Australia) 

Closing the great circle of life. I had reached the beginning and f was good. I was better than 
they had hoped. Perhaps the struggle had been worth it. I am very proud to be an American, but 
it all came from them. (TG, Texas, USA) 

(6) Souvenirs 

It is interesting to note what kinds of objects respondents had bought or collected in Scotland to 

remind them of theirjourney. By far the most frequently mentioned souvenirs were the photo-, -), raphs 
they had taken. In terms of purchased items, books were most popular, followed by clothing 
(especially woollens), Jewellery, kilts and tartan accessories, ornaments, clan mementos and visitor 

guides/brochures. Many respondents stated that they were not interested in typical tourist souvenirs. 
A large number of people rated as their most precious souvenirs more intangible entities such as 
friendships, memories and longings. Others kept diaries or journals during their visit: re-reading 

them allowed them to relive the experience. 

The most significant observation, however, to be drawn from the questionnaire was the number 

of people who collected more personally meaningful objects during their visits: rocks, stones and 

pebbles, sprigs of heather, pieces of driftwood, seeds, tufts of wool, moss, pottery sherds and water 

collected from lochs, rivers and wells. These types of souvenirs were usually collected from ancestral 

places and may be likened to 'relics' obtained at shrines or pilgrimage centres: there is something 

especially precious or sacred about them. 

Rocks. Stones. Shells. Sand. Pottery shards. I carry them in all my coat pockets. (PK, Alaska, 
USA) 

I have heather from places where my family lived, small rocks and other mementos. More 
photos than I can count. And I wrote a diary/joumat each day of my experiences. In the beginning 
it was short as I was just starting out, but by the second week of the trip I was writing 4-6 pages 
on the day's events, mostly descriptions of where I went and what I saw, how I felt. Now that 
I am back in Australia I only have to re-read my words to relive the experiences. (SJ, New 
South Wales, Australia) 

A stone from Iona, heather from Culloden. (DL, California, USA) 

A small piece of stone taken from the home of my great-great-grandfather near Loch Fada now 
part of the Letterewe Estate on Loch Maree. He was evicted with his family in 1878 b-V the 
MacKenzie laird. (DM, Victoria, Australia) 

Drank bottle of 20 year old Scotch. Filled bottle with Loch Lomond water. Had two kilts 
made. (PL, Washington, USA) 

Addresses, appreciation, beauty, books, data, friendships, grief, infori-nation, knowledolle. maps, 
memories, narnesý papers, photos, rocks, sadness, sand, ý, --Isdom. (This is a partial list and is in 
alphabetical order). (EL, Pennsylvania. USA) 
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Some of the lists included genealogical data: a photocopy of a census entry, for instance, is not 

merely valued for the information it contains, but also as a tangible 'trace' of an ancestor. 

Six rolls of film, dried wild flowers, census data from the Public Records Office. woollen 
blankets as gifts for family, Scottish costume for my niece, sheepskin rugs for my sons, cashmere 
cape for myself (NM, California, USA) 

Perhaps the most prized of all souvenirs were objects once owned by the ancestors whose hornes 

were being sought: 

An elderly relative presented me the snuff mull which belonged to my great-o reat-great- 
grandfather, Alexander Scott. It is a ram's horn with a suitably hinged lid and silver 
embellishments. On a silver band surrounding the horn near the lid is inscribed his name and 
the date, 1850. Other articles I consider memorable souvenirs are the photocopies of the wills 
and testaments of some ancestors obtained from the Scottish Records Off-ice. (AS, Auckland, 
New Zealand) 

The Scottish heritage landscape 

The questionnaire asked respondents to identify five key historical events in Scottish history and 
five key places in Scottish history. There was a remarkable consistency in the results, attesting to 

the power of certain iconic episodes which forin a popular nationalistic discourse. Within the 

historic events lists, many respondents also referred to historical personalities such as William 

Wallace and Mary Queen of Scots. The most frequently appearing events/personalities and places 

(those mentioned in 10% or more of the lists) are presented in Table 3.4. 

Table 3.4: Most frequently listed historical 'events' and historical 'places' 
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We can conclude from these statistics, that the most prominent episodes of Scottish histor% in 
Scottish diasporan consciousness are the Battle of Culloden, the Highland Clearances and the 
Battle of Bannockburn (note also, however, the prominence of the reopening of the Scottisli 

parliament in 1999 in a large number of lists). Indeed, with the exception of the Refort-nation, each 

of the events and personalities tells a story of confrontation, victory or defeat in the context of 
Scotland's struggle to retain or regain its independence from 'England' (this is equalk, true of the 
Highland Clearances, which are portrayed in popular discourse as representing the culmination of 

centuries of English/Saxon attempts to wipe out the Scots/Gaels, e. g. Prebble 1969). Comparing 

the lists of events and places, it is interesting to note that whereas the battlefield sites of Culloden 

and Bannockburn can be visited and may be regarded as sacred sites of the Scottish nation (see 

McCrone et al 1995 for a comparison of these two places), no similar site 'represents' the Highland 

Clearances. As I explain in Chapter 7, this has significant consequences for the perception of 
Highland landscapes more generally. 

The prominence of these iconic events and places of Highland history in the diasporan 

imagination is an attribute of a broader narrativization of the past: the teleological structuring of 

events such that they acquire a coherence and meaning that is not necessarily intrinsic to the events 

themselves (H. White 198 1, Samuel & Thompson 1990)-a narrative, in this case, which culminates 
in (and explains) the formation of the diaspora. Questionnaire respondents were asked to recommend 

Scottish- interest books they had read: by far the most popular author was John Prebble, whose 
historical trilogy, Glencoe (1968), Ctilloden (196 1) and The Highland Clearances (1969), is widely 

available, widely read and widely cited on the internet. After Prebble, the second most popular 

author was Nigel Tranter whose historical fiction work includes The Wallace (1975) and The 

Bnice Trilogy (198 5). The third most popular author was Diana Gabaldon, an American historical 

fantasy writer, whose Outlander series of books involve time travel between the 1940s and the 

period of the Jacobite Rebellions. The 1996 return of the Stone of Scone (the Coronation Stone of 

the Kings of Scotland, removed to London by Edward I in 1296) and the 1999 reopening of the 

Scottish parliament were often conflated in the questionnaires' responses, their inclusion suggests 

many respondents clearly felt they were witnessing 'history' in the making. 

A few general statements 

Respondents were invited to make a general statement about their connections with Scotland or to 

raise issues that they felt I had neglected to address. Many statements reiterated the depth of 

feeling many felt for their ancestral homeland. A few interesting matters arising: 

None more Scots than the Scots abroad? 

The perception that I have is that people who are Scottish by descent and livin_ in overseas 
countries are more devoted to Scotland than Scottish born people. (HP, Queensland, Australia) 
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Concerris over the attitude of Scots at home to roots-tourists: 

I guess my big question is, how do native Scots feel about the rest of us? Do they resent us 
claiming 'Scottishness'? Are they glad to see their country is so widely loved and admired that 
people many generations removed from being native still wish to claim a tie to it" "'hat do 
most think of the folks that travel there searching for their ancestry? (SN, South Dakota, USA) 

Calling for stronger ties between Scotland and its diaspora: 

Will it be the tossed out Scots that bring strength back to Scotland as a whole? Leaving might 
have been a good choice, but a bridge to those in Scotland could strengthen the country. It NN as 
the Nova Scotians that taught the Scots their lost music. The Inuit fiddle players ha% e some of 
the original music to teach both Scots and Maritimers in Canada. I want the people of Ullapool 
to know what happened to their children who came to the new country over 200 years ago. 
(JM, British Columbia, USA) 

The blood is strong, the heart is Highland: 

Scotland is in my heart. I would love to go and see the country that is so much in my blood. 
(JV, Ontario, Canada) 

Dilemmas about belonging: 

Indigenous people talk, of course, about them belonging to a place rather than a place belonging 
to them. I hate being a person without a place. So now I have completed the core of my family 
history research I can say I come from Kilmonivaig Parish in the Western Highlands of Scotland. 
But I look at my family tree and see all the other branches stretching back to England, and all 
those [other] branches that are blank. Maybe I'm just kidding myself about the deep feeling of 
relief at being able to say to myself (no-one else cares) that I know where I come from, and 
disregard all the other places. I've tried to [rationalize] this by asking myself, what if I had 
found that my McDonald family line led back to a destitute single mum in a Glasgow slum? 
Would I feel the same about knowing where I come from, compared with 'knowing'now that 
I come from the heart of the Highlands, the Lochaber District? Hmm. (DM, ACT, Australia) 

Something BIG is missing: 

I need some connections... Please direct me... I have no friends or family in Scotland... I need 
to find both... Is there any way to find people to chat or e-mail from Scotland? I long to know 
the people with which I share my heritage... I have a deep inner loneliness... a hollow sadness... 
as if... something BIG is missing... (MR, Ontario, Canada) (ellipses in original) 
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4-IMAGINEERING HOME 

Salman Rushdie begins his well-known 1982 essay, 'Imaginary Homelands', with an observation 

that is both obvious and startling. Describing an old photograph of the house in which he Ný as born 

in Bombay that now hangs on his study wall in London, Rushdie is reminded of the famous opening 

sentence of L. P. Hartley's novel The Go-Between: 'The past is a foreign country, they do things 

differently there' (Rushdie 1992: 9). The phrase has become a byword of heritage studies (e., _). 
Lowenthal 1985) and acquires a particular literalness in migrant contexts when applied by or to 

those who have left their pasts behind them in an old country. What startles, however, is Rushdie's 

qualification of this truism. He writes, 'the photograph tells me to invert this idea; it reminds me 

that it's my present that is foreign, and that the past is home, albeit a lost home in a lost city in the 

mists of lost time' (1992: 9). Rushdie's sense of alienation or foreignness is experienced in the 

present, part of the 'here and now', not the 'there and then'. Despite the 'urge to reclaim', the past 

remains irrecoverable, and, thus, writing for himself and other Indian 'exiles, emigrants or 

expatriates', Rushdie concludes, 

Our physical alienation from India almost inevitably means that we will not be capable of 
reclaiming precisely the thing that was lost; that we will, in short, create fictions, not actual 
cities or villages, but invisible ones, imaginary homelands, Indias of the mind. (ibid.: 10) 

As 'partial beings', 'wounded creatures' seeing through 'cracked lenses' and 'capable only of 

fractured perceptions' (ibid.: 12), such fictions must be improvised from a hotchpotch of impressions 

and dispositions-'scraps, dogmas, childhood injuries, newspaper articles, chance remarks, old 

films, small victories, people hated, people loved' (ibid. ). Moreover, Rushdie suspects that this 

sense of alienation and the constructive compensations of the mind are not restricted to ex-pat 

Indians, but are the universal predicaments of modernity. 'It may be argued', he writes, 'that the 

past is a country from which we have all emigrated, that its loss is part of our common humanity' 

(ibid.: 12). It is tempting to posit some kind of Uvi-Straussian structural logic to this process: the 

langue of the universal myth of the Fall, the parole of the particular past felt to have been lost, the 

latter constructed in the manner of the bricoleur from the scraps and dogmas at hand (L6vi-Strauss 

19669 1968). 

Scottish diasporan identity is, as I have already argued, largely defined by it relationship to the 

Scottish homeland. The homeland is situated at the centre of diasporan consciousness, anchoring 

it spatially and temporally, allowing senses of Scottishness to float diffusely across continents and 

generations and yet still persist in some coherent forin. It is the very materiality of the homeland 

that guarantees this stab iI ity-in-flux: the homeland is perceived as a fact, a giNell. something 

unmovable and unequivocal. It is paradoxical, therefore, that the homeland is, as Rushdie powerfully 

articulates, also a product of the diasporan imagination, a mythic place, a virtual as much as a 
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is material reality, a manifestation of the homeless mind. Consequently, throughout much of thi 

thesis I am concerned with those scraps and dogmas through which diasporan Scots forge their 

particular imaginary homelands: their Scotlands 'of the mind'. The 'inadequate materials' from 

which Rushdie creates his India reflect both the public (dogmas, old films, newspaper articles) and 
the personal (childhood injuries, chance remarks) spheres of the habitus of the imaiination. In this 

chapter I am particularly concerned with the public imagination of Scotland, with what Appadurai 

terrns the 'mediascape': the 'concatenations of images' (and texts, and sounds, and material objects, 
but mostly images) through which the imagined Scottish homeland is produced, disseminated and 
consumed in the diaspora (Appadurai 1990: 298-99). 

Concerning this public sphere, Morley and Robin's observe that with globalization comes a 
proliferation of 'information and communications flows'(1 995: 87) In which, in Richard Kearney's 

words, 'the real and the imaginary become almost impossible to distinguish' (ibid.: 38). When 

coupled with the disjuncture with the past described by Rushdie, whereby the 'continuity of identity' 

is supposedly broken (ibid.: 87), this 'global image space' may have a profound influence on 
individual consciousness. Thus Morley and Robins argue that 'questions of identity, memory and 

nostalgia' have become 'inextricably interlinked with patterns and flows of communication', and 
they suggest that 'the "memory banks" of our times are in some part built out of the materials 

supplied by the film and television industries' (Ibid.: 90). Indeed, Appadurai goes further, positing 
that not only 'film companies', but also 'art impresarios and travel agencies' now 'thrive' on the 

nostalgia of deterritorialized populations and conspire to fabricate 'invented' homelands to take 

the place of those felt to be lost (Appadurai 1990: 302). Through examining aspects of the Scottish 

diasporan mediascape I hope to demonstrate that a more complex relationship exists between 

representation, reality and the desires of producers and consumers. Tourism agencies in the 

homeland, for instance, do not simply produce images of Scotland that they know consumers in 

the diaspora will be susceptible to, just as consumers in the diaspora do not simply project idealized 

images of the homeland onto the Scottish landscape. Rather, I suggest that homeland and diaspora 

are both bound up in the production and consumption of this discourse, joint-agents in a complex 

'imagineering' of Scotland. ' But, contrary to the excesses of much post-modem discourse 

concerning the disappearance of 'the real' and the emergence of a 'hyperreality' of simulations 

(e. g. Baudrillard 1983), 1 argue that, whilst the fetishized image-space may be internalized and 
form the basis of identification, its 'spectacular' nature is also understood as such, and, for many, 

I 'I rnagineering home' may be understood as incorporating both the 'Innocent' imagining of home described 
by Rushdie and the 'Interested' Invention of home invoked by Appadural. The neologism -vvas coined by 
Disney to describe the x\ýork of its theme park designers. The role of Disneyland imagineers is summarized 
by one of Sharon Zukin's infon-nants thus, 'what we create ... is a "Disney realism", sort of Utopian in 
nature, \vhcre we carefully program out all the negative, unwanted elements and program in the positive 
elements'( 1991: 2-222). Francaviglia describes Disiicyland's 'imagineered heritage landscapes'as reflecting 

(2000: 61). Both def CSS07cc rather than realiti, initions liave a resonance in the Scottish context. The 
representation of Scotland in the diasporan mcdiascape IS Utopian in the sense that it is both a distillation of 
an ideal, and, literally. a noii, hcrc or no-placc which may yet be projected onto an actual landscape (Carcy 
1999: XI). 
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the mediascape is merely the 'stepping off point' for a journey of discovery and not a destination 

in itself. 

Scott-lan& 'the seat of the Celtic muse' 

, To speak in the poetical language of my country, the seat of the Celtic muse is in the mist of 
the secret and solitary hill, and her voice in the munnur of the mountain stream. He who wooes 
her must love the barren rock more than the fertile valley, and the solitude of the desert better 
than the festivity of the hall'. 

-Sir Walter Scott, TTýiverle. l,, 1814 (1985: 177) 

Considering the proliferation of images and ideas that jostle and compete for attention in this 

mediascape, there is, at first sight, a surprising consistency in the way the Scottish homeland is 
imagined in the diaspora. In the online questionnaire discussed in the last chapter, I asked respondents 
to each list five characteristics that they felt defined Scotland. Respondents interpreted the question 
differently, some listing perceived Scottish personality traits and values, others listing aspects of 
the Scottish environment, and, others still, iconic motifs such as whisky, tartan and bagpipes. 

Drawing from the characteristics most frequently listed, a rough-and-ready description of the 
Scottish homeland, as perceived in the diaspora, can be assembled. This Scotland is above all a 
Highland country with a wild and rugged landscape of mountains, lochs and rivers. It is a place of 

great scenic beauty, but also wet and cool. It is an historic land of castles and clans, of traditions 

and Gaelic language and lore. Its people are proud and fiercely independent, loyal to clan and 
family, but also hospitable to strangers. They are industrious, inventive and value education highly. 

Such a composite impression is, of course, somewhat removed from the experiences of the majority 

of Scotland's inhabitants who live in the towns and cities of the Central Belt and whose landscape 

is one of urban renewal and industrial decay, commuter trains and motorways, housing estates and 

retail parks-a reality, one suspects, rather closer to that inhabited by the majority of the respondents. 
It is evident, then, that the 'myth of the High lands'-S cott's 'Celtic muse'--continues to enchant 

the diasporan imagination. 

Before turning to more recent imaginings, it is worth reiterating that the discursive creation of 

this Highland homeland is neither a new phenomenon nor one associated exclusively with the 

diaspora. As has already been discussed in relation to Sir Walter Scott and the discourse of 

Highlandism, the iconography of the Scottish homeland was already firmly established by the 

beginning of the nineteenth century. As Womack notes, the development of the Highland myth 

may be regarded as being complete by 18 10-11, 

when a flurry of publications, including most notably Scott's The Lady of the Lake, both 
depended on and confirmed a settled cultural construction of the Highlands as a 'romantic 
country' inhabited by a people whose ancient manners and customs were 'peculiarly adapted 
to poetry'. ( 1989: 2, quoting Scott) 

In the remainder of the nineteenth century this romantic aesthetic was promul-gated bý, a succession 

of writers, painters and photographers (see Pittock 199 1; Womack 1989; Hart 1978; Harvie 1989. 
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Pringle 1988; Cannizzo 2000; Durie 1992- Withers 1994), and, throu, 1hout the Mentleth centur-N,,. 
it continued to persist in mass media such as film, television. tourist promotions and in other fo rms 
of popular cultural transmission such as postcards, whisky bottles, shortbread tins, tea toNNels and 
so forth (see Petrie 2000; McArthur 1982; Gold and Gold 1995). The strength and consistencv of 
this discourse (as well as the apparent divergence between the myth and the reality) was evidentlý 
sufficient in 1866 for the poet and essayist Alexander Smith to write of 'Scott-land' rather than 
'Scotland'-Scott being 'the light in which [the country] is seen' (quoted in Cannizzo 2000: 179). 
But, just as Said notes that 'it would be wrong to conclude that the Orient was essentialýy an idea, 
or a creation with no corresponding reality' (1978: 5), so it would be nai've to suggest that Scotland 

was simply a construction of the romantic imagination; after all, each of the motifs of Highlandism- 
'bens and glens, the lone shieling in the misty island, purple heather, kilted clansmen, battles long 

ago, an ancient and beautiful language, claymores and bagpipes and Bonny Prince Charlie'- 

actually exist or existed (Womack 1989: 1). In a more complex symbiosis, the representation of 
place and place itself act as distorting mirrors of each other. Thus, whilst the discursive production 
of the Highlands was, and is, shaped by the geographical and historical realities of the region (as 

well as by successive ideological paradigms), so the material reality of the region has been affected 
by its discursive representation. This is evident, for instance, in the landscaping or Balmoralization 

of Highland estates, in the practices of and provisions for field sports and tourism, and, not least, 

in the marginalization of the majority of the region's inhabitants who, from the tourist's consuming 

perspective, become 'part of the scenery' to be gazed upon (Urry 1990). 

Differently-authentic imaginaries 

As might be expected, the 'tourist gaze' is perpetuated in the promotional material produced by 

tourism agencies such as the Scottish Tourist Board, which consistently represent Scotland as 

existing outside time and as modernity's Other, a place where traditions survive and people figure 

small in vast natural wildernesses. From a marketing perspective, the combined motifs of 
Highlandism constitute an internationally recognized brand identity and, therefore, a significant 

economic asset. But there is also a growing concern among homeland Scots that this representation 

is increasingly incompatible with the modem realities of the country and its inhabitants' lifestyles. 

Reporting on the findings of a research initiative set up to explore this concern, the Scottish marketing 

consultant Russell Griggs writes, 

Timeless tradition is at the heart of Scotland's equity, so whilst we need to move forward, it 
must not be done in such a way that it would destroy the cultural integrity on which the perception 
is based. Others envy Scotland its historic landscape, and what is perceived as its enduring 
traditions. Scots at home agree with this view, but feel that, whilst their values have not changed, 
their lifestyles have, and Scotland is a modem country. However, the world thinks, and Scotland 
fears, that it is in a time xvarp which stops this recognition. (2000: 239) 

For Grioos, the answer is not to again reinvent the image of Scotland, 'throwing the baby out with 

the bath-water in an attempt to be up to date and "modem"' (bid. ), but to 'wea\ e together old and 
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new images 
... so that the whole remains as one seamless identity' (ibid.. 240). 

Indeed, it is a process of refinement of the Highlandist aesthetic, rather than any radical 
reinvention, that has characterized the changing representation of Scotland in STB promotions 
over the last thirty years. This process is evident in the gradual suppression of certain elements of 
Highlandism and the accentuation of others. Thus, in STB posters of the 1980s, alongside images 
of 'peopleless places' and 'wild, rugged, barren, beautiful' natural landscapes. the element of 
'tartanry' still proliferates in photographs of pipers in full Highland dress, kilted and bonneted 

men playing traditional Highland games such as curling, and so forth (McCrone ef al 1995: 80 ). 2 

By the mid- I 990s, however, this element has become muted. Note, for instance, the representation 
of Scotland in an STB television commercial of 1994 entitled 'When Will You GoT. The commercial 

is underscored by a contemporary version of a traditional Scottish folk ballad, The It ild Mountain 

Thyme, and features a montage of atmospheric images, including: 

Storm waves pounding the Atlantic sea-shore (Tiree, Inner Hebrides) 
"A mountain with cascading streams (Glencoe) 
" Speeded up clouds (and shadows) scudding across the landscape 
"A tree in full leaf with a yellow autumnal glow 
"A flock of birds taking flight 
" Intercity train crossing Forth Rail Bridge with speeded up effects of night turning into day 
" Edinburgh (Castle Hill, Georgian terrace, etc. ) 
"A boy pushing his bicycle across a wooden Highland bridge (Lower Glencoe) 
"A Highland valley with distant hills, a stand of trees in foreground 
"A loch-side Highland castle (Castle Ti'Oram, Loch Moidart) 
" Speeded up effects of tide coming in 
"A pool teeming with wild salmon (Kilninver) 
" Thistle-covered field 
" Land Rover crossing Highland bridge 
"A loch on Rannoch Moor, with an island containing a single tree 
"A Highland valley with an isolated cottage (Gold and Gold 1995: 198-99) 

These images are intercut with fragments of a narrative involving the parting and reunion of a man 

and woman. The commercial was intended for the UK market and it Is significant that the more 

overt elements of tartanry are absent (no pipers, no kilts). Indeed, the 'bogus tartan caricature' has 

here given way to an altogether more sophisticated aesthetic: a sophistication epitomized in the 

inclusion of Norman MacCaig, quoting, in a characterful voice-over, from his poem 'Celtic Cross' 

('Only men's minds could ever have unmapped I Into abstraction such a territory' (D. Dunn 199 

106)). Thus, for a UK audience in the mid- 1990s, the more obviously inauthentic elements of 

Highlandism are exorcized while the moody (super)natural picturesque is updated, \vIth digital 

2 The terms 'Highlandism' and 'tartanry' are often employed intercham-leably to describe the stereotypical 
representation of Scotland. Here I use them differently and with discrete meanings to suggest that the 
representation of Scotland is not only based on stereotypes, but that these stereotypes are codified in particular 
v., ay s. In my use of 'Highl andism' I intentionally infer a correspondence with Said's notion of Orientalism, 
i. e. a style of thought balCd upon an ontological and epistemological distinction between [the Highlands 
and the non- Hi gh lands]' (ýf Said 19TS: 2). 'Tartanry' I takc merely to be a geni-c of Highlandist discoui-se- 4-1 
one often associated in Scotland witli kitsch and bad taste. The discourse of the Highlands as unspoilt natui-c 
(including the [lighlandcr living in harmony with nature) is. I suggest in this chaptcr, another gei-ire of 
Highlandism, equally ideological as tartanry, but (mis)i-ecognized as bein- more 'authentic', 
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image manipulation, to include high-speed Intercity rail transport, fashionable 4x4 vchicles and 
remote, but cosy. holiday cottages. 

Examining the images and texts of STB brochures of the 1990s, McCrone et al find a similar 
divergence in way Scotland is represented to UK and overseas markets respectiýcly. Thus, in 

brochures intended for the UK (primarily English) market, "tartanry and rampant rhetoric' are 

subdued, and qualities of romance, mystery, friendliness and remoteness are accentuated: \N hereas 

overseas brochures remain 'strong on tartanry' and 'a wild, romantic past is continually hinted at 
through references to clans, to the Highland bagpipes which led them into battle. Celtic symbols 

and tartan abound' (McCrone et al 1995: 82). There emerges, then, a clear disparity bet\k, cell the 

way Scotland is presented to itself (and to its close neighbours) and the concessions made to the 
'tartan monster' in its presentation to overseas markets. We may conclude that there are, in fact, at 
least two dominant contemporary Highlandist discourses: a local ly-acceptable/authentic version 

epitomized in the 'When Will You GoTcommercial which emphasizes the natural landscape and 

the faintness of humankind's incursions into it, and the locally-unacceptable/inauthentic version 
in which the perceived sham of tartanry continues to abound. 3 

This evident need to produce differently- imagined and di fferently- authentic Scotlands for 

different regions not only illustrates the marketing strategies of tourism agencies, but also attests 

to the agency of different consumers in determining the image of Scotland promulgated in the 

mediascape. This pluralism and the capacity for contradiction becomes more apparent as the 

mediascape becomes more global, and less differentiated, in its reach. This may be demonstrated 

by examining the STB's negotiation of that (potentially) most global of media, the world-wide 

web. 

IoScotland, to risitScotland or to visit AncestralScotland? 

In common with the British Tourist Authority, which was rebranded 'VisitBritain', and the Welsh 

Tourist Board, rebranded 'VisitWales', the Scottish Tourist Board was recently rebranded 

'VisitScotland'. ' This rebranding entailed a convergence between these organizations' broader 

corporate identities and their online identities (their respective web site URLs are: 

www. visitbritain. com, www. visitwales. com and www. visitscotland. com), reflecting both the general 

influence of the internet on corporate branding and design, and the perceived importance of the 

internet in the tourism industry in particular. According to the Scottish Executive's Yeýi, Stratek, 

for Scottish Tourism, for instance, 'travel and leisure currently accounts for 4Mo of global e- 

commerce transactions and this is set to grow from two billion dollars in 1999 to thirty billion 

Both 'locality' and 'authenticity' arc problematic terms in this context. I use them merely to demonstrate 
the relative construction of the local and authentic against a variable non-local, non-authentIc. My object'% c 
is not to interrogate the authenticity of the homeland imagined, so much as to interrogate the articulation of 
authenticity in the processes of imagining 

For the sake of consistency. c\ccpt in quotation, I use the ag 's established name, the Scotti ist ,. - ency 'sh Tour' 
Board (STB), rather than \"I,, ItScotland throughout the thesis aný use the italicized 1,7sitScotland only in 
reference to the STB's primary consumer web site. 
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dollars in 2003- representing 12% of world-wide travel industry sales' (2000: 15). Responding to 

such trends, the Scottish Executive has directed much investment towards de,.,, eloping online tounrism 

resources at which potential visitors can access inforrnation not only about tourist serý ices such as 
transport, accommodation and events, but also about Scotland's environment, history and culture 
(ibid. ). 

Just as the STB produces different brochures for different regions, so it produces different web 
sites for different markets. In this section I shall be concerned with three: 'the official web site of 
VisitScotland' (www. visitscotland. com), 'the official VisitScotland web site for U. S. Travellers' 
(www. toscotland. com), and VisitScotland's 'genealogy web portal'(w Nvxv. ancestral scot I and. co in). 
In the interests of clarity I shall refer to these as VisitScotland, ToScotland and AncestralScotland 

respectively. Whilst these sites are all available to anyone with internet access, the STB has clearly 

attempted to keep them discrete from each other and give them separate identities (reflected in tile 

use of different URLs). 

Figure 4.1 
U. S. V"A., ý! 

ALL, 

..,,, t B- d- -n ý. d. t. -, - E. - 

Reiterating, Highlandism at ToScotland Revisioning Highlandism at VisitScotland 

As can be seen in the screenshots reproduced in Figure 4.1, the divergence between the graphic 

representation of Scotland on the 'global' VisitScotland site and that on ToScotland, the site targeted 

at the Scottish-American market, is marked and conforms with that identified by McCrone et al in 

the brochures of the 1990s. Thus the element of tartanry is all but expunged from the index page of 

FisitScotland (it is there, in vestigial form, in a subtle tartan bookmark graphic and in the 'Scotland' 

brand logo with its thistle motif), whereas the index page of ToScotland is emblazoned with a 

tartan banner, features the slogan 'Savor the past... Seize the moment, and includes images of 

pipers, castles and Highland dancers, all set against a dramatic background image of a Highland 

glen. Indeed, the most prominent element of the ToScotland index page is an animated Shockwave 

graphic in which the follov,, ing sequence of images and texts repeatedly dissolve over each other: 

Text: 'Scotland' 
Image: monumental Highland landscape, vast green wilderness, mountains, lochs. wide 
skies-. mist drifting across foreoround 
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" Text: 'The passion of poets' 
" Image: massed pipe bands in Highland dress parading in torch-lit castle court yard 
" Text: 'The tunes of glory' 
" Image: street theatre, Edinburgh Fringe Festival 
" Text: 'The spark of inspiration' 
" Image: young Highland dancers (fair-haired, blue-eyed girls, traditional outfits) 
" Text: 'The wan-nth of a smile' 
" Image: Edinburgh Castle majestically illuminated, with tartan border 
" Text: 'Savor the past. Seize the moment' 
" Graphic: 'Scottand'brand logo (www. toscotland. com) 

Uti tizing cutting-edge web design technology, STB's ToScotland web site thus forcefully reiterates 
the (local ly-inauthentic) Highlandist aesthetic in every way. 

In contrast, the main VisitScotland site seems to eschew not just tartanry, but Highlandism 

altogether. The index page, reproduced on the right of Figure 4.1, takes the form of a facsimile 

passport (the text 'Scottish Passport' repeated to form its purple background shading) and appears 

to have a more functional purpose, acting as a portal to direct visitors in search of particular 
infori-nation or with niche interests to relevant parts of the site. Thus along the top of the page is a 

series of hyperlink tabs such as 'TRANSPORT', 'GUIDE', 'AccomMODATION', 'WHATTO SEE AND DO', 

etc. and along the left edge is a number of animated link buttons, one, for example, inviting t1le 

visitor to 'Trace your Scottish roots with ancestralscotland. com', another advertising golfing 

holidays, and so forth. On closer inspection, however, whilst the element of tartanry is undoubtedly 

suppressed, a more subtle form of Highlandism becomes apparent. At the time of writing (March 

2002), the main window of the index page is devoted to a seasonal promotion which invites web 

site visitors to 'Reawaken [their] senses with a Spring Break'in Scotland. This promotional graphic 

features a monochromatic image of a still and empty shoreline over which are placed five colour 

photographs captioned with five statements appealing to each of the senses: 'See it' (general view 

of landscape of lochs, mountains and blue skies); 'Touch it' (close-up of beach pebbles); 'Hear it' 

(close-up of golden eagle); 'Taste it' (close-up of lobster); 'Smell it' (close-up of pine cone and 

needles). Considering the sensorily-limited medium of the internet, it is interesting to note how the 

web page encourages visitors to shake off the hibematory slumbers of mediated experience and 

come to Scotland to use all their senses in experiencing the 'real' (unmediated, natural) world. But 

here again that reality is narrowly defined by the myth and all the images are associated with the 

wonders of nature and with the nature of the Highlands and Islands. ' 

This local ly-authentic version of Highlandism is much more explicit in the 'Guide' section of 

the 17sitScotland site, which is accessed by clicking on one of the aforementioned hyperlink tabs 

on the index page. The main Guide page again has the form of a facsimile passport, this time 

'rubber starnped'with the title 'Scottish Tourist Board-Guide to Scotland' (Figure 4.2). In the top 

The STB's Om Springg -1002 Campaign, based on 'consumer branding:! 
ý research', Includes TV and cinema 

advertisements, posters and direct marketing campal(t. -Yns. A mission statement explains, 'the campaign ", III 
focus on the fact that Scotland is genuine. authentic, real and sensual' (", Ný,, \ý-. scotcxchaii(--Tc. ilet 
PrornotcYourBusiness sprin-campaign2 . htm). 
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Figure 4.2: The VisitScotland 'Guide to Scotland' 

right, 'seated' under a repeating thistle motif, is a postcard-like image of a wide, empty beach with 

a mountain rising in the distance; below this, a relief map of Scotland, and to the left a list of eight 

regions. Placing the cursor over each of the regions in the list or the corresponding areas on the 

map causes the image to change to one that represents the region selected (each reproduced in 
Figure 4.3). Clicking on the region list or map links to one of eight pages, each containing a brief 

description of the selected region (also reproduced in Figure 4.3) and featuring further links to the 

local tourist board web sites concerned with those areas. As can be seen in Figure 4.3, apart from 

Glasgow (presented as the bustling modem city of culture), each of the images and texts used 

conforms to the Highlandist aesthetic: Scotland is thus again represented as a country of soaring 

mountains and heather-covered hills, ancient standing stones and ominous skies, baronial mansions 

and loch-side castle ruins, empty beaches and turquoise seas, quaint fishing villages and the majestic, 
historical capital. 

Yet another version of the Scottish homeland is evoked in the STB's AncestralScotland web 

site, one that treads a middle path between the excessive tartanry of ToScotland and the tartanless 

Highlandism of FisitScotland. A nces tra IScotland was launched on Bums' Day (24 January) 2002 

in response to the Scottish Executive's New Strategyfor Scottish Totirism and is targeted specifically 

at the overseas genealogy niche market. Whilst it is prominently linked with both the US and 

global STB sites, it is also promoted strongly on other Scottish heritage and genealogy sites. 

Compared to the majority of Scottish heritage web sites, the tartanry presented at A ncestra IScotland 

is decidedly restrained, but it is there nevertheless. Each page is designed to the same template 

which includes a uniforrn navigation banner (with drop-down menus under the headings: 'Home', 

'Who are the Scots', 'Genealogy', 'Visiting Scotland', 'News and Features' and 'Talk to us'), a 

septa-toned 'faintly album' photograph, a series of search forms (which ultimately link to local 

tourist board web sites associated with the place name, parish or regional surname searched for), a 

page-specific banner which incorporates images and texts, an 'Iconic' colour image, and a few 

paragraphs of text. Only two of the site's iconic colour images- ---one featuring two clan chiefs in 
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Figure 4.3: The Visitkotland 'Guide to Scotland'-images and texts representing each of the regions 
(www. visitscotland. com/'guide) 

The Highlands of Scotland and the Isle of Skye 
'This is one of the last wildernesses in Europc-thrOugh the soaring beauty of 
Glencoe to the idyllic charm of the isles, and from the crashing xvaNes of the 
northern coastline to the silence of the A, Inds\, N, cpt moors', 
Image: sharp peaks of Black Cuillin mountains against blue sky; more accessible, 
heather-covered hills foreground. 

The Outer Isles - Shetland, Orkney and the Western Isles 
'History is layered deep within the northern archipelagos Orkney and Shetland. 
in the settlements ofthe earliest peoples to the Viking invaders. ... Lying at tile 
cry edge of Europe, the peaceful Western Islands have a ru,, -,, -- -ed natural beauty, 

with unspoilt beaches, plentiful wildlife and unique culture and traditions'. 
Image: standing stones silhouetted against ominous dawn sky. 

The Grampian Highlands, Aberdeen and the North East Coast 
'Rich in historic castles, royal connections and whisky distilleries, this unique 
comer of Scotland has hills tumbling down to a draniatic coast with its fishing 
villages and beaches around Aberdeen, Scotland's city of'(lowers'. 
Image: baronial castle in park land, Lion Rampant flying from turret 

Argyll and the Islands, Loch Lomond, Stirling and the Trossachs 
'From the romantic isles of Argyll to the gentle hills east of Stirling, this is the 
crossroads of Scotland, where the Lowlands meet the West Highlands'. 
Image: loch-side castle in rich autumnal sunlight, gold and purple hills reflected 
in still waters of loch. 

Perthshire, Angus and Dundee, and the Kingdom of Fife 
'This is an area of dramatic contrasts, combining the rich farming patchwork of' 
Fife with the high hills of Perthshire, the city bustle ot'Dundee with the silence of 
the Angus glens'. 
Image: quaint fishing village and harbour, calm seas in golden dawn light. 

Edinburgh City, Coast & Countryside 
'Edinburgh, Scotland's historic and cosmopolitan capital is embraced by the scenic 
coastline and rich countryside of the Lothians'. 

Image: majestic castle rising above historical buildings, the whole scene bathed 

in golden sunlight. 

Greater Glasgow and the Clyde Valley 
'Scotland's international gateway, GlasgoA is one of Europe's great cultural 
destinations. Its museums and galleries are complemented by the beautiful 

countryside along the Clyde from its source, through garden valleys to the sea". 

Image: bustling cultural city by night, three bridges spanning ri\cr. buildings 

illuminated. 

The South of Scotland 
'Rich, rolling farmland, rugged sea coasts and Clyde coast islands characterise 
the South of Scotland. Robert Bums and Sir Walter Scott both lived in this land 

of ancient abbeys, castles and historic houses'. 

Image: large empty beach. turquoise sea under a blue sky, mountain rising in 
distance. 
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front of a pipe band, the other a pipe band marching at a Highland gatfiering---could be described 

as examples of tartanry (the remainder are exemplars of locally-authentic Highlandism: a thatched 

croft house; a rugged coast with mountains silhouetted against an evening sky; a mountain strearn: 

a loch and hills at sunset, etc. ). However, the individual page banners include elements of tartanrv 

in images of kilts, Highland dancers, pipers, a statue of Robert the Bruce, a majestic hilltop castle, 
hammer-throwing and so forth; their multi-layered texts include emotive phrases such as *Clans of 
Scotland', 'Gaelic', 'Scots language', 'Red haired', 'medieval times', 'The Highlands', 'Loch 

Ness', 'Braveheart, 'Rob Roy' and 'Scotland is a beautiful Country, rich in culture and heritage'. 

Unlike the ToScotland site, however, AncestraIScotland not only invites its potential visitors 

to savour Scotland's heritage, it invites them to identify with that heritage. Remembering that the 

site parades as a genealogy portal and not a marketing initiative, the potential visitors to whom it 

is addressed are transfon-ned from potential tourists into potential homecomers, and the site presents 

itself as performing an important service in reuniting diasporan Scots with their lost homeland. On 

the index page, for example, genealogists are told that they are undertaking 'a J ourney of discovery 

... to explore the lives and times of ancestors who lived hundreds of years ago-and perhaps even 

thousands of miles away' (www. ancestral scotland. c om). Similarly, searching for roots is described 

as 'an intellectual and emotional voyage that can only be completed when you visit the country of 

your kinsfolk' (ibid. ). The web site itself thus becomes 'the first step'on this 'journey of a thousand 

miles' (www. ancestralscotland. com/genealogy/index. asp). Posing such questions as *Where do 

you come from? ' (www. ancestralscotland. com/visitingscotland) and 'Ask yourself... when will 

you come home? ' (www. ancestralscotland. com/scots/index. asp), the site appeals to the 

contemporary hunger for belonging in which these issues have become both urgent and 

problematized. Seeming to be sensitive to the existential insecurities of Scotland's 'sons and 

daughters' scattered throughout the world, AncestraIScotland offers itself up as a way home and 

promises, through its online search and booking facilities, to make that journey of a thousand 

miles an easier and more fulfilling one. 

A closer examination of two pages of the AncestraIScotland site may further demonstrate how 

this appeal to identify Scotland as home is effected. The screen shot on the left of Figure 4.4 is of 

the web page that poses the question 'Where do you come from? '. The question-which might be 

more appropriately phrased, 'Where ivould, voit like to come from? '-is answered, graphically. in 

the two photographs on the page: on the right of the screen, in a colour picture of a quaint thatched 

croft house, and, more complexly, in the use of the sepia family album image to the left. Judging 

from his dress, this sepia image appears to be of an agricultural labourer or crofter of the late 

nineteenth or early tNventieth century-we might imagine such a man living in the croft house. 

Belox\ the image of the cottage is the statement, 

It is estimated that there are more than 28 million people in the world \vho can claim Scots 

ancestry, perhaps you are one of them? The pictures on the pages of tills site are of real people 
and events from the 19th and carly 20th centuries ... could they be your ancestors" 
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The sepia image lends a note of documentary realism to the nostalgic dream evoked in the picture 

of the croft house, but, coupled with the above statement, it also suggests the recilistic-possibiliti, of 

personal identification (not 'could this be ... ? ', but 'this could be... '). Implicitly, the page suggests 

that there is a chance this man is your ancestor and, therefore, that this idyllic cottage is i-our 
home- - -they are j ust waiting for you to discover them. 

Figure 4.4 
Faimly free Venealo9v nnd Scottish clan Wsto- 

4 

Where do you come from? When will you come home" 

The screen shot on the right of Figure 4.4 is of the page that poses the question, 'Ask 

yourself... when will you come horne? '. The sepia image on this page is of two young boys, we 

might imagine them to be brothers, dressed in their Sunday best to make the voyage by steam ship 

across the Atlantic. Gazing at the camera, their appeal to the viewer is melancholic: one of 

homesickness. In the colour image on the right, mountains are seen on the far shore of a calm sea 

inlet; silhouetted against the setting sun, they conjure thoughts of the magical other-world of the 

West: Tii- nan 6g (the place where, in Celtic lore, people live immune to the passage of time). The 

text is worth quoting in full: 

Of course, it is possible to do lots of genealogy research without ever coming to Scotland, 
but wouldn't that be like making ajourney without ever reaching your final destination'? A trip 
home to Scotland will make all the difference in the world. Without that, you may trace your 
genealogy but you will miss out on a rich understanding of your ancestral heritage and culture. 

To find out more about the experiences awaiting you in your ancestral homeland, we invite 
you to visit our tourism site at www. visitscotland. com where you will also discover all the 

information you need to make your trip home to Scotland simple to organise. 
Find essential travel infon-nation on the best ways of getting to Scotland, and the places 

you want to go. You'll find out important facts such as: opening hours of castles and museums, 
ferry schedules and infon-nation on areas of land open to the public for those wanting to check 
ancient monuments and sacred sites. It also lists details of local tourist information centres: 
invaluable pointers along the Journey. 

You'll discover a wealth of information on exciting events happening all over the country 
throughout the year: from traditional folk festivals to the largest international arts festival in 

the world. And not foraetting details of top hotels, friendly guesthouses, fantastic golf packages, 
chic new restaurants and much. much more. 

With all this information and advice, you can transform your hornecoming journey into 
one of the most exciting and dynamic experiences of your life. (w\, k,, ý&,. ancestralscotland. comI 
visitino-scotlarid) 

Idnlllý Tree ge I edloqy a R4 5cotti5l. (Ian I, ssto- 

1. .,,. .11 
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The page suggests to diasporan Scots that genealogical research is pointless Xý Ithout visiting 
Scotland. Only by visiting in person can they complete their quests and reach their 'final destination' 

(both of their genealogical 'journey of discovery'and, in the evocation of Tir nan Og, the 'journey 

of life'). It is only by making this 'homecoming' that roots-tourists will be able to gain 'a rich 

understanding' of their 'ancestral heritage and culture' (and, implicitly, of themsel% es). And, note 
again how the AncestraIScotland web site pretends not to be a tounstic enterpnse: for such profane, 
touristic matters as bookings and timetables, the visitor is referred to the STB's 'tourism site'. 
VisitScotland. 

Through the articulation of a limited number of text and image motifs, it is apparent that in 
these three web sites-ToScotland, VisitScotland and AncestraIScotland-the STB is effectivelý, 
imagineering different Scotlands for different markets, 'representing back' different visions of 
Scotland according to its perception of the desires and imaginaries of different interest groups. All 

three sites demonstrate how the myth of the Highlands still dominates and comes to represent 
Scotland as a whole, but certain motifs, which the non-Scottish heritage community is perceived 

to find unappealing, are reserved for the Scottish-American and genealogy niche markets. Thus, 

members of the Scottish diaspora are subtly invited to visit and identify with a different Scotland 

to other potential visitors-specifically, an 'Ancestral Scotland'. To 'visit Scotland' is evidently 

not the same as to 'visit Ancestral Scotland'. Indeed, contrary to the claim implicit in these 

promotions-that Scotland is, as noted earlier, an unmediated reality, something unequivocal to 

which is attributed the agency to affect and determine individuals' identities-it is apparent that 

'Scotland' is a more malleable destination in which visitors are encouraged to find whichever 
imagined homeland they seek. 

Bringing Scott-land home 

I should now like to turn to the representation of Scotland in the glossy Australian print periodical, 

ScoTs. This quarterly magazine was launched in August 1998 by a husband-and-wife team, Bruce 

MacGregor Sandison (publisher) and Susan Cromarty (editor)--both Australians with Scottish 

ancestry-with the intent of celebrating 'the unique heritage our ancestors have bequeathed us' 

(Cromarty 1998: 4). A 2001 promotional circular targeted at potential advertisers summarizes the 

magazine's style, editorial policy and readership as follows: 

Sco-rs is the only large format 128-page full colour Scottish magazine on the market N%ith 
a global readership of 150,000 per quarter. 

No magazine matches Sco-rs for the quality of its design, writing and photography. Each issue 
contains overM well-written, beautifully illustrated articles of specific interest to the 40 million 
people of Scots descent around the world. 

Sco-i's is the only premium quality magazine vvith a truly global distribution. 

30,000 copies of Sco'rs are printed and distributed to readers around the world each quarter. 
e-verywhere from Iceland to Invercargill. Approximately one third of readers are \ý ithin Australia 
and New Zealand, another third are in the US and Canada and a third reside within the UK ... 
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Over three quartersOfSCOTs readers are professional and business people, members of heritai! e 
and cultural organisations, including Historic Scotland and The National Trust for Scotland. 
St. Andrew's and Caledonian Societies, Bums Clubs and individual Clan organisations around I the world. Readers are generally aged between 35 to 65 years. Men and women equally enjoy 
Sco-rs. (Scots Heritage Pty Ltd, promotional circular, 2001 ) 

Various slogans are used throughout the magazine: thus, as well as 'Celebrating our Scottish 

heritage', the publishers proclaim that S(vTsisMore than a magazine: It is'Our Heritage'. Playing 

on different meanings of home, the slogan 'Bring Scotland Home' regularly features in its 

subscription advertisements, suggesting that, through ScoTs, the sacred/symbolic space of the 

homeland may be brought into the quotidian domestic spaces of its readershomes. The subscription 

advertisement of the August 2000 issue is reproduced in Figure 4.5; this features the 'Bring Scotland 

Home' slogan against an impressive tobacco-toned photograph of Dunvegan Castle, framed by the 

branches of Caledonian pines. The advertisement also features images of the front covers of the 

first eight issues of the magazine--all classic examples of Highlandism. 

Figure 
4.5: 
Bnnging 
Hi gg , hbnd- 
ism 
110mc 
with 
ScoTs. 
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Below is a description of each of the front covers of the first twelve Issue', of Scoi--s ( 1998-2001 ), 
those published during the fieldwork phase of my research and upon which my comments here are 
based. 

Table 4.1: Representation of Scotland in the front cover imagery of Scoi-s 

#1 Photograph: Snow-dusted mountain and mountain stream 
Caption: 'Buchaille Etive Mhor, Glencoe, Lochaber' 

#2 Photograph: Autumnal sunlight on lochside castle ruin, rich golden hills in background 
Caption: 'Kilchum Castle, Argyllshire' 

#3 Photograph: Still inhabited castle on sea loch, misty headlands in background 
Caption: 'Eilean Donan Castle' 

#4 Photograph: Fishing nets and lobster creels on quayside, quaint seaside cottages 
Caption: Tittenweem, Fife' 

#5 Painting: Hebndean croft house and fishing boat in quiet sea loch with small islands 
Caption: 'Croft and Fishing Boat by David Humphreys' 

#6 Photograph: Snowy mountain scene, stream meandering through snowfield 
Caption: 'Winter in Glencoe' 

#7 Painting: Officer in Highland dress, classical ruins in background (I 8th century) 
Caption: 'Colonel William Gordon of Fyvie by Pompeo Batom (1766)' 

#8 Painting: Fresh-faced woman with white cockade in hair and tartan cape (I 8th century) 
Caption: 'Flora MacDonald by Allan Ramsay' 

#9 Painting: Officer in Highland dress, wall-mounted targe and crossed swords in 
background (I 8th century) 
Caption: 'Colonel Alastair Macdonell of Glengarry by Sir Henry Raeburn' 

#10 Photograph: Mountains and loch bathed in golden sunlight 
Caption: Slioch and Loch Maree, Wester Ross 

#11 Photograph: Interior of baronial mansion, roaring open fire, antique hunting trophies 
on wall 
Caption: 'Sitting Room, Mar Lodge' 

#12 Photograph: Harbour, quayside buildings and fishing boats, reflections in mirror-like 
water 
Caption: 'Kirkwall, Orkney' 

In terms of the differently-authentic imaginary discussed earlier in this chapter, it is particularly 

interesting to note that, even in this diasporan magazine, the element of tartanry is absent in all but 

three of the front covers, and in these, significantly, it is only present within historical portraiture. 

Indeed, a similarly 'refined' Highlandism is evident in the editorial policy. Thus, while many 

articles are devoted to iconic themes such as tartan, bagpipes, Bonnie Prince Charlie, whisky, 

shortbread and heather-all key components of tartanry-these are mostly written by recognized 

Scottish experts in a scholarly manner that generally seeks to replace myths with I egitimate histories. 

It is, for example, Hugh Cheape, curator of modem Scottish history at the National Museums of 

Scotland, who contributes a series of articles on the history of tartan and another on the history of 

the bagpipes. 

An early precedent is set for this qualified inclusion of tartanry with an article by the heraldist 

and historian, AlastairCampbell ofA irds in the first issue of the magmne. Under the title 'Bra-,, eheart' 

and alongside images from the 1995 film, Campbell discusses the 'corruption of Scottish histor%'. 

particularIv. but not exclusk ely. as promulgated in the Scottish diaspora. As %\ell as criticizing 
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Braveheart itself, which he describes as -a classic example of Scottish history being distorted most 
horribly' (1998: 30), Campbell examines such modem inventions of tradition as the *Kirklni! of 
the Tartan' and the misrepresentation of historical ex ents such as the Glencoe massacre of 1692. 
He writes, 

One of the first things that hits me when ever I go abroad is the tremendous fervor for things 
,7 Scottish. That's wonderful, of course, but there are dangers in that, too. The popular vleýý of 

Scottish history both in Scotland and outwith Scotland tends to be wildly over-romanticised. 
One finds all sorts of developments in this feeling of being Scottish which actually ha\-C no 
historical background in Scotland at all. (ibid.: 29) 

Referring specifically to diasporan Scots, he adds, 

One finds them clinging to the romantic and very often the false aspects of their past. And in so 
doing they become more Scots than the Scots. (ibd.; emphasis added) 

This observation that diasporan Scots have become more 'Scottish' than homeland Scots is 

commonly made (another similar and oft-used pun is that 'there's none more Scots than the Scots 

abroad'). Indeed, it is this very enthusiasm for the invented traditions of tartanry, at which Campbell's 

'eyes have boggled' (ibid. ), which constitutes the excessive character of Scottish diasporan identity. 
And whilst Campbell's article does not go beyond demonstrating the inauthenticity of this version 

of Scottishness (he does not, for instance, consider the local context of such performances) it is 

nevertheless significant that it should be included in the launch issue of a magazine produced in 

and for the diaspora. It is, perhaps, a more explicit articulation of the editorial policy of the magazine 

than that stated by its editor in her inaugural editorial. 

In contrast to other popular diasporan magazines and newspapers such as The Highlander and 
The Scottish Banner, which are often emblazoned with tartans, thistles and Saltires, Scm-s is clearly 

targeted at a more 'disceming'market-identified in the aforementioned circular as 'professional 

and business people, members of heritage and cultural organisations, including Historic Scotland 

and The National Trust for Scotland'. ' This is reflected in the many lifestyle articles in the magazine 
(Scottish gardens, country house interiors, cuisine, profiles of clan chiefs, etc. ) and in the 

merchandising products which the magazine offers as its 'Scots Heritage Collection' (coffee table 

books, quality knitwear and tweeds, limited edition prints of paintings and photographs, etc. ). This 

refined image has evolved over the three years of the magazine's publication, especially since its 

distribution has become more international. It is evident, in the early editions, that the magazine 

was initially addressed to an Australian and New Zealand readership. In the first four issues, for 

example, there are a great many articles devoted to people and places with Scottish connections in 

Australia and New Zealand (Highland cattle in New South Wales, Scottish settlers In Otago, profiles 

of prominent Anti podean- Scots, and so forth). In later issues, with distribution now equally divided 

Commenting on the membership of the National Trust for Scotland. for example. McCroiic et ýil report. 
'We are able to ide 

i 
ntifN a solidly bourgeois and conservative stratum in which cultural capital matters. 

Whilc entrepreneurial strata are Lindcr-i-epi-csented, those from professional, and espec iallIv cducati onal, 
backgrounds are most conspicuous' ( 1995: 145). 
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between Australasia. North America and the UK, the majority of the articles tend to be focused on 

the Scottish homeland itself (issue twelve. for instance, features articles on the Orkne,, Islands, Sir 

Malcolm Innes of Edingight, Lord Lyon King ofArms; Scottish heraldry; the Battle of Bannockburn, 

the Scottish Crown Jewels; the 'Hebridean Odyssey' of Scottish painter Da-vid Humphreys; a 
'photo essay' about the Isle of Skye; and the third part of Hugh Cheape's series on the history of 

the bagpipes). This change of focus may also be tracked in the classified advertisements: thus. in 
issue three, 81% of the small advertisements are from Australian and New Zealand companies, by 

issue twelve this has dropped to 47%. It is also significant to note that the nature of the products 

offered in the small advertisements has also changed in this period. In the early issues the section 

is entitled 'Scots Classified' and the products offered are rich in Antipodean tartanry-here one 

may purchase such items as a 'Scottish Australian flag', 'Highland Heather-grown in the Southern 

Highlands of NSW from seed imported from Scotland', and portraits of 'your own "young chief - 

from 'one of Australia's most gifted artists'. By issue seven the section has been refashioned as the 

'Scots Business Directory' and much of the tartanry is gone. 

It is clear, then, that a very particular image of Scotland is being cultivated in the pages of 
Scm, a process which again points to an imagineering of Scotland, a 'program[ming] out of all 

the negative, unwanted elements' (including, in this instance, the 'unrefined' elements of tartanry) 

'and program[ming] in the positive' (Zukin 1991: 222, see fn I above). Indeed, Susan Cromarty 

admits to such positive programming in her editorial to issue eleven of the magazine. In the following 

excerpt, Cromarty is describing being interviewed by a BBC Radio Scotland presenter, Mark 

Stephens, during a recent visit to her ancestral homeland: 

'One aspect of your magazine which particularly appeals to me', Mark said, 'is the very 
positive tone it contains, something you don't often find in magazines today'. 'ScoTs is a 
Celebration of our Scottish Heritage', I replied. 'Yes, we include only stories which are a 
positive reflection of Scotland and her people. There would be no satisfaction in doing 
otherwise'. 

'And how extraordinary', he said, 'that a magazine which does so beautifully and eloquently 
celebrate Scotland's heritage, should be published by an Australian rather than a Scot'. 'Well, 
who better', I replied. 'Who better understands just how important our Scottish heritage remains 
for those 40 million of us around the world who now live beyond Scotland's shores. Whether 

we are now Australians, New Zealanders, Canadians, Americans, Argentines, or Zimbabweans, 

we al I understand what it is to value and to celebrate our Scottish heritage'. (Cromarty 200 1: 
4) 

Note also Cromarty's recapitulation of an often made claim that diasporan Scots are better able to 

4value and celebrate' Scotland and its heritage than homeland Scots-a claim that sometimes 

translates into a diasporan 'i-nission' to teach Scots how to value their heritage better. 

it is perhaps not necessary to perform a more detailed analysis of the images, texts and 

advertisements of ScOTS to gather that Scott's Celtic muse thriý es in this diasporan ma(-, azine. The Z: ) - 

Scotland it purports to 'bring home' to its readers is without doubt a Scott-land shot through with 

"Ifighlandism and a 'gentrified'tartanry. Companng Sco7s with other Scottish heritage periodicals. 
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however, it is evident that even within diasporan media there is no single Scottish ima-, --Inary. The 

tweeds, traditional knitwear and other 'quality'merchandising products promoted in this Australian 

publication contrast sharply with those offered in competing magazines such as The Hýý, )-hlander 
(in a 1999 edition of this American publication may be found ad% ertisements for teddy bears 

dressed in kilts; miniature 'hand painted' castles; tartan dog collars; dirks, dao,, ers and skean 
dubhs; clan badges, crests and mugs; sporrans and 'Jacobean' shirts, etc. -examples of \ý hat is 

commonly referred to as 'tartan tat'in the Scottish press). Thus, there are not only many Scotlands, 

there are also many Scott-lands-each imagined, objectified and reproduced within the Multifarious 
habitus of a diaspora dispersed not only across geographic space, but also across 'social space' 
(Bourdieu 1984). Pursuing this invocation of Bourdieu, it will be evident that the 'structuring) 

structures' of taste and distinction and the economies of 'symbolic capital' are manifest in these 

transnational social imaginings (ibid. ). 

Ancestral Scott-land: Home of the Brave(hearts) 

If the refined, conservative and authenticated Scott-land imagineered in ScoTs is in distinctively 

good taste, then its inverse, the epitome of bad taste, is represented by the hyperbolic Scott-land of 

Braveheart. In the populist tradition of Scott, the 1995 film has grossed some $204 million at the 

box office worldwide (Internet Movie Database 2002) and, in contrast to the relatively slight impact 

of a niche interest magazine, must itself be considered partly responsible for the contemporary 

Scottish heritage revival. In the film, the Scottish-American-Australian producer-director-actor, 

Mel Columcille Gibson, stars as the heroic Scottish 'freedom fighter'Williarn Wallace, who led 

the Scots to victory over the English at the Battle of Stirling Bridge in 1297, paving the way for 

Robert the Bruce's more decisive victory at Bannockburn twenty-two years later. With its 'excessive 

use of patriotic symbolism'and despite its representation of Scottish history which 'at times verges 

on the ludicrous', this 'medieval action adventure' succeeded in reigniting the cause of Scottish 

nationalism in the late twentieth century and 'led to the image of Gibson as Wallace being 

appropriated as an emblem by the Scottish National Party' (Petrie 2000: 209-11; Edensor 1997: 

146-49). Of course, this evocation of Scotland as the original 'land of the free, home of the brave' 

is nothing less than a projection of specifically American nationalistic ideology onto an old country: 

a melding of Scottish and American nationalist sentiment also evinced, as noted earlier, in the 

claim that the 1320 Declaration of Arbroath, in which the Scottish crown asserted its independence 

from England, was the template for the 1776 American Declaration of Independence (D. A. Bruce 

1997: 38-40). 

As is apparent in Alastair Campbell's comments in ScoTs, the reaction to Braveheart amon, -, 

the Scottish literati has been unanimously venomous, but this criticism has not stemmed the film's 

popular appeal. For example, in an article in Scotland on Stinday entitled 'Scottish histor% is being 

is exaspera iI vandalised', Magnus Linklater expresses hi tion at the Braveheart-influenced displays 

of the \Vallace Monument visitor centre near Stirling: 
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Figure 4.6: Imagining Scottish-America. A melding of Scottish and American 
national iconography courtesy of The Scotsman. 

Since the movie Braveheart hit our screens, the place has been refurbished in the Mel Gibson 
image. Outside, a new statue to William Wallace has been erected, using Gibson's face as the 
model-all matted locks and painted face. (1999. - 17) 

The controversial statue was actually defaced soon after being erected, although local opinion is 
divided as to whether this was a politically-motivated gesture against the Americanization of Scottish 

heritage or a regular act of vandalism (Kaiya Marshbank, Stirling Observer, pers. com. ). Linklater 

is even more incensed by the visitor centre's souvenir booklet which, he reports, argues in favour 

of Bravchearts' fictionalization of Scottish history on the grounds that it brings Wallace 'back to 

life', Justifies the adoption of this same approach in the centre's displays, and warns against the 

"'this is fiction" brigade with their synthetic concerns about accuracy'. Linklater concludes, 

So there you have it. False history is actually more important than the real thing. Capturing 
'the spirit of Wallace' outweighs the facts. Personally I resent the fact that part of our precious 
heritage is being subverted to the demands of Hollywood and tourist numbers. Why should 
our children, in this modem age, be brought up to believe the shortbread tin version of Scotland's L_ 
story rather than the real thing? Who are the heritage vandals of our day who sell us this pap? 
And what have we done to deserve a Brigadoon image of our nation? 

To paraphrase Tom Naim, I suggest that Scotland will only be a modem nation againwhen Z__ 
the last visitor centre is smothered by the last tea-towel version of the Declaration of Arbroath. 
(1999: 17) 

Regardless of the protestations of Linklater and others of the 'this is fiction brigade', it appears 

that the 'demands of Hollywood and tourist numbers' are being met and that the process of 

imagineering Scotland continues in the material herita2e-landscape of the homeland itself, not 
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least through the medium of the visitor centre. In a very literal sense, we may thus see how certain 

places in the Scottish landscape come to be remade 'as objects for the tourist gaze' and how 

identity comes to be 'produced partly out of the images constructed for tourists' (Urry 1995: 164- 

65). 

Indeed, just as Scott's The Lady of the Lake and Waverley inspired the first Scottish tourism 
boom in the nineteenth century, so Braveheart has had a significant impact on Scottish tourism in 

the present day. In 1997, for instance, Stirling Council and Forth Valley Enterprise commissioned 

a study to measure the effect of films set in Scotland on visitor generation. Of the 1,540 visitors 

surveyed in the region, 55% reported that they had seen Braveheart and 39% stated that seeing it 
had indeed influenced their decision to visit Scotland (Seaton and Hay 1998: 230). The STB 

calculated that, in terms of tourism revenue, the films Braveheart and Rob RoY together generated 

the equivalent of nearly f 11.5 million of free advertising (Petrie 2000: 220), and Seaton and Hay 

conclude from such remarkable figures that, 'international feature films could be a better promotional 

medium for Scotland than mainstream commercial advertising' ( 1998: 230). Capitalizing on such 
free publicity, the area around Stirling was promoted as 'The Land of Braveheart' and 'Braveheart 

Country' in tourism marketing materials (the irony being that, due to favourable tax incentives, 

much of Braveheart was actually filmed in Ireland). 

Despite its not inconsiderable impact in Scotland itself, the influence of Braveheart has perhaps 

been most conspicuous in the USA. Here it has given rise to what has been described as 'claymore 

culture' and the reinvigoration of the image of Scotland as 'an elemental land of warrior men and 

wan maidens, of breast beating heroes fighting the overtly rational [and effete] English' (Pat Kane 

quoted by Edensor 1997: 14 1). These heroic, masculine identities are performed, most literally, by 

the now-ubiquitous Braveheart-inspired re-enactment groups at countless Highland gatherings 

throughout the States. Ray observes that, in the aftermath of Braveheart, men attending such 

gatherings in North Carolina would often appear with their faces painted in the (spurious) manner 

of the warriors in the film's battle scenes, and that 'movie posters and cardboard images of Mel 

Gibson as William Wallace appeared in many clan tent displays'(2001: 205,231 n. 29). The influence 

is evident, too, in the choice of period costume that Scottish-American clansfolk elect to wear at 

these gatherings. Thus, the warrior-like feileadh mor or 'big kilt', complete with leather jerkin, 

spiked targe and claymore, has become preferable to the more genteel feileadh beag and its 

accoutrements, which have become perceived increasingly as Victorian inventions (Ray 2001: 26- 

7, Treý'or-Roper 1983; Edensor 1997: 149). 

Whilst many homeland Scots find it easy to lampoon the enthusiasm of many members of the 

Scott i sh-A merican community \ý ith their theatrical outfits and na*fve rallying cries of 'Freedom' 

for their imaginary horneland, the impact of Bravcheart on its audiences must be taken seriously. 

,, ýs with other media discussed in this chapter. our concern ought not to be %ý ith the authenticity of 

tile filin's represei-itatiori of Scotland and its history. so much as to understand ho\ý the film comes 
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to inspire and represent the sentiments of a significant number of people. Thomas Elsaess r, in hi eI is 
discussion of the cinematic representation of the Holocaust. argues that the relationship between 

representation and affect, and affect as representation' is articulated in a 'forcefield of the said aiid 
the unsaid, the excessive and the repressed' and that, in an era in which 'public history has ine% itablý, 

superseded personal memory', it is through the deployment of excessive devices such as melodrarna 

and spectacle (epitomized in Hollywood cinema) that audience identification is brought about 
(1996: 147-49). The consequence of this mirroring of representation and affect is one of recol,,, nition: 
the movie, for example, appears to speak one's own story, one's own history. This somewhat 

abstruse reasoning may be clarified in the example of Braveheart. Consider the following North 

American testimonials posted to a 'Braveheart Experiences' message board on a web site devoted 

to the film: 

This film, and the legacy of William Wallace's quest for freedom, has had a profound effect on 
my own life. For some reason, his story stirred something in me that drove me to delve into 
Scotland's tumultuous history. I became drawn to things Scottish, and later found to my surprise 
that I had Scots blood in my own ancestry. I am compelled to come to Scotland now. I don't 
know why, but Braveheart has become the stepping-off point for my own Scottish odyssey. 
(www. macbraveheart. co. uk/messages/bhexp-02. htm) 

I'm an American of highlander descent, and spent the last couple of years researching my 
family, which originated in the glens around Glen Shee. I had discovered where they lived, 
found the ship's passengers logs for them, etc., all very exciting for a bagT, 1pe-playing, trying- 
to-learn Gaelic Yank like me. I LOVED Braveheart ... Then, two Novembers ago, I had the 
opportunity of a lifetime: I got to take my entire family to Scotland for two weeks. ... I drove 
up A93 towards little Glen Shee to find my ancestor's homelands. Just as we came up on a rise, 
I saw a bunch of stuff at once-a little sign telling me I was 'there', a huge mist crawling over 
huge, yellow larch and green spruce and red heather covered mountains, the site of my clan's 
gatherings, and THEN-with the soundtrack to Braveheart in my car's tape deck-the music 
of the main theme crescendos as the panorama opened around me. It was absolutely 
BREATHTAKING ... I will NEVER forget it, and it truly cemented something in this gaelic 
Soul! (www. macbraveheart. co. uk/messages/bhexp-04. htm) 

As I watched the movie I was completely immersed in the experience. I suspended all of 
disbelief and was 'there' in a sense that I cannot remember ever having in a movie theatre. At 
the end of the movie, I was unable to stand and simply sat and wept for about five minutes. 
Later, in the car on the way home, I continued to weep. This was such a profound experience 
for me that I began to do some research on the story and on William Wallace. Sure enough, I 
discovered through my family history that the MacKmnons had surely been a part of the battle 
to win the Scots' freedom. I knew I was there in some way or shape-but this information 
helped to explain the depth of my feeling during the movie. (www. macbraveheart. co. uk/ 
messages/bhexp-04. htm) 

Note how, in the first messa(ye, an identification with Gibson's Wallace and his 'quest for 

freedom' leads the poster to discover her own Scottish heritage and feel compelled to joumey to 

her new-found ancestral homeland. The second message demonstrates that suchjoumeys, contrary 

to expectations, involve not simply a departure from the artifice of discursl\ e realms and a disco\ cry 

of the authentic, material homeland, but often involve a melding of both, such that the emotion- 

inducing techniques of cinematic 'inisrepresentation' (a stirring soundtrack, for example) may be 

employed to enhance the experience of tile real. In the final example, the poster's identification 

A the film is so complete that, through positing the presence of her ancestor,, in tile l-ii,, torical 
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scenes portrayed, Braveheart literally becomes her own story. This poster. despite her knoxving 

suspension of disbelief, becomes transported 'there' in a most powerful manner-not only into the 
film's mise-en-scýne, but (through her genetic heritage) also into Scotland's history itself. Each of 
the posters alludes to a mYsterious sense of connection with this historical homeland of the brave. 

Thus the last poster knows she *was there' (fighting for the freedom of her kinsfolk at the Battle of 
Stirling Bridge) 'in some ii, qv or shape'; and the second poster's orchestrated encounter with his 

clan's ancient gathering place 'truly cemented something' in his 'gaelic Soul'; and c% en the first 

poster, hitherto unconscious of her Scottish ancestry, felt 'something' stirring within her when she 
first saw the film, something she only later discovered to be her Scottish blood. 

Through such expressions of 'genealogical rhetoric', agency for this profound identification 

with Scotland is diverted from the rational 'mind' of the self and directed to the more obscure 

emotions of the 'body'. Intuited as a kind of genetic memory, it is thus the soul or blood of the self 
that is perceived to recognize home in such moving images as BraveheartS'. This sense of embodied 
identification enabled through such unembodied media as the cinema, or indeed STB web sites 

and diasporan magazines, calls into question any straightforward distinction between the roles of 

virtual and real worlds in the processes of identity formation. 

Consistencies and inconsistencies 

Before going on to explore the relationship between these two realms in more detail, it is perhaps 

worth pausing to review some of the Issues that have emerged in the explorations across the Scottish 

diasporan mediascape undertaken in this chapter. Despite being a modem nation with a diverse 

landscape, Scotland has become identified in the popular imagination with its Highland region, 

which, in turn, is imagined precisely according to a long-established myth. Scotland has, in short, 
been 'colonised by the empire of signs' and transformed into Scott-land, that paradigmatic land of 

romance. With its misty isles and heather-covered mountains, its castle ruins and ancient customs, 

Scotland has become a territory of desire: modernity's Other, a dream of nature-and, specifically, 

of 'nature as left behind, as lost wholeness' (Womack 1989: 174). If the Highlands are 'Imagined', 

argues Womack, 

it follows that the non-Highlands (the Scottish Lowlands, or the metropolis, or anglophone 
Britain generally) are real. The consumer of the myth partakes of the 'pleasing enthusiasms 
which the wilds impart' and quits them 'with regret': to move back across the Highland line is 
to leave Fancy's Land and re-enter ... the realm of factual truth. (ibid.: 166) 

Although Womack's structuralist analysis is largely based on the late-eighteenth- and early- 

nineteenth-century literary texts through which the myth was first constructed, it is evident that the 

structure of the myth has not disintegrated in the new 'patterns and floxý s of communication' 

which cliaracteri7v the contemporary mediascape. 'The story', as Womack puts it, 'is by no means 

over' (ibid.: 17 5). and the saine few Scott-ish motifs are reproduced \ý ith banal consistenc-v in 

countless \\ eb sites, magazines. films, and in man\, of m\ questionnaire respondents' comments. 
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The Highland myth is, of course, widely consumed, and a diverse array of people--- Scots and 

non-Scots, Highlanders and non-Highlanders-seern to 'find in the Highlands an idea NN hich they 

love' (ibid.: 177; emphasis added) .7 Considering the consistency of the representation of the 

Highlands, it is tempting to suggest that the idea articulated in the myth does not reflect the diversit\ 

of those consuming it. In other words, the nature of the metropolitan core may vary. but tile nature 

of the Highland periphery seems to remain constant. This is actually a consequence of the structuralist 

methodology, whereby the persuasiveness of its binary logic obscures more subtle encodings of 

meaning. If, as Edensor argues in his reading of Braveheart, global culture is consumed differently 

by differently-situated actors (1997: 154), it would be reasonable to expect meaning to be contingent 

upon the particular habitus of each actor and to be modified over time according to changing 

experiences, influences and circumstances. Such migrations of meanings are explored in subsequent 

chapters. 

The apparent clarity of a straightforward structuralist analysis of the Highland myth is also 

muddied if we re-envisage the basic Highland/non-Highland (Scotland/non- Scotland) opposition 

in specifically diasporan terms: that is, as an opposition between homeland and diaspora. Where, 

for instance, should we situate the diasporan Scot, whom, as we have seen, Is often considered 

more Scots than the Scots? And along what lines is difference to be drawn? Diasporan Scots 

contra homeland Scots? Contra the dominant culture of their host societies? Contra other putative 

diasporas or heritage communities in their midst? Contra diasporan Scots in other host countries'? 

Given the plurality of even diasporan situatedness and the multiplying others against whom actors 

may be defined as diasporan Scots, one might wonder why this inconsistency does not result in an 

inconsistent imagining of Scotland. What emerges, instead, is an interplay of consistency and 

inconsistency according to scale. 

The consistency with which Scotland is imagined in the diaspora may be understood as a 

necessatý, component of diasporan consciousness. As Robin Cohen argues, 

transnational bonds no longer have to be cemented by migration or by exclusive territorial 
claims. In the age of cyberspace, a diaspora can, to some degree, be held together or re-created 
through the mind, through cultural artefacts and through a shared imagination. (1997: 26) 

Thus, a diaspora is cemented through a shared imagining of its homeland, and we may conclude 

that the Scottish diaspora is a diaspora to the extent that its members imagine the same 'Scotland 

of the mind'. In constructing an 'us' in opposition to a 'not us', where the postulated opposites are 

I To participate in the Highland myth-'to naturalize a "traditional Highland way of life", to make a 
transhistorical idyll out of pre-clearance Strathnaver', etc. (Womack 1989: 1 ý-is to perpetuate an imbalance 
of powcrbwvccn the disenchanted metropolitan core and the periphery onto which its demoderniziiw, faiitasielý 

arc projected. Womack argues that this implies 'idealizing the people of the [Highlands] as Edcnically prc- 
conscious' and therefore excluding them 'from participation in their ov,, n postlapsarian destiny' (ibid. ). The 

politics of representation are, however, also complicated by the crucial role that tourism has Come to play in 
I of such idealizations of people the economy of the Highlands (an industry that relles on tlýe continuance II 'and 

place) and by the region's own complicivy, in the production of this reprcsciltation. Womack i, ý. perhaps. 
cruilty of romanticizing 'the other' himself. deiiving the region"s inhabitants the aý_, cncv to reappropriate the 
emblems of Highlandism and exploit them in playful ways. fully cognizant of the s\ stems of signs through 
which they arc ascribed particular rricanin-gs (see Macdonald 1997a: 155). 
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not necessarily spatially or, indeed, cultural distinct or self-evident, the Scottish diaspora is forced 

to imagineer its consensual homeland from a familiar assemblage of cultural artefacts which have 

become "'emblematical" of themselves' (Womack 1989: 48). Waters observes something similar 

in her study of white ethnicity in North America, where she notes that. in choosing their ethnic 
identities, her informants need simply to 'learn the appropriate symbols' (1990: 92: emphasis 

added), selecting them from 'a cultural grab bag of ... stereotypical traits' (ibid.: I 15). The 

mediascape therefore becomes a repository of symbols and a resource through which diasporan 

Scots learn what it is to be diasporan Scots, a key component of which is learning how they should 

imagine their lost homeland. 

The journey home is, however, also a journey of discovery and part of this process is the 

acquisition of an increasingly more authentic local knowledge (i. e. locally-authenticated knowledge), 

including the ability to discern truth ftom myth, a refined Highlandism from unrefined tartanry. 
Enabled through the rigors of genealogical research and, most especially, by visiting the homeland 

itself, this may be understood, in Bourdieu's ten-ns, as the acquisition of symbolic capital. Thus, 

within the necessary homogeneity of collective imagining is evident a heterogeneity of subtle, but 

codified, distinctions through which sub-diasporan social identities are 'defined and asserted through 

difference' (Bourdieu 1984: 172). At this scale, the meaning of any one of these emblematic cultural 

artefacts becomes highly nuanced according to complexes of differentiations in social and 

geographic space (and, of course, the divisions of social and geographic spaces need not be congruent 

with each other). In this way, the precise choice of colour and quantity of a tartan design on a web 

site or the items offered for sale in the classified advertisements of a magazine point to differences 

in the way Scottishness is practiced, not only in different regions of the diaspora, but also among 
different social groups: differences evinced in matters of taste. That is to say, whilst being Scottish 

in Australia is not the same as being Scottish in America, some Australian Scots may have more in 

common with some American Scots than with certain other Australian Scots. 

As will be seen in the more detailed explorations of particular homecomings provided in Chapter 

8, the journey of discovery may ultimately entail a complete rejection of the stereotypical Scott- 

land(s) represented in the public mediascape and lead to the identification of and identification 

with an increasingly more localized and personally-relevant homeland. In the postings to the 

'Braveheart Experiences' message board we have already seen how the affective public image 

spaces of the mediascape may be employed by individuals as a medium for the expression of more 

personalized Scottish identities. In the next chapter I shall pursue this theme further, investigating 

how the internet may be considered as a space in which these identities are not only expressed, but 

also challenged and contested. 
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5-HOME SPACES, HOMEPAGES, HOMELANDS 

The project of modernity is, then, 'to make oneself at home in the maelstrom'. ... It is this idea 
of 'home' that interests us. Home in a world of expanding horizons and dissol% ing boundaries. II L- 

David Morley and Kevin Robins, Spaces of Identity, (1995: 86. quoting Berman) 

With the unfathomability of its electronic networks, the fluidity and bi-directionality of its 
information flows, the proliferation of such flows, its resistance to censorial control or definitive 

expression, its potentially global reach, the internet epitomizes the 'maelstrom' of late modernity 
like no other technology. Here one many find the 'vociferous confusion' and 'cluttering up of 
cultural space' described by Kenneth White (1999), here one may find an intractable milieu in 

which identity has become disembedded from the body and the body disembedded from place--- 
identity reduced to the level of a text message. As Donath notes, 

Said Sartre in Being and Nothingness, 'I am my body to the extent that I am'. The virtual world 
is different. It is composed of information rather than matter. Information spreads and diffuses; 
there is no law of the conservation of information. The inhabitants of this impalpable space are 
also diffuse, free from the body's unifying anchor. One can have, some claim, as many electronic 
personae as one has time and energy to create. (1999: 29) 

Actually, Donath reiterates this familiar assertion in order to argue the opposite. "'One can 
have ... T" she continues, 'Who is this -one"? It is, of course, the embodied self, the body that is 

synonymous with identity, the body at the keyboard' (ibid. ). Indeed, much of the 'millennial rhetoric' 

which characterized earlier studies of the internet has now given way to more sober analysis which 

recognizes that the internet is merely another'site among many in the flow of economics, ideology, 

everyday life, and experience' (Sterne 1999: 282) and that 'it is essential to treat telecommunications 

and computer-mediated communications networks as local phenomena, as well as global networks' 
(Shields 1996: 3). Discussing the internet as 'culture' and as 'cultural artefact', Christine Hine 

similarly argues that the internet has 'multiple temporal and spatial orderings which criss-cross the 

online/offline boundary'-she concedes, however, that the interaction between these various social 

spaces remains to be explored by academics (2000: 27). 1 suggest that contemporary practices of 

genealogical research and roots-tourism cannot be explored except in these terms and that the 

journeys of discovery with which I am concerned typically move across this online/offline boundary, 

in,,,, olving migrations between homepages, as it were, and homelands. 

Despite---or, more likely, because of-its expand ng hor zons and d ssolving bounda es, spat al n 

and orientational tropes are fundamental to the internet. The very profusion of data that this 

communication technology makes available transforms its users from passive receivers of 

infon-nation into active explorers and na\, igators of discursive space (note the names of the two 

1-nost popular internet soft\\ are applications: '\vlicrosoft's Internet Explorer and Netscape*s 

, \'aj, 6,, ator). The most fundamental of all such *cyberspatial" tropes is that of 'home'. Thus the 
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initial download or index page of a vveh site is its homepage, the starting point from which further 

excursions into uncharted discursive realms may be undertaken. The homepage is that to \ý h1ch 

most other pages in a site will be linked, often via the word 'Home' or a picturebook icon of a 
house. In a paper discussing the metaphor of home in personal homepages, Hugh Miller notes, 'if 

we are lost and confused in navigating around a site, we can always safely return home and start 
out again' (1999). He observes that the metaphor may be invoked in personal and family web sites 

in a variety of ways, often going beyond hospitable ý welcome to our home' messages on homepages. 

and sometimes providing structuring schemata for whole sites. He describes examples of such 

sites thus: 

Images of houses, gardens, and picket fences marked the 'outside' (earlier) pages, with links to 
different rooms for different family members (which could sometimes be reached by clicking 
on the windows of the image of the house presented). Inside, wallpaper-like backgrounds, 
flower arrangements, coffee cups, and pictures in frames on the 'walls'defined the 'homely' 
space. (ibid. ) 

An even closer melding of online/metaphorical and offline/literal homes in personal homepages is 

evident in the use of live 'web cams' by some site owners, such that 'by visiting their [web] pages. 

you can (really) look inside their (real) homes (in real time)' (ibid. ). 

But there are also other ways of thinking about home, identity and the internet. There is, as 
Donath suggests, the body at home at the keyboard; then there is the idea of home as a close-knit 

community (a community of subscribers to an email discussion list, for example); and there is the 

material homeland that may lend its substance to the otherwise insubstantial identities that form 

around it. Note how these various ways of thinking about home are articulated in the following 

few messages, selected from hundreds like them, posted to an online guestbook at Gael-net, a 

tourism web site focused on Skye and the Western Highlands (www. gael-net. co. uk/tourist. html): 

Hi. What did we do before the Internet and Web pages? I love being able to find information 
about Scotland. While I am now an American, my soul belongs to my native country. I am 
looking forward to visiting Scotland this summer and plan to spend as many days as is possible 
on Skye (AG, Delaware, USAý-internet asplace to learn about home, home as native countl-ý,,. 

Glad to find your website. I was on Skye in June '98. It was love at first sight. Am going to '_"ct 
back there to spend more time. It exceeded anything I ever read about it or saw. Truly a little bit 
of heaven here on this earth. Loved Scotland so much! Must be my Scottish heritage (FL, 
Virginia, USA)-experience of material homeland surpassing that of mediated homeland; 
attachment to homeland attributed to heritage (i. e. genetic inheritance oJ'bodJ, /blood). 

I always enjoy learning about the land of my ancestors and hope to travel there some day. I 
would love to see a chat room for gael-o-philes like myself to chat with folks in the old country 
(CC, Tennessee, USA)--desirefor communication it'ith kinsfolk 'back home'. 

My husband and I had al\\, ays hoped to visit Scotland one day but events 11crc at home prevented 
that. He has since passed away and the possibility that I will be able to do so is very small. I 
was so pleased to be able to visit this way. I will revisit often to see what changes \\ ill be made. 
I love the photographs and hope to see more bagpipes and kilts and tartans. Nly mother was a 
Robertson and I'm digging away to find all I can about our roots. I alwavs feel like I'm searching 1 Z7 - for home when I read and explore about Scotland. Thank you so much, Scotland, for coming to 
visit me (\1K. Texas, USA) -hoine as both place of ordinai-v residence and as (inaccessible) 
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symbolic homeland, - imagined homeland constructed from emblematic nlotýlý; , enealogical 
research as 'Search for home'; internet as medium through it, hich holneland call 'tral'cl' to 
diasporan home. 

I am scouring the net for information that will help me in planning my long desired trip to 
Scotland. Funny thing is, my family has Irish roots, and yet I have alNvays thought there \% as a 
Scot inside me! I have since found out thru research that the Irish relatives actually came to 
Ireland from SCOTLAND! ... 

I KNEW IP! So my trip to Scotland will be my homecoming in 
a sense! (CP, Florida, USA)-' enetic memory' Substantiated through research; i, isitill- 9 
Scotland cis homecoming. 

These various articulations of being at home, searching for home and coming home, as well as the 

more and less implicit assertions of distance between one kind of home and another, should be 

kept in mind throughout the discussions of this chapter. 

Genealogy and the internet 

It is somewhat paradoxical that the internet, this globalizing technology par excellence, should 

prove such an effective facilitator of individuals' localizing strategies, enabling many people to re- 

embed their identities and find a way 'home' in the 'new and disorientating global space' in which 
they exist (Morley and Robins 1995: 87). Nowhere is this paradox more apparent than in the 

contemporary practices of genealogy and roots-tourism, and it is no exaggeration to say that the 
internet has revolutionized the process of family history research worldwide. As Judy, an informant 

from Victoria, Australia, explains: 

Using only the internet, I unearthed the raw data of the family trees of my three Scottish 
grandparents, and traced their families back to around the 1750s. I found out who my ancestors 
were, where they were born, where they lived, who they mamed, the names of their children, 
what their occupations were, when they died, and what they died of. 

Indeed, genealogy is one of the great success stories of the internet and is often reported as 
being one of the most popular leisure uses of the technology. Thus, a Scotland on Slinday headline 

from November 1999 exclaims, 'Can't see the net for the trees-genealogy second only to sex! ': 

Roots fever is sweeping the internet in the run-up the Millennium as ancestor hungry 
heritage hunters turn to the web to find their families. 

The craze for swapping names on the net is now the second largest web pastime after sex, 
and growing fast as the latest technology lets families forge links on dedicated websites. 

The technology can allow enthusiasts to complete a search for relatives in seconds that 
would have taken months or years until now, and family trees can be redrawn and updated 
seamlessly. (Warren 1999) 

The sheer weight of numbers reinforces the exclamatory tone. An article in The Guardian, for 

instance, claims that, shortly after its launch, the Church of the Latter-Day Saints' (LDS) Famili, 

Seat-ch site (www. farmlysearch. com) was receiving an astounding 100,000,000 hits a day (C. Bennett 

1999), whilst Thc Scotsinan reported the following remarkable figures at Roots'Web 

wxv. roots\\, e b. coin). an internet ser\ ice provider dedicated to genealogy: 

In an average month. the family trce research site RootsWeb. com processes more than 180 
million e-mails from amateur sleuths. Hosting more than 144,000 message boards and 12,000 
independent[\,, autliored genealogical websites. the site lays claim to a readership for its online Zý I 
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magazine RootsWeb Review of some 397,000. (1. S. Bruce 2000) 

The journalist adds that, 'amid this hive of relative tracing activity, few countries outside the 
United States are attracting as much attention as Scotland, with thousands of emigrant Caledonians 
from across the globe using the digital highway to stake their claim in the nation's past' (ibid. ). 

What is equally clear, however, is that many journeys begun on the 'digital highway' are 
continued by air, rail, ferry, hire car and on foot. We have already seen the claim made at the STB's 
AncestraIScotland web site that, whilst 'it is possible to do lots of genealogy research without ever 
coming to Scotland', this would be like 'making a journey without ever reaching your final 
destination' (www. ancestralscottand. com/visitingscotland). Indeed, the assertion that only by visiting 
Scotland will family historians with Scottish ancestry gain 'a nch understanding of [their] ancestral 
heritage and culture' (Ibid. ) is supported by many informants. Thus, Judy continues: 

All those dates and all that information on certificates just gives you the bare bones. They 
don't tell you what these people were like, how they lived, or the nature of the landscape they 
lived in. By going to Scotland I can start to put the flesh on their old bones. By taking this 
journey I can see where they lived and worked, and try to discover what it must have been like 
to be them. I want to know what they were, not just who they were. I want to know what 
formed them. 

Reiterating a commonly-used metaphor, another informant describes the internet as 'a fascinating 

beginning step' on an 'exciting journey' to discover her roots (MD, Arkansas, USA). 

But neither do these migrations simply 'begin' online and 'end' offline in a visit to the old 

country: they frequently include multiple movements back and forth between these different 

domains. As already noted, every genealogy how-to guide will advise its readers to begin their 

research 'at home' and in the present, collecting together information that is readily at hand, 

interrogating their own memories and those of older relatives about more recent generations, 

assembling certificates and photographs in the family's possession, and so on. Information collected 

offline thus becomes the basis for researchers' initial investigations using online genealogy resources. 

There are a vast number of such online resources, from searchable databases of parochial and 

statutory records to place- or name-specific discussion lists through which 'virtual communities' 

of genealogists exchange information and experiences. These resources are often indexed, 

categorized and cross-referenced at genealogy portals such as CyndiS' List (www. cyndistist. com) 

or, relating to the UK and Ireland in particular, GENUKI(www. genuki. org. uk). When I last viewed 

it, the page-view counter at C), ndiS' List reported that some 27,823,366 'fellow genealogists' had 

visited the site since it was established in 1996; elsewhere it is claimed that the site includes links 

to over 129,700 other genealogy-related intemet resources. 171 ZIn 

Although the STB'sAncestralkotland web site (%vww. ancestral scotland. com) is primarily a 

tourism promotion tool and only parades as a lgenealogny portal., it prm, ides a simple demonstration 

of the link betN\een homepage and homeland. As mentioned in Chapter 4. the site includes a 
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If"acility at which visitors may search its online genealogy database for their ancestors' surnames. 
Inputting the surname -Macpherson', for instance, returns a list of occurrences of the name in the 
1881 census, as follows: 

Table 5.1: AncestraIScodand surname search results for 'Macpherson' 

Surname County/Town 

MACPHERSON 
MACPHERSON 
MACPHERSON 
MACPHERSON 
MACPHERSON 
MACPHERSON 
MACPHERSON 
MACPHERSON 
MACPHERSON 

Inverness-shire 
Sutherland 
Argyll 
Naim 
Ross 
Caithness 
Elgin 
Edinburgh 
Perthshire 

Occurrences Link to Regional Tourist Board 

615 Highlands of Scotland 
78 Highlands of Scotland 
155 Argyll, Loch Lomond & Trossachs 
13 Highlands of Scotland 
107 Highlands of Scotland 
42 Highlands of Scotland 
44 Aberdeen and Grampian 
238 Edinburgh and Lothians 
49 Perthshire 

The list indicates those counties or towns in which the name is most frequently recorded, ordered 

according to the percentage of the total population of each region in 1881 and including direct 

links to the regional tourist boards concerned with promoting these areas. Whilst this may be of 

only limited value to genealogists concerned with the particularities of their family histories, the 

broad association of surname and place is clear-and, as we shall see in Chapter 6, Badenoch in 

the county of Inverness-shire is indeed recognized as 'Macpherson Country. 

Much more significant online research tools are available at the aforementioned LDS Famiýi, 

Search web site (www. familysearch. com), launched in 1999, at which researchers can freely search 

the 'International Genealogical Index', I and, for those with Scottish ancestry, the General Records 

Office for Scotland's Scots Origins site (www. scotsongins. com), launched in 1998, which currently 

includes indexes to births, baptisms, marriages, burials and deaths in pre- 185 5 parochial registers 

and post- 1855 statutory registers, as well as indexes to the 1881,1891 and 1901 censuses. Scots 

Origins also hosts its own genealogy email discussion list and offers a service whereby researchers 

can purchase and have sent to them copies of certificates and extracts from records relating to their 

ancestors. Judy, again, stresses the importance of obtaining such certificates, partly because the 

online indexes contain only abbreviated data and are therefore not reliable sources in themselves, 

but also because these documents contain leads to earlier generations. She describes how the 

arrival of certificates ordered from Scots Origins at her home in Australia occasions 'a little ritual' 

and how she has been introduced to some of her ancestors through these documents: 

The day the certificate amves in the post is a joyous occasion. I've now made a little ritual of 
it. I 

-get myself a cup of coffee, -get my family history files out, and while drinking my coffee 
read the certificate througli a few times, making sure every detail fits into \\ 11at I already knox\. 

I This is the important cross-referencing that is essential if you are to avoid accidentalK claimmg 
tile -\\roiw' people as ý our ancestors. Every new certificate you acquire provides you wA 

I See Shournatoff(1995) for a disc uss ion of the Church of the Latter-Day Saints' docti-ine of the 'Baptism of 
the Dead' which underpins its vast and systematic collection of familv history data. 
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new information. My grandparents' marriage certificate gave me my first *nleetinC with four 
Of my great grandparents. 

Needless to say, prior to the internet and computerized databases., this kind of research \ý ould lim e 
been extremely laborious and would have necessitated either personal visits to records offices in 
Scotland or else employing a professional researcher to carry out the work by proxy. 

Whilst some researchers proceed with celerity, for the majority, even with these online resources. 
the process may take many months depending on the amount of time devoted to the search or the 

number of 'dead ends' encountered. Hypothetically, however, having pieced together the raw data 

of a family history through these resources, researchers are perhaps in a position to again cross the 

online/offline boundary and visit some of the places they have been able to associate with their 

newly-discovered ancestors: the parishes or villages in which they lived, the graveyards in which 
they are buried, and so forth. As well as putting 'flesh' on the 'bare bones' of the pedigree chart by 

exploring the environment which 'formed' their ancestors, such journeys also enable researchers 
to access more local sources of information unavailable online: maps, estate records and catalogues 

of monumental inscriptions held at local libraries, for instance, or insights gained from contact 

with local people and local historians. The acquisition of this new information inevitably raises as 

many questions as it answers, and sends roots-tounsts back home to their online research with a 

new set of queries to pursue (as discussed in Chapter 3, few roots-tourists travel to Scotland to 

conduct detailed archival research that can be carried out remotely via the internet). 

The research process itself thus entails a migration between online and offline realms which, 
in theory, might repeat indefinitely depending on the individual researcher's funds and inclinations. 
Many roots-tourists return to Scotland frequently (every other year, for instance) either progressing 

to an increasingly more precise and localized identification of their ancestral home or moving 

sideways, pursuing other associated branches of the family tree. Indeed, the process of family 

history research is, by definition, unending and many researchers describe themselves as 'detectives' 

merely moving from one mystery to another, with no prospect of reaching any 'final destination'. 

Judy describes this in terms of an ever-expanding puzzle: 

It's like doing a huge, giant jigsaw puzzle except this one has no edges, no boundaries. You 

want to fill in every piece but the more pieces you slot into the right place, the bigger the 
jigsaw becomes. 

At home at the keyboard 

Considering the seemingly boundless task of genealogical research, many roots-tourists inevitably 

spend a great deal of time online. But these computer-mediated explorations, as much as their non- 

mediated (or, at least, less mediated) equivalents in the Scottish homeland. cannot be reduced 

inerely to fact finding missions. What is sought is not only a substantiation of individuals' 

genealogical research, but also a substantiation of their genealogical identities-idmiti d ýi -II ies excavate 

ijjtuitivelý,, frorn the self rather than from certificates and census records (note. for example, the 
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Floridian Gael-net guestbook poster. quoted above. who kneit, she had Scottish roots and N\ hose 

genealogical research simply confirmed her belief). In their online and offlinejoumeys of disco\-ery, 

roots-tourists desire both to legitimate their identification with their ancestral homeland throu2h 
documentary evidence and to effect an increasingly more substantial identification with th. it 
homeland through an increased familiarity with its landscape, history and culture. 

As the focus of these processes, the computer becomes quite literally a portal through which 
roots-tourists can be transported to Scotland and through which Scotland can be transported to 
their diasporan homes. One consequence of this is that the computer often becomes highly charged 
and imbued with qualities of the homeland. For example, Anna, also from Victoria, describes how 
her computing experience is infused with the personality of her ancestral homeland: 

I go out of my way to add that 'place, color, texture, history and emotion' to my virtual 
experience. For example, my computer Is a kind of virtual Scotland, even before I get online. 
When I turn it on it plays a verse f2 rom Capercaillie's 'Fear a'Bhata" and my mouse cursor 
has a little rotating Celtic knot instead of an hourglass. And the desktop background is a picture 
that my mother took of our ancestors' home in Pabbay in the Outer Hebrides. So even though 
I can't imagine virtual space as such, I'm doing a greatJob of imagining parts of it as Scotland! 

This comer of the diasporan home which is 'forever Scotland' frequently extends to the space 

around the computer and to whole rooms, typically including 'bookcases loaded with Scottish 

books and nothing but Scottish books' (RC, Pennsylvania, USA), framed photographs of the 

ancestral home, family tree charts, clan crests and family heirlooms displayed on walls and shelves, 

and so forth. ' Of particular value among such collections are souvenirs obtained during visits to 

Scotland, notably 'found objects' such as stones, shells and pottery sherds, which function as 

relics, introducing into the mundane space of the domestic home something of the 'sacred' substance 

of the homeland. 

Two examples of this transference of qualities of the homeland into the diasporan home space 

are worth exploring in a little greater depth. Reproduced in Figure 5.1 are photographs of the room 

in which Sharon, another Australian informant, works on her family history research. 'I seem to 

spend my whole life on the computer', she explains, 

I write to family who are on the internet, it makes them so much closer and you can correspond 
much more quickly. I also use it to keep in touch with researchers in Scotland [and] transfer 
files to the Aberdeen and North East Scotland Family History Society-I am an active member 
and transcribe census[es] which are published and placed on their shelves. 

2 'Feai- aWhata' ('Oh My Boatman'), a traditional Gaelic son,, recorded by the Celtic folk-rock band 
Capercaillic. released on their 1995 album The Blood is Strong. 

feý, v more descriptions of the display of 'Scottish' material culture in diasporan home spaces (see also 
discussion in Chapter 3): 'Some Scottish pictures-lochs. deer, etc., some tartan material as trims, photos of 
ancestors ... Just touches here and there' (MC. Victoria, Australia), 'Wall display of family tree, Coats of 
Arms, 18th ceiiturv reproduction Scottish Baskethilt sword, McDonald tartan. etc. My officc displa\ýs the 
Scottish flag as well as othcr Scottish paraplicmalia'(KF, Florida, US. ý\), 'I have a framed parchment of my 
familv connection to the Stuart of Bute, I havc a dirk personall-v made for me hw1, _, Hw on the \. vall and m,,,, 
Stuart of Butc Tartan and Crest are on display' (BG, Ncw Zealand), 'The office in my home is full of 
Scotland: books. magaziiies. paintings. drawings. mus c. etc. ' (DR. Nevada. USA); 'I have a pictui-c of a 
Menzies clansman on the wall. ha\ e iiiý Sý: ottisli grandfather"s fiddle displa\ ed' (NIT, Colorado. U SA). 
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Sharon's off-ice in her New South Wales home is painted 'the colour of the Scottish thistle', and on 
its walls are hung many framed photographs and pressed sprigs of heather taken at and collected 
from places associated with Sharon's ancestors in Birse, Aberdeenshire. In a letter she sent with 
the photographs, she adds: 

Now there is a wooden sign hanging from the middle group of photos above the desk which 
says 'Auchabrack' [the name of one of her ancestral homes]. I think there wi ion post in ill be a siz, 
the corner behind 'Alex' [a teddy bear mascot named after Sharon's great-great grandfather] Z: ý which will have some of the family croft names on it-just for something original. Still to 
come is an old map of Scotland and also one of Aberdeenshire which is being framed at the 
moment. Plus, if I can find space, I want to put up some sort of cork board with a rnap of tile 
area on it and then somehow attach the different family trees I have constructed. 

It is interesting to note that included in her displays are a number of photographs that I took while 

accompanying Sharon on her second homecoming journey in 2000 (Sharon specifically asked me 
to send a photograph of her laying flowers at the grave of Alexander, an ancestor with whom she 
feels a particular affinity). In these images in particular, Sharon is thus placed 'within the frame'of 

her imagined homeland, reinhabiting the landscape of her ancestors--- -and, indeed, it is very corni-rion 
for roots-tourists to hand over their cameras and ask passers-by to photograph them in front of 

ancestral places. I asked Sharon whether she found herself gazing at her photographs when working 

at her desk. She replied, 'Yeah, well Auchabrack is just above the computer where I sit.... /tIst 

having a little drýft along there Sharon! A little visit back'. 

Figure 5.1: Sharon's office in her New South Wales horne. Images of Birsc and 
sprigs of heather collcctcd on homecoming journcys crowd around the desk where 

Sharon works on her family history research. 

Similarly, for Brenda, from Ontario, Canada, the intemet is not only an important research 

tool, but is also the key medium through which she maintains her sense of 'connection' with her 

ancestral horneland: 

The net is iny lifeline to the xvorld I really feel I ain part of. I can be there via scenery, Iý 
[\k cb] 

cains, radio, tv, xvi-itings, even voices of people in Scotland that I share daily life with. I can 
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continue to explore daily until the day I walk back onto the peat. I can let almost an% emotion 
hit me with regards to my wanting to be in Scotland and then go to my computer to quench that 
thirst somewhat until the next trip over. 

Brenda describes in some detail how she is surrounded by Scotland in her Canadian home, but tile 
distance between her 'daily world' and the world she 'really' feels 'part of' is also clear. In the 
following comments, she refers to a 'red stone' which she found in a ri% er bed in Glencoe, the 

scene of a particularly powerful homecoming experience (see Chapter 8), which is no%k, placed oil 

the mantelpiece of her living room 'to look at as I pass by in my daily world here'. Even more than 

the internet or her photographs and books, this stone, embodying the substance of the old country, 

enables Brenda to be transported back to Scotland. 

First and foremost, I hold my red stone and close my eyes. I can go back in my heart and the 
feelings come to the forefront once again. My photo album is always on the coffee table for me 
to look through or share with anyone who will listen. My books continue to grow and surround 
me and are scattered around my home. I listen to Scottish music daily. I have many sayings 
and quotes on paper off the internet floating around regarding Scotland's history. My mantelpiece 
in the living room is like a shrine: my stone, the sheep's tooth [another found object], pence 
coins, pebbles, shells, maps, print outs on MacKinnon Clan history off the net, books ... On 
my computer desktop a picture of the MacKinnon castle, in my computer room more maps 
printed off the net, photos of Scotland I took, and endless [web site] bookmarks on Scotland. 

Such local practices, focused around the global networks of the intemet, remind us of the 

presence of 'the body at the keyboard'. However, we should also be cautious about accepting 

uncriticallY Donath's suggestion that this 'embodied self'is necessarily 'synonymous with identity' 

(1999: 29). We might, instead, question the efficacy of the body as the 'unifying anchor'of identity. 

Rather than rooted in the body, the identities described by Brenda and other informants seem to be 

routed elsewhere-in an ancestral homeland which, as we have seen, is largely imaginary. Thus, 

perhaps we should understand the use of these Scottish screensavers and web site print outs, these 

photographs, maps, genealogy charts and, especially, stones and sprigs of heather as attempts to 

re-embody identities which are felt to have become disembodied and to give substance to the 

virtual worlds on which they are based. 

At home with the virtual community 

Online genealogical research is not only a matter of viewing web sites and extracting information 

from databases: it is also about exchanging information with other researchers, particularly Via 

email. Some of the most important resources for online genealogists are therefore email discussion 

lists (also called mailing lists and newsgroups). In their survey of the 'landscape of cyberspace', 

Kollock and Smith provide a succinct summary of this popular form of computer-mediated group 

communication: 

Email is often used to go beyond a one-to-one interaction. In an email discussion list a message 
sent to a group address is then copied and sent to all the email addresses on a list. When people 
direct a series of messages and responses to the list. a group discussion can deýelop. As of 
1998, there are tens of rnillions of email users and thousands of public mailing lists in e\istei-ice- 
These lists are maintained for the discussion and distribution of information on thousands of 
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topics. This may be the most common form of group interaction on the Internet. and a number 
of lists contain thousands or tens of thousands of members. (1999: 5) 

Even within the field of genealogy there are many thousands of such lists: at the tirne of 

wnting, RootsWeb, for instance, claims to host some 24,902 genealogy discussion lists. The i-naj*oritN, 

of these are therned around specific surriames and specific regions, but also include more general 

genealogical research topics. Discussion lists are usually indexed and categorized by their host 

organisations together with paragraphs describing their foci and character., and including subscription 

instructions (subscription to such lists is free and is initiated by sending a 'subscribe' messa, -, c to a 

given email address). To follow is a small selection of Scottish genealogy lists hosted by RootsWeb 

with their respective descriptive paragraphs, including examples therned around particular counties, 

clans and surnames as well as more general interests: 

SCOTS- IN-CANADA. A mailing list for anyone with a genealogical, historical, or cultural 
interest in people of Scottish descent in Canada and their contributions to the birth and 
development of Canada that place the lives of our ancestors in perspective. 

SCOTLAND-GENWEB. A mailing list for anyone with an historical or genealogical interest 
in Scotland and its people; to participate in friendly discussions about almost anything that 
relates to that interest. This list will also address and discuss surname queries of individuals or 
families and research the history of the surname. 

GEN-TRIVIA- SCOTLAND. A mailing list for anyone with an interest in Scotland and the 
Scots through genealogy; to conduct friendly discussion about almost anything with a Scottish 
connection that relates to that interest, so that other Scottish genealogy mailing lists are not 
cluttered by such postings. Topics include Scottish history, folklore, humour, sayings, language 
& dialect, tales and songs, similarities and differences between areas of Scotland, and Scots 
communities and traditions world-wide. This list will NOT focus on surnames and family 
trees, but will seek to address the culture and lifestyle of our Scottish ancestors and their 
descendants. Often described as 'getting a feel for' a land and a way of life which may be 
thousands of miles away and which they may never see. 

SCOTLAND-CEMETERTES. A mailing list for anyone searching for their ancestors in 
cemeteries in Scotland or interested in preserving historical information about these cemeteries 
(including locating graves, decedents within the graves, cemeteries which have been indexed 
on the internet and in other written forms, and care of tombstones and the inscriptions thereon) 
and sharing information about them. 

SCT-TNVERNESS. A mailing list for anyone with a genealogical interest in the county of 
Inverness-shire, Scotland, United Kingdom. 

CLAN-MACKAY. A mailing list for anyone with a genealogical or historical interest in the 
Scottish Clan MacKay. Topics include searches for MacKay ancestors; discussions of Clan 
history, culture, food, language, tartans, coats of anns, and major events and battles that changed 
the course of the clan; current events such as the main Clan gathering, rebuilding of the Clan 
Castle, and museums; and notices of gatherings and meetings from the official regional and 
international Clan associations. 

MACPHERSON. A mailing list for the discussion and sharing of infort-nation regarding the 
Macpherson surname and variations in any place and at any time. 

Roots-tourists typically subscribe to a number of different email discussion lists. and. of course. 

these need not all be exclusively focused on their genealogical research-as noted iri Chapter 2. in 

the course of my fieldwork I subscribed to eleven lists including the pr ject's own 1 01 
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'Homecomings' list), the majority of which were more generally concerned with Scotland, its 
history and culture. 

Bound by the mutual interests of subscribers, senses of community often emerue among the 

otherwise dispersed members of discussion lists, and this has led to the discussion list and other 
similar forms of computer-mediated group interaction (e. g. 'usenet') becoming the focus of much 
academic research concerning the nature of online sociality. Considering the 'placeless'context of 
such interaction, much of this work has drawn heavily from Benedict Anderson's conceptual ization 

of the imagined community (199 1). Indeed, if Anderson was concerned with the technologies of 
print capitalism in forming national consciousness in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, it is 
tempting to suggest that the internet and, particularly, the email discussion list or newsgroup are 
the key technologies informing transnational and diasporan consciousness at the beginning of the 

twenty-first. Researching the use of Indian discussion lists by members of the Indian diaspora in 
North America and Western Europe, Mitra observes, 

The construct of the 'imagined' community becomes powerful in thinking of the communities 
being formed in the electronic forum. The electronic communities produced by the diasporic 
people are indeed imagined connections that are articulated over the medium of the fntemet, 
where the only tangible connection with the community is through the computer, a tool to 
image and imagine the group affiliation. (1997: 58) 

He adds, 'The "Imagination" that binds the members of the electronic group is the common memory 

of the same putative place of origin from which most of the posters came' and suggests that, since 

the Indian homeland is now inaccessible to the dispersed migrants, 'the Internet space is coopted 

to find the same companionship that was available in that original place of residence' (ibid.: 70). 

The virtual space thus comes to act as a surrogate for the physical place, or, as Mitra puts it, 'the 

loss of geographic proximity is the raison d'etre for the mobilization of the Internet space' (ibid.: 

71). 

Although Mitra does not consider those born in the diaspora, for whom the notion of an 'original 

home' is surely more complicated, a similar sense of 'commonality' is certainly evident in some 

Scottish discussion lists. This is sometimes articulated in terms of being 'at home' among the 

community of list members: at home, that is, among those who share the same lost home. Bill. a 

Californian subscriber to the Homecomings list, articulates these different notions of home in the 

following messages: 

All of us on this list are interested in our Scottish heritage, whether we were born there or are 
several generations removed. Some are interested in music, some in literature, others in history, 
etc. Ultimately though, I believe it is the land itself that draws us. There seems to be 'something' 
inbred that recognizes that particular spot on the globe as home. (Bill, 
homecomings(donelist. com, 08-Nov-99) 

This list seems to ser\ ea similar purpose as many clan societies. For those of who are just 
starting to discover their heritage it offers not just a starting point to 'Scottishness' (a highly 
individual thin,, anyNN ay), but a community in \N hich to find support and feel *at horne'. (Bill. 
lionlecomin L, s(a'one I ist. coin, -'7-'\Tay-99) 
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Horne here is both a physical entity, a native or ancestral place, and a community of kinsfolk: a 
family. But there is, on some lists, sometimes a self-consciousness attached to this latter assertion 

that betrays its insubstantial foundation. This is demonstrated in the following tý, pical discussion 

list exchange at scotland0,: onelist. com: 

Hi Folks. I've been meaning to join for a while, and here I am at last. We liý c in Inverriess. 
Scotland (great place to stay), married with 4 kids and at the last count we have 6 grandkids. 
Been retired for 8 years and seem to spend my life at the computer! I I'm lookirio forxN ard to 
seeing what goes on here on the Scotland List and putting in my 'Pennies Worth'. Aý\ ra Best, 
Eddie. (Eddie, Inverness, Scotland) 

Eddie, Welcome. This list is like a family. Little squabbles at times but when the time cornes to 
stand up for each other all voices are heard. I hope to learn much from you and other nati %c 
Scots joining as I have from the cur-rent members. Yours aye, Gary. (Gary. Massachusetts. 
USA) 

Welcome Eddie. I lurk most of the time. Do learn a lot. Enjoy yourself here. Libbi. (PS Kids 
are back in school! It's hot here (100+). Thank God for air conditioners. ) From San Antonio, 
Texas. (Libbi, Texas, USA) 

Hi Gary. Thanks for your welcome message. It'll be like coming home, all families have their 
squabbles but there is nothing like being the member of a strong family. who back up and look 
after each other. Eddie. (Eddie, Inverness, Scotland) (scotlandgonelist. com digest #319,15- 
Aug- 1999) 

One could unpack much in this, like any, seemingly banal 'conversation': the native Scot's 

elevation as someone to team from, the apparent need to identify 'where' the poster is speaking 

from (geographically, climatically, as a mother of schoolchildren, etc. ), the use of an innocuous 

strand to assert one's membership of a group that one does not normally contribute to, the use of 

Scots words such as 'aye' (always) to signal identity and demonstrate the possession of 'local 

knowledge', etc. However, the idea of a mutual ly- supportive community is, in this case, a fantasy 

and, though there was plenty of bickering on the list, there was little evidence for such 'standing 

together'. Indeed, after this welcoming exchange of bonhomie, Eddie never posted a message 

again. But the posters are not unaware of the fantastic nature of their interaction: the list is, after 

all, only like a family and, for Eddie, it will only be like coming home. Similarly, for Bill, the 

Homecomings list member quoted above, the discussion list seems only to serve a similar purpose 

to clan societies, and for the bereaved Texan woman whose guestbook message is quoted earlier in 

the chapter, the intemet is still only a substitute for the anticipated visit which she now believes to 

be impossible. My point is that each comment refers elsewhere, to a context outside the internet, to 

something somehow more real, substantial and unequivocal: 'homepage' invokes 'homeland'. 

Identity cues in text-based environments 

The equivocality of email discussion list communities is not surprising considering that its members' 

interactions occur primarily within text-based environments. Such environments lack the social 

context cues pro% ided by bodies. vocal intonation, gestures and so forth routinely used in 

understanding 'face-to-face' interaction (Hine 2000: 15). This 'po\ ert\ of signals' ts both aI imitation 
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and a resource, making certain kinds of interaction more difficult, but also enabling individuals to 
represent themselves online 'in ways quite different from their offline personae' (Kollock and 
Smith 1999: 9: Hine 2000: 15). Identity in email discussion lists is thus reduced to the level of 
'discursive performance', and the persuasiveness of each poster's performance largely determines 

the value placed upon their contributions to any discussion. As Donath explains, 

With Usenet [as with email discussion lists], there is no editorial board ensuring standards of Z71 

reliability, each posting comes direct from the writer. Thus, the writer's identity--in particular, 
claims of real world expertise or history of accurate online contributions-plays an important 
role in judging the veracity of an article. (1999: 30) 

Despite the poverty of textual identity cues relative to face-to-face interaction, on closer 
examination the average email discussion list message may be shown to contain a wealth of 
identifying inforination. In Goffman's tenns, this includes both information 'given'(1. e. intentionally 
presented) and information 'given off '(that which 'leaks through' unintenti ona II y) (Goffman 1959; 
H. Miller 1995). In addition to the main 'body' of a message, which may convey many identity 
cues in the poster's written 'voice', vocabulary and language patterns, much information is also 
provided in the 'header' automatically attached to the top of a message and in the 'signature'with 

which the poster 'signs off'. This may be illustrated with reference to the following sample message 
adapted from a typical posting to the SCT-TNVERNESS genealogy list: 

f. r- 

huader: Subject: Glenelg, Scotland 
Date: Mon, 20 Mar 2000 14: 08: 38 -0600 
From: John McRae <jmcrae@sympatico. ca> 
To: SCT-INVERNESS-L@rootsweb. com 

Body: I am lookin 
ig 

for information on Glenelg, Inverness, Scotland. My ggggrandparents 
were married January 25,1827 in Glenelg. They were Farquhar McRae and 
Elizabeth McLennan. Farquhar was also born there by my information. Can any 
one help me with some research, as I have hit a dead end, because I cannot find 
any information on these two people. 

Thank You 

Signature: John 

Saskatchewan, Canada 
Visit my genealogy pages at http: //www. freepages. sympatico. ca/-jmcrae/ 

The most straightforward form of identification in any discussion list message is the poster Is 

name and email address that appears in the 'From: ' field of the header. In the above example, the 

poster is thus identified as 'John McRae <jmcrae Citsympatico. ca>', which sug, -, ests (but on4, 

suggests) that the poster is male (forename), has Scottish ancestry on his paternal side (surname), 

and is posting from Canada (the '. ca' suffix of the poster's internet ser\ ice provider's domain 

name). In this case these observations are confinned in the body and signature of the message, but 

this is not always the case. Indeed, it is common for posters to use 'aliases' in their email addresses, 

a practice \\ hich often obscures ccrtain aspects of their identity (e. (-,. name and icnder) but re\ cals 

others (e. o. aspects of their personalities and regional affiliations). The following few examples Z7 - 
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are taken from postings to the Homecomings list: 

Beth Kerman <cruachanCq)xxxxxx. ca> 
Belinda <ceIticIadyCqjxxxxxx. com> 
Joyce <skyemcleod Ccvxxxxxx. com. au> 
Frank MacEowen <mac( ýývxxxxxxxom> 
Doreen Krava <nippythistIeCq)xxxxxx. com> 

These email aliases all connote 'Scottish'or 'Celtic' affiliations that may or may not be apparent in 
the names of those who use them (to the degree that their names are given at all ý--'Cruachan'. for 

example, is the 'war-cry' of the Clan Campbell and the name of a prominent mountain in Lorne. 

the area associated with Beth's Campbell ancestors; Joyce's paternal grandmother's family were 
McLeods from the Isle of Skye (the '. au' suffix in her email address suggests that she li% cs in 
Australia). 

In the signature of the sample SCT-INVERNESS message, the poster signs off using his 

forename and identifies where he is writing from. The name and place given concur with the 
information automatically added in the header (not only the in the name and email address, but 

also in the time relative to GMT: '-0600'). This demonstrates a 'transparency' in the poster's 
identity and inspires confidence in the reader that the poster is who he claims to be. In this example, 

the poster additionally includes the URL of his personal homepage which, judging from his invitation 

to the reader to visit, is devoted to his family history research. Readers who share ancestral 

connections with the Glenelg area might be especially interested in visiting the web site to find out 

whether they have any common ancestors. It is through such chance 'meetings' in the social spaces 

of discussion list communities that many genealogy 'dead ends' are overcome, and it is not unusual 
for distant relations ('internet cousins' as they are known) to become acquainted in this way- 
indeed, many go on to meet 'in the flesh' on mutual ancestor hunting trips to the old country. By 

including links to personal web sites in their signatures, posters invite other discussion list members 

to explore more intimate 'identity spaces' which may include photographs of themselves and their 

families, information about their interests and occupations, and so forth. 

Posters may also use their signatures to convey other identifying information: detailing academic, 

professional or clan affiliations, for example, or communicating personal philosophies through 

aphorisms and mottos; some list ancestral family names or places they are researching, others 

demonstrate their possession of local knowledge through the use of Gaelic and Scots phrases. 

Many signatures combine a number of such elements. The following examples are, again, all 

taken from the Homecomings discussion list: 

George Rose 
Researchirtzg, ROSE and CALDER from Pictou Co, NS. Canada; ROSE, WAMBOLT and 
HALIFAX from Halifax Co, NS. Canada; LANGLOIS. DOYLE, LANDR)'and PERTUS 
from Isle Madame, NS, Canada. 
Home Pag c http: /, \\, \\ \\. iprimus. ca-, -, crose 

[list q1'ancestral names being researched; invitation to visit ersonal web site 0pI 
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Steph Nelson 
Visit our home on the web at http: //ýýww. members. tripod-com/nelsonfarm 

[invitation to visit poster s' 'home on the web I 

Mac 
Frank Henderson MacEowen, MA 
Tigh na Fhoghanain, 3105 xxxxx Street, Boulder, CO 

[demonstration ofacademic 'authoriýv'; use of Gaelic in 'real world'home address-Tigh 
na Fhoghanain translates as 'House of the Thistle'] 

Yours aye, 
Dr Steve Sweeney-Tumer 
http: //www. dun-eideann. com 
daunder blythe-like oan the grun tak tent tae thocht tak tent tae soun 
[demonstration of academic authority; personal web site (dun-eideann = Gaelic J61- 
Edinburgh); Scots aphorism/local knowledge] 

Warin Blessings 
Becky 
Beathag Nic Donnachaidh (Rebecca, Daughter of the Children of Duncan) 
Garg'n Uair Dhuisgear (Fierce when Roused) 

[Gaelic version of name; clan affiliation; use of clan motto] 
0 Sarida 

xxxxxCa)celtexas. com 
Celtic roots run deep, 
Our branches spread afar, 
Our acorns are scattered 
Among the stars. 

[personal aphorism; Celtic diaspora in USAITe-vas] 

Patti Flynn Heimsness 
(Whose mind and body reside in Montana USA, but whose heart and soul are in Scotland) 
Searching for Matheson-Irvine-MacGillivray-MacLean-Ross-Watson connections. 

[articulation of diasporan identity; list of ancestral names being researched] 

From the header to the signature, identity cues are thus scattered throughout the email discussion 

list message (Donath 1999). But the discussion list not only provides an opportunity for the discursi\, e 

performance of identity, it also provides an opportunity for the contestation of such performances. 
As noted above, in Scotti sh- interest lists, an 'authentic' Scottish identity is often perfon-ned through 

the articulation of local or expert knowledges: for instance, in the display of a detailed understanding 

of Scottish history rather than one which merely reflects the hackneyed myths, or in the 'correct' 

use of Scots or Gaelic language. Since Scottish discussion lists are open to both homeland and 

diaspora Scots, these tend to be the lines across which most contests over authentic ity/authoritý, 

are fought. Most diasporan subscribers simply defer to those living in Scotland or to those who 

were raised in Scotland who subscquently emigrated, the assumption being that native Scots %N III 

necessarily be expert in their own history and culture. Occasionally. however. this implicit rule 

regarding the ri,, ht to arbitrate over authenticity is challenged and the question arises, as to it'hosc 

culture it is anyway. 
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Signatures and squabbles: scotlandCa)onelist. com 

ONELIST: Where real people with real interests get connected. 

Promotional slogan, Onelist email discussion list ho, -, t 

In July 1999 a squabble flared up on the now defunct scotland6ct.,, onelist. com, partly conceming the 

representation of Scottish culture online and partly concerning the use of Gaelic in posters' 

signatures. The apparent pettiness of the exchange is worthy of elaboration because it not only 
demonstrates this contest over cultural ownership, but also provides further insight into the uses of 
language to articulate identity in a textual environment. As in other English-medium Scottish- 

interest discussion lists, posters often use Gaelic phrases in their signatures, sometimes pro\ iding 
English translations, but usually not. The list's owner, Arthur, for example, sigiis off with 'Latha 

math an-drasda'; Linda, a co-moderator, with 'Saor Alba; Libbi with 'Beannach leibh. Mar sin 
leat. Blessings with you. 'Til next time'; Robert provides both English and Gaelic spellinp of his 

name (i. e. Robert McKay/Raibeart MacAoidh), and so forth. It should be remembered that few, if 

any, of the list subscribers are actually Gaelic speakers and, in this context, Gaelic is thus employed 

as a purely symbolic resource (variously betokening authenticity, difference, exoticism, survival, 

minority status, etc. ). 4 

The scotland@onelist. com dispute arose when Linda, a native Scot living in Scotland, sent a 

rather terse reply to an American poster who had seemingly fallen foul of the forum's netiquette 

(the '>' icon signifies quotation from a previous message): 

> Alba is toigh learn; torman nan sruth, ceol nam plob. 
> Ian a' chait beag 

Another thing you should realise is that Scotland has two native languages other than English 
and as a proud lallander I haven't a scooby what you are gibberin oan aboot here. We stoaped 
takin Gealic seevin hunner year ago. (scotland@onelist. com, digest #262,22-Jul-99) 

Ironically, of course, Linda uses a Gaelic phrase in her own signature, 'Saor Alba('Free Scotland'), 

and this is not lost on Ian in his reply: 

I seem to see the occasional 'Saor Alba', Tatha math an-drAsda', 'Beannach leibh. Mar sin 
leat', and 'slainte' used by others on this list. Hence I thought it was accepted to use a little 
Gaelic with the signature, as a kind of tribute to the country we all love? 

Alba is toigh learn; ton-nan nan sruth, ceol narn piob. 
Ian a' chait beag (scotland@onelist. com, digest #27-2,24-Jul-99) 

A discussion regarding the appropriate use of Gaelic in poster's signatures took place on the SCT- 
INVERNESS list in March 2000. Responding to an Australian poster's comment that 'It's very frustrating 

secing, these frag-ments [of Gaelic] and not knowing what the heck they're sayim-, ", a Scottish-bornAmcrican 

respondent xvrote: 'Never mind laddie neither do a lot of [the posters that use them], aside from one or two 
words. But knowing what they mean and hoxv they translate is of little worry. The whole point of the exercise 
is that all of these people, from all over the world ha-ve the one or vvvo ývordics. They may be inappropriate 
for the way or situation in which the--,, are used, but what each vvee word means, is that for all the beltings \vc 
took in school, or on the streets of the southern towns, all the insults, all the burniii(gs. the shootings. the 
starvings. et al., all of the other genocide they attempted on us, THEY FAILFD they tailed miscrabl-v here 

\vc are. some Dude in California signs off with -100,000 , velcomes". and [an]other from Nova Scotia with 
--come back again", another in Sydnc\ \vith some other phrase that is out of context, used in the ý\ rong way 



Linda, keen to clarify her objection, agreed that there was nothing wrong with such tributes 

but watch 

> Alba is toigh leam; ton-nan nan sruth., ceol nam piob. 

This is a sentence 

Ian a' chait beag 

This is a signature (ibid. ) 

Meanwhile Robert/Raibeart, posting ftom California, unconstrained by purist concerns regarding 
the distinct cultures reflected in the languages of his message, chipped in with some rather dubious 
Scots: 

Ah dinna see a problem wC usin' a bit o' Gaelic here an' there, onle mair than I see a problem 
wi'usin'a bit o'Scots, or even English <vbg>. Shoot, mah signature's got mah name in baith 
English an'Gaelic - nae because Ah'm tryin'tae offend or mak some point, but because Ah'm 
unco proud o' mah heritage. (ibid. ) 

Another poster simply asked that, 

For those of us who are not Gaelic speakers, perhaps it would be thoughtful to include the 
translation, so we can be included. (And team). (scotland(ýýonelistxotn, digest #273,24-Jul- 
99) 

And another 

whats all this gaelic mean anyway? i (brushing up on my non txcistant history knowledge 
blush) i don't know about it at all. (scotland@onelist-com, digest #275,25-Jul-99) 

Goaded by Linda's attitude, Ian then accused the list owners of having double standards: 

I fail to see your point. I always use that sentence as part of my signature, yet you seem to be 
saying that it is NOT a part of my signature. Why? What is the difference between this and, for 
instance, the 'Latha math an-drdsda'which Arthur uses, or the 'Beannach leibh. Mar sin leat', 
which (I think) Druid Princess uses? Are you saying that it is forbidden to use more than a 
certain amount of Gaelic, or that only the list owners should be allowed to use any Gaelic in 
their messages? I don't understand it. 

Alba is toigh team; torman nan sruth, ceol nam piob. 
Ian a' chait beag (ibid. ) 

At this point Linda announced to Ian that she was not prepared to pursue the discussion 'on list' 

any further. 

I will no longer reply to you on this thread on this list, you obviously have some sort of 
problem with me so take it off the list and write to me personally. I come here Nvith the best of 
intentions and I try to help or amuse or educate or what ever, you have not taken me that %vaý'. 
Frankly that is your loss but I kk'ant to make it clear to all that the comments I ha% e made are 
subjective, I have no problem with the use Gaelic. urdu, sNvis, liindi, or am, other language in 
signatures, providing its clear that it is a sionature. (scotland(a oiielist. com, digest 4-278,25- 

11 Jul-99) 

or such. What these odd phrases mean is that in some small place far off on a distant shore a Piece Of OUr 
cLiltL, I-e lives on'(Davc. SCT-IN\'FR, 'ýESS-L(c-i'rootsN-, ý-eb. com, 16-Mar-00). Note the Invocation of the 'exile 
111"'th, which portrav" Scots emiggants Lis the survivors of a genocide-a theme that I , hall c\plorc in Chapter 
9. . Regarding the politics of Gaelic language Lise within Scotland see Macdonald 1997b and Withcrs 1984. L- -- 
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And it was left to Ian to address the list as a whole, first with a demonstration of his -expert' 
knowledge of languages, thus challenging the implicit assumption that Linda, as the voice of 

authentic Scotland, spoke with more authority: 

I am very interested in languages. What can I say? I had no idea that it would be considered 
offensive to use Gaelic in my signature on a Scottish e-mail list. You learn something new 
every day. ... 
Unfortunately, a certain phrase in language X may not translate to language Y. 'Is tolgh learn, 
is hard to translate into English. It would be easier to translate into German. The Gennan 
expression 'es gefdllt mir' means more or less the same thing. 'Is totgh team Alba' would 
therefore be 'Schottland gefdllt mir'. It is usually translated into English as 'like', but to say ,I 
like it' completely reverses the action in the phrase. In Gaelic it is not 'F ývho docs something 
(in this case like) to something, but it is something that does something to me. A better translation 
would therefore be 'pleases me' but that doesn't really capture it either. I think \ve'l I haý e to 
settle for 'is pleasing to me'. The short, and apparently objectionable, phrase I use in my 
signature can thus be translated like this. 

Is tolgh team Alba; torman nan sruth, ceol narn piob. 

Scotland (it) is pleasing to me; the murmur of the streams, the music of the pipes. 

The phrase 'fan a' chait beag' means 'Ian of the small cat'. Since my surname means 'little cat' 
I thought this was fitting. (scotland@onelist. com, digest #276,25-Jul-99) 

And then, in a long tirade, to explain why he had decided to resign from the list which he now 

considered a 'forum for bigotry'. A number of other list subscribers took offence at this accusation 

and wished Ian good riddance. 

In parallel with this 'discussion, another had been developing regarding the nature of clanship 
in which native Scottish subscribers had expressed their exasperation at the 'tartan tomfoolery' 

that they felt masqueraded as Scottish culture on the internet. 

I can honestly say I have never read so much crap about clan[s] since I came on line, and all of 
it comes from across the pond. I recently disillusioned a poor soul that there was no such clan 
as the clan Hamilton. He insisted there was, but I live 5/6 miles from Hamilton and I can 
bloody well assure you there is no such clan as Hamilton. It may exist as part of the Douglas 
Clan but Clan Hamilton only exists in the mind of Americans. (scotland@onelist. com, digest 
#262,22-Jul-99) 

The strand continued in a similar vein, with contributions from both sides of the Atlantic, culminating 

in a lengthy and elaborate message ftom Robert, 'in explanation and defence'. A few excerpts 

convey the gist of his argument: 

It seems, lately, that some participants have begun expressing a view that Scotland is for native 
Scots only, and all the rest should keep their noses out. There ha\-e been some statements 
derogatory of Americans who are interested in things Scottish - not because they're Americans, 
but because they're interested in things Scottish. Americans have been accused (I can think of 
no more accurate term) of having essentially 'invented' the current view of clans and tartans 
and kilts and all that. ... 
We [Scott 1 sh- Americans] want more than just a Scottish name - %\ e %ý ant something %% e can 
point to and say, 'This is \\-here my ancestors came from'. It's not cooking (I doubt that most 

, \mericans of Scotlish descent could prepare peculiarlN Scottish food if their lives depended 

on it, \\ c cat hamburgcrs and apple pic like the rest). It's not appear-. mce (we took just likc any 
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other 'average white folks'). It's not ethnic enclaves ([as far as I know] there's neN er been a 
Scottish neighborhood along the lines of LA's Koreatown or Boston's Irish districts). What we 
Scottish Americans look to is something less tangible. 

We look to our ancestry, and to the language(s) of those ancestors, and to the clothes they 
wore. ... 
And from there I turn to Scotland, and my Scottish heritage, and this mailing list, hoping that 
here I'll be accepted as someone who isn't from Scotland, and doesn't know e\ erytIlIng there 
is to know about Scotland, but who is genuinely interested in that part of mý, ancestrx - and 
hoping that I'll be encouraged in that. And it seems that there are those %vho reject me, not 
because I'm an American of Scottish descent, but because I want to 'get into' that Scottish 
heritage. 

... 
Well, I'm here, and I plan to stay. And I continue to be proud of where I came from. I plan to 
continue my efforts to learn Scots, and perhaps someday when I have the time and undivided 
attention it deserves to learn Gaelic as well. I plan to someday, if I can ever afford it, own a kilt 
and wear it when appropriate. I do not plan to toss all my Scottishness in the drink, abandon 
my clan and forget my tartan and reject my ancestors' tongue(s), just because some think %vc 
Americans are paying too much attention to Scotland. (scottandccý, onelistxom, digest #275, 
25-Jul-99) 

Back came the response from the homeland, this time apologetic and accepting of the diaspora's 

right to be 'interested' in Scottish culture. But, even here, the matter of ownership of cultural 

property is spelled out with condescension. 

I may point out that a lot of the culture you are being fed is too romantic and express that it 
does not reflect the Scotland I live in, but that is an opinion of circumstance and does not 
reflect any sort of opinion I may have about you or your desire to learn about our culture. 
Frankly I am tickled by your interest. (scotland@onelist. com, digest #278,25-Jul-99; emphasis 
added) 

Within the discursive spaces of the email discussion list, identities are thus being contested in 

novel and unique ways. The discussion list is evidently not merely an arena for the playing out of 
desires and fantasies, where individuals may perform whatever identities they choose, or lay claim 

to national histories and cultures without meeting checks and resistances. As with other kinds of 

communities, such resistances are grounded in group politics and dynamics. What is particularly 

significant in this context, however, is the way in which this politics straddles the online/offline 
boundary, and the online authority of the respective posters is itself grounded in their physical 

proximity to the homeland (whether through birth, dwelling, 'non-touristic' travel or academic 

research). Identity in the discussion list is therefore not so much performed as negotiated in the 

ongoing conversation of the virtual community. Indeed, it is this dialogic and democratic quality 

of online discourse that sets the internet apart from the more 'bureaucratized' spaces of the 

established/Established media (print, television, etc. ) andjustifies our considering it a key facilitator 

in the imagining of new, specifically traiisnational, communities. 

The discussion list does not, of course, replace other mediated and unmedlated Identity spaces. 

but the experience of this particularly equivocal environment---, one in which the constructedness 

of identity is manifestly apparent---may have an influence on individuals' confidence in these 

other supposedly more concrete contexts. The 'place ballets'of indi viduals' ne, -, o t iat ions of identiti, 
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are thus rarely elegantly choreographed movements and more often involve faltering steps bem'een 

online pillars and offline posts in the search for home. Manon, another Californian membei- of the 
f lornecomings list, describes the quandary as follows: 

The homeland where everyone 'belongs' is now the Internet space where people have comi-noii 
goals and interests, and frequently help each other in their search for information. It coexists 
with ourcurrent space of residence, to which we also belong. It also coexists with our'lma, 21ned' 
or (in the case of native Scots) 'remembered' spaces of residence, the 'national homeland'. 

Those of us who join discussion lists and research groups should, and probably do realize that 
the 'underpinnings'of this 'virtual community'are fragile and potentially fleeting. The iniddle- 
aged spinster one corresponds with could actually be a 20 year old male truck dri\ ci-. With this 
understanding safely tucked away for future reference, we enjoy the benefits of the community, 
taking everyone at 'face value' until something indicates otherwise. 

So what is it that creates this strong sense of 'Homeland' in a place I have only visited txý ice'? 
The sense of belonging to Scotland is stronger than the sense of belonging to the 'virtual 
community', though not as vivid as the ties to my physical community here in San Diego. I 
migrated to California in 1975 after living 30 years on the opposite coast of the US in New 
Jersey. Do I have any sense of 'homeland' in thinking about New Jersey? Not one shred. 
(Marion, homecomingsCa)onelist. com, 24-Jun-99) 

Whilst Janet, from Victoria, Australia, recognizes that even the 'underpinnings' of this Scott-ish 
homeland are unsound: 

I wonder if the 'idea' of Scotland, especially the Highlands, is itself a sort of Virtual Reality, 
and has been for much longer than the Internet has been around. It seems to have been so for 
the Victorian English, from whom the current stereotype of Scotland seems to have been derived. 
(Janet, homecomings@onelist. com, 26-Jun-99) 

It appears, though, that the 'actual' reality of the homeland is able to transcend the ideas from 

which it seems to be constructed, and, in a later post, after having visited her McLeod homeland in 
the Western Isles, Janet explains to the list, 

I am still reflecting on what it meant. I know one thing has happened very definitely, and that 
is now I have had a 'hit' of the real thing, I have much less need of the Virtual Reality. (Janet, 
homecomings@onelist. com, 06-Sept-99) 

rirtual homelands 

Benedikt refers to cyberspace as both the etherealization of the world we live in, 'the real world of 

people and things and places', and the concretization of the world we dream and think in, 'the 

world of abstractions, memory and knowledge' (cited in Fernback 1999: 218). Nowhere is this 

play of homeland and homepao e, substance and insubstance, 'real thing' and ',,, irtual reality' more 

evident than in the personal web sites created by genealogists and roots-tourists. As the titles of 

genealogy guidebooks such as Web Publiyhingfor Genealo.,, )-i, (Christian 1999) and Publishing 

Kour Fatni4v Histoi-i, on the Intcrnet (Wilson 1999) attest, the internet has become a popular mediurn 

for indi\'iduals to disseminate their family histories. Evinced in this autobiographical practice is 

the desire to wea\, e together disparate strands- of research and present the *prehistor% ' of the self as 

a coherent narrati\ e. The intangibilities of a genetic inheritance are thus made concrete in texts 

detailing the names and dates of ancestors and in old family photographs (often pi-esented in the 
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Figure 5.2: The faces of ancestors gaze out from genealogists' homepagcs. 

igure 5. ))); virtual space as if pasted into scrap books or hanging upon walls (FI whilst the more 

tangible places with which ancestors were associated are photographed, digitized and uploaded, 

so becoming part of the ethereal world of the electronic mediascape. 

Personal genealogy web sites vary a great deal in style and content: some include inerely 

skeletal lists of names, dates and places, others feature detailed narrative histories with old family 

album photographs, images of ancestral places, and transcriptions of wills and other certificates. 

Often, at these more detailed sites, along with the family history narrative is the narrative of the 

researcher's own genealogical quest. Such quest narratives include accounts of joumeys to the 

ancestral homeland. These are mostly written up after the event from notes and journals kept 

during the homecoming, although I did meet one Californian roots-tourist who was exploiting the 

medium more fully by uploading dailyjournal. entnes and digital photographs to a Scottish heritage 

web site he managed so that clansfolk in the USA could follow his joumey as it unfolded. 

Considering the open-ended nature of the genealogical research process, in which the narrative 

of the family is perpetually evolving (both backwards in time with ever-y new discovery and forwards 

with new births, marriages, deaths and reunions), it is particularly well-suited to being told via the 

medium of the intemet. Many researcher/designers thus proclaim that their sites are 'works in 

progress', with labels and links announcing the addition of new features and details of the latest 

6 updates'. An interesting example of such a site 'under construction'ts that of Sharon, the informant 

from New South Wales whose office I discussed in an earlier section of this chapter. The homepage 

of Sharon Is site is entitled 'Birse, Aberdeenshire' after the name of the parish to which she has 

, 
hteenth -century Glass, Gordon, Coutts and McKondach ancestors traced her eiv 

(www. geocities. com/sharemslie/iiidex. html). The page includes several components: an introductory 

statement of objectives, a photograph showing a general view looking towards Auchabrack and 

the Forest of Birse (the area with which Sharon feels most strongly connected and in which most 

i ive excerpt from Sharon'siourrial of her 1999 visi of her Birse ancestors lived), a short descripti I it to 

IhIn the Forest of Birse, a site contents list (m, "t I ks to other pages in the site), a page-view counter 
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and a note of the date the site was created. In her introductory statement, Sharon explains that the 
site is not yet completed and, Indeed, not all the pages listed In her contents section are yet online. 
The contents list does, however, provide an indication of what Sharon's 'completed' site Ný III 
include ('live' links are underlined): 

Impressions of Birse 

Old Parochial Registers 
Miscellaneous baptisms from 1758 - 1819 

Marriages 1782 - 1799 
Baptisms - Beginning of Register - 1779 

Birth Certificates 
1858 1867 1869 

Marriage Certificates 
1862 1867 

Death Certificates 
1855 

1856 1857 1858 1859 1860 1861 1862 1863 1864 1865 
1866 1867 1868 1869 1870 1871 1872 1873 1874 1875 

1881 1891 

Monumental Inscriptions 
Birse Kirkyard 

Various Census 

Miscellaneous Information 
Statistical Accounts' 

1797 List of Fencible Men 
Valuation Rolls 
Scottish Wills' 

My Ain Folk 

Birse Connections 
"Brick Walls" 

By including complete transcriptions of old parochial registers and statutory records (births, 

baptisms, marriages, deaths, censuses, etc. ) that are not directly related to her own ancestors, 
Sharon provides much information that will be of interest to other researchers with Birse connections. 
Indeed, in the introductory statement on her homepage, Sharon explains that the web site is not 

only concerned with her own family history, but also with the wider historical community of 

which her ancestors were a part: 

Branches from the various families of Birse have spread themselves far and wide to other 
places, other lives and other times. I would hope that the information on this site can help those 
researching the area to develop a greater knowledge (and understanding) of the place our folk 
left behind. 

5 Fxternal link to digitized copies of the 'Old'(1 791-99) and 'New'(1 834-45) Statistical Accounts of Scotland 
(detailed parish-by-parish reports concerning agriculture, population, antiquities. etc. ) liosted b) EDI\, A 
(Edinburgh Data and Information Access) at http-' edina. ac. uk/StatAcc'. 
6Fxternal link to database of digitized Scottishwills (1500-1875) hosted by SCAN' (Scottish, \rchiveNetwork) 
at littp: /, scottishdocurnents. com. 
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Sharon intends to elaborate her own particular genealogy Nvithin the 'My Ain Folk' section of 

the site, but, as she explained to me in an email, one of the reasons she has not compicted this 

section is that she is not sure hoit, to write it: 'I know I don't want to put up just a familý, tree- 

names and dates--I want to make it more personal, but how? Do I speculate online like I do In rný, 
head? '. It appears that the story Sharon feels more inclined to tell is not about her ancestorspet- se, 

so much as her own sense of connection to those ancestors and, particularly, her sense of connection 

to the Forest of Birse where they had lived. Thus, while the 'My Ain Folk'section remains unfinished, 

the 'Impressions of Birse' link is both live and features prominently at the top of the contents list. 

By clicking on this link, the visitor is taken to a page in which Sharon describes her homecoming 

to Birse in 1999. She introduces her account as follows: 

In 1999,1 made my first trip to Birse to see the land of my ancestors. I had scoured the Parish 
Registers for information pertaining to my various families of Glass, Coutts, McCondach and 
Emslie. I had searched each of the censusfes] to see who was living where and with whom. I 
knew the names of the crofts and in most cases I knew who lived in them-but nothing prepared 
me for what I saw on that first trip... 

Sharon then continues with a moving account of some of her experiences, notably her discovery of 

'Auchabrack', the croft house in which her Glass ancestors once resided: 

Auchabrack was deserted, the windows were boarded up and parts were in ruins. The ruins 
looked as though they may have originally been two more houses attached to the main building, 
after all three families are recorded as living here in the 1891 census. A step through that door 
was a step into another world, a world filled with ghosts of past generations, each whispering 
not quite loud enough to hear, whispering stories of their lives in a time gone past. The kitchen 
was small; a table stood in the middle of the room still surrounded by chairs. There was a sink 
to one side and a fireplace at the back where the sway still stood firm awaiting the return of the 
black kettle and the crackle of the open fire. Another room at the opposite side of the hall, and 
between a staircase ascending to the upstairs bedrooms, a staircase now weak with time and 
certainly not safe to walk on. 

As I walked around, I touched the walls and the doors ... I walked through doorways, the same 
doorways they walked through and I looked out on the same hills that they would have seen- 
I was living their past in my present. 

The account concludes with an excerpt from a self-penned poem: 

And home embraced this restless soul 
And now held close there, whispered in softest voice 
Of'lives in crofts and hills and glens 

Sharon explained to me that, in fact, the genealogical content of the site was really just 'the 

bait', and her main objective was to 'catch fish'-that is, to find others who m1uht share her 

deeply-felt sense of connection with Birse. Sharon further explained, 

The present folk of Birse, well the ones I have made contact xvith, don't understand this need 
to be a part of the area. I seem to have a gap in rny life, I am born in Australia yet I do not feel 
Australian. I can find no connection to this countryIhis land-yet Australians accept me as 
one of them. I feel a\ ery strong connection to Scotland, and Birse in particular. yet I am not 
seen as a 'Birseite'... thev see rne as an Australian: I li\ e here, I talk like one-N et inside I t'cel 
like I beloiw there. 

So the genealogical data is the \\on-n ... people always \\ant informatIon for frce. [ ... 
] The 
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majority of people will only want names and places and when you provide this sornetimes you 
don't even get a thank you in return. Part of the deal I suspect ... hol)qffilll, alon,, u the it-a. v thei-e 
vt, ill be someone to share thisfieeling ii, ith ... hence the 'Impressions' part of it. (ellipses in 
original except in brackets; emphasis added) 

Rather than simply providing a medium for the 'publication' of family histories or a venue for 

the exchange of genealogical information, it appears therefore that the personal genealogy xveb 

site has, in some cases, a more profound function. The photograph Sharon chooses to represent 
Birse on her homepage is of an empty landscape with a lonely road, louring clouds and heather- 

covered hills rising in the distance (Figure 5.3). We are left in no doubt that this, Sharon's homeland. 

is the land 'our folks left behind', abandoned by all but the 'ghosts of past generations', where 

even the wind 'whispers of days gone by'. And yet here in the ethereal realin of the internet, in 
transcriptions of valuation rolls, censuses and parish registers, surely those ghosts are enumerated 

and given back their names and dates and residences. Thus Sharon repopulates the Forest of Birse 

with its past generations, reconstructing the intricate relationships of its communities (the Cattanachs 

and the Gillespies, the Couttses and the Glasses), and, in a way, inscribes herself into their company. 
The Forest of Birse-etherealized, concretized-becomes Sharon's own place, the place she calls 
home. Throughout its 'homepages', hyperlinked to her email address, are repeated the words 'contact 

me': poignant invitations to the countless lost children of those families who 'have spread themselves 

far and wide to other places, other lives and other times' to join her there. 

index 
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Figure 5.3: An etherealized homeland 

The ghosts of Birse's past generations are also gathered in a section of Sharon's web site 

entitled 'Birse Kirkyard'. Under a photograph of the parish church, Sharon provides images and 

transcriptions of the graves of Forest of Birse families. Such 'virtual cemeteries' are actually quite L- IIII 

17, y internet service prov common features of personal genealogy sites. The genealog, ider, 
I clý 

Genealogy. corn, has, for instance, devised a 'Virtual Cemetery Project'. described both as 'an 

invaluable source of genealogical infonnation' and 'an electronic memorial to our ancestors' 

(Nk, NN Nv- 2eliealogy. coi-n/vceiii_Nk, elcolne. liti-nl)- Visitors to the 'Virtual Cemetery'are encouraged to 
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participate in the project by uploading images and transcriptions of their own ancestors' graves to 

its expanding and searchable database. If the monument or memorial may be understood as the 

concretization of the memory of the dead, then, at such virtual cemeteries, these material 

manifestations are again etherealized. Passing back and forth between substantial and insubstantial 

realms, memory becomes revivified and, indeed, in remembrance, the ancestors are in sorne sense 

brought back to life. 
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'Birse Kirkyard' on Sharon's web 
Site. 
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One final example of this fascinating play of substance and insubstance on- and offline may be 

found at a personal web site entitled 'Soraidh ah-Deireachd-A Last Farewell'(www. geocltles. com/ 

Paris/2350/index. htmi). This site is constructed as a virtual memorial to its author's late wife, also 

named Sharon/Siaron: 

She has no grave, but she lives on in the memory of myself, our children and our friends. I 

swore on a knife to honour her memoryfiad'rý mo 1ý-all my days; our custom. With this 
small memorial I am honouring my promise. 

In commemorating the life of his wife, the author-a Gaelic-speaking Canadian originally from 

the Hebridean island of Rum-also commemorates their common Scottish heritage. Thus, as well 

as photographs of his wife, a few biographical details and a poem which recalls their love, the site 

also contains images of Jacobite clan chiefs, accounts of 'Bonnie Prince Charlie'and the 'Year of 

the War against England, 1745-1746, and a link to the web site of Sabhal M6r Ostaig, the Gaelic- 

medium college on Skye. 

Prominent on the site's hornepage is a page-view counter positioned adjacent to the sentence I- 
fragment, 'people have travelled this road so far'. When I viewed the site in March 2000, the 

counter had recorded 24,357 lilts and thus the complete sentence read: '24,357 people have travelled 

this road so far'. An explanation is provided thus: 

irn to Mcm I ize It is our custom in the Highlands to build a small rock pile called a ca' or*al* 

scomeone special, alNvays beside a path, so that passing strangers can add a rock, and indeed all 
Highlanders add a rock to any cairn they pass, so the memorial becomes permanent. Because 
I am far from home and the custorn of building a cairn and passers-by adding to it IS L111known I-- 

(, Ii, k - lh, I hu. h... l I., - -1mg, d ph,, W) 
C I. A on (hý 11.6.1 U. - W U,, W lbý 
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here, I saw no point in building one. Instead, my Nvife's [web]page is her cairn and the numbers 
added to the counter are the rocks placed by the people who pass by. When I go home to 
Scotland I will build a cairn for her. If I cannot, my children will. 

It appears that husband and wife shared a distant ancestor, a Jacobite survivor of the Battle of 
Culloden. Perhaps not unexpectedly, the account provided of the '45 Rebellion and Culloden 

perpetuates the familiar myth that this was a war between England and Scotland, and that to be a 
'Gael' is to have survived a genocide and to live in exile. 

One of the men who fought for Bonnie Prince Charlie at Culloden and escaped was our (, Yreat 
x8 grandfather. Had he not managed to survive, neither of us would ever have been born. Our 
very lives were due to a musket ball that missed; a sword cut that didn't go too deep, a ditch 
that bid our fleeing ancestor while the death squads of King George III cantered by, looking for 
fugitives to kill. A blessing on our ancestor, a curse on the English murderers. Z: ý 

Such pronouncements are interspersed with recollections of days passed at the couple's lakeside 

hide-away in British Columbia and with moving accounts of their life together. Hyperlinks in 
these texts lead to verses of favourite Gaelic songs or photographs of favourite places. The final 

section, however, is perhaps the most intriguing in the present context. This is devoted to An t- 

Eilean Sgitheanach, the Island of Skye (though it is not referred to by its Anglicized narne within 

this particular section). For the author, the island is equated with the 'Gaelic Paradise', Tb- nan 6g: 

An t-Eilean Sgitheanach means The Isle of Wings, because the clouds stream from the peaks 
of the Cuillins. Set amid the jewelled Hebridean isles, homeland of our ancestors, Siaron and 
I planned to live here when we retired. 

In our culture, we do not go to Heaven or Hell; we go to Tir nan Og, Land of Youth, the blessed 
Isles of the West. The Hebrides lie to the west, so for us they were Tir nan 6g. 

Clicking on 'An t-Eilean Sgitheanach' in the text leads one to a postcard-like image of Skye, 

complete with sea loch, mist and towering Cuillin hills (Figure 5.5). 

Skye 21 E9 

p. i ýv,, P a, -7,50 k%. - 

Aip t-Eilean Sgit; jat)ac1) 
The Isle of Skye 

Click to rettim. 

FIgUrc 5.5: Tir lian Oý,, ---a virtual rcality" 
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The couple had evidently imagined what life would be like in such an idyll: they would find a 

cottage, 'in a sheltered bay, with a good view, a sweet well close by', where they would sit outside 

enjoying a dram, until, 'as the half-dark took over the bay', they 'would retreat to the peat flames 

to dream and muse before smooring the fire and climbing into bed'. 

Siaron was strangely comforted by the idea and we spent many of our last days together planning 
our cottage and its furnishings for our stay in Eternity. She swore we would never speak English 
again; only the lovely ccýnahi a'Phýrrais, - teanga ar sinnsear-language of Paradise, tongue 
of our forefathers-GiiAlig. 

After quoting a verse from Psalm 23 in both Gaelic and English, the page closes with a Gaelic 

proverb: 

The three most beautiful phrases in the world: 
Mo bheanjhein - my own wife 
mo chitidsejhein - my own goods, and... 
rachamaid dachaidh - let's go home. 

My objective in citing this final example is not to labour a point that is self-evident, that its 

representation of the Scottish Highlands and Islands, severed of all modernity, is a fantasy, but 

rather to highlight the way in which the fantasy is projected onto a 'real' landscape. The web 

author's dreams have substance in Skye (there is the photograph to prove it), but Skye itself becomes 

the ethereal, timeless dream of Tir nan 6g. The play of substance/insubstance, homeland/homepage, 

is also manifest eloquently in the metaphor of the caim/counter, such that, in visiting the site 

whilst researching this chapter, I have added a stone or two to that already considerable monument, 

and, somehow, in the most ephemeral of media, have contributed to its permanence. 
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6-CLANLANDS 

Stepping through the door of Latheron's old parish church, gifted to the Clan Gunn Society in 
1974, its museum since 1985, one is confronted by a somewhat moth-eaten, but still impressiVe, 

stag's head hunting trophy. Below it, placed in front of a length of Gunn tartan, a board on which 
is printed two quotes. The first is taken from William Morris's introduction to his 1888 translation 

of the Norse VoIsunga Saga: 

It would seem fitting for a Northern folk, deriving the greater and better part of their speech, 
laws and customs from a Northern root, that the North should be to them, if not a holy land, yet 
at least a place more to be regarded than any part of the world beside, that howsoever their 
knowledge widened of other men, the faith and deeds of their forefathers would never lack 
interest for them, but would always be kept in remembrance. 

The second is credited to one Alexander Makay, although I have seen it elsewhere cited merely as 

a Gaelic proverb, author unknown: 

Leanaibh gu dlu ri diii na'r Sinnsir (Closely follow your ancestors' fame)' 

Not only does the juxtaposition of these texts reflect the 'Nordo-Celtic' heritage of the Gunns and 

many other Highland clans, it also articulates powerfully the twin ideologies of Highland clanship 

as it is popularly understood today: that the fame of the forefathers and the fame of the land are as 

one. 

The Gaelic word clann literally translates as 'children', 'offspring' or 'descendants' (M. 

MacLennan 1979: 86), but clanship does not only evoke a sense of belonging to an extended 
family with a common ancestor (a people 'of one blood'), it also implies a marriage between that 

common blood and the territory it has historically occupied. The 'golden age'of Highland clanship 

is generally bracketed between c. 1500 and 1746 (ending abruptly, so the myth goes, on the battlefield 

of Culloden). In fact the system was already well in decline by the end of the seventeenth century 

and we should therefore treat with caution Samuel Johnson's account of the 1770s in which he 

portrays clanship as an archaic, tribal survival: 

The inhabitants of mountains form distinct races, and are careful to preserve their genealogies. 
Men in a small district necessarily mingle blood by intermarnages, and combine at last into 
one family, with a common interest in the honour and disgrace of every individual. Then 
begins that union of affections, and co-operation of endeavours, that constitute a clan. They 
who consider themselves as ennobled by their family, will think highly of their progenitors, 
and they who through successive generations live always together in the same place. will 
preserve local stones and hereditary prejudices. Thus every Highlander can talk of his ancestors, 
and recount the outrages which they suffered from the wicked inhabitants of the next valley. 
(R. \A". Chapman 1924: 42) 

I The same proverb is quoted elscý, vhcrc as Lean gli d1tith i-i c1hi do shinnst-e (Nckvton '-()()0: 112), and is 
translated more 'poetically' as 'Follow closely the fame of your fathers' (Badenoch Centennial Committee 
1967). 
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Such a view of territorial stability and close blood-ties has been challenged by more recent 

commentators and characterized as part of the romanticization of the Highlands discussed in Chapter 

4. Lynch, for example, argues that, 

The nineteenth- and twentieth-century cult of the Highlands--of clan tartans, clan maps and 
clan societies-have all tended to obscure what a clan was. Few clans had a compact block of 
territory, either in the medieval period or later; 'clan maps' at best indicate where surnarnes 
occurred, but not a clan territory. ... In most cases, kinship and a cornmon surname obtained 
only to the inner circle of the chief's family or to cadet branches of it. The notion that all 
members of a clan were descended from a common and distant ancestor is a nonsense. ... Clan 
society was fluid and eclectic. (1992: 69) 

Drawing on more ethnographically-informed analyses of kinship systems, Dod2shon stresses that 

the Highland clans should be understood not as literal descent groups, sustained 'by inertia or 

conservatism', but rather as 'changing, responsive institutions' able to adapt to unfolding socio- 

political and economic conditions (1989: 170-71 ). He notes that such hybrid systems of alliance 

must, however, lean more heavily on an ideology of kinship and 'on self-conscious displays of 

unity and self-justification' (1989: 170; cf Holy 1996: 75-76)---an observation as relevant for the 

understanding of modem, international clan societies as for the 'traditional' social structures 

Dodgshon is concerned with. 

In popular Highlandist discourse, academic quibbles over the historical constitution of clan 

society and the inventedness of its traditions are, it must be said, largely irrelevant, since it is the 

'romantic ideology' of clanship that continues to be promulgated and consumed with enthusiasm. 

This is particularly true in the Scottish diaspora, and especially among members of the North 

American Scottish heritage community, for whom affiliation to a clan society is frequently central 

to the practice of 'being Scottish' and clan duties are perforined with a seriousness that baffles 
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homeland Scots. In North America, this devotion to clan is often founded on a number of erroneous 
assumptions: the assumption, for instance, that a shared surname is a reliable indicator of sharcd 
kinship (that every MacDonald, for example, is biologically related and descended from Donald 

of Islay, grandson of Somerled, progenitor of the clan). Indeed, the ostensible purpose of genealog 1 cal 
research for many such clansfolk is to find the 'missing link' that connects their own family histories 

with these chiefly lineages which emerge dimly from Scottish mytho-history. As Ray observes, 
'most Scottish Americans join clan societies that share their surname or are part of their family 
history; and, as clan has come to mean "family", clan history becomes their family heritage, (Ray 
2001: 77; see my discussion of Don's homecoming in Chapter 8). 

Although Dodgshon has demonstrated that powerful descent groups effectively 'grew down 

into a territory through 'infiltrating the landholding hi ip ierarchy' (1989: 174), the ideology of clanshi 

portrays the clan emerging autochthonically ftom the land. This is reflected in the celebrated notion 
of Athchas, a word that has no exact English translation and which can be used to refer to a 

person's native land, hereditary rights of tenure to land, and to more general senses of cultural 
heritage. Noting the marriage of clan and land evinced in 'territorial sobriquets' such as Dlithaich 

Mhic Aoidh (Mackay Country) and Srath Mhic Fhionghuin (Strath of MacKinnon), Newton argues 
that Athchas 'ties together a sense of inheritance and territory': 

One's Athchas is one's set of hereditary qualities, one's culture, one's homeland. The adjective 
Athchasach describes that which is indigenous, native and inherited, and the same word can 
refer to a native of some particular place. This demonstrates that place is integrated into a 
sense of identity and ancestry in Gaelic tradition. (2000: 209) 

The resonance of this concept has been exploited in vanous heritage initiatives in the Highlands 

and Islands. Sharon Macdonald has, for instance, examined its use at the Aros visitor centre on 
Skye which is also known as Dualchas an Eilein, 'the heritage of the Island'-where heritage may 
be understood as an uncommodifiable, 'inalienable possession' of the islanders, something that 

may be 'kept'while yet being given away (Macdonald 1997a: 173; Weiner 1992). 2 

The traditional integration of place, ancestry and inalienability represented by Athchas is also 

evident in the war-cries or slogans of many clans. Such slogans, part of each clan's 'sacra', are 

thought to predate heraldic conventions and originate quite literally as rallyin-gi calls used in battle. 

Many refer to clan strongholds, gathering places, or prominent hills, mountains or lochs in the clan 

territory: places that symbolize the wider clan homeland and for which the clansmen were 

presumably prepared to die (examples are provided in Table 6.1). These slogans are no%k often 

called during clan ceremonials and parades, and are sometimes employed as the titles of clan 

newsletters or annuals: thus the Clan Macpherson annual is entitled CI-eag Dhlibh and that of the 

Clan MacRae, Uai-an. 

2 The same concept exists in Insh Gaelic: Duchas is the name of Ireland's State Heritage Service. 
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Table 6.1: Examples of the use of placenames in clan war-cries or slogans 

Clan Slogan 

Buchanan Clar Innis 
Campbell Critachan 
Fraser A 'Mhor-jhaiche 
Grant Stand Fast, Craigellachie 

MacBain Kinch v/e 
MacDonald Fraoch Eilean 
MacDonell Creag an Fhithich 

MacFarlane Loch Sloidh 
MacGillivray Dunmaghlas 
MacGregor Ard-choille 
Maclntyre Cruachan 

Mackintosh 
MacLaren 
MacLennan 
Macpherson 
MacRae 
Morrison 

Loch Moigh 
Creag an Tuirc 
Druim nan deur 
Creag Dhttbh 
Sguir Uaran 
Dfin Eistean 

Munro Caisteal Folais'n a Theine 

Stewart Creag an Sgairbh 

Notes 

Clarinch, an island in Loch Lomond 
A prominent mountain by Loch Awe 
'The great field' 
Craigellachie is a rocky eminence in 
Strathspey 
Clan territory on the south side of Loch Ness 
'The heathery isle' 
'The raven's rock', the clan's bad-ýe depi icts 
a raven on a rock 
Loch Sloy, Dunbarton 
Dunmaglass, the clan territory in Strathnalm 
'The high wood' 
As Campbell, indicating allegiance to feudal 
superiors 
Loch Moy, Strathdearn 
'The boar's rock' 
'The ridge of tears' 
'The black rock', a prominent hill in Badenoch 
A prominent mountain in Kintall 
'Hugh's Castle', a stronghold near the Butt 
of Lewis 
'Castle Foulis in flames, Castle Foulis 
being the seat of the clan chief 
'The con-norant's rock' 

As the Scottish heritage revival has gained momentum, so too has the cult of the clan, and 

there are now many hundreds of clan associations throughout the world, each recognizing a particular 
Highland lineage, and each identifying a specific region within the Highlands and Islands as its 

ancestral homeland. In addition to more localized gatherings within the diaspora, many clan societies 

organize regular package tours to Scotland to visit their clan territories and participate in international 

gatherings. Such gatherings generally follow a standard programme including marches through 

the clan territory; parades at local Highland Games; excursions to places of interest associated 

with the clan; formal dinners and cýilidhs; lectures on clan history and genealogy; church services; 

and quite often visits to Culloden battlefield. As Ray notes, the Scotland they come to visit is 

mapped 'not by current economic or population centers, but by places of historical relevance to 

the[ir] heritage'(2001: 128). This 'clanscaping'of the Highlands, she argues, may be understood 

as 'a further evolution of the way Scottish landscapes ... have been invested with varying meanings 

by and for various "others": elite others, tourist others, even returned others' (ibid.: 138). Thus, as 

places come to be remade as objects for the tourist gaze (in this instance, the gaze of the -returning' 

clansfolk), the boundaries between mediascape and landscape become further blurred and, in tours. 

museums and monuments, the process of imagineering the ancestral homeland may be said to 

continue in the homeland itself. 

In this chapter, I should like to examine this clanscaping of the Highland heritage-landscape in 
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more detail. My interest here is to highlight the relationship between landscape, narrative and 

identity, and to explore how, in the process of 'learning' the clan's 'place-stones' (through the 

body as much as through the mind), a sense of personal identification with both clan and territorv 

is effected in the individual. 

'Be Of This Land' 

Historically, the 'focus' of the clan was the residence of the clan chief, a castle or mansion at the 

'heart' of the clan territory. More recently, however, there has been a tendency to establish more 

widely accessible museums or heritage centres at nearby locations to fulfil this role. The first of 

these dedicated clan museums was established in Newtonmore by the Clan Macpherson Association 

in 1952. Other examples include the aforementioned Clan Gunn Museum in Latheron, Caithness; 

the Clan Cameron Museum at Achnacarry, Inverness-shire; the Clan Donnachaidh Centre in Bruar, 

Perthshire; and the Clan MacKay rooms at the Strathnaver Museum in Bettyhil 1, Sutherland (Figure 

6.2). Although open for general tourist trade in the summer months, because of their narrow field 

of interest, such centres have limited attraction for many more casual visitors. There are, however, 

two notable exceptions, which, with either significant private sponsorship or public funding, have 

attempted to attract a wider audience whilst still retaining a clan identity or theme: these are the 

Clan Donald Centre atArmadale, Skye and 'Clanland'at Foulls Ferry, Easter Ross. ' Inthissection 

I am concerned with the Clanland visitor centre, which I visited in 1999, the year after it opened, 

and with the way in which its displays and exhibitions define the relationship between a clan and 

its territory, and how they encourage diasporan visitors to identify with such territories. 

It should be noted that these 'clan' displays form only one part of the 'Clanland' experience: 

there is, for instance, a seal interpretation and viewing galley. These other exhibitions sit somewhat 

uneasily with the clan-themed sections and were evidently included to attract visitors with more 

general interests. Indeed, even within the clan displays themselves there is a tension between 

telling the specific story of the Clan Munro, in whose 'clantands' the centre is located, and telling 

a story that articulates the connotations of clanship generally. Thus, the name 'Clantand' was 

chosen rather than, say, the 'Clan Munro Centre', because this was felt to be more widely appealing 

to potential visitors. It is ironic, therefore, that the enterprise began in the early 1990s with an 

appeal to members of the Clan Munro Association for f 80,000 to convert an old farm steading 

behind Foulis Castle, the residence of the clan chief, into a modest clan museum: and that as the 

project escalated in ambition and cost over subsequent years, this was the verx element that Nvas 

sacrificed. Driven by a more commercial agenda, the resulting f 1.5 million Heritage Lottery Fund- 

supported centre must no\ý compete with other major tourist attractions in the area %\ ith its state- 

of-the-art, mass appeal displays, its restaurant and gift shop: the casual visitor is. one assumes, 

Significantly. since completin., fieldwork. both establishments have been 'rebranded' to downplay their 

clan identities in orderto attract more mainstrcarritourists. The Clan Donald Centre has thus become 'Armadalc 
Castle Gardens and Museum of the Isles", and'Clanland', after narrowk avoiding closure. has become 'The 
Storehouse of Foulis'. 
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provided with a more satisfying experience, but arguably the clan still does not have its museum. 

At the time I interviewed Clanland's then-manager, Julian Dow, there ii, as an ambition to 

establish a Clan Munro archive and library for clan members and farnily historians, but this was 
now contingent on the financial sustainability of the visitor centre itself (or else the d1scovery of a 
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clan benefactor). 

That's a long-term thing, and a long-term undertaking, because the centre has only been open 
a year, and obviously we have to be economically viable and stable and on a good footing 
before we can afford to put money into that side of things. But, I mean, I am hopeful that that 
will happen. And there's also the possibility of getting sponsorship for something like that. 
particularly in the States. You know, we might get lucky, as the Clan Donald Centre did-find 
an Elice McDonald called Munro or something! (Julian Dow, pers. com. ) 

That diasporan Scots are prepared to invest financially as well as emotionally in their ancestral 
homeland is made clear in Dow's allusion to the North American benefactor of the 'Clan Donald 

Lands Trust'which owns Armadale Castle and the Clan Donald Centre. 

A 1999 promotional leaflet introduces Clanland as 'the Highlands Newest Attraction' and 
invites the visitor to: 

Enjoy stunning interpretive exhibitions housed in our 18th century rent house. 
" Experience the sights, sounds and smells of 1790's life as you step back in history 
" Discover a land and its people in our 'Clanland' and 'What is a Clan' exhibitions 
" In the Rogues Gallery Theatre immerse yourself in our 'Be of this Land' audio visual 

presentation 
" Explore our sealpoint exhibition where the myths and legends surrounding the seals can be 

learnt in our story cave... (Clanland promotional leaflet 1999) 

Thus, having passed through an impressive son et lumiere tableau telling the story of the rent 

house, the visitor enters the area with which I am most concerned. Here, infrared sensors trigger a 

sound recording that seems to emanate from a dimly lit mural of a seanachaidh or storyteller. The 

visitorjoins a painted audience of ei ghteenth- century clansfolk as they huddle around a campfire 

to listen to the seanachaidhs' tales. He begins, 

I am the seanachaidh. I bear the Clan through the ages. With me lie the stories. I recount our 
chief's family line; I am the holder of our history. Others who came before me told and retold 
the stories of our Clan to keep them alive through time. I pass them on to you and to those who 
follow. 

From the River Roe in County Derry came a man called Donald O'Ceann, son of the Prince of 
Armagh. He came with his sister who married Angus Og mac Donald of Islay, and with her 

came a dowry of seven-score men, of whom several became chiefs of Highland clans, including 

ours: the Munros. Our chief, Donald Munro, called his place Foults, after Lough Foyle in 
Derry, and the lands of Donald became Ferindonald, home to the Clan Munro. 

But these stories were not written, we pass them from generation to generation. Oh yes, there 
are charters, pieces of parchment, which say that the King gives us these lands for a pair of 
white gloves, three pennies or a bowl of snow in mid-summer, which Ben Wyvis could always 
provide. These stories were spoken, passed on in out Gaelic tongue, and I give you them as I 
heard them. (recorded from display) 

Accompanied by a sound track that evokes the scenes he relates. the seanachuidh then goes on ltý 
to tell some of the stories of the Munros: tales of cattle rustling, of skirmishes, the heroics of I 
chiefs, murderous schemes, and a famous battle with the Mackenzies at Beal ligh-na-Bro to, the Z7 
Pass of the Shoes, which became the inspiration for a piobaireachd. 'Ah, but there ere good 

tirrics too', the scanachaidh concludes. 'when %\ e sing and play and tell stories at our ccilidlis. But 
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do not forget, these stories, these histories: they are our Clan. They are the Munros' (ibid. ). 

The story of the origin of the clan and the naming of Foulis are, not unexpectedly, apocryphal, 

One recent writer on clan lore comments that the account of Donald O'Ceann's sister, Ame N1 

Cathan, arriving with 140 retainers, the progenitor of the Munro line among them is, 'sustained by 

no evidence whatsoever' (Roberts 1999: 6), and other sources suggest that 'Foulis' is not derived 

from 'Foyle', but from the topographical Foghlais, meaning 'sub-stream rivulet' (W J. Watson 

1916: 458). Such nit-picking is, of course, to miss the point entirely. What the seanachaidh ý tales 

convey is a sense of the clan's association with their place from time immemorial, a sense of being 

the original settlers of that place-the ones to name it-and a sense of how the identity of the clan 

is bound with their territory through their narratives. This genre of historical narration, a telling of 
'history' through place, will be familiar to anthropologists working in diverse fields---Elizabetli 

Tonkin's description of 'geochronology' in Jlao storytelling is Just one example (1992: 29-33). 

That an awareness of this mnemonic consciousness is communicated through the trickery of 

movement sensors, digital sound files and graphic display panels, attests to both the art of effective 

exhibition design and to the power of narrative to transcend genre and context. In the Scottish 

Highlands, the heritage centre has become the public storytelling place par excellence. 

The motifs of territory and kinship are repeated throughout the clan displays. Indeed, the centre- 

piece of this exhibition is a revolving 'sculpture'entitled 'The Clan', in which three figures emerge 
from the land itself (Figure 6.3). 

Figure 6.3: 'The Clan' sculpture 

An accompanying text provides the following 
interpretation for the visitor: 

'The central sculpture represents the essence of a clan. 
The clan chief watching over his kinsfolk, the 
clarsach player to illustrate the culture of the clan, 
and the woman working the ground with a cascliroi? i 
denotes the strong practical and emotional ties to the 
land from which the figures symbolically emerge. 
The chief's extended plaid with incised world map 
represents continuing membership of the clan for 
those who dispersed from the clan homeland'. 
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This display could be more accurately described as representing the romailtic ideology of 

autochthonic clanship. It is not surprising, therefore, that the interpretation offered provides i-io 

commentary on the economic basis of feudal relations within the clan or the gelidered division of 
labour so apparent in the sculpture. What is apparent in this benevolent and paternalistic depiction 

of clanship is a desire to reconnect with clan members in the diaspora: the warmth of the chief's 

clan's protective plaid encircling the world, offering the security of home from the heart of the 

homeland. Of course, we might question this cosy sense of belonging and instead wonder why the 

clan should be dispersed in the first place. 

A series of text panels around the walls seems to answer such questions but actually reveals 

more complex contradictions. One introductory panel announces, 'You are in the heart of 
Ferindonald, the area of land with which the Clan Munro is absolutely bound'. Other panels 
juxtapose the general story of clanship and the specifics of the Clan Munro. Thus, a panel entitled 
'What is a Clan' is placed adjacent to another which gives a brief history of the Munros; 'Fighting 

Clansmen'is placed next to 'Fighting Munros'; 'The Clans Dispersed'next to 'The Munros Abroad'; 

and 'What's in a Name'next to 'A Clan in Name'which explores the origins of the name Munro 

itself. 

This device ofjuxtaposing the general and the specific serves other purposes too. An interesting 

example is apparent in the sections dealing with the issue of dispersal. As I have already touched 

upon, and shall explore more fully in Chapter 9, what one might neutrally describe as 'structural 

change' in the Highlands-the transformation from a subsistence to a capitalist economy, the 

commodification of land, the decline of kinship-based allegiances and dependencies, 'landlords 

and tenants' replacing 'chiefs and clansmen'-is more commonly evoked in Scotland as the 

deso-uction of a traditional way of life and is bound up with the Hanoverian (rationalistic, colonizing 

and evil) crushing of the Jacobite (traditional, colonized and benign) cause at and after the Battle 

of Culloden. 'The Clans Dispersed' panel reads as follows: 

The clan system was crushed following the Jacobite rebellions of 1715 and 1745 with the 
passing of Acts to: break the ties between Chiefs and their men; disarm the clans; outlaw the 
wearing of tartan and the kilt; and to take Jacobite clanlands into crown hands (for nearly 40 

years). The system ended with the 'clearing' of tenants from some Highland estates to make 
way for sheep during the first half of the 19th century. At that time over 100,000 people left for 
Canada and the USA. 

Today a clan system still exists in dispersed form. All around the world people with the same 
or associated surnames lay claim to clan membership and often 'come back' to Scotland in 
search of their Highland roots. 

The Jacobite Rebellions. the defeat at Culloden, the Disarming Acts, the Clearances: these are 

the key narratives of modem Highland identity. Nowhere are they more avidly consumed than in 

the diaspora where they delineate an ýniiarý identity based on exile rather than expansion. Whm is 

fascinating about this particular articulation of these themes, however. is the fact that the Munros, 

along \\ith many other Highland clans. Nvere actually loyal to the Britishillaiio\eriaii, Prote,, týint 
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crown during the rebellions. 

The Munros weren't Jacobites, and, although a couple of senior members of the fat-nily fought 
at Culloden, as a clan they didn't fight at Culloden. So that sets us apart slightly from rnany 
others, because most people assume that everybody who was a Highlander fought on the Jacobite 
side at Culloden and was for Bonnie Prince Charlie. But the truth is, of course, quite the 
opposite and it was as much a civil war as anything else. (Julian Dow. pers. com. ) 

The panel adjacent to 'The Clans Dispersed', entitled 'The Munros Abroad'. is therefore 

conspicuously silent on the issue of the Rebellions and carefully exonerates the Nlunro chiefs 
landlords from 'clearing' their tenants from the lands with which they %ý ere. as we hm e seen, 
ýabsolutely bound'. Instead, the panel asserts that the Munro clansfolk chose to emigrate of their 

own accord. 

The contradiction evident in these two panels-the general story explaining the 'crushing' of 
the clan system through the Jacobite defeat and the Clearances, the particular revealln-g, that neither 

of these was particularly relevant to the Clan Munro-is typical of the confusion that abounds 

regarding these still-contentious episodes in Highland history. It also demonstrates that a dilernina 

exists in the representation of these important 'Identity narratives': should the heritage centre 
displays challenge the problematic, but deeply ingrained beliefs of its diasporan visitors regarding 

their own cultural heritage? If, as Dow suggests, most such visitors come believing that to be a 
Highlander is to be a Jacobite (i. e. the underdog, the victimized, the exiled, the virtuous-and such 
beliefs are often profound to a sense of self), then is it right to present a more complex and 

contradictory story? In other words, it is appropriate for a heritage centre to shatter the 'myths' its 

visitors live by? (Samuel and Thompson 1990). 

At a more superficial level, a similar dilemma is apparent in the choice of souvenirs marketed 

in the centre's gift shop: quality craft objects and books or biscuit-tin romanticism? Dow explained 

that he was keen to concentrate on higher quality products and avoid what he called 'tartan tat' (the 

kind of objects advertised in The Highlander magazine described in Chapter 4), but the problem 

was clearly not resolved in his own mind with regard to at least some diasporan visitors: 'I've been 

criticizing this emblematic promotion and portrayal of Scotland, but, in fact, that's exactly what 

people in the States are looking for, because they see it as something to hold on to'. Indeed, he 

suspected that the number of roots-tourists who wanted merely to visit the land of their ancestors 

and buy a Munro tartan and a clan crest as souvenirs probably out-numbered the more serious 

family historians. And he added, 'if it makes them happy, or gives them the feeling that "I have 

roots here", then fine. Who am I to knock itT 

ing a more The problem of either giving the visitors what they ýý ant or fulfilli educati\ c role 

remains unresolved at Clanland. The tension between the two remains implicit. thus panels bolstering 

iasporan visitors' seiises of \ý hat i the romantic Highlandist stereotypes that may be central to di I it 

means to be a Scot/Eighlander, 'Munro are *uxtaposed with panels presenting a more complex i- 

ci-sion \\ hich, if made morc cxplicit. might threaten to destabilize identity and question the moral 
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certainties on which it is constructed. The dilemma is avoided, however. bý focusing on the romantic 
ideology of clanship and, particularly, on the assertion of identification with territory which is a 
fundamental component of this. Ignoring the cornplications of the narratives that explain the 
displacement of the clansfolk from 'their' land, the exhibition instead extends an invitation at 

every opportunity to those *dispossessed' to reconnect with their heritage and even. perhaps, to 
finance its perpetuation. 

This invitation is powerfully evoked in a video presentation in an adjacent auditorium. The 

doors to this room introduce these sentiments and bear the name 'Be of this Land' on their handles. 

The video follows the journey of a young Glaswegian girl back to her ancestral homeland in 
Ferindonald. With the stories her grandmother told her leading her on, her heritage becomes alive 

to her as she begins to identify with the land itself This is conveyed in the elegiac declamations of 

a battle-weary ei ghteenth -century clansman, as he makes a parallel journey to the heart of the 

clanlands. Gordon Lyall, the Edinburgh-based exhibition designer responsible for the interpretative 

strategy at Clanland, explained to me that the idea for the video came to him when he was invited 

to attend a Clan Munro gathering at Foulis Castle. There he met numerous Munros from throughout 

the world, including a girl who had simply arrived at the Castle, unaware of the gathering, but who 
had discovered her Munro roots. It was then that Lyall realized that this strong sense of identity 

with and attachment to the clan and its territory was not an 'historical' fact or tradition, but a 

burgeoning contemporary phenomenon and very real to its professors. 

The sense of a (recovered) continuity with the past, of the connection between personal history/ 

identity and the broader narratives of social history/identity, the mediating role of the landscape, 

and the significance of the J ourney itself is articulated in the closing scenes of the video which take 

place at a ruinous chapel beside a river at the heart of the Munro clanlands. Anna is the contemporary 

Glaswegian character, Sean the eighteenth-century clansman. 

SEAN: ... As for me, my words must make a bridge between what has been and what will 
be, so that others can cross from times to come and sense what happened here and 
taste the past. The land will hold the past secure, so that always when we see the 
land we see ourselves 

ANNA. - A thousand years, then me. A millionjourneys by hundreds of thousands of travellers 
all across Ferindonald. Then my wee journey. So, wee journeys as well as great 
ones, wee folk and camp followers as well as chiefs and heroes, masses of them 
doing ... I 

don't know, whatever they did. Whoever they were. 

SEAN: (FADES IN) ... died seventeen hundred and two. William Munro, tacksman of 
Katewell, died seventeen-hundred and eighty-six. John Mackenzie, ferryman, 
eighteen hundred. James Urquhart, woodkeeper and planter in the parks. eighteen 
hundred and ten. Alexander Munro, ferryman, eighteen hundred and fifty. Hu-, '),, h 
Urquhart, sawmiller, eighteen hundred and sixty. Rcverend Harry Robertson, 
minister, nineteen hundred and fifteen (FADES OUT) 

ANNA: John N/lunro, shipwright, died Glas(yow, 1965, buried at Kilteam. Anna 'ý, Iunro, 
nurse, urand-claughter of John. born Glas(-, o\\ 1974... 

A thousand Years. Then me. What's that? I kept asking m-,, self. all the \ýav into the 
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hills, into the past. Not knowing what I was looking for until at last I carne to that 
wee chapel lost in its wood. As soon as I saw it... I don't know, that was it. It was 
like following that dark river had led me to some kind of... source. Ijust wandered 
around, touching the old stones. Feeling them... almost hearing them tell me their 
story. Stones that tell stones! Almost seemed to see the old builders, crude men 
crackingjokes and swigging their heather ale while they built something that strong, 
that beautiful, and there it stands deep in the hills, and the view from the door's still 
the same. 

Then it dawned on me. This is my place too. I own this land too! Nooooo... no... 
NO! Not that. The opposite. The land owns me. The very land was laying a claim 
on me. 

Story telling stones, wash your stories down to the sea! 

SEAN: Be of this land as the eagle is of the mountain air 
We look at the land and ýt, c see ourselves. 
The land is the bone. We are the blood. (Crumley 1997) 

Macpherson Countiy 

The old Lordship of Badenoch in the Central Highlands is historically associated with the Clan 

Macpherson. The name Macpherson Is derived from the Gaelic Mac a'Phearsain, meaning 'Son 

of the Parson' and, according to one account, the progenitor of the clan was a twelfth-century prior 

named Muireach Catanach (hence the clan is also known as Clan Mhuirich). The Macphersons 

were part of confederacy of clans known as the Old Clanchattan which originated in the Lochaber 

area and migrated east across the Highlands between about 1350 and 1450, gradually disintegrating 

as the various branches (including Macphersons, Mackintoshes, MacMillans and MacNivens) 

competed for dominance. The Macphersons came to prominence in Badenoch after first ousting 

the hitherto powerful Comyn overlords and then displacing their own erstwhile allies, the 

MacNivens, who had previously settled in the area. Acquiring the clan seat, Cluny, by marriage 

bond, the Macphersons emerged as a new 61ite in the area, finally gaining the dýtthchas-in this 

context, the legal 'right of ancient possession'-to the territory in 1600 (A. G. Macpherson 1993: 

11 - 19). Through the granting of tacks to cadet branches of the family and through strategic marriage 

practices (generally speaking, males marrying exogamously, females marrying endogamously), 

the history of the Macphersons in Badenoch provides an excellent example of a kingroup 'growing 

down' into a territory (Dodgshon 1989: 174; A. G. Macpherson 1966). 

The Clan Macpherson has thus been 'mapped' onto the Badenoch landscape, not only in the 

names of townships and estates associated with the various branches or shochdan of the clan (e. g. 

Cluny, Nuide, Pitmain, Invertromie, Invereshie, Phoness, etc. ), but also in those sites which may 

be said to 'bear \vitness' to the clan's history and around which stories continue to be told. For 

instance, in the shadow of Creag Dhubh, the clan's totemic hill that stands sentinel at the heart of 

Macpherson Country, there is the site of the fourteenth-century Battle of Invernahavon, a conflict 

fought acainst the raiding Clan Cameron, the Nfacphersons'neighbours to the \ý est. And then there 

is the lroii Age souterrain at Raitts near Kingussle. known locallv as An Laiiiih Ifh6i- (the Great 
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Figure 6.4: An Uainih Mh6r Figure 6.5: The ruins of Ballachroan. 

Cave) or as the MacNivens'Cave (Figure 6.4). The latter name recalls a grim story that dates to the 

feud between the Macphersons and MacNivens in which a group of MacNiven fugitives used it as 

a hide out. The story is told by a local writer, Meta Scarlett, as follows: 

Once upon a time a family of MacNivens lived in the cottage [which once stood] above the 
cave. According to 'Old Biallid's'account they were at enmity with Cluny' and after a punitive 
expedition by the Macphersons the remaining MacNivens concealed themselves in the 
neighbourhood of Raitts-precisely where, the Macphersons did not know. One of Cluny's 
men known as Alastair Caint detennined to find out. He lay low till he had grown a long beard, 
disguised himself as a beggar and called at the MacNivens' home. He was kindly received but 
refused overnight accommodation, whereupon he feigned sickness and was allowed to rest by 
the fireside. He pretended to sleep. The goodwife was busy baking oatcakes on the girdle and 
toasting them in front of the fire. When the first batch was ready she placed them on a platter 
and put them in a cupboard at the back of the room. In due course more oatcakes were ready. 
She opened the cupboard, Alastair opened his eyes-and observed that the first batch had 
gone! Presently he took his departure, well pleased with his reconnaissance. The following 
day he returned with his supporters, flushed out the MacNivens and hanged them on a tree 
close by or beheaded them on a block before the door according to which version of the tale 
you favour. (Scarlett 1988: 33-34) 

Another often-told Badenoch story is that of the infamous Captain John Macpherson, the 'Black 

Officer of Ballachroan', who was killed dramatically in an avalanche in 1800. The ruins of his 

once-impressive farrnhouse, said to have been built from stones taken from Kingussie's old parish 

church, remain untouched and shrouded In superstition (Figure 6-5). As Meta Scarlett again explains, 

From rny earliest childhood I heard tales, the oral tradition handed down by my great-great- 
grandmother who was his contemporary, in which he was represented as the incarnation of 

CILIlv': the Macpherson chief of the tirne. All Niacpherson chiefs are kiiovvii simply as CIL111"', the 
Macphersons (? /'CILiny being the chiefly lineage. In conversation with clan members, other than historical 
context, no distinction is usually made as to which of the ovventy-seven successive Clunys is being referred 
to and tllcv therefore take on the character of a single pcrsona,, c. The toponym, CILIIIY, from which the 
estate lineage takes its name. derives from the Gaelic chtaineag% meaning 'meadoxv' or *patch of -grccii'. 
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evil, the hated recruiting officer called black not for his dark colouring but for his black heart, 
who tricked the local lads into enlisting in King George's army. who trafficked with the Deý 11 
and who came in the fullness of time to his inevitable doom. 

He sounded like a character from a ballad or a ghost story, but he was real enough. I had 
only to open our sideboard to see his cream jug and sugar bowl, simple homely things bought 
at the Ballachroan sale in 1821. (1988: 124) 

In addition to being reviled for his deviousness in enlisting recruits (his favoured method involved 
slipping the 'King's shilling' into the pockets of youthful revellers in the local inns) and his other 
misdemeanours, the Black Officer was also responsible for introducing improved methods of 
agriculture to the area. By adding time to the peaty soil around Ballachroan and introducing a 
turnip crop, the Captain prospered as a farmer, but his success was attributed to his being in league 

with the Devil. Indeed, even today, visiting the ruinous farmhouse at Ballachroan occasions the 
telling of a tale in which the Captain successfully outwitted the Devil himself 

The Evil One agreed to give the Captain whatever he might desire and his first wish was that 
the lands of Ballachroan might for their fruitfulness be a wonder to all who saw them. To this 
Satan agreed provided he would get half the crop. That year Captain Macpherson sowed a 
grain crop as usual, reaped in a wonderful harvest and when the Devil came to claim his due 
offered him the roots. Satan protested and was told that the following year he would get the 
crop and the Captain would keep the roots. Next spring Macpherson planted only potatoes and 
turnips which gave a marvellous yield and when the time came to fulfil his bargain he gladly 
surrendered the 'shaws'. (Scarlett 1988: 129) 

Needless to say, Macpherson of Ballachroan's death at the Gaick avalanche catastrophe on 'Yule 

Eve 1800'was seen by many as the Devil's retribution and it features prominently in local folklore, 

gruesomely elaborated in every telling. The site where Macpherson's body was found is marked 
by a cairn, on which the last, poignant stanza of an elegy by a contemporary bard, Duncan 'Smith' 

MacKay, is inscribed: 

0 &dsgibh-se mit'mfas sibh liath, Oh waken before you grow grey, 
'S dMifthibh bhur cas risant-sliabh Quicken your foot towards the moor, 
Feuch gu'm bi bhurfasgadh deant See that your shelter is made 
Mu'n teid a'ghrian a laidhe oirbhe. Ere the sun sets on you. (Clarke 1994: 31-35) 

As Keith Basso has compellingly argued with reference to the Western Apache, through the telling 

of narratives, places in the landscape become transformed from geographical sites into 'something 

resembling a theater, a natural stage upon the land ... where significant moral dramas unfolded in 

the past' (1996: 66). Such Macpherson place-stories demonstrate vividly how 'wisdom' comes to 

4sit' in the Scottish Highland landscape too. 

Perhaps the most significant of the modem 'moral dramas' to have unfolded across the Hi,, ý), hland 

landscape is that of the Jacobite Rebellions-particularly the Rebellion of 1745-46. The story of 

'the Forty-Five' is recalled not only in those iconic sites such as Glenfinnan, where Charles Edward 

Stuart (ýBonnie Prince Charlie') first raised his standard, or Culloden. where the Jacobite army 

Nvas finally routed by Government forces, but also in countless other less proininent sites connected 
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to 'that arduous and unfortunate enterpnse'-ý Most prolific are those sites associated with tile 
flight of the defeated Young Pretender and his supporters after the Battle of Culloden, and, indced, 

there is no shortage of these in Macpherson Country (unlike the Munros, the \, Iacphersons iivi-e 
Jacobite supporters). It was at Ruthven Barracks, for example, across the Spey from Kingussie. 

that the Jacobite an-nies regrouped after Culloden, fully expecting to renew hostilities until the 

message came from the Bonnie Prince advising them that the cause was lost and that every man 
should 'seek his own safety in the best way he can' (Chevalier Johnstone's account, quoted by S. 
Gordon 1995: 207). As the Government forces launched a massive manhunt across the Highlands, 

the Jacobite rebels fled to the hills and hid until passage could be secured to carry them to safety in 
France. The tales of their adventures and exploits in hiding constitute one of the oreat bodies of 
Highland folklore and song, later to be appropriated in the Hanoverian romanticization of the 
Highlands and published in collections such as James Hogg's Jacobite Relics (1819-2 1). 

Every Jacobite clan has its Jacobite hero, and the Macphersons' hero is its chief of the time, 
Ewan or Cluny 'of the '45'. In the aftermath of the Rebellion, those chiefs who would not swear 

allegiance to the Hanoverian Crown remained outlaws and had their estates confiscated: Cluny's 

was among them. Thus Badenoch effectively became an occupied territory with upwards of a 
thousand Government troops stationed on the banks of the Spey at Sherramore, Cluny Castle 

fired, and a bounty of a thousand guineas placed on Cluny's head. Cluny spent a remarkable nine 

years in hiding in Badenoch before fleeing to exile, and many of the places in which he reputedly 
hid may still be visited and form key sites in the Macpherson clanscape. The two most famous of 

these hide-outs are Uamh Chluanaidh (Cluny's Cave) on Creag Dhubh and'Cluny's Cage'on Ben 

Alder. Cluny's Cage is especially famous since it was here that the chief sheltered Prince Charlie 

for six days while he awaited news of a vessel to take him to France. The Cage is also the setting 

of a much celebrated scene in Robert Louis Stevenson's 1886 novel, Kidnapped, demonstrating 

how tales of Jacobite heroism remained popular throughout the nineteenth century. It was not until 

1755 that Ewan of the '45 finally escaped to France; he died there in 1764 and was buried at a 

Carmelite Monastery in Dunkirk, the whereabouts of which is now unknown. The Macphersons 

were eventually restored to Cluny in 1784 and Ewan's son had the family castle rebuilt. After the 

long, charismatic 'reign'of Ewan's grandson, however, the fortunes of the family began to decline 

and, in 1933, the estate finally went into receivership. Writing soon after, Seton Gordon comments, 

'Truly the glory of the house of Cluny Macpherson has gone on the hill wind' (1995: 221). 

Such, then, is the topographie Iýgendaire of the Clan Macpherson (Halbwachs 1941). 1 should 

' Both Glenfinnan and Culloden are in the care of the National Trust for Scotland, both are serN ed by visitor 
ccntres, and both feature nineteenth-century monuments. The Monument at Glenfinnan was built in 1815 by 
Alcxatider MacDonald of Glenaladale. 'to commemorate the (mierous zeal, the undaunted bravery and the 
inviolable fidelity of Ills forefathers and the rest of those who fought and bled in that arduous and unfortunate 
enterprise' (Sked 199 1: 3); that at Cullodenxas erected, along with a series of individual clan 'gravestoncs', 
in P-08, I by Duncan Forbes and bears the inscription. 'The Battle of Culloden ývas fought on this moor 1 16 
April 1746 1 The Graves of the Gallant Highlanders who fought for Scotland and Pnncc Charlie are marked 
by the names of their clans' (Sked IQQ-: 30). 
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now like to examine hoýv these place-stories are effectively, and affectingly, 'performed' in the 
Badenoch landscape. Surprisingly, this role is not fulfilled by the clan's museum in Newtonmore. 

Unlike the Munros' 'Clanland' visitor centre, the Clan Macpherson Museum was not established 

explicitly to tell a story so much as to house those 'relics and memorials' of the clan that were 
salvaged by the nascent Clan Macpherson Association when the Cluny estate was sold-off in 
19422. The Association was formally inaugurated at its first annual rally in 1947 and it officially 

opened its museum at 'Clan Macpherson House'five years later. Since then, the constitution of the 

clan association has altered significantly. Thus, according to Sandy Macpherson, an Edinburgh- 

based clan council member, in the 1950s no more than 10% of the association's members were 
based outside the UK; today, of the 3000-strong membership, over 60% reside overseas (there are 

currently eight branches of the association: Scotland; England & Wales; Canada; USA; Australia; 

New Zealand, South Africa; and West Australia). This reflects the more general growth in Scottish 

diasporan consciousness and, to a large degree, has determined the function currently demanded 

of the museum as a 'focus' for a clan no longer acquainted with its own lands. As Sandy explains, 

You can look at it just as a repository for relics. On the other hand, it's very difficult perhaps 
for people to associate themselves with a district so many miles long and so many miles wide. 
They could say, 'oh, my ancestors come from there-we don't know exactly where', it might 
be a wee pile of stones on that hillside, but it's quite nice to have a focal point for them to come 
to. 

Sir Tommy Macpherson, one of the few senior clan association members who actually lives in 

Badenoch, expresses similar sentiments, but also identifies some of the museum's shortcornings: 

The main purpose of the clan museum to me Is to be that focus. With all Its faults-1t's badly 
laid out, it's badly labelled, it doesn't have a continuity to its story, and so forth Nvith all its 
faults, it is a focus. People who come here for the first time and have some connection with the 
clan or area , vill always go there. and I think you've got to have something like that. 
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Whilst there are plans to address these faults and modernize its displays, in its current incarnation. 
the Clan Macpherson Museum may be understood as a reliquary of curios or a 'house of memory'. 
which, although providing a focus for the dispersed clansfolk, actually diverts their attention away 
from the infinitely richer mnemonic landscape outside its doors. ' We must therefore look elsewhere 
for the practice of Macpherson place-storytelling. 

We may took, for instance, to the main event of the clan association's calendar: Its annual 
gathering in Badenoch. This rally may be understood as a 'commemorative ceremony' (Con nerton 
1989) or 'ritual form' (Kapferer 1988: 151) in which the individual 'bodies' of the clan gather 
together as one 'body' in the clan's homeland. In this corporeal act of gathering, the otherwise 
dispersed clansfolk 'perform' their membership of the clan, assuming its heritage as their own. 
This performance of heritage (a laying claim to a past and a place) is perhaps most explicit in the 

central event of the rally in which the clan march from a place called 'Old Ralia', across Spey 

Bridge, to 'the Eilean', Newtonmore's sports ground, where they parade at the town's annual 
Highland Games (the gathering and the games are organized in tandem around the same weekend 

in August). The clan are led by a pipe band, and march in full Highland dress behind tile clan 

insignia, their chief and other senior clan members. The march usually draws a good crowd of 

spectators (locals and tourists alike) who forrn a witness to the ceremony-as, indeed, does Creag 

Dhubh, within sight of which the event takes place (Figure 6.6). 

After attending the Games, the clan members then make their way to the clan museum, where 

there is an opportunity for them to socialize more informally and enjoy a dram together. That this 

Figure 6.6: The Clan Macpherson marching to 'the Eilcan'bchind its insignia. In the 
background is Crea- Dhubh, the hill invokcd in the clan's territorial 'Nvar cry', 

1, Within the current redevelopment plans for the Clan Macpherson Museum, one proposal is to create a large 
map of the Macpherson clanlands alon-g one wall, drawing attention to places associated with clan history, 
tile location of tile various toxvilships and clachans occupied by Macphcrsons, and so forth (Sandy Macpherson 
pel-S. CoM. ). SLICh a display, etched in copper plate, may be ýound at the Clan Donnachaidh Centre at Bruar. 
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'open house' takes place at 'Clan Macpherson House' is, of course, significant In Itself and further 
demonstrates that the museum acts as a substitute for 'Cluny Castle' (i. e. the lost clan seat). But. 

given that the clan members here mingle not only among themselves, but amon2 the clan's relics 
and memorabilia, it is also fascinating to observe how this part of the event may occasion the 
telling of clan stories, usually in casual conversations between more and less knowledgeable clan 
members as they linger over the displays. In this respect the poor labelling of objects in the museum 
becomes advantageous, since this provokes additional commentary and explanation. If particular 
interest is shown, more experienced clan members may recommend books about clan history to 

novices, or introduce them to other clansfolk who are recognized for their expertise on certain 
aspects of clanlore. Through such informal social interactions newcomers thus become increasingly 
acquainted with the clan's stories: to learn these stories is, in a sense, to become initiated. 

Among other events, a clan walk is organized as part of each year's rally. Again, ostensibly 
these walks are occasions for infonnal social interaction, where members may enjoy each other's 

company as well as seeing more of the magnificent scenery of Badenoch than their travels by road 

and rail allow. Beyond its sociable surface, however, these walks also constitute a form of corporeal 

commemorative practice through which Macpherson place-stories are 'experienced' bodily as much 

as cognitively. The destinations of these walks are usually places connected with Macpherson 

history; places that, in Sandy Macpherson's words (he usually organizes the walks), have 'become 

totems to go and visit'. Recent destinations have thus included Cluny's Cave (1986), the 

Corrieyarrick Pass (1990), Glen Banchor (1992), Ballachroan and Gaick (1993), Cluny's Cage 

(1996), and Creag Dhubh (2000). Although many male participants walk dressed in their kilts of 
Macpherson hunting tartan, this event is a far less 'spectacular' performance of identity than the 

clan march. Indeed, its performance is directed inwardly rather than outwardly, both at an individual 

level through the development of a more intimate physical relationsh ip with Macpherson Country 

(i. e. resulting from the physicality of walking and its impact on the body) and at a collective level 

through the shared endeavour and the conversational telling of clan stories in the very places 

where they happened. A 'write-up' of each walk usually appears in the following year's Creag 

Dhttbh, the clan's annual journal. In these articles the story of the site visited and the story of the 

walk itself are combined, such that the 'historical' event and the 'commemorative' event become 

interwoven and new meanings accrue in old places. As a commemorative practice, the li, alk 

cremembers' the past event; in remembering the walk, the walker recalls both the past event and 

the event of the walk-individual heritage thus becomes closely associated with collective herita(-)e. 

and the polysemic 'site of rnemory' becomes a site of personal identification (Nora 1989; Lowenthal 

1997; E. M. Bruner and Gorfain 1988). 

It was decided that, to celebrate the 50th anniversary of the founding of the Clan '. Ivlacpherson 

I ee Gather' rig' would be organized for 1996. As Sandy cxplains, Association, a spccial *Golden Jub I 

it was felt that 'as \\ell as having a big) rally, with extra events and lots of people there, [the clan] 
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should have something really tangible too'. The jubilee gathering would coincide with the much 
anticipated 250th anniversary of the Battle of Culloden (McArthur 1994: 98) as %ý cl I as with the 
period in which Ewan of the '45 harboured Bonnie Prince Charlie in his celebrated 'Cage' on Ben 
Alder. Since there was no other memorial to their esteemed Jacobite chief and his burial place is 
now unknown, it was decided that this tangible something should take the form of a cairn erected 
in his honour, and that its ceremonial unveiling would be the centrepiece of the gala. \Vhilst the 
dedication to 'Ewan Macpherson of Cluny, Colonel of the Badenoch Men in the 'Forty-fi%e' 
inscribed on a plaque set into the cairn makes clear its primary commemorative purpose, a closer 
reading of this monument reveals it to be a far more complex and fascinating cmemorial text'. 

The land on which the cairn and its enclosure is located was gifted to the clan association bv 
Euan Macpherson of Glentrulm in another ceremony at the clan's 49th Gathering In 1995 (i. e. the 

year prior to the planned Jubilee Gathering). This slightly elevated site above the old township of 
Shanvall, with its view across Badenoch, is key to the success of the monument, and it is worth 

reproducing part of the address that 'Glentruim' delivered during this ceremony to explain ýN, hy: 

Cluny, Lady Cluny, Clansfolk- 

Welcome here today. The very last time I stood here on this piece of ground was on the 12th of 
January this year when Ewen, Bruce and I met here to decide whether this was the right place 
to build a Commemorative Cairn to Ewan of the '45. 

The three of us stood here and we looked out there over the Upper Spey, the broad fertile 
valley where our ancestors lived and worked, cultivated the fields and tended their cattle. 
Right at the head of the valley is the ancestral home of the Head of the Clan, the House of 
Cluny. And over there beyond Torr na Truime where the rivers Spey and Truim join is the 
place where our forebears bravely fought and won the Battle of Invernahavon 600 years ago. 
On the cliff over there is Cluny's Cave, the place where Ewan of the '45 hid from the English. 
I like to think that on a day like today he would come out of the cave and lie down in the 
heather and watch the English Redcoats marching up and down in search for him in vain. 

And standing over us now, as then, is Creag Dhubh, the sentinel and guardian of our Clan 
through all the ages. 

On that day in January this year when Ewen, Bruce and I met here it was a bitterly cold day 
with snow lying all around. There was not a breath of wind-utter silence. It was Ewen who 
suddenly turned to me and said, 'You know, if you listen very carefully you can almost hear 
the silence'. The three of us stood together for some moments without speaking, and listening 
carefully. I think that what we heard were distant echoes from all the centuries past in the long, 
proud history of our Clan. (E. Macpherson 1996: 7-8) 

The sight of the Macpherson clanlands is thus central to the site of the caim-indeed, like Creag 

Dhubh itself, the cairn site seems to be at the very centre of the territory, the point at which the 

echoes of the clan's place-stories are collected and focused as if through a parabolic reflector. For 

the uninitiated visitor to the site, these place-stories are 'gathered in' and hinted at in a compass- 

like dial attached to a large boulder within the cairn's enclosure (Figure 6.7). The particular 

significance of the places included on this dial is established through their very inclusion. but 

explication is xvithheld, and the visitor whose curiosity is aroused is thus encouraged to visit the 

clan museum to enquire. 
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Figure 6.7: The cairn 
commemorating Ewan 
Macpherson of the '45. 
Images include detail of 
inscribed stories, diagram 
illustrating the 'place-story' 
dial, and, at the bottom, a 
photograph of the gathered 
Macpherson clansfolk taken 
after the unveiling ceremony. 
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Perhaps the most remarkable aspect of the monument, however, is the fact that it is constructed 
from stones sent by clan members from twenty-six different countries throughout the world. Some 

of the stones are inscribed with the names of those who contributed them, or the names of their 

contributors' ancestors or the places where they settled, but the majority are anonymous within the 
fabric of the cairn. Records were kept, however, of every stone donated (noting the donator and 
details of where each stone was sourced), and these has been compiled together with photographs 

of the cairn being built, speeches, programmes, and so forth into a 'Book of Gold'. ýýhich is 
displayed at the Clan Macpherson Museum as a memento of the Jubilee Gathering. The donated 

stones fall into seven distinct categories as follows: 

Stones collected at sites associated with Ewan of the '45's biography (e. g. Nuide-, Cluny's 
Cave; Dunkirk, Normandy) 

" Stones collected at traditional Macpherson estates in Badenoch and elsewhere in Scotland 
(e. g. Pitmain; Cluny; Glentruim; Blairgowne; Balavil) 

" Stones collected at prominent sites in Badenoch (e. g. Dun da Lamh; Creag Dhubh; Ruthven 
Barracks; Old Parish Church, Kingussie) 

" Stones collected at iconic Scottish sites (e. g. Culloden; Glenfinnan; Bannockburn; 
Killiecrankie) 

" Stones collected from places associated with Macpherson migration overseas (see below) 
" Stones collected from ruins of ancestral settlements (see below) 
" Stones collected from 'exotic places' not necessarily associated with Macpherson history 

(e. g. Brent Oil Field, North Sea; Lava from highest volcanic mountain in Lanzarote; 
Fragment of Berlin Wall; Block from Space Mission STS 37, Cape Canavril, California) 

Leaving aside those 'exotic' stones that do not necessarily have any association with Macpherson 

heritage, it is interesting to observe that the cairn incorporates stones representing both the homeland 

(whether understood as Scotland as a whole or Macpherson Country more particularly) and the 

diaspora, literally uniting disparate fragments into one body. As Robert I Macpherson, the architect 

of the memorial, explained at the unveiling ceremony, in contributing these stones, 'clansmen and 

women have donated a part of their country, culture and personal history', and, within the forrn of 

the cairn, the 'layers of meaning' embodied in the stones intricately overlap with one another. A 

few examples of the notes compiled in the 'Book of Gold' gives some insight into the specific 

meanings represented in each of the stones: 

Medium size grey stone found in direct proximity of Fort Ticonderop (French Fort 
Carillon), N. Y. Still has traces of masonry on it. [The present] Cluny's direct ancestor, 
Allan Macpherson, was with the Black Watch at this location with Abercrombie in 1758 
and more successfully with Amherst in 1759. Given by C. Peter McPherson Fish, Keenc. 
N. Y., USA. 

"A small grey stone from Bon le Mer, Dunkerque. Where Cluny of the '45 died. From Dr. 
Jean Lees, Mirecourt, France. 

" Stone (old red sandstone) from the Shetland Isles. From Robert Laurence Macpherson. 
Requests full name-not initials. Laurence was his father's name and there has been a 
Robert in the family since they arrived in the Shetland Isles c 1756 when a slave ship was 
xvrecked on Shetland on the way to the Caribbean. (Samc generation as EýN an of the '45). 
The stone comes from the area \vhere Robert lived and his house \N ould ha\ e beell made 
frorn. 

" Picce of brown rock from near the bachelor officers' quarters, blda 40, near the north cast 
boLindary of historic Fort \ Ic Pherson, A tlanta, GA, USA. Obtained h% Donald and Dodie 
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McPherson and family., Roswell, Georgia, USA. 
" Small black stone from a 6000'ridge known as Jebel Aswad, Arabic for 'Black Mountain'. 

Oman's 'Creag Dhubh'. From Malcolm C McPherson. Sultanate of Oman. 
" Stone from Creag Dhubh, Malawi. From Ewan & Jenny Macpherson of), Ialawl. 
"A large yellow coloured rectangular limestone inscribed 'McPherson Kansas 1995'. The 

state rock for Kansas and is found in the Flint Hills that extend in the eastern e&e of 
McPherson County. This rock was used in the construction of a verý, early home in McPherson. 

... Robert W. and Debra J. Macpherson. Robert is the Vice Chairman, 
McPherson Scottish Society, McPherson, Kansas, USA. 

"A tiny piece of black coal and a tiny piece of red stone from McKeesport, PA, USA. Gt 
Grandfather MacPherson settled in the township of Elizabeth just outside of McKeesport 
to mine coal and the family are still in the area. The sender, Sue Anne MacPherson, of 
McKeesport has four sons and a daughter who are proud of their Scottish background. 

" Stone from Kirkton Chapel, Craignish Argyll. The ancestral burial grounds of the donor, 
Jim McPherson of Kirkintilloch. 

" An Aboriginal axehead from Western Australia. From Douglas & Margaret McPherson, 
Western Australia. 

"A very large, black and white stone with flakes of real gold glistening. The face is polished 
and has eighteen first names inscribed on it plus the first initial of seventeen other members. 
From the Western Deep Levels Gold Mine in South Africa, being the deepest mine in the 
world. Sent by Allan D. MacPherson of Rivonia, South Africa on behalf of the South 
African Branch of the Clan Macpherson Association. 

"A very small light coloured stone from Norfolk County, Virginia where Daniel Mackfarson 
arrived in 1652 [and] a very small light coloured stone from Camden County, North Carolina 
where some of Daniel Mackferson's ancestors (sic) went. Given by Jessie McPherson 
McNeill of North Carolina, USA. 

"A small piece of brown petrified wood and polished at one end. From Mount Abundance 
Station, Roma, Queensland, Australia. Settled in 1847 by Allan Macpherson of Blairgowrie, 
Scotland. He abandoned the Station in 1856 because of droughts and attacks by Aborigines 
on stock and settlers. Allan was an ancestor of the present Chief. Given by Peter Keegan, 
Roma, Queensland, Australia. (Clan Macpherson 'Book of Gold') 

Each stone thus represents, metonymically, its own place-story: each tells an individual family 

narrative, but each narrative is also a fragment of a wider story, that of the Macpherson diaspora. 

Just as the fragments of rocks are conglomerated into one in the cairn, so the personal histories 

they each embody are fused in the cement of a shared heritage into the collective history of the 

clan. ' 

It seems, therefore, that this cairn is not merely a memorial to a Jacobite hero, it is, rather, the 

clan's memorial to the clan itself. on the one hand, an acknowledgement of its essentially dispersed 

nature (a clan 'gone on the hill wind'), on the other, an emphatic assertion of the resilience of its 

attachment to the place it still identifies as home. In a medium as substantial as stone, the monument 

makes tangible the intangible relationship between a people and its place, and 'represences', despite 

its continued absence, the clan in its clanlands. Furthermore, as the place-stories of homeland and 

diaspora are interfused and articulated within the panorama of the monument, 'Macpherson County' 

The Memorial Cairn at Grandfather Mountain, North Carolina-the site of the lany c, cst annual Highland 
Games and 'Gathenrig of Scottish Clans' in the USA-providcs an interestM2 'U'lVel-se to the Macpher, ýoii ZI - monument. The Grandfather Mountain cairn was dedicated at the Silver Anniversary Games held in 1980 
and incorporates seventy-four polislied stories, donated b,,. - different clans. mostly collected from their 'home 
hills and vales of Scotland' (Grandfather Mountain Highland Games Programme. 1986: 28-29, - scc also Ray 
-lool: 147). 
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seems to extend far beyond the bounds of Badenoch to embrace, as we have seell. coal mines in 
Pennsylvania, gold mines in South Africa, and abandoned sheep stations in Queensland: temtories 
(and identities) delineated not so much by the Athchas of dwelling, as bý, ' the itineraries of ancestral 

migrations. 

The cairn was unveiled on August 3,1996 before a gathering of some 4822 Macphersons from 

Australia (6), Belgium (2), Canada (30), France (2), Germany (2), Malawi (7), Ne\\ Zealand (2). 
Oman (3), South Africa (12), Spain (33), the USA (156) and the UK (22 7). Sandy Macpherson 
described the scene to me: 

[It was] a glorious afternoon of sunshine and the cairn was all swathed and ve I led and speeches 
were made, prayers were said, and at a given signal the cord was pulled and it was unvei led in 
all its glory. And then, probably the most moving bit of all was-one of the Macphersons who 
was present was a chap who was a professional operatic singer, he'd sung at Covent Garden, a 
lovely baritone voice, and he struck up the 121st Psalm, 'I to the hills will lift mine eyes', 
unaccompanied, and he led off, and everybody followed. And, really, it was a most emotional 
moment that ... quite astonishing. 

He added that the cairn had now become 'almost a place of pilgrimage'. 

Living in a New (Macpherson) Country 

One fascinating way in which Macpherson Country may be seen to extend far beyond Badenoch's 

bounds is in the remarkable number of places named 'Macpherson' or 'McPherson' throughout 

the world. As we have already seen in the excerpts from the 'Book of Gold', there is a McPherson 

County in Kansas and a Fort McPherson in Georgia-these are named after the American Civil 

War hero James 'Birdseye'McPherson, as is McPherson County in South Dakota. There is another 
Fort McPherson at the head of the Mackenzie River in Canada's North West Territories, this time 

named after Murdoch McPherson, a factor of the Hudson's Bay Company. To these we may add a 
further eight McPherson/Macpherson Lakes, two McPherson Points and a Glen McPherson in 
Canada; a Macpherson's Strait in the Bay of Bengal; another McPherson Point on the coast of 

Christmas Island; and, in Australia, a Macpherson's Pillar, a McPherson mountain range, and no 

less than three Mount Macphersons (A. G. Macpherson 2000: 25-26). 

Natural features of the New World landscape were often named in honour of those who funded 

expeditions during the process of European colonization. Thus, Bill Macpherson, an informant 

from Western Australia, writes in his family history how his great-grandfather, Donald Macpherson, 

who emigrated from Badenoch to Western Australia in 1839, had a mountain named after him in 

acknowledgement of his sponsorship of an expedition led by his land surveyor, F. T. Gre, _, ory: 

In 1861, Gregory led an expedition through the North West of the State. targely financed by 
five settlers of whom one was Donald Macpherson. Gregory reached a point about 160 
kilometres east of present-day Nullagine before being forced back by lack of food and water. 
Near that tuming point he named ýJt Macpherson. Expedition sponsors could expect to 

-get 
their names on týie map, althotigh the records of the Geographic Names Section of the Dept of 
Land Administration state only that Gregory chose the name of an early settler. One of the 
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family legends had been that a more famous explorer, Sir Lord John Forrest, nallied Mt 
Macpherson after Donald. (R. W Macpherson n. d.: 37) 

The expansion of this more literal Macpherson Country in Australia exemplifies the 'rhetorical 

colonization' of the New World described by Paul Carter, a colonization In which 'the historical 

space of the white settlers emerged through the medium of language'-and, more precisely. throtigh 
'the language of naming' (1987: 67). Through naming, Carter argues, undifferentiated space. itself 

rhetorically constructed as terra nullius, becomes transformed into an 'object of knowledge': 

'something that could be explored and read' and thereby appropriated (ibid. ). Carter is kccn to 

emphasize that such colonizations should not, however, be understood exclusively as the acts of 
famous-and not so famous-explorers such as Sir Thomas Mitchell (a Scot who, incidentally. 

named the Mount Macpherson on the Darling River in New South Wales), Sir Lord John Forrest, 

or, indeed, the likes of F. T. Gregory. He writes, 

To understand the settling process we need to bear in mind that contrary to the imperial paradigm 
of colonization, in which settlement follows on smoothly from discovery and exploration, the 
settlers inhabited the new country strategically. They were themselves discoverers and explorers. 
(ibid.: 138) 

Thus Carter cites the example of a Mr and Mrs Austin, who in planning the development of a 

township on their land selection near Geelong, first name it 'Chilwell' after their old home in 
Derbyshire, England. In the anticipatory act of naming, Carter argues, the Austins create a new 

place where meanings and associations can accrue (ibid.: 137-38). We may see the same processes 

at work in the new Macpherson Country: thus we find an Alexander Macpherson naming his 

property in New South Wales 'Kingussie' after the Badenoch town from which his father emigrated 

in 183 8; or that same Donald Macpherson, namesake of Mount Macpherson in Western Australia, 

naming his sheep station 'Glentromie' after Glen Tromie in Badenoch (and indeed, my infort-nant, 

Bill Macpherson, named his own house 'Glentromie', not after Glen Tromie, Badenoch, but after 

his great-grandfather's Australian property, thus continuing the toponymic migration). 

Carter maintains that the 'spatial histories'these settler-explorer-discoverers were making were 

orientated towards the future, not invocations of the past. The fact that the Chilwell in Derbyshire 

which gives its name to the Austins' anticipated township in Victoria has its own etymological 

roots is not, he suggests, particularly significant. Carter is more concerned with the manner in 

which the intentional act of naming brings into being a new 'communicable space' and how this 

constitutes the true 'settling' of a new country. Whilst not disputing the substance of Carter's 

argument, I believe the significance of these old country names-names such as 'Kingussie', 

'Glentromie', or the townsh ip of 'Badenoch' in Ontario-are much more than mere etymological 

curiosities (Carter 1987: 137). 

Topographically. whilst the Grampian Mountains in Victoria (again named bv Mitchell; see 

Birch 1996) may bear some passin-, -, resemblance to the Grampian Mountains in Scotland, tile 

same could not besaid of Donald 'vlacpherson's parched 'Glentromie'in Western Australia (Figure 
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Figure 6.8: 'Glentromic' sheep station, Victoria Plains, Western Australia. 

6.8) and its namesake in the Central Highlands. 'When I think of Tromie', recalls Meta Scarlett, 'I 
think of fishing picnics far up the glen on luminous summer evenings; of bathing in brown-dappled 

pools on lazy afternoons' (1988: 73); she translates a Gaelic verse which celebrates its many 
c charms': 

Glen Tromie of the charms 
Would I were in your shelter 
Where I would get blaeberries, 
Cloudberries and cranberries, 
Brown nuts on the hazel, 
And salmon in the pools. (ibid.: 76) 

It is in the heights of Glen Tromie that Gaick is to be found, the place where the infamous Black 

Officer of Ballachroan was killed, and it was in Glen Tromie, so Bill Macpherson believes, that 
'Old Aeneas', his great-great-grandfather, father of Donald, was born in the 1780s. According to 
Bill's family history, Aeneas married into a family of McIntoshes at Dunachton, across the Spey 

from Glen Tromie, and it was at Dunachton that Donald himself was born in 1815. As a twenty- 
four-year-old emigrant, Donald was, no doubt, well acquainted with his father's native glen-its 

charms as well as its darker associations-and he evidently carried the memory of that place with 
him to Western Australia. A further twenty years after his emigration, the significance of that 

memory was still sufficient for Donald, now a successful fan-ner with a flock of 4,000 sheep, 'a 

fine herd of cattle' and a homestead consisting of 'several substantial buildings', to change the 

name of his estate from the 'aboriginal' Murra Murra to Glentromie (R. W. Macpherson n. d.: 36). 

Actually, it was the name of this sheep station in Western Australia, sold after Donald's death, 

that provoked Bill Macpherson's interest in his family history in the first place, and caused him to 

set off in search of its old country namesake. Thus, in 1989 Bill made a joumey to Badenoch, not 

so much to see the generic Macpherson Country of the clan, as to find his own Macphersons' 

country. He explained to me, 'We didn't know why great-grandpa Donald Macpherson named his 

Western Australian sheep station Glentromie, and when I eventually did find out, I knew I would 

have to see the glen'. Of Old Aeneas's four sons, three emigrated to Western Australia, and it was 

interestino for Bill to discover that his was not the first homecoming in the family. Indeed the 
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continuing connections between this particular Macpherson diaspora and its homeland were evident 

in two nineteenth-century gravestones that Bill came across during his visit: the first, now Iving 

broken in Kingussie's 'Middle Cemetery', was erected in 1853 by Donald's older brother, 'John 

Macpherson of Western Australia', in memory of their father., Old Aeneas, who had died in 1840; 

the second, in nearby Alvie churchyard, was dedicated to Duncan and Mary Macpherson, Donald's 

younger brother and his wife, who died at Carnamah in Western Australia in the 1890s. As Bill 

observes, 'there must have been someone in Badenoch who remembered them kindly and who had 

enough money to erect the stone'. 'Or', he adds, 'did Duncan provide for it out of his own estate I. ), 

(suggesting that the old country remained home for him in some profound sense). Perhaps the 

most poignant part of Bill's journey to Badenoch, however, was his visit to Dunachton, the fann, 

originally subdivided into smaller townlands, on which Donald and his brothers had been born and 

raised in the early nineteenth century: 

It is all laid out as shown on the Ordnance Survey maps. I was surprised to find that the little 
groups of squares and lines on the map are actually the remains of the cottages and enclosure 
walls of the villages that were there in the time that Old Aeneas raised his children there. (Bill 
Macpherson pers. com. ) 

The story of Donald Macpherson and his brothers is, of course, just one among thousands of 

similar migrant tales, and, in its specificity, it lends credence to Carter's argument that colonial 
history must be understood, not as the unfolding of some epic narrative, but in the minutiae of 

thousands of individual actions and intentions. In naming their new homesteads after old homelands, 

however, surely these individual colonists were not only making spatial history, as Carter seems to 

suggest, in the sense of mapping out their futures onto what was, for them, an uncharted and 

abstract territory (1987: 137); 1 suggest that they were also historicizing that supposedly 'unhistoried' 

landscape by importing place-names that were already highly charged with memories and 

associations with the past. May we not conclude that whilst they contemplated new horizons, 

these colonists were also attempting to make their new country old? And, like the Aboriginal 

'Songlines'that the settlers knowingly and unknowingly over-wrote, may we not perceive in these 

spatial histories a kind of conduit connecting new lands and place-stories with their ancestral 

counterparts? Thus, travelling from Macpherson Country to Macpherson Country, Bill is able to 

reconstruct his family history from its linguistic as well as material traces in the landscape, and, 

among the grassed-over ruins of Dunachton, to make sense of the puzzling 'squares and lines' of 

his maps-to discern in their hieroglyphs a particular meaning of home. 
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7-SITES OF MEMORY, SOURCES OF IDENTITN' 

Lowenthal's observation that 'the locus of memory lies more readily in place than in time'(1997: 
180) is certainly borne out when considering the relationship between landscape and menlor\ III 
the Scottish Highlands. Nell Gunn, for example, provides a wonderful account of storýtelling 
'through'the Caithness landscape in his 1942 novel, YoungArt and OldHector. Towards the end 
of this fable, the avuncular Old Hector takes his young friend, Art, to 'the River', the magical 'far 

country'up the strath that Art has heard so much about, but to which, in his few years, he has ne\ er 
yet dared venture. Art's elder brother has recently emigrated, and Art wonders why Hector never 
wanted to leave the village and 'go away off into the world' like so many others. 

'Well, if I had gone away, I wouldn't have been here walking with you, for one thing. And 
for another, I like to be here. You see, I know every comer of this land, every little bum and 
stream, and even the boulders in the stream. And I know the moors and every lochan on them. 
And I know the hills, and the passes, and the ruins, and I know of things that happened here on 
our land long long ago, and men who are long dead I knew, and women. I knew them all. They 
are part of me. And more than that I can never know now'. 

'That's a lot to know, isn't 0' said Art wonderingly. 
'It's not the size of the knowing that matters, I think', said Old Hector, 'It's the kind of 

knowing'. (1976: 250) 

Hector explains that 'every little place, every hillock, every hill and slope' in the strath has its 

name, and he agrees to teach the names to Art: to know the names is, in some senses, to keep the 
'little places'alive (ibid.: 250-5 1). He follows Art's gaze to a small ravine, 

'That's where I saw the gaugers go up first', Art explained in a low voice, his eyes round. 
But there was no-one there now, and as they journeyed on, Old Hector gave Art the name 

of the bum that issued from the ravine, and explained how once, long ago, there had been a 
bothy near a spot high up the bum where stone cists, that were prehistoric graves, could still be 
seen. About that spot he told so fabulous a story that Art forgot to ask questions until it was 
finished. (ibid.: 253)1 

An AlIt Bothain-a 'stream of the bothy'--does indeed issue into the upper reaches of the 

Dunbeath Water, though I suspect, on this occasion, inspiration for the scene came not only from 

'Neil Gunn's country' and the Strath of Dunbeath, but also from 'Macpherson Country' and 
Strathspey, and, particularly, two nineteenth-century texts. Thus, of the Spey and its hinterland, 

John Longmuir writes that there is, 

Not a turn of the river, not a pass in the mountains, or the name of an estate, that does not recall 

Note the consonance bctxx, cen Gunn's narrative and ethnographic accounts of storytc1ling, practices in the 
landscape; for instance, Keith Basso's inforrnant's description of WestcrnApachc storytelhil-g: 'Thcy 

-, -, ot to 
a good place and camped therc. All day they gathered acorns. The worrien showed their daughters how to do 
it. Now they stopped working for a little while to eat and drink. 

... Then one of the women talked to the girls. 
"Do you see that mountain over there? I want VOLI to look at It. Its name Is Dzil ndeezc (Loi-ig Mountain). 
Remember it! Do you kilow what happened long ago close to that mountain" Well, now I'm going to tell you 
about it". Then she told them a story about what happened there. After she had finished she said, '"Well. now 
ý oLi know what happened at Long Mountain. What I have told \ ou is trLic. I didn't make it up. I learned it 
from my grandmother. Look at &t mountain and think about i't' It will help to mak-c yoii wisc... (Dudlc\ 
Patterson quoted in Basso 1996: 67). 
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some wild legend of the olden, or some thrilling event of more recent times; not a plain that is 
not associated with some battle; not a castle that has not stood its siege or been ený cloped in 
flames; not a dark pool or gloomy loch that has not its tale either of guilt or superstition: not a 
manse that has not been inhabited by some minister that eminently served his Nfaster. ... Or, 
turning from the castle to the cairn, from the kirk to the cromlech, what a field is opened up to 
the investigator of the manners of the past! (1860: 2). 

And Macbain, in an article in the 1890 Transactions of'the Gaelic Society ofInverness, notes that, 

The Ordnance Survey maps, made to the scale of six inches to the mile, contain for Badenoch 
some fourteen hundred names; but these do not form more than a tithe of the names actually in 
use or once used when the glens were filled by people, and the summer shealings received 
their annual visitants. Every knoll and rill had its name; the bit of moor, the bo, -ý or blAr, the 
clump of wood (badan), the rock or crag, the tiny loch or river pool, not to speak of cultivated 
land parcelled into fields, each and all, however insignificant, had a name among those that 
dwelt near them. Nor were the minute features of the mountain ranges and far away valleys 
much less known and named. The shealing system contributed much to this last fact. But now 
many of these names are lost, we may say most of them are lost, with the loss of the population. 
and with the abandonment of the old system of crofting and of summer migration to the hills. 
(1890: 170) 

These three texts-Gunn's, Longmuir's and Macbain's-attest to the density of 'place-stories' 

that have accumulated in the Highland landscape, and demonstrate that it is not only in those 

ýexotic' landscapes, still prioritized by anthropologists, where such remarkable mnemonic and 

toponymic practices occur or have occurred. But these texts are also indicative of a transformation 

that has taken place in the way such landscapes are experienced and perceived. We may agree with 

the French historian, Pierre Nora, and say that these landscapes no longer constitute milielix de 

mýmoire, Creal environments of memory', but have become complexes of heiix de mýmoire, 'sites 

of memory': places where memory 'crystallizes and secretes itself', venerated traces 'of that which 
has already happened' (1989: 7-8). This 'historicization' of mnemonic consciousness is related to 

the decline in oral traditions and the corresponding expansion of literacy. 'As traditional memory 

disappears', Nora argues, 'we feel obliged assiduously to collect remains, testimonies, documents, 

images, speeches, any visible signs of what has been' (ibid.: 13), and it is the textual, architectural 

and perfon-native spaces where such vestiges are inscribed, stored and re-enacted that constitute 

the lieiix de mýmoire. The 'sites of memory are many and diverse', writes Young, 'they range from 

archives to museums, parades to moments of silence, memorial gardens to resistance monuments, 

ruins to commemorative fast days' (1993: viii). The 'lived-landscape' (in which memory, too, is 

calive', pen-nanently evolving, and 'unconscious of its successive deformations' (Nora 1989: 8)) 

thus becomes a 'heritage- landscape': a landscape of monuments of the past, which venerate the 

past because it is past. 

Whereas, in French historiography, the definitive moment of transition bemeen 'mernory' 

(tradition) and 'history' (moderrilty) may be dated to 1789. In Scottish historiography, the p'% otA 

date is 1746 and the dismantling of 'the traditional society of the High lands' which folloNved in the Iz 

x\ akc of Culloden (Hunter 2000: 433). This, then, is the period in which that other famous son of 

Badenoch, James Macpherson, assernbled. transkited and augmented his 1-ýi-agnients ol'Anciew 
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Poel/-i,, collected in the Highlands of Scotland (1760), transforming the remnants of a bardic oral 

tradition into a literary form. As is well-known, Macpherson's collections. particularly The TfOrks 

of Ossian (1765), were hugely popular with cosmopolitan audiences and inspired the first \ý aves 

of what might feasibly be ten-ned 'heritage-tourism' in the Highlands: crammed with ethnological 

and antiquarian anecdotes, Pennant's A Tour in Scotland (177 1), Johnson's Jollrneýv to the If -estern 

Islands ofScotland (1775), and Boswell's Journal ofa Tour to the Hebrides ii, ith Satnuel Johnson 

(1786) are merely the most famous of the many published accounts (see Stafford 1988, Andrews 

1990; Gold and Gold 1995). Other evidence of the historicization of the Highlands at this time 

may be found in the establishment of the Highland Society in London in 1778, the avowed intention 

of which was the 'preservation of ancient Highland tradition' (Devine 1999: 234), the founding of 
the Society ofAntiquaries of Scotland in 1780, and, of course, in the steadygrowth of the Highlandist 

discourse associated with Scott, which would culminate in the 'King's Jaunt'to Edinburgh in 1822 

(see Chapters I and 4). 

Whilst these various publications, institutions and ceremonial events may all be understood as 
lieux de tnýmoire, the most material manifestations of this new historical consciousness are those 

memorials erected to commemorate the Highland past: those, for instance, at Glencoe, Glenfinnan 

and Culloden. Culloden is particularly interesting in this context, not only because the battle is so 
iconic a turning point in Highland history, but particularly because of the way in which the battlefield 

has evolved over the last 250 years as a complex memorial text-a process which has seen the 

name of the battle displace the name of the land over which it was fought (Drumossie Moor has 

thus become Culloden Moor). It was not until the 1880s that a monument was actually raised on 

the site, and, indeed, as McArthur notes, prior to the 1850s, Culloden was marked by its 'discursive 

invisibility' in Scotland (1994: 106). Thus in the cumulative index to the Inverness Courier (the 

Inverness Journal until 1817), only one reference is found to Culloden before 1825; in the period 

1825 to 184 1, there are only four entries; and it is not until the centenary of the battle, in 1846, that 

it rises more prominently in local consciousness. After two abandoned attempts to erect a memorial 

in the 1850s, Culloden was finally 'landscaped' as a commemorative site in 1881 by Duncan 

Forbes, the landowner of the time. As well as the twenty-foot high cairn, Forbes had erected a 

series of stones marking the supposed burial places of the clansmen who fell in the battle. The 

'Culloden Memorials', as they became known, were scheduled as Ancient Monuments in 1925. 

and the battlefield site itself passed into the ownership of the National Trust for Scotland, in 

somewhat piecemeal fashion, between 1937 and 1989. Throughout this period the site has undergone 

a massive transformation (the cutting down of a forestry plantation. the re-routing of roads. 

reinstatement of dykes, etc. ), and neNv components of the memorial site have been added including 

various commemorative stones. a visitor centre, on-site interpretation panels and a viewing platforrn. 

As reported by the respondents to my questionnaire, and noted by Ray (2100 1: 134.179), a visit to 

Culloden is ail important part of man\! roots-tourists' homecomin,! s. The t-olloNOrigy comments. 

posted to the Homecomings discussion list, demonstrate that sLich visits are often extremely 
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emotional experiences: 

It was eerie walking around and seeing the gravestones of the clans. It was rather like when I 
visited the Arizona Memorial in Hawaii ... so extremely sad that I would never go again. but I 
am glad that I did go once. (BK, Ontario, Canada) 

Beth and Nora were talking about Culloden. I went there a few years ago. Like Beth I am glad 
that I finally went but don't think I want to go again. I stood beside the Campbell 

--Gravestone and it was one of the ceriest feelings I have had. It was as if the whole place was steeped in 
sadness. The weather may have contributed to my feelings. As my granny would have said, Jt 
was awfy dreich wither'. It was in winter and it was misty, rainy and cold. (DK, Texas, USA) 

We went to Culloden one day after the anniversary and saw all the flowers and plaques left by 
the descendants of those who died there: how could you not feel the past? It slaps you In the 
face. I was overwhelmed by sadness. (DH, New Mexico, USA) 

I stood on the edge of the field and I was filled with such a sense of loneliness and desolation. 
I was a child and yet the place caught me and held me as if it were cold and raining on that 
bright shining day. I wanted to cry and I did not know why. (NY, Washington, USA) 

Such sites of memory are thus also evidently 'sites of mourning'(Winter 1995), the 'sacred centres' 

of a nation or ethme's 'moral geography' (A. D. Smith 1991: 16): places which, in a Highland 

context, mark the passing of a golden age (of tradition, of certainty, of a 'simpler' way of life). 

Figure 7.1: The Culloden memorial calm erected in 188 1. 

As we have seen, in popular Scottish diasporan consciousness, this 'passing' is in fact understood 

as a 'destruction'; a destruction, furthermore, that can be narrated, thanks largely to the popular 

historian John Prebble, in three parts, beginning with the 1692 Massacre of Glencoe, reaching its 

climax at Culloden, and ending with the Highland Clearances. ' Whilst the first two acts of this 

morality play are 'performed' at the cornmerriorative sites of Glencoe and CLilloden. no similar 

In tile tI oreword to Glencoe. first published in 1966, Prebble explains. 'I ha\ c %\ ritten this book becausc Its 
story is, in a sense, a beginning to what I have already . vrittcn about CLIlloclcn and the Clearances- -the 
dcst I ruction of tile Highland people and their way of life' ( 1968: 9). Culloden was first pUblishcd in 1961. 
The 11ý(,, hlanci C/cul'aliceS in 1963. 
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'intentional' monument exists to commemorate the Clearances (although, as we shall see in Chapter 

9. there is currently a campaign to erect such a monument in Helmsdale). The absence of a single 

memorial site to focus the 'recollection' of the Clearances has the effect of charging the whole 
Highland landscape with the 'memory' of these events. Thus, Rob Gibson, in his self-published 
Highland Clearances Trail, wntes, 'from Gleann Mor to Beinn a' Bhragaidh the bare hills tell 

their own story of unfinished business' (1996a: -1). Elsewhere I have examined in some detail the 

mnemonic landscapes of the Clearances, and how the ruins of croft houses and the caim-like 

remains of old settlement clusters which one frequently encounters in the Highlands, are often 

interpreted as evidence of the Clearances regardless of their period or the specific circumstances 

of their desertion (Basu 1997,2000). The ruin, I have argued, stands in metonymic relationship to 

the Clearances, such that the whole Clearance narrative is told in every ruin. This can be illustrated 

with reference to a page entitled 'Where to "see" the Highland Clearances and Diaspora' on the 

personal web site of an informant from Pennsylvania. He explains, 

Evidence of the Clearances (Na Fuadaichean) can be seen everywhere in the Highlands and 
Islands. The evidence is there in the form of thousands of ruined and/or overgrown villages 
and homesteads. But only a few sites are identified in any way. (geovisualbusinessmaps. com/ 
diaspora. htm; emphases in original) 

Unlike the intentional monuments erected at Glencoe, Glenfinnan and Culloden, such ruins 

may be understood as 'unintentional monuments'. Thus, while Riegl, in his 1903 essay 'The Modem 

Cult of Monuments', defines an intentional monument as a 'human creation, erected for the specific 

purpose of keeping single human deeds or events ... alive in the minds of future generations' 

(1982: 2 1), unintentional monuments may be said to have acquired commemorative value, even 

though this was 'not their original purpose and significance' (ibid.: 23). Of course, unintentional 

monuments, such as the remains of 'overgrown villages and homesteads', may become intentional 

monuments insofar as their mnemonic potential may be appropnated and they may be reconstructed 

to recall a specific set of events. This process is most apparent when such sites are developed into 

heritage attractions and provisioned with interpretative panels and the like: thus, a growing number 

of 'Clearance villages' may be found throughout the Highlands (examples include Rosal and 

Achinlochy in Sutherland, Badbae in Caithness, Leitir Fura on Skye, and Milton of Glen Banchor 

in Badenoch). 

This transition from ruin to monument, milieu de tnýmoire to lieu de tnýmoire, is not, however. 

always so intrusively effected. Thus, the aforementioned Highland Clearances Trail by Rob Gibson 

(I 996a) and a leaflet entitled 'In the footsteps of the Clearances' produced by the Skye and Lochalsh 

Museum Service (1998) narrate these landscapes without materially altering the landscapes 

themselves -the\, merely alter their meanings (by the very attribution of meaning). The 'in the 

footsteps of the Clearances' leaflet, one of a series produced by the museum ser% ice, is itself a 

fascinating memorial text, 'LIXtaposing explanatorN prose NN ith archive images of an inhabited and 

cultl\ ated crofting landscape, *c\ c x\ itness' accounts of the Clearances. photographs of the now- 
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Figure 7.3: The uninterpreted ruins of 
Broubstcr in Caithness. Such 
'unintentional' monuments remain 
'open cmblems' and, though often of a 
later period, are often regarded as 
evidence' of the Clearances. 

Figure 7.2: Through interpretation, the 
mnemonic potential of sites such as 
Rosal in Sutherland are appropriated 
and the 'unintentional' monument is 
remade as an 'Intentional' one to 
commemorate the Highland 
Clearances. 

deserted and ruinous settlements, brief histories of each site, and maps showing walking routes 
that encourage visitors to explore the sites for themselves. 

These sites do much more than merely arouse curiosity. 'The deserted place "remembers" and 

grows lonely', writes Kathleen Stewart (1996: 156). It is as if the landscape itself 'holds' the 

mernory of its past and tells its own story, quite separate from the subject who perceives it. Thus 

Neil Gunn writes of the Sutherland clanlands of the MacKearnish Gunns, cleared in 1813-14, 

In Kildonan there is today a shadow, a chill, of which any sensitive mind would, I am convinced, 
be vaguely aware, though possessing no knowledge of the clearances. We are affected strangely 
by any place from which the tide of life has ebbed. (1987: 32) 

The 'sense of place' may therefore be experienced as if it is emitted from or dwells in place itself, 

an animus loci. Yet, of course, such a sense is derived from the experiencing subject, or, more 

I ircurnstances of the encounter precisely, from the juxtaposition of subject, place and the spec fic ci 

(weather conditions, season, prior knowledge, etc. ). We do not, after all, experience place na*fvely: 

as Edward Casey notes, knowledge of place is not 'subsequent to perception , but 'is ingredient in 

perception itself' (1996: 18). The landscape is never inert, never a material tabula t-asa awaiting 

inscription, but is always already embedded within webs of personal and cultural narratives, 

memories and associations (Tilley 1994). 

But just as the past may be objectified or extemalized in the landscape as sites of memory. so 
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the sites of memory-and thus the past they seem to embody-become internalized through 

individual engagement and encounter with them. Bourdieu characteristically describes this process 

as the "dialectic qfthe internalization o externaliti, and the externaliZation of internality' 1977: 

72; italics in original). This dialectic has the effect of 'reflecting back' the emotions that a isitor 

unconsciously invests in a site, mystifying as well as magnifying the poignancy of the experience. 

As Young cogently argues, 'by themselves, monuments are of little value, mere stones in the 

landscape' (1993: 2): how and what we remember in their company 'depends very much on who 

we are, why we care to remember, and how we see' (ibid.: xii). For the returning 'exiles' whoftel 

the presence of their ancestors at Culloden or sense them among the tumble down ruins of a croft 
house, the lieux de tnýmoire of the Scottish Highlands have a very particular resonance. 

But to begin to understand the depth of feeling engendered in homecomers at these sites, we 

again need to return to Nora. The lieux de mýmoire, he explains, 'are fundamentally remains, the 

ultimate embodiments of a memorial consciousness that has barely survived in a historical age 

that calls out for memory because it has abandoned it' (1989: 11). 'The passage from memory to 

history', he continues, 'has required every social group to redefine its identity through the 

revitalization of its own history' (ibid.: 15); there is, he suggests, a concern among such groups 

that without this 'commemorative vigilance, history would soon sweep them away' (ibid.: 12). 

But neither is this concern restricted to institutions of the state, ethnic groups or other collectivities: 

the obligation to remember falls as keenly on the individual (ibid.: 15). The sites of memory 

effectively become 'bastions' upon which we 'buttress our identities', bastions that would be 

uncalled-for 'if what they defended were not threatened' (ibid.: 12). Individual memories thus 

4surface at the interstices of broken collective memories', and it is 'amidst the remnants of the 

collective memories of family, church, and nation [that] the individual forges his identity by 

historicizing his own memory' (Hutton 1993: 151). Nowhere is this more apparent than in the 

practices of genealogical research, in which everyone is quite literally called to be 'his own historian' 

(Nora 1989: 15). 

'What is being remembered? ' Nora asks. 'In a sense', he suggests, 'it is memory itself' (Ibid.: 

16). We may come to the same conclusion when considering the phenomenon of roots-tourism in 

the Scottish Highlands, and these journeys may indeed be understood as being driven by an absence 

of memory and a need to somehow re-establish continuity with a past ruptured by successive 

migrations and the forgetfulness of assimilation. Time and again, this compulsion to remember the 

past in order to relocate the self in time and space-in history-is articulated by my informants in 

their adherence to the adage that 'in order to know who one is and where one is going. one must 

know NN'bere one has come from: 

I ain deep4v in terested in in ,v oriains and roots. Tfithout this interest I it-otildconsider in_vseýf ail 
p to orientate oneself in the it, orld. I am the eternal Fami4i, histoiýý is a great hel 

product oftin, ancestors. knoiilng them helps me iinderstandim'self! Hoit, can onefidli, kilo it' 
ne, helshecame" Totitiderstatidiii. i, hei-itagcatid o s'ý identiti, ifone doesn ý knoii, ftom it, hencc 
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where Icomeftom helps to iinderstandmi, selfaiidnii'plac'e in the world. Understandint'nil, 
roots helps me to know who I am and why I am who I am Knowing niyfiiini4j, origins tellý ine 
who I am. I It is important to know who myJamili, was so that I can better understand who I 
am. I It gives me a better understanding qfwho I am and what ni ,v place in the world is. To 
know who one is, one must know their ancestors. It's easier to ure where vou are going 
you know where , you comefi-om. - clichý but true. Knowledgeqf one ý origins i's a basis. /br a 
sense ofself'worth. ý You have to know where you came. fi-om in order to know whereYou are 
going. 

Such is the 'mantra' of family historians. 

This spatialization of memory-knowing where one has come from-is, of course, intrinsic to 

a more fundamental metaphorical logic through which we communicate abstractions, but in a 

context in which the past is perceived quite literally as a country which has become foreign, the 

possibility of physically visiting that past invests the practice of roots-tourism with a powerfully 

symbolic aura. It will be abundantly evident from the above oft-repeated comments that these 

journeys to the past are also journeys of se If- understand i ng and self-knowledge, and, thus, in a 

fusion of the metaphorical, the metaphysical and the mundane, the sites of memory which are their 

destinations become hugely significant. This is true of the sites of collective memory such as 

Culloden and even the diffuse unintentional monuments of the Clearances, but especially so of 

those sites that speak directly to the individual. Is it any wonder, then, that the sight of an ancestor's 

initials, scratched, prior to emigrating, into a stone in the now ruinous walls of an old family croft 

should induce a turnult of mixed emotions in the 'returning' descendant? Through such affective 

processes the sites of memory become 'sources of identity': originary places from which the identity 

of the self is perceived to derive, and to which the self, thirsting for identity, may resort for 

sustenance. 

Figure 7.4: 'H M'-the initials of Henry Macdonald scratched into a stone in the 
wall of the family croft house at Uppei- Lappan, Dunbeath prior to his cmI-g-ratIOn to 
Australia in the i 920s. Several of Henry's descendants have made the Journey back 

to visit the old horne and see the Initials. 
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&-HOMECOMINGS 

Self-seeking in late modernity 

'Identity', argues Dan MacAdams, 'is the problem of unity and purpose in human life'(1 997: 60). 
Because of a 'confluence of disorientating factors such as wars, campaigns of genocide. rapid 
technological and ideological change, the breakdown of moral authority, and the saturation of the 

mass media', the self can no longer be thought of as a unitary entity Obid.: 48). Instead we ha\ e 
witnessed what Berger et al call a 'pluralization of the lifeworld' (1973: 64) and the rise of a 
c protean' self (Lifton 1993). As MacAdams explains, 

Like the Greek god Proteus, one takes on whatever forms and qualities that a particular life 
situation demands. One juggles multiple roles, tries on different hats, different lives, forging 
selves whose unity is at best tentative and provisional, selves waiting to be dissolved into new 
combinations or even discarded for brand new editions when life changes and new challenges 
arise. (1997: 48). 

Whilst proteanism represents an adaptive model for how to I've amid a world of perceived mobility 

and fragmentation, this living at the surface of the perpetual present has left the individual feeling 

'few connections to the past and little faith in the future'(ibid.; Lasch 1991: 68). This results in an 
inability in people to make meaningful and long-terrn commitments to each other, to institutions 

and 'to the more enduring aspects of selfhood that may reside beneath the surface of everyday 

role-playing' (MacAdams 1997: 48). The self for which the modem individual thus thirsts is a 
deeper, unified, continuous, more coherent and more meaningful one. 

As self-identity has become 'increasingly open-ended, transitory [and] liable to on-going change' 
(Berger et al 1973: 78), it has simultaneously been called upon to fill a 'value gap' resulting from 

the decline in traditional 'value bases' such as family, church and community (Baumeister 1997: 

199). Thus, the 'subjective realm of identity' has also become 'the individual's main foothold in 

reality' (Berger et al 1973: 78) and the self has acquired a new moral value: 'more than just the 

agent who decides how to implement moral principles and other obligations ... it is now the 

source of those moral principles and obligations' (Baumeister 1997: 201; Taylor 1989). 

Consequently, the need to 'know'the self has become one of life's imperatives, whilst, at the same 

time, the nature of the self (its 'knowability') has become increasingly complex and problematized. 

The pursuit of self-knowledge has therefore 'come to be regarded as an important, large and difficult 

task' (Baumeister 1997: 204). 

The self may thus be regarded as a 'reflexive project' (Giddens 1991: 75). requiring *a concerted 

examination of the modem person's rich inner life, where it is assumed, some form of truth or 

meaning n-iay be discerned' (MacAdams 1997: 62). Whilst this 'hermeneutics of the self' implies 

the divination of something present but obscure within the self (Foucault 1988: 46), in fact the 
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nature. The process of *selfing', most explicit i project is not reconstructive, but construct, -III In 

the practices of psychoanalysis and self-realization therapies, should not. Spence argues. be 

understood as an archaeological project in which the 'true self' is excavated from the recesses of 

suppressed memory, so much as a creative project in which the self constructs a narrative of itself 

which is, above all, 'true' to its own logic (1984). The object of a self-narrative is not its 'fit' to 

some hidden reality, but rather its 'external and internal coherence, livabilitv, and adequacy 
(Polonoff cited by J. Bruner 1990: 112). 'We achieve our personal identities and self-concept 

through the use of... narrative configuration, and make our existence into a whole by understanding 
it as an expression of a single unfolding and developing story' (Polkinghorne cited by J. Bruner 

1990: 115-16)-which is to say, that self-narration is not only a descriptive act, but also a generative 

act through which the self emerges (Kerby 1991: 4). 

This is not, however, to suggest that there are not constraints on an individual's self-constructions. 
The 'narrating subject' is, after all, also a 'narrated subject', and is, furthen-nore, limited in its 

auto-creativity by the possibilities of its particular habitus. As Kerby explains, 

It should be clear that such narratives are considerably influenced by the social milieu in 
which the human subject functions. The stories we tell of ourselves are deten-nined not only by 
how other people narrate us but also by our language and the genres of storytelling inherited 
from our traditions. Indeed, much of our self-narrating is a matter of becoming conscious of 
the narratives that we already live with and in. ... It seems true to say that we have already 
been narrated from a third-person perspective prior to our even gaining competence for self- 
narration. Such external narratives will understandably set up expectations and constraints on 
our personal self-descriptions, and they significantly contribute to the material from which our 
own narratives are derived. (1991: 6) 

A pertinent elaboration of this notion of 'narrative heritage' may be found in the work of the 

Scottish moral philosopher, Alasdair Maclntyre, who himself emigrated to the United States in 

1970: 

I inherit from the past of my family, my city, my tribe, my nation, a variety of debts, inheritances, 

rightful expectations and obligations. These constitute the given of my life, my moral starting 
point. ... The story of my life is always embedded in the story of those communities from 

which I derive my identity. ... What I am, therefore, is in key part what I inherit, a specific past 
that is present to some degree in my present. I find myself part of a history and that is generally 
to say, whether I like it or not, whether I recognise it or not, one of the bearers of a tradition. 
(1981: 205-06) 

It may, therefore, be more correct to say that a dialectical tension exists between the 'narrating 

self' and the 'narrated self' (Lambeck and Antze 1996: xviii), and that the 'life story is jointly 

authored by the person and his or her defining culture or cultures' (MacAdams 1997: 63). 

The relationship between 'self-deten-nination' and 'external deten-nination' is not, howe\ cr, 

simply a contest between choice and constraint. As Mary Waters has explored in her analý sis of 

the 'ethnic options'open to w1ilte, middle-class American citizens. there is a large degree of choice 

a\ ailable to individuals of inixed 'ethnicity' in their iiegotiations of identity (evinced, for e. \ample, 

in that fact that her informants' self-defined ethnic identities changed o\ er time and in different 
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contexts (1990: 16)). However., Waters also makes clear that this choice is limited by a range of 

external factors such as knowledge of ancestors. surname, physical appearance and the relatl\ C 

ranking' of different ethnic groups, and is therefore not entirely 'free' (or. indeed. free from 

prejudice) (ibid.: 57). Furthermore 'choice' is rarely understood as such, and ethnicity continues to 
be perceived as a biologically determined attribute of the individual, an 'objectl% e fact' and not a 

social construct or a symbolic resource (ibid.: 18,167). This is certainly evident in my own 

infon-nants' comments, and, indeed, it is the proclaimed absence of choice that is striking in many 

of their statements. Scottish identity is thus frequently described as being 'in the blood', 'in the 

marrow of my bones' and so forth. ' One informant from Ontano explains, 

For me, being Scottish is not a choice, it's in the blood. It is something which has no name, but 
yet lingers there within me. 

This genetic connection with the ancestors is also extended to places associated with these ancestors. 
Thus a profound 'resonance' is felt at certain sites: something mysterious and emotional, which is 

often rationalized as a 'race memory', 'ancestral memory' or 'genetic memory'. An informant 
from Washington speculates, 

Do we have a genetically inherited memory for places'? Most evidence suggests we do. Is this 
the real secret of 'deja vu'? Is this why we bite back the tears of sorrow at the sound of the 
bagpipes? Are we responding to memories that we have, but have no understanding of? 

Another, from Victoria, Australia ponders on the exact nature of her inheritance from her Ayrshire 

ancestors, 

Something of those early Strachans does remain-it's buried in me and all those other Strachan 
descendants now scattered all over the world. We all share a genetic inheritance derived from 
those generations of Ayrshire coal mining families. And I hope it Is an inheritance that affects 
more than the colour of our skin, hair and eyes. 

Interested in Jungian psychology, this informant felt that herjoumey to Scotland was also ajoumey 

into the 'Scottish psyche' and a journey into herself. 

I come from those people, I share that psyche, therefore Journeying into it is a Journey into 
myself 

In seeking ontological security in an era of existential anxiety, Giddens argues that the self 

creates coherence and continuity, through narrative, by situating itself on a 'trajectory' from the 

remembered past to the anticipated future. In this reflexive project, he explains, 'we are, not, ývhat 

we are, but what we make of ourselves', and, to these ends, 'the individual appropriates his past by 

sifting through it in the light of what is anticipated for an (organtsed) future' (1991: 75). The self 

thus creatively 'reworks'the past to suit its future-orientated present (ibid.: 85). Crucially, however, 

1ý 
itle, taken from the Canadiati Boat Song, of a novel bly, Richcnda Francis that The Bloo(I is Sti-on, is the ti II 

describes the journey -'the most personal pilgrimagc of her life' (1997: 3 ý-of a young Canadian girl to t: 1 - South Ust, 'the Hc6ridean island from which-hcr ancestors wcrc forced to emIgrate'. On the fcn-% a local 

minister mistakes her for an islander: 'You have a look of the islands on you and I thought I was grccting one 
of mv flock', he explains. She rccalls her grandmother telling her, 'A thi-owback, that 'ý what-vou aw. .. 

Celtic 
to thc cvcballs. with that palc skin of. vow-s ancl that dai-k, tlai-k hah'(1b'd.: 1-2). 
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I suggest that, in order to provide that ontological security, the constructive nature of this project 

must remain obscure and must, instead, be misrecognizedby the subject as a reconstructi% c process. 
The narrating self may, I contend, effectively choose to reject choice (preferring to be a narrated 

self), and continue to believe in a ... real", inner, essential [self] that lives behind the public 

presentation of self' (MacAdams 1997: 64). From the roots-tourist's perspective. for example. the 

revelation that 'we are what we make of ourselves' provides little consolation; what is sought is 
not a deconstruction of the myth of self, but rather its rediscovery and revitalization. Thus. to 

answer those insistent questions of late modemity-'What to do? How to act? Who to be: ̀ (Giddens 
1991: 75; emphasis added)-the genealogist turns to the supposedly indubitable inheritance of the 
blood, and intuits there a vague memory of 'home'. As an informant from Pennsylvania, USA 

explains, 'it's like having the Highland soil coursing through my veins, having dreams of a land 

I've never seen and love for a family I've never known'. 

The Grail 

In his influential work After Virtue, MacIntyre explores the idea that modem identity can be 

understood as a 'quest', that life itself can be defined as the process of self-discovery (1981: 203- 

04). Macfntyre invokes the medieval conception of a quest because it postulates a goal whilst 

accepting that the goal remains abstruse. Thus, the nature of 'a quest is not at all that of a search for 

something already adequately characterised', but rather it 'is always an education both as to the 

character of that which is being sought and in self-knowledge'(Ibid.: 204). A quest, like a pilgrimage, 

is also at once a 'metaphorical journey' and a 'terrestrial journey', per ager, 'through the fields' 

(Morinis 1992: 23), to a distant place (Turner and Turner 1978: 7). Borrowing a phrase from the 

Bengali poet Rabindranath Tagore, we might say that the quest for self identity resembles ajourney 

to an unknown destination (Tagore 1984: 28). 

The notions of 'quest' and 'pilgrimage' are not merely convenient and, indeed, poetic metaphors 
for the anthropological analysis of modem, in this case, Scottish diasporan identity, but are also 

commonly used by roots-tourists themselves in their descriptions of what they are undertaking in 

theirjourneys. Thus, Sarida, a Texan informant, describes the homecoming experience as follows: 

A Diasporan Scot returning to the ancestral lands is more of a traveler or pilgrim [i. e. than a 
tourist]. He or she is not necessarily going to the major tourist centers or popular destinations 
of Scotland. Usually there is a quest involved here, a quest for ancestors or the lands where the 
family originated. A quest for lost memories and traditions, a hunger for identity and belonging. 
a reaching for connections from something severed long ago. Like the quest for the Grail 
itself, it is a complex, convoluted and perilous journey and perhaps the Grail of our selves is 
unobtainable. 

Another inforinant, Frank, from Colorado, also finds resonance in the Grail myth and explains that 

in his experience the quest is not simply a cognitive one, but invo Ives i ourneying to a% ery particular, 

physical landscape. 

In the old Grail myths there is a sense that the holy object can simultaneously heal the kin-(-) 
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of his wound, as well as the land itself... Like many other instances of Celtic so, ý erei ý4ntv. in 
the old Grail tales the king is connected to the land. What happens to the king happens to the 
land. So, in this context, the Arthurian tales speak of the land falling into a wounded state 
because of the wounded king. 

The knights are sent out on a quest for the only object that can restore the king and the 
land: the Grail. In the tales there is a guiding question that if answered truly will result in the 
seeker finding the true grail. The question? What ails thee? 

So, not to discount the line of inquiry re: are we tourists?, but whether one is a Homeland 
or a Diaspora Scot I think another question to ask alongside this is: what ails thee? 

How does participating in the dynamism of the Scottish landscape assist you in that ailment? 
What was wounded in the first place, and is that wound related to the Scottish landscape itself? 

In my own participation with the Scottish landscape, and my own family's relationship to 
our place of origin (Argyll, the Isles and the Orkneys), the premise of the Arthurian and other 
Celtic tales seems to suggest a formula of sorts. 

There is an old saying, 'The healing of the wound must come from the blood of the wound 
itself'. This denotes the biological reality that it is largely the blood of the wound that cleanscs 
the wound. If the blood is our ancestry and cultural heritage as well as the landscape and the 
wound is a ripping up of foundation, a severing of connectedness, the fon-nula suggests that it 
is precisely by revisiting the landscape that we begin to participate 'in the quest' for our healing 
and reconnection. 

Some may find the New Age tone unpalatable, but Frank articulates what remains implicit or 
at best vaguely intuited in many such journeys. Although rarely apprehended as such, for many the 
homecoming journey is a therapeutic act. And if, as this infonnant suggests, the journey is the 

cure, then it is left for us to extrapolate the ailment: 'a ripping up of foundation', 'a severing of 

connectedness'? 

The wasteland motif, with its association between the health of the person and the health of the 
land, is also significant in the context of the Scottish diaspora. Wandering around those areas of 
the Scottish Highlands affected by the Clearances or subsequent depopulation-landscapes of 

ruins and deserted settlements--one is left with the impression that the 'land' has indeed fared ill. 
Similarly, from an ecological perspective, Frank Fraser Darting has written that, due to deforestation 

and generations of environmental mismanagement, 'the Highlands are a devastated countryside', 

and that this 'man-made devastation is no environment for psychological health in a people' (quoted 

in Hunter 1995: 15 1). The 'struggle'for and with the land is key to contemporary Highland identity 
in both homeland and diaspora. As we shall see in Chapter 9, the Clearance narrative in particular 

provides the diaspora with its traumatic 'origin myth' and leaves many roots-tourists in no doubt 

that their ancestors were pushed from the land, torn away from their foundations, rather than 

pulled by the prospect of opportunity in the New World, severers of their own roots. 

Regardless of whether, in the majority of cases, this claim of being an exiled people, separated 

from the landwhich confers their identity, withstands serious scrutiny, the narrative is internalized 

and central to many individuals' senses of what it means to be descended from Highland Scots. 

The'memory-inyth' is transmogrified over generations. incited by periodic jingoism and mobilized 

in the arena of a global identity politics. Little wonder, then, that at an individual levcI the 'cxile's 

return' is often a poignant and restorati% e experience. 
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Drawing upon three North American examples, I should now like to explore in a little greater 
detail the nature of these homecomingjourneys. Here, then, I switch register and, making extensive 

use of interview material, tell three stories of three journeys. 

Sounding the stones: Bonnie and Pat - Uig, Lewis 

Bonnie, 56, and Pat, 54, are sisters. Both live in the state of Washington, USA. Bonnie is an 

education outreach manager, Pat an environmental project manager. Their great-grandparents, 
Malcolm Matheson and Margaret Buchanan, emigrated from the Isle of Lewis in Scotland's Outer 

Hebrides to Canada in 1870. This would be Bonnie's second visit to Lewis, Pat's third, but their 
firstjourney to the island together. Indeed both felt it was very important for them to make this trip 
cas sisters'. In addition to five days on Lewis, Bonnie was also enjoying a walking holiday in the 
Highlands with her partner, while Pat had spent three days on Iona, a place sacred to both the early 

church and the contemporary 'Celtic spirituality' movement. 

Pat's first visit to Lewis, in 1996, was very much a 'first pass, without the time or sufficient 
information to make much progress establishing family connections with either people or places. 
It was, however, a powerful experience with memorable visits to Callanish stones and to places 

associated with the broader Clan Matheson: 'I was the first of our family to actually go to Scotland. 

It changed my life and connected me with that part of my heritage'. 

On returning home, Pat compiled a book about the trip, including an account of where she and 
her husband had visited, photographs they had taken, notes on Matheson clan history, copies of 
tourist leaflets and excerpts from a Canadian local history which included a biographical section 

about her pioneer great-grandfather. These she copied and distributed to family members as 
Christmas presents, encouraging them to make thejoumey themselves and add their own discoveries 

to the book. What especially surprised Pat in that first visit was a feeling of connectedness to her 

female ancestors: 

As the boat approached Lewis, I could almost 'see' years of Scottish women on the shores and 
bogs. I got my first real sense of the female side of the Scots (it had been a very male based, 
bagpipe playing, Scotch drinking part of my US upbringing) and I suddenly felt like I acquired 
a lineage of strong Scots women that was not available to me in our male clan family mythology. 

This is a significant observation, not least for the academic study of the Scottish diaspora, which 

also inevitably focuses on that most visible aspect of 'Highland' identity: the masculine myth of 

clanship with its parades, games and gatherings, its banners, badges and tartans (e. g. Ray 2001; 

Hague 2002). Thus, rather than the specificities of a particular family's story, Bonnie and Pat had 

been raised with a more generic sense of 'Scottishness': 

Bonnie: What NN c ýN ere brought up on was what a 'true Scot' Nvas. 

Pat: 'The Clan' 

Bonnie: The clan, the family, the sense of honour, the integrity. the loyalty... that you stuck 
together and took care of your own. that vou were honourable and honest and hard-\k orki ing. .. 
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hard-drinking probably too! 

Pat: It was very male. 

Considering this bias, I asked whether their father had any interest in visiting Le\ý is himself 

Bonnie: I think Dad is one of those Scots who would never come back, regardless of what his 
health was or circumstances, because he would not have wanted the reality to be any different 
from the dream. He's been the quintessential Scot all my life, I mean we've had the tartans up 
in the house, and he's taught himself to play the pipes, and most of his closest friends are 
Scots... of Scottish heritage, and he's kept alive in his heart and in his mind his image of \ý hat 
Lewis and the Highlands were. And I don't think he would ever have wanted that to ha-ýx been 
challenged. 

Pat: I certainly encouraged him to go-before I'd been here-and I think other people had, 
you know, it was 'Why don't you go? 'The direct answer always was, 'Oh no, it's just a bunch 
of big cities now... it's not like Scotland was'. He sort of ended up taking the easy way out. 

Here the fascinating, and familiar, complexity of diasporan identity is apparent: the binary 

opposition between the urban/inauthentic/uprooted present of the d1aspora and the rural/authentc/ 

rooted past of the homeland. But there is also a reflexive awareness that such a view is a myth, or 
likely to be so, and Bonnie and Pat's father engages in a willing suspension of disbelief He prefers 

to live with the myth rather than to risk exploding it by discovering that Scotland, too, has entered 

the twenty-first century. The sisters were disappointed that he couldn't be persuaded, especially 

after they themselves had taken the chance. Bonnie explained that when Pat returned from her first 

trip, 'the image that she brought back wasn't just as good as what the dream was, it was better'. 

As we visited places associated with the family history-burial grounds, the sites of deserted 

townships, the beach near the village where their great-grandfather was born and lived before 

emigrating-I wondered whether Bonnie and Pat also had a sense of travelling back in time, of 

visiting the past in this Other country. 

Pat: I think part of the excitement has been that when we got to come and see these places, we 
know that they look relatively like they did at the time of the ancestors that we're finding out 
about. There hasn't been a lot of change, and so you get to see it with those eyes and go, 'my 
God! this is what it looked like 150 years ago! ... this is what the beach at Aird looked like 
when our great-grandfather decided to leave... ' I don't think you get that chance too often. 

Of course such an opportunity does not exist-not, at least, to the same extent-for those roots- 

tourists who trace their ancestors to Scotland's cities or those areas that have been more heavily 

developed. But, nevertheless, rural Lewis has entered the twenty-first century: I asked Bonnie and 

Pat whether they were slightly disappointed that their old country 'cousins' were living with all the 

comforts and conveniences of any modem North American suburban home? 

Bonnie: No, I don't think I expected everyone to still live in blackhouses. I think what amazes 
me is that, as difficult as it must be to make aI IvIng In this area, the people are affluent enough 
to almost take for granted double- lass windows, heating systems in separate rooms, not just 9 Z7 
mod cons, but high quality, very modem, state-of-the-art conveniences. 

There are. of course. others for whom the idea of a dishwasher and watching CNN on satellite 

television does not accord with their ii-nage of the homeland, and we found advertising leaflets for 
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the nearby 'Gearrannan Blackhouse Village'appealing to this market. Here is 'a cluster of thatched. 

drystone buildings overlook[ing] the Atlantic Ocean', self-catenng cottages, xý here vou can 
, immerse yourself in the ancient culture of the West Side of Lewis'and find 'a haven of peace and 

tranquillity' in the 'traditional setting'. Needless to say, the 'traditional setting' does not extend to 

the inconvenience of sleeping on lice-infested straw mattresses, cooking on a smoky peat fire, or 

surviving a week without running water and a flush toilet. 

After Pat's original visit, Bonnie took on the role of family historian and made contact with the 

Western Isles genealogist, Bill Lawson. Lawson was able to produce a basic family tree chart and 

sufficient information for Bonnie to plan an 'ancestor hunting' trip more precisely. Thus. when 
Bonnie made her first visit to Lewis in 1998, she had some knowledge of the region her ancestors 
had lived in. Serendipity played its part too, however, when Bonnie found herself staying at a 
hostel, 'which turns out to have been the manse just above the old cemetery where all our people 
had been buried for hundreds of years'. The hostel manager, not a Lewisman himself, suggested 

Bonnie contact a member of the local historical society: 'once I'd made contact with her, it was 
just like doors opening'. 

Up until that point I had had no personal conversation really with anybody in the area... would 
not have known... probably would not have knocked on her door cold... but I no more than 
called [the representative] of this historical society, and she read me a list of people who were 
related. 

Bonnie soon found herself being invited to tea at the house of ninety-year-old Malcolm Og 

and his sister Peggy Ann, with whom, she was told, she shared a nineteenth-century ancestor. This 

was to be a very significant meeting for Bonnie. 

Malcolm was special to me because he was the first person who could tell me what life had 
been like, and he was the first person who could say to me, 'Well, yes, I'm directly related to 
you, 'you know, 'We have the same blood, the same genes, and this is where your family was 
from. This is your home country. This is your home soil, and, yes, where you are is where your 
ancestors have been buried'. It was very much like being at the nexus of all my questions at 
that time, and it was like suddenly having discovered this phenomenal resource. 

Malcolm was well-known locally for his great knowledge of genealogy and he had many stories to 

tell Bonnie of their common ancestors. Alas, he could throw no light on why Bonnie's great- 

grandfather was the only one of nine siblings to leave Lewis for Canada. Bonnie had hoped to 

introduce Pat to Malcolm Og during their current visit, but it was with great sadness that she leamt 

of his death a few months before they were due to leave. 

What had begun in Pat's visit only two years previously as a general interest in the Matheson 

clan, its history and lands, had now become a very particular quest. The generic clan Identity, SO 

important in tile sisters' 'Scottish upbrinoing, seemed to have become almost irrelevant in the 

context of nexý more personally relevant intrigues: ýVhy did Bonnie and Pat's great- grandparents 

I ir --, reat-i-! reat-, --, randfather, born in the early nineteenth lea\ e Lewis? NN-hy did. Malcolm say that the' II 

centur, ý, \\ as not a 'true' Matheson? He seems to have been 'adopted'by the family, but \ý hat xverc 
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the circumstances? And what about the story of their Buchanan ancestor who had to be carried 

across Uig Sands when the family home was ýcleared? These were some of the questions tile 

sisters had in mind as they visited and enjoyed the hospitality of other sets of distant cousins 
Bonnie had subsequently discovered: Mathesons, Buchanans, MacAulays, Mackays, all still livilW 

in close proximity to one another, very much an extended family. 

Figure 8.1: Bonnie and Pat with four generations of the Mackay family, their 2nd, 
3rd, 4th and 5th cousins twice removed, Carisadcr, Lewis. 

The contrast between the communities the sisters found on Lewis and those among which they 

lived in the United States was marked, 'I mean, I barely know my neighbours on both sides', 

remarked Bonnie. The experience was sufficient to alter the way in which she perceived herself: 

I feel 'webbed' for the first time... I tend to be a pretty visual person, and if I were to have 
drawn my family before we would have looked at a circle, and then there would have been five 
dots or whatever inside the circle. After having been here, if I were to draw my family again, 
we are then looking at a central circle, but [with] all sorts of overlapping designs and arms 
shooting out with circles on them in each area based on which family connection we happen to 
be investigating at a time... ItJust expands, not only my vision of who those individual people 
are, and that knowing them enriches my life, but it expands in some way my perception of who 
I am myself, because it connects me to all these other people. 

But if this homecoming was more 'people-centred' than many such journeys, Bonnie and Pat's 

hosts were also keen to show their 'American cousins' the land. Here, then, were the remains of 

the blackhouse that the sisters' L-), reat-great-great-great-aunt once occupied at Bostadh on Bernera. 

The village had been abandoned in the 1870s, but the MacAulays who guided them knew exactly 

which of its several ruins had been the family home. They were told that stones from the houses 

had been used to build tile nearby cernetery walls. They were also shown the remains of a recently 

excavated tron age settlement: 'this could have been the home of an ancient MacAulay', someone 
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joked. But the joke was only partial. Spread before Bonnie and Pat was at least two thousand years 

of Bostadh's history-culminating in the still-used cemetery and a reconstruction of an iron age 
house-and they were part of that history. 

Journeying from the impersonal clan myth evoked in castles and feuds, tartans and tales of 

clan chiefs, Bonnie and Pat had found their own personal heritage in the intricacies of their 

genealogical charts, in the stories of Malcolm Og and other new found relatives, in an outline of 
turf-covered stones that mark the place of an abandoned home. But ultimately the process is not 

one of extracting the individual family story from a broader social or cultural history. Oil the 

contrary, it is through the family narrative, made tangible in the homecoming journey, that the 

grand narratives of history may be understood in their true human dimensions. 

The 'history' in which Bonnie and Pat's own story could now be placed was not about clans 

and tartans, but about the struggle of a rural community undergoing structural change. We were 

taken to see a cairn erected to commemorate the 'Bernera Riot'of 1874. The 'riot', a demonstration 

of resistance and solidarity among the small tenant farmers against the unrestrained power of their 

landlords, represents for many a turning point in the Highland 'land war, the beginning of a 

process that eventually led to far-reaching agrarian reform (Buchanan 1996: 25). It was in the 

context of this struggle that Bonnie and Pat's great-grandparents left Lewis. 

Figure 8.2: Bonnie and Pat visiting the Bemera Riot 
caim. 

The inscription on the cairn rcads as follows: 'THIS 
CAIRN WAS ERECTED BY THE PEOPLE OF 
BERNERA AND TIR MOR IN 1992 TO 
COMMEMORATE THE PARTICIPANTS IN THE 
BERNERA RIOT OF 1874. This event was the first 
successful confrontation with authority leading 
eventually to the passing of the Crofters Act which gave 
Security of Tenure to all crofters. Stones from every 
croft in Bernera and Tir Mor are incorporated in the 
Cairn. The coping stones are taken from the houses of 
the three men who stood trial'. Note the explicit 
narration of local identity contra centralized authority 
in this 'intentional monument', also the symbolic 
incorporation of the stones from the crofting lands 
themselves and from the 'unintentional monuments' 
represented by the rioters' houses (Riegl 1982; Basu 
1997,2000). 

Neither is the struggle over, it continues in more insidious form. 'This is a dying place', one 

elderly relation told LIS. 'I could take you to the place where my guandfather's house was, but it's 

been taken away. Its Nvalls were up when I was a bov... The ý4ravel was more important than the 

house. so the house lost out'. IN'llilst accepting the inevitability of change, there is still an understated 
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resistance to the notion that the economic benefits of a quarry, for instance. should necessarily take 

precedence over the rich store of memory and symbolism represented by the crumbling ruins of a 
house. 

This same relation described how his great-grandfather (Bonnie and Pat's great- arcat-great- 

great- grandfather) had been cleared from the township of Carnish to marginal land at Aird in 1849. 

He explained that until recently there were ten houses at Aird, 'now there are six, and of the six 

three are occupied... and not a young soul among them'. Thus the struggle for the land continues, 

the irony observed in many regions of the Highlands and Islands being that once the battle against 

rampant landlordism was won, there was a far greater adversary to contend with: the desire of the 

young to leave the region and seek opportunities elsewhere. 

Both Bonnie and Pat felt a particular affinity for Uig Sands. This was the bay across which, 

according to Malcolm Og's story, their Buchanan ancestor had to be carried when he, too, was 

cleared from the family home at Carnish, this time to Crowlista on the opposite side; this was also 

the location of the ancient burial ground at Balnakeil that Bonnie discovered on her first trip. 

I'm tied to Uig Sands. I don't know why... Balnakeil just represents sort of the centre of the 
historical universe for me, and it is a particularly beautiful setting, and for me, if I were to 
picture my historic home then it's going to be some place on Uig Sands, whether its Camish 
that sits on one side or Crowlista on the other side. That bay is sort of 'ground zero' for me. It's 
strange that it didn't turn out to be Aird, but Aird to me is always a sort of removal place, some 
place that we went after we left the homeland. 

'Homeland', then, which once may have been defined by Bonnie and Pat as Scotland as a whole, 

and only later as Lewis, was now identified not even as the parish of Uig or as Aird, the village of 

ten houses where their great-grandfather (the one who emigrated to Canada) was bom, but to what 

they understand to be their great- grandfather's own ancestral home two or three miles away. 

For Bonnie, especially, the connection to place extended to the people of that place: descendants 

of those same ancestors, the ones who have stayed in the area. 

Whereas our ancestors were cleared off Carnish and moved from their ancestral home into a 
multitude of other small villages, there was always a remnant that [stayed] in the area, and 
their being in this area made it currently relevant to me. That I intellectually like knowing that 
they'd been here for hundreds of years, but it was important to me emotionally that they were 
still here. I think Americans, and particularly someone whose life-history has been as nomadic 
as mine has been, suffer from that lack of sense of place, and for me it wasn't just the natural 
surroundings, but my sense of place includes the people. 

Bonnie and Pat were welcomed into the homes of strangers as cousins. 'So you're a Matheson 

and a Buchanan'? -Yes, I can see it now', said one distant relation. 'We're two of a kind', said 

another. Bonnie NN as conscious of an irony that after just two visits to Uig, totalling perhaps no 

more than seven days, she somehoxý belonged to the place and its people in a way that incomers 

who inay ha\, e lived in the area for decades could not. She referred to the owner of the hostel she 

had stayed at on her first visit. 
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As Richard at the inn there says, he will never be an insider in this culture. It doesn't matter 
that he's lived here for twenty years and he's raised his kids here, he will ne\ er ha\ c the sallic 
status in the community as I do. And I haven't lived here at all! But the connections, that 
unseen Scottish chemistry, the blood and sinew and bone, whatever, that somehow is shared in 
some respect, however dilute, between the people who live here and those of us who come 
back looking for our roots separate us ftom the English people who come to the island, from 
the Germans who come to the island... 

The issue is not whether Bonnie is correct in her assessment of the local politics of belonging, but 

rather that she perceives her relationship to Ujg, its people, places and culture. in these terms. 

Here, at 'ground zero', Bonnie found herself to be part of a web that extended beyond herself both 

spatially and temporally. 

Such a search for connections as incontrovertible as those conferred by the 'blood, sinev" and 
bone' of kinship was not always a part Bonnie's se If- conception, but rather an aspect of maturity, 

an evaluation of her 'true nature' after the self-forging ambitions of youth had subsided. 

Bonnie: I think part of it is maturity. We didn't think seriously about coming here when we 
were much younger. I think you reach a certain age and you begin to want to place yourself in 
the stream. Instead of the young person's approach to life, which is kind of adventuresome and 
'do everything' and 'no boundaries', I think maturity is beginning to understand that there are 
limits on experience and there are limits on life, and there's a structure and a pattern in your 
life, and that you can see where you fit... and, for want of anything else, this visit is a matter of 
'fit' for me. 

It takes me back to the Scottish Soldier song-do you [Pat] remember listening to that over 
and over? -I think there's a line in it somewhere that 'they aren't the hills of home'... you 
know, it's being supposedly sung by a fellow who's somewhere else, he's off fighting somewhere 
else and, 'the hills are beautiful and the hills are green, but they aren't the hills of horne,. 2 And 
what it makes me think of is that you can understand why Scots have been adventuresome and 
travellers for hundreds of years, but there tends to be a need to come back and refuel, to 
refresh... and go out again. It doesn't mean that after you've been gone for a while, that you're 
somehow empty and you go home and you go home to stay, but that you can refresh yourself 
spiritually or emotionally or however it is that you need to tap into that energy that comes from 
the place you belong... and then you go again. 

Pat: I keep thinking of the phrase you [Bonnie] and I talked about a long time ago. It doesn't 
have anything to do with Scotland-but it does to me now... It was something that had resonated 
literally with each of us, this process of a sculptor, how he sounds a stone. He sounds it, and it's 
by sounding it that he kind of figures out internally where it's dense and what resonates and 
what shape he could pull out of that. And Bonnie and I have done some talking about that, that 
we feel like a lot of our life has been about sounding stone and figuring out what rings true, 
what resonates internally. 

Bonnie: Where the cracks are and what slabs chip off under pressure... and it's finding the 
shape underneath 

Pat: Part of this Uoumey] is a tap on that rock and we know whether it's true and real 

Bonnie: We're sounding the stone... we're sounding the stone. 

2 'Scottish Soldier', the popular folksinger Andy StcNA, art's version of 'The Green HIlls of Tyrol'. t, 
Bccause these gi-een hills am not in. 1- highland hills 
Or the island hills, thc, v)-c not my land hills 

nd fiiii- though thesc ai-een fin-cign hills inav be 
Thev arc not the hills ofhome 
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For Bonnie and Pat, then. the journey to their ancestral home Ian d-Sc ot land, Le\ý is, Uig-, the 

burial ground at Balnakeil-is about searching for their own 'shape'. it is about self-knowledge. 

But, importantly, the shape is not deter-mined (not, at least, perceived to be determined) by the self 
itself, but by a 'pattern' external to the self. The sisters needed to travel to a place outside their 

routine experience, a symbolic 'home from home', a far country into which they somehow 'fitted' 

and which represents the opportunity for personal renewal. Bonnie and Pat had 'sounded the stone' 

of their homeland and discovered in its web of intermingled histories, landscapes and genealogies 

something of themselves. 

The last o the clan: Don - Strathnaver, Sutherland !f 

Don is 74, a retired serviceman and carpenter from Ohio. He has harboured an ambition to visit 
Scotland since childhood. At last the dream has come true thanks to his wife, Gladys, who has 

encouraged him to make the trip and who bought their air tickets as a 50th wedding anniversary 

present. After a week in the Highlands, visiting the 'Mackay Country'of Strathnaver in Sutherland, 

Don and Gladys intend to spend a week in Edinburgh. 

Don explained to me that he had been brought up to be proud of his Scottish heritage: 

I was raised a proud Mackay, and as a proud Scotsman. And my father used to say, 'Ahm a 
Heelan' Scot an'damned proud of iWand I was raised that way. Oh yes, I've gotten into some 
pretty good fist fights over the fact that I was a Scotsman... and I won 'em all! 

Yet, despite this bravado, he actually knows very little about his Scottish family history. Don had 

been very close to his grandfather, but 

Grandad didn't talk much. I really didn't know enough then to ask him. Didn't have sense 
enough to ask him about all that stuff. So, as far as his people and where they came from, I got 
very little of it. They did say something about one of them being born in Edinburgh, now I'm 
not sure about whether they were talking about my great-grandmother or great- grandfather or 
somebody totally unrelated. 

Indeed, Don's grandfather had led a colourful life. According to an old obituary Don showed me, 

he was born in England in 1860 and was brought to the USA at the age of eight when his parents 

emigrated. He was orphaned soon after and went to sea as a cabin boy working on the 'square 

riggers'plying between Liverpool and New York. He then jumped ship in New Orleans and worked 

his way up to Canada driving ox carts in lumber camps; he became a Pony Express rider carrying 

mail through Death Valley between Las Vegas and Fresno; and in 1876 he became an Indian scout 

in Custer's Seventh Cavalry. It is hardly surprising, then, that as a child Don was more than satisfied 

to hear about his grandfather's all-American adventures and wasn't particularly interested in the 

more distant past. 

Don appeared to be used to narrating his own life-adventures too. He had a repertoire of stories 

that he retold frequently. often repeating the exact phrasing. N4any of these were quite brutal stones 
fied as Scottish alues and concerning the acquisition of what he Identl traits: loyalo,, pride. self- 
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reliance. For instance, there is one story of his grandfather telling Don he had no intention of 
leaving him any inheritance, 'firstly because I don't suppose I'll have anything to leave you, 

secondly, because if I did you'd only piss it away'. 'Instead', his grandfather explained, 'I'm going 
to leave you a trade, because, with a trade, a man will never go hungry'. Then there is the stor\ of 
his father threatening to beat him if he caught him running away from the neighbourhood bullies, 

he made Don confront them, and 'from that day on I have never run from a man, I don't care how 

big he is: I'm seventy-four and I'll still stand and fight'. It was through such 'lessons' and the 

masculine posturing of his father and grandfather that Don learnt what it was to be a Scot in his 

neighbourhood in the 1930s: 

When I was a boy there were three Scottish families in a Gennan and Italian neighbourhood: 
the McIntyres, the McLeods and the Mackays. Aside from being looked on as foreigners, my 
grandfather didn't help much by playing the pipes every night at nine o'clock. In the summer 
you could hear doors slamming for blocks around. He would pipe three pieces, one of which 
was the 'White Banner of Mackay', then he would go to bed and things would return to normal. 
Sometimes when I am sitting alone I can stilt hear him pipe. 

Since his childhood Don has pursued a casual interest in Scottish culture-'I've been pickin' 

up a little here, pickin' up a little there, a little Scots history, a little clan history'-but it was only 

when he damaged his back and was temporarily bed-bound a few years ago that the opportunity 

presented itself for him to look into his heritage more seriously. 'I decided to do what I had never 
had time to do before, find out who I was and where I came from'. 

Don's research has mainly been conducted via the internet and has been focused on the Clan 

Mackay. Thus Don has read voraciously all he can find on Mackay genealogy: a genealogy of 
kings, chiefs and warriors spanning the centuries. Don's objective has been to connect his own 
family history to this exalted clan history: 

My great-grandfather is the missing link... If I can connect my great-grandfather to what I've 
got now, then I'm done. I've got it all... all the way back to Macbeth. Otherwise, I'm back to 
the 1830s, as far as I can go back. 

Alas, he has been unable to locate any further information concerning his gre at- grandparents beyond 

their names on their son's death certificate, that vague reference to Edinburgh, an assumption that 

they were born in the 1830s, and a belief that the family were Mackays ftom Strathnaver in 

Sutherland. 

Don had hoped that a meeting with the Highland Council's genealogist, Alistair Macleod, 

during the trip would help, but there were too few clues to go on. I asked Don whether he was 

disappointed at not being able to establish this link: 

Well, no, not really. Naturally I Nvas expecting to find some definite, solid proof of my great- 
grandfather, but it's really evident that I'm not going to, not right iiow anyway. And I didn't 
come over here \ý ith the idea that I was absolutely going to find him, I came o\ er with the idea 
that I \\-as goiil,! to look. 

To be honest, Don N\ as expecting rather a lot of his elusive gre at- gran d father: a blood link %ý ith 
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the characters of this clan mytho-history in which Don had steeped himself He would have to 
contend himself with a working-class man and woman who appear to have lived in the north of 
England in the 1860s, emigrating with their child to North America before disappeanng from the 

records and leaving Don's grandfather an orphan with a Highland surname and a sense of Scottish 

pride. And, like so many nineteenth-century immigrants, Don's grandfather epitomised the 'self- 

made man' ideal of the American dream: a wanderer without roots, an opportunist and a survi vor. 

Despite having failed to establish this link, Don still styles himself as 'the last of the clan': ' 

I realised that I was the oldest living member of my branch of the Mackay clan. Then it hit me 
like a brick, when I go there will be no one old enough to remember. 

And thus he set himself the task of 'writing' a book for the benefit of later generations of his 

family-particularly the male line. The volume, somewhat grandly entitled The Book of'MackaY, 
is to have three parts: 'History of the House of Mackay', 'The House of Mackay' and 'Bits and 
Pieces from My Life'. The first two sections, which concern the clan, its history and genealogy, 

are comprised more or less entirely of print-outs from various Scottish-interest web sites. The final 

part is autobiographical. Don hopes that this book will form a kind of family chronicle that his son, 

grandson and great-grandson will take forward after him. 

It ought to, when they get it, give 'em a pretty good insight of the clan from the beginning, all 
the way through, right up to their day-you know what I mean? -to right now: immediately. 
Then [my son] will add to it, then, when he goes, his son will add his bit to it, then my great- 
grandson will read that and he'll add his little bit to it. 

It struck me that Don wanted to bequeath to his great-grandson what his own great-grandfather 
had not been able to bequeath to him: a past. I asked Don what 'bits and pieces' of his life he was 
including in the autobiographical section. 

I'll tell them the story that I just told you about Dad teaching me not to run. About my grandfather 
and what he said about ever leaving me anything other than a trade, stories like that that they 
have no other way of knowing, and I know they'd be interested in... I know I would, if I was 
a kid and I was sitting at somebody's knee and they were telling me stories like that, I'd be 
interested in them. 

Don's book seemed to compensate for a regret for stories untold. 

As we drove through the Highlands to North-West Sutherland, the Strathnaver homeland of 

the Mackays, Don advised me that he was not inclined to get emotional or indulge in daydreams 

and speculation, and that he believed there was more to Scotland than 'piles of stones and old 

graveyards'. He was responding to those messages posted to the Homecomings email discussion 

I Along with I W. Nichol's 'Lochaber No More' and his later 'Oh Why Left I My Hame', Thomas Faed's 
painting 'The Last of the Clan' has become something of an icon of Highland defeat, clearance and exile. 
When first exhibited at the Royal Academy in London in 1865, the painting was accompanied by the following 
extract from an apocryphal 'Letter to a Kinsman in America". 'When the steamer had slovvlý, backed out. 
and John MacAlpine had thrown off the hawser, vve began to feel that our once pmverful clan -,, N, a,, no, ýx- 
represented by a feeble old man and his granddaughter; who, together with some out-lviitig kith-an-kin. 
myself among the number, owned not a sim-fle blade of grass in the glen that was once all our own'(Royal 
Academy Catalogue 1865). 
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Figure 8.3: Don standing over the Kyle of Tongue, Sutherland 

list, to which he subscribed, in which roots-tourists described profound, even supernatural, 

experiences at ruins and burial grounds associated with their ancestors. Given his desire to play 
down the personal significance of such places, I asked Don why he felt compelled to make this 

journey to the clan homeland himself. 

Because this is where I'm from. Not physically. I didn't physically come from here, I wasn't 
physically bom here, but this is where I'm ftom, if you can understand that. Before, I was 
proud of being a Scot, because my father was a Scot, my grandfather was a Scot, my aunts, 
uncles, all of them were Scots. I was a Scot. I was proud of that. But this gives all that meaning... 
so that not only am I proud of being a Scot because of my family, but I'm proud of being a Scot 
because of this. This is where they lived. Because of the battles and that kind of thing that the 
clan had fought. I'm part of that clan. That's who I am. 

That the experience of visiting a deserted township site near Bettyhlll, or the Strathnaver 

Museum, housed in the old parish church at Farr and surrounded by its graveyard, did affect Don 

was evident despite his resistance to the idea. He counted fifteen or twenty gravestones which bore 

his own narne or those of known relatives and marvelled that he might be standing among kin. 

Indeed, he seemed to forget that he hadn't actually substantiated any direct family connection to 

the area and that his great- grandfather apparently died (or, at least, disappeared) after emigrating 

to the USA: 

I looked at those stones and I thought now, by golly, that could be my great- grandfather buried 
I 

there, because I know he came from this area, the Strathnaver area. That's where I was, and 
being in that area gave me the feeling like, well, hey, my great-grandad used to run around 
here. Now here I arn standing where lie at one time stood. 

In effect, Don's 'history'began when his eight-year-oldgrandfather was brought to the USA in 

1 868. He was unable to find the missing link that connected him incontrovertibly with the more 

ancient cultural heritage represented by the 'far country' of Strathnaver. Whilst denying any 

inclination to speculate. it appeared, however, that Don had ui1conscIOLISly 'forged' that link. This 
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extended to internalizing the Clearance narrative and using it to explain his own famik's plight. In 

a posting to the Homecomings list, Don claimed that he came 'from a family that at one time %ý as 

cleared from Strathnaver'; and even that his grandfather was shamefully aware of repeating histor-\ 

in his own actions, implicated as he was in the 'clearance'of native Americans from their lands to 

make way for European settlers: 

My grandfather was an Indian scout for General Armstrong Custer's 7th Cavalry. In later years 
he made mention of the fact that he was not too proud of the fact that he had been a part of the 
same actions that had brought his family to [the USA]. His father v,, as a child when they were 
forced from their home and he felt he was betraying the family by being a part of yet another 
eviction. 

This despite admitting in another email, 'to be true about the whole issue of the Clearances all I 

really know about it is from writings by Ian Grimble and John Prebble'. ' But identity is not 

contingent on the 'facts' of history or the family tree, and, as such, the 'fact' that Don has been 

unable to ascertain that his family came from Strathnaver, let alone that they were affected by the 

infamous Sutherland clearances of the early nineteenth century, is of secondary importance. Of 

primary importance is that, consciously or not, Don chooses to identify with the 'tragedy myth' of 

a once noble people reduced to exile. 

In the Strathnaver Museum, Don was struck by the fact that the clan armorials and insignia 

that decorated the 'Mackay Room' were, indeed, the same as those he had made in his workshop 

and hung on what he called his 'heritage wall'at home in Ohio: 'I'm saying to myself, hey, I've got 

those! And since they're in the museum here, they've got to be authentic'. The images in the 

museum display validated Don's sense of membership: he bore the appropriate badge. 

But Don was insistent that he was not just interested In the past or seeing places associated 

with clan history, he wanted to know what the people of Scotland were like today. There was little 

opportunity of acquiring such knowledge within the few days of the trip, but he and Gladys 

particularly enjoyed meeting and talking with some acquaintances of mine in the locality when we 

stopped in for a cup of tea. 

They live different than we do, yet they live the same. By that I mean you don't find everybody 
running around in kilts and tootin'on pipes. The people live basically the same as we do, day- 
to-day: non-nal household duties, normal work duties, but that's the thing I'm interested in as 
opposed to all the gift shops and all the tourist attractions and all that kind of stuff. 

Don distanced himself from both the 'average tourists' which he characterised as enjoying 

rather superficial experiences, and from other homecomers whom he felt had rather overacti% e 

imaginations and were obsessively interested in those piles of stones and old graveyards. No, in 

this respect, Don \\, as keen to make connection at a decidedly domestic level: home(land) at its 

most humdrum. Whcn he was sure my tape recorder \vas switched off, he quietly confided in mc. 

J feel right at home here. I don't feel out of place at all'. 

ýI an Grirnblc's The Ti-i'ýzlol'Pciti-ickSellai-(196-') and John Pi-cbblc',, The HighlandClearances (1969). 
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Two worlds, two minds, I live them both: Brenda - Strathaird, Skye 

Brenda, 41, is a youth counsellor. She was bom in Halifax, Nova Scotia, but has lived most of her 

life in Ontario. When Brenda made her first trip to Scotland in 1998, she voNý ed to herself that she 

would return every other year for the rest of her life. I began corresponding ýý'ith Brenda a fe\ý 

months before her second visit, in 2000, after she completed the online questionnaire that featured 

on my research web site. Brenda's answers were particularly full, amountinu to se\ eral thousand 

words of comment about what she called her 'Scotland feelings', and they deserve more thormigh 

discussion than space allows here. As with many other informants, Brenda's *ourney had Iong 

been anticipated: 

My love and sense of belonging to Scotland has always been intense since childhood. I knew 
(no wondering, but knew) at the age of 14 that I would be there someday. It wasn't a promise 
to myself nor a dreamed commitment-it was just the way it was. I would be in Scotland 
someday. 

Although her parents had moved to Ontario when she was just two, Brenda was aware of an 

'undercurrent' of Scottishness in her upbringing, especially during summer holidays back in Cape 

Breton, 

We'd stop and see all the relatives and we'd spend weeks there... I can remember Sydney 
Forks, you know, was Uncle George, Uncle Charlie and Grandma's house, right next door to 
each other... You were just al I together, all of us all together... that kind of closeness. 

The family was musical and Brenda remembers family gatherings 'with the combinations of fiddles, 

spoons, guitars and whisky'. At the time, Brenda thought of this simply as a 'down east' style, 'but 

now knowing some Scottish music', she realizes, 'it's the same thing'. 

The destination of Brenda's initial quest was very much Scotland as a whole. It was a 'place' 

she had inhabited in her imagination for many years based on her avid consumption of Scottish 

books, web sites, music and so forth, a place of 'powerful beauty in nature, misty rains, remote 

kirkyards, miles of walking in solitude'. When Brenda finally visited, it would appear that she 

projected her imagined Scotland onto the actual Scottish landscape. Unsurprisingly, she derived 

some satisfaction from apparently discovering what she had hoped to find. 

Each moment, each experience, each mile of travel I felt and saw what I had anticipated. I truly 
felt at home, and never once felt lost. It continually amazed and comforted me. To simply 
awaken with the dawn, walk or hop on a train not knowing where I would lay my head that 
night and feeling comfort in that. I felt continually humbled and comforted by all around me. 
Each kirkyard wandered was remote and beautiful... Each evening I found water that flowed 
the same as it always did throughout any turbulent history it saw. That was always emotional- 
to walk in iny bare feet alone... waiting for the setting sun, my footsteps xvashed away forever 

when I left but merged with thousands of others who walked there before me. 

In her choice of language and imagery, Brenda articulates a desire to relinquish control. to oive 

herself up to 'Scotland', to merge \6th her homeland and NkIth the generations that had 
--one 

II is expressed most literall, v her \k'sh to before, to be part of a timeless landscape-a desire \\h*ch 

c\ entualk ha\ e her ashes scattered there. 
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Elsewhere in her questionnaire Brenda described the violent emotions she experienced during 

a kind of catharsis when first encountering the grandeur of Glencoe. Regaining some composure 

as the episode abated, she found herself standing beside a mountain stream. 

I stepped into the pool knowing what I had to do. Both feet in the freezing water I let ()o of IIIV 
dress letting it soak up the water. I reached down and placed my hands into the water... I 
washed that water over my face with my hands. Oh it was so fresh! Then, compelled, without 
even a thought, I cupped the water again and drank from it. I felt inside the cool and I felt 
settled. Scotland was now in me, coursing through me, filling me. 

The incident suggests a baptism: Brenda's rebirth as a Scot, with 'Scotland' entering her as sorne L- 

kind of holy spirit. Indeed there is no doubt that Brenda felt this to be a 'spiritual' experience: 

I realise that I have never, ever felt this whole in my life. I feel as if a part of my soul is filled 
and I am content, I am whole finally. 

The objective of Brenda's second journey to Scotland was to visit those areas associated with 
her MacKinnon clan: regions of the isles of Mull, Skye, South Uist and Barra. I joined Brenda for 

part of this two-week trip, exploring with her the MacKinnon strongholds of Castel Moll and Dun 

Ringill, along with numerous other sites in the Strathaird region of Skye. Brenda remarked at the 

ýpower' she sensed at the dun and castle, but it was an old burial ground at Kilmarie that left the 

greatest impression on her. She placed pebbles on the MacKinnon graves and lingered over a row 

of older uninscribed stones, one in particular that she felt seemed 'small and all alone'. 

Figure 8.4: Brenda at 
Castel Moll, Kyleakin, 
Skye. 

Many roots-tourists collect stories and other souvenirs from ancestral sites to take home. They 

tI unction as relics acquired at religious shrines, fragments of the sacred introduced into the mundane: 

in this case fragments of tile ancestral horneland introduced into the domestic home-space where Zý 
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the roots-tourist ordinarily resides. Brenda had many such stones which, with her books and CDs. 

she used to transport her to Scotland when she was in Canada. But Brenda was also keen to leaý C 

something of herself behind in Scotland. Thus I observed her depositing a rin_, 2 in the rnas-si%e 

walls of the ancient Dun Ringill. She wrote to me later, explaining why she did this. 

By putting my cheap ring inside the walls, I felt I was giving a humble offerin,!. asking. almost 
begging to be part of it forever... I wanted to leave a part of 'me' there. I did 

not kno\ý this 
before that moment, nor had I planned to do so. But when I did it, I felt extremely good. 
extremely relieved. 

Again, obvious parallels may be drawn with the practice of pilgrims leaving ex-votos at shrines. 
Objects which represent metonymically those who have travelled to seek a cure, perhaps, and 

which are left at the shrine after they have departed suggesting a continued presence. 

Brenda had not yet discovered the identity of her MacKinnon ancestor who emigrated to Canada 

and therefore didn't know where the old family home had actually been. She had not pursued her 

family history rigorously but was confident that the facts would emerge at the appropriate tiMe. 5 

For now she was content to let fate guide her and enjoy this 'communion' with MacKinnon lands. 

Indeed, Brenda identified herself strongly as a MacKinnon, but she seemed not to be referring here 

to a clan or family identity so much as a sense of personal integrity. She was conscious of losing 

this integrity as she grew older, married, became a mother and took on other responsibilities. Part 

of herjoumey to Scotland and to these MacKinnon lands was an attempt to recover for herself this 

primary identity aside from subsequent roles. 

Brenda. - Over in Canada, I don't feel that world right now. I haven't thought of [my daughter] 
all morning. And that's so bizarre for me. I'm here, I'm me. I'm alone, I'm me. 

Paul: Do you mean, in some senses, you're not 'you' when you're back home in Canada? 

Brenda: Yeah, yeah. I'm not. I don't have all those hats on my head. All those different people. 
I'm just me right here. 

Paul: So what are those 'hats' that stop you being you? 

Brenda: Oh, well... motherhood, responsibility. You know when you're a wife you think of 
others, and I'm working with high risk [children], you're on the outside always relaxed, but on 
the inside always thinking and formulating things for other people to get through their problems 
and that... 

I just fee I so lucky to be here. And this is the real me. At home, I mean of course that's the real 
me-don't get me wrong-and I love my family and my life and I'm very proud of my life at 
home. But this is where... I don't want to say this is where my heart is. It goes deeper. My 
heart is with my child and my husband and my MacKinnons at home. My sold is here. It's 
deeper. It's like no one can take that away. When I'm at home you can't feet it, but when you're 
here, the skies give you permission to feel it. It's beautiful. 

Returning to the far country of the MacKinnons, it seems Brenda was also able return to the 

secure identity of her youth, an identity lost with the acquisition of adult responsibilities and her 

Soon aftcr return', ',, to Canada, Brcnda was to discovcr that it Nvas her (), reat-(-Ti, cat-, -Yi-ý: at-,! i-LLndfather, Niall 1-n --- 
, Alasdair MacKinnon fromAllasdalc, Barra. who emi-rated to Canada in 1822 1. Brenda intends to locate and 
visit Allasdale on her next , isit to Scotland. 
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husband's sumame. It was important for Brenda to make the journey alone to find her 'real' se If 

not as wife, mother, professional child counsellor or other possible identity. but as 'Brenda 
MacKinnon', her essential self, her 'soul'. 

But there was clearly also a tension here. I sensed Brenda felt guilty that the reality of her 
Canadian home seemed to diminish as she became immersed in this alternative reality represented 
by Scotland, that she had to leave behind her husband and child in order to feet 'whole'. She 
described her mixed emotions when, returning ftom her first trip, her husband met her at the 

airport. 

When I arrived in Canada and saw my husband and he said, 'Well, what was it likeT as he 
hugged me, I cried immediately and said that I have to go back and then I told him to let me cry 
and I couldn't talk yet. I think returning to Canada caused me to suddenly realize that in my 
soul, I had actually left my true country (Scotland) and I wasn't feeling happiness to be home 
in Canada. 

Brenda sent me a poem that she felt expressed her feelings. She didn't know who had written 

it but explained, 'it's the closest I have ever seen in print of how I feel each day of my life here in 
Canada'. 

Of days winter and cold, I watchfrom sunbleached sands 
And look beyond the sky's edge toward this other land 
Prideflows hot in this eager blood born onto this place 
But to the past I wouldfollow awayfrom this time and space 
Thoughts create reflection of thistle and tartan splendour 
Old worlds renewed like the lover's kiss, I crave the rampant tender 
Onefoot leading to thefuture, the other in yesteryear 
Many generations have left her shores, yet still I must travel there 
And born far away I hear the call, myfeelings forever roam 
Two worlds, two minds, I live them both, this new land 
And Scotland ......... my homes. 

Pilgrims to thefar country 

This far country was the country that he had hoped one day to see. And the day had come. 

Neil M. Gunn, Highland River (1991: 127) 

It was Brenda who stated in her questionnaire, 'I am not and never will be a tourist in Scotland' 

(see Chapter 1). In the above three narratives, I hope I have been able to demonstrate that, in this 

instance, 'pilgrimage'is not merely an anthropological analogy (Grabum 1989; Reader and Walter 

1993), but a genre of travel invoked by certain visitors to Scotland (and, no doubt, to a greater or 
lesser extent, certain visitors to other 'old countries' too) to distinguish and define the purpose and 

meaning of their visits. Pat had been given a book by her daughter to read during her journey to 

Lewis, a personal development manual entitled TheArt of Pilgrimage: The Seeket-S' Gidde to 

Making D-avcl Sacred (Cousineau 1999). Pat had copied some quotes from the text into the back 

of the volume. For cxai-nplc. she wrote: 

'Personal ans\\crs to ultimate questions. That is \\hat \ýe seek'-Alexander Eliot 
'Footprints of the Ancestors' 
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'Songlines'--Bruce Chatwin 
'Our lives are woven from a melody of calls that drax,,, us out and help us to define oursel% es- 
David Spangler 
'We must find our touchstones where we can'-John Bunyan 

These few excerpts, divorced from their original contexts, delineate the nature of these 
homecoming journeys with some precision. These quests are, without doubt, personal responses 
to the insistent questions of our narcissistic late modem age: 'Who am 1"' 'Where do I belong? ' 
(Giddens 199 1). They are also characterised by attitudes of devotion, respect and mystical reý erence 
towards place informed, I suggest, by a growing awareness of native American and Australian 

conceptions of ancestral landscapes: might we not find in these 'Celtic odysseys' some parallel to 

the Aboriginal 'Songlines', a modem, urban, Western quest for the 'Aborigine within'(Rolls 1998)? 

Spangler's 'melody of calls' reminds us, however, that modem identity, even self-defined, is 

plural and dynamic: some roots-tourists select discriminatingly which of their several possible 

ancestral heritages to pursue, others combine elements from each in strange and creative ways. 
Finally, in the quote from Bunyan, is the acknowledgement that identity is a constructive project 

of the self in which the self is also at liberty to act as arbitrator: it may 'sound the stones' until it 

finds one that rings, not 'true', but according to its wishes. 

Homeland Scots sometimes respond to the sentiments expressed by their diasporan cousins 

with embarrassed incredulity. Another informant, from British Columbia, found their attitude 
'disparaging' and offensive: 'with the Scottish people', she explained, 'it seems that you are some 

sort of emotional cripple if you are trying to make a link to the old country'. Yet, indeed, one of the 

key motivations for setting out on pilgrimage is to seek a cure. I did not directly ask my infon-nants 

'what ails thee? ' as my informant from Colorado suggested, but I did attempt to understand what 

'salvation' each found in the Scottish homelands they encountered. The senses of connection, 

depth, resonance, 'fit', authenticity, belonging and being 'in place' which Scotland seemed to 

confer have, ultimately, little to do with Scotland itself. The homeland, rather, is a product of the 

diasporan imagination, a far country onto which, as with the bones of saints, a capacity for working 

miracles is projected-even a salve for the ills of modernity. Daniel, an informant from New 

Mexico, articulates it so well: 

Being disenfranchised, unattached to my heritage, going to Scotland was becoming connected 
to an origin that had never before existed. Whether the Scots themselves or anyone else 
acknowledged it or not, it was my connection. It was sacred to me because it was something of 
my soul, that part that you don't share with anyone, can't share with anyone. My 'self' has 
changed since that pilgrimage, whether anyone believes, acknowledges, validates or confirms 
it or not. Yes to me it was sacred. I now know that my ancestors came from somewhere, and 
I've been there, I've breathed the same air and touched the same ground as they did. Perhaps a 
little esoteric" I guess you have to be an American and 'generic' all your life to understand. Z: ý - 
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9-EXILES AND EMIGRANTS 
Negotiating the Moralities of Migrant Family Histories 

However ambiguous or polysemous our discourse maybe, we are still able to bring, our meanilh-Ts 
into the public domain and negotiate them there. That is to say, we live publicly by public 
meanings and by shared procedures of interpretation and negotiation. Interpretation, lloweN er 
'thick' it may become, must be publicly accessible or the culture falls into disarray and the 
individual members with it. 

Jerome Bruner, Acts of Meaning (1990: 13) 

Given the distinctions in the way Scottish heritage is enacted across both geographic and social 

space, the variety of forrns of roots-tourism, the different anxieties and desires which motivate an 
interest in genealogy, and the contingencies of each individual family history, it is evident that 

these homecoming journeys can have no singular meaning. It is also evident, however, that in 
bringing meaning to these disparate acts, much of this potential for polysemy is lost. Meaning, 

after all, is not implicit in actions and events, an essence awaiting discovery, but rather emerges in 

wider discourses through a metaphorical process-an understanding of one thing in terms of another 

(Lakoff and Johnson 1980: 55; Tilley 1999: 17). As Bruner argues, the 'symbolic systems' that 

individuals use in constructing meaning are systems that are 'already in place, already "there", 

deeply entrenched in culture and language' (1990: 11). 

Cultural dynamics are, as we know, affected not only by the spatial movement of people and 

things, but also by the movement of meanings and discourses across and between groups that may 

or may not be spatially distinct. Thus, in a context defined by historical migration, indeed, in 

which migration has become foregrounded in the politics of identity (by which I mean to suggest 

that it had previously formed only a background), I should like to examine, in turn, a 'semantic 

migration' concerning notions of diaspora, and a 'discursive migration' concerning notions of 

aboriginality. At the centre of such migrations is the interpreting subject-the homecomer-and 

the relationship between the homecomer and the homeland. The meaning of homecoming is, I 

suggest, contingent on the meaning of the homeland (re)visited which is, in turn, contingent on the 

perceived circumstances of separation of homecomer from homeland. In other words, the 

relationship between diaspora and homeland (and therefore the meaning of 'return') is at least 

partly defined by the circumstances through which the diaspora is understood to have been created. 

Knowledge of these circumstances may appear to be incontrovertible, but, particularly in situations 

such as that with which I am concerned, where the separation from homeland is a matter of family 

history and not personal experience, such knowledge is constructed from diverse sources ofvariable 

reliability: a matter of interpretation and, therefore, contestation. 

Benedict Anderson has argued that 'all profound changes ... bring with them characteristic 

amnesias', and that 'out of such oblivions ... spring narratives' ( 1991: 204: qf Lambek 1996: 
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241 ). In the absence of specific knowledges of what caused their ancestors' rnij! rations, the 

interpretative procedures through which homecomers make sense of these di I ispersions tend to 
become polarized around two dominant cultural narrati I II ives concerning the dispersal of Scots frorn 
Scotland: one predicated on exile and banishment, the other on emigration and expansion. In the 

post-colonial era, these each imply very different moral connotations: 'exiles'as innocent victims 
of displacement, more sinned against than sinning, and thus exempt from responsibility; 'emwrants* 

as agents of colonialism, implicated in the displacement of others. In what folloxvs I hope to 
demonstrate how these altemative 'public meanings' come to eclipse and act as substitutes for the 

particularities of personal family narratives, and how such meanings are negotiated and internal ized, 

becoming central to individuals' senses of self. The construction of a meaningful and morally- 
defensible family history may thus been seen as an ingredient of that broader 'project of the self' 
(its prehistory, as I have suggested): something which has everything to do with contemporary 

values and predicaments, and arguably little to do with the past it appropriates and presses into its 

service (Giddens 1991: 75). 

]-EXILES 

A child of the Clearances? 

The first-semantic-migration with which I am concerned may be introduced by an examination 

of the comments of an infon-nant named Christina, a 49-year-old business-woman, born and residing 
in Vancouver. Although also of Irish and Scottish Lowland descent, Christina describes her cultural 

identity as a 'Highlander' of the MacInnes clan. It was her paternal grandparents who emigrated, 

separately, from Skye and Sutherland to Canada in the early years of the twentieth century. Christina 

articulates the sense of problematized belonging in the New World that I touched upon in Chapter 

3, contrasting the shallowness of her settler roots with the deep-rootedness of native populations. 

I think there is a place on this earth that has the collective history of your people in the very 
ground you walk upon. If you live in North America you understand that you have only a very 
tenuous hold onto the geography. There has to be a place to which you have a stronger 
connection, that tells the myths and legends of your ancestors, not someone else's. In this 
country we will always be immigrants not really belonging in that very primal way. 

In search of such 'primal' connections, Christina has made two visits to Scotland and intends 

to make another with her daughter. She describes being strongly affected by the Highland landscape, 

particularly by its emptiness and her encounters with the remains of deserted settlements, which, 

as we have seen, are quite prevalent in certain areas. She attributes this emptiness to the Highland 

Clearances. As I have already explained, the Clearances are often evoked as the completion of a 

process that began in the aften-nath of Culloden, involving the eradication of the Highlanders and 

their culture from their 'native -)Iens'in order to open the land up for intensive sheep fan-ning. The 

narrati% c of the Clearances has become well-kno\N-ii among Scottish heritage communities 

throughmit the xN, orld, particularIN7 through the work of popular historians and novelists (sce 

Gouric\ idis 199-3: Basu 1997). John Prebble, for exampic. in the most popular of the popular 
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Clearance histories, begins, 

This book 
... is the story of how the Highlanders were deserted and then betrajed. It concerns 

itself with people, how sheep were preferred to them, and how bayonet, truncheoll and fire 
were used to drive them from their homes. It has been said that the Clearances are now far 
enough away from us to be decently forgotten. But the hills are still empty ... It Is %ý orth 
remembering, too, that while the rest of Scotland was pennitting the expulsion of its Highland 
people it was also forming that romantic attachment to kilt and tartan that scarcely compensates 
for the disappearance of a race to whom such things were once a commonplace reality. The 
chiefs remain, in Edinburgh and London, but thepeople are gone. (1969: 8; emphases added) 

Christina's descriptions of her visits to the Highlands demonstrate how, in her very vocabulary, 

she has internalized this powerful cultural narrative: 

I had been brought up on very positive stories about Scotland and Celticness. When I first 
went to Scotland I was ready to enjoy the country, and to have some fun looking up all the 
places that I had heard about. When I got there and as I traveled north my thoughts began to 
change. Theplace was empty, everyone was gone. There were no places to see that I had heard 
so much about. No one even knew where they might be. We weren't missed! This had been an 
ethnic cleansing. If anyone remembered that it had taken place at all, their attitude was that its 
was really a benefit to the evicted! I also saw the remnants of broken cottages, the remains of 
runrigs up the mountains, the empty glens that used to befull ofpeople. All of this had an 
impact on me that I truly wasn't expecting. The land is stillfull ofghosts and no one is telling 
their tale. 

She goes on, 

I find it hard to believe that my people were so unwanted in their own land, and especially 
hard to believe that nothing has ever been done about it. Maybe it is the fact that we come from 
Canada where past injustices are expected to be rectified before moving on into the future that 
we had these views. We really didn't see that much difference between what happened in the 
Highlands to the Gaels and what happened in North America to the Native Indian population. 
Except that the Indians were not actually expelledfrom the continent. 

Christina was struck by the apparent lack of understanding or care of the Scots she met during her 

visit. 

It seemed very moving to me and yet oddly surreal, because nobody there seemed to 
acknowledge or even be aware of the feelings it engendered in someone like myself who is 
a child of the outcasts. I guess I don't understand the silence about the whole issue both 
here and in Scotland. They mostly seem indifferent. 

Finally she states, 

I have never understood the way that Scotland ignores its sons and daughters all over the 
globe. The Irish are not so foolish neither are the Jews. I don't think Scotland will ever be 
completely whole until the question of the clearances is put to rest. Don't forget, we, on this 
side ofthepond, were not wanted, and made to leave, so maybe we are starting from a feeling 
of inferiority that makes us very sensitive. On the other hand, there is. in the exiles, a strong 
feeling of belonging to the land, what is needed maybe is a link to the people. That is really 
what I think the Irish and the Israelis have done. (emphases added) 

Christma's comments reflect convictions that are widespread among people of Highland descent 

overseas, but a number of important points should be kept in mind. Firstly. knowledge of these 

ýpas, t injustices I is rarely denx ed from stones passed down within the family-as Chnstina explains, 

she had been brought up hearing 6\ ery positive stories about Scotland'. Such a knowledge is 
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instead most often acquired from popular history books (Christina herself cites the work of John 

Prebble), as well as at web sites and hentage centre displays that are often drawn from the same 

sources and which perpetuate their genocidal rhetoric. Secondly, the equation of 'Clearance' with 

expulsion overseas is, generally speaking, spurious. The Clearances occurred at a time of lluý,, e 

social and economic transformation throughout the British Isles (and much of Europe), which 

included the general shift of populations from rural areas to the industrializing urban centres, as 

well as the first waves of mass emigration overseas-migrations driven as much by tile so-called 
4pull factors' of the New World (land, opportunity, the prospect of wealth, etc. ) as by tile 'push 

factors'of rural poverty, famine and, indeed, avaricious landlords. ' Finally, it should be noted that 
Christina's grandparents emigrated from Scotland in the early hventieth century, at least fifty and 

ninety years after the Clearances that occurred in Skye and Sutherland respectively. In others 

words, Christina's grandparents were not exiles, outcasts, or the victims of an ethnic cleansing. It 

is more likely that they left Scotland voluntarily, hoping, with so many millions of other European 

migrants, to 'better their fortune' in America. 

My intention in citing Christina is not to insensibly challenge the veracity of the stories this 

and many other informants have constructed around their families' pasts, so much as to examine 

the circumstances through which this particular narrative has come to dominate and shape a new 

Figure 9.1: A web site 'dedicated to the remembrance'of the Highland Clearances. On 
its homcpage, this one features a detail from Thomas Facd's painting, 'Oh, why left I 
my Hamc"' (1886), depicting an 'old Scotchman seated on the shore of Lake Ontario, 
gazing at the setting sun', and includes links to many other Highland Clearance web L- 47- L- 

sitcs (xvww. mac gowan. org/h i ahc I ear. htm 1). 

The 1851 Lochboisdale emigration aboard TheA(bnhvI is a notorious cyception ", here there arc considerable 
grounds for associating Clearance and forced emigration. Having agreed to 1 11 accept ass sted passage to Canada, 

a IlUmber of Gordon of Cluny's erstwhile tenants from South Uist and Barra absconded from their homes 

prior to embarkation. With police assistance. the abscondcrs were pursued and those who were caught were 
handcuffed and forced onto tile . vaiting ship (see Richards 2000: 219-24 for discussion). 
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exilic imagination. I suggest one explanation for this may be found in the rubric of 'diaspora' and 
*homeland' itself. It has been said that'there is a will to power in nomenclature' (Hassan quoted b-ý, 

T6161yan 1996: 4), and I am here concerned with the nomenclature of diaspora in a Scottish. and 

particularly Highland, context. 

The nomenclature of diaspora 

As outlined in Chapter 1, there has been much debate among academics regarding the correct Lise 

of the term 'diaspora' and it is perhaps worth reiterating the key points of the discussion here. 

T6161yan, for example, argues that the word itself is in danger of losing its power to evoke because 

it has become a 'promiscuously capacious category that is taken to include all the adjacent 

phenomena to which it is linked but from which it actually differs in ways that are constitutive' 
(phenomena such as expatriate communities, immigrant communities, ethnic and racial minorities) 
(1996: 8). He asks how and why is it that, at the end of the twentieth century, 'a term once saturated 

with the meanings of exile, loss, dislocation, powerlessness and plain pain' becomes a 'useful' and 

even 'desirable' way to describe such a wide range of dispersions? (ibid.: 9). Some believe that if 

the term is to retain any discrete significance, its use ought to be limited to describing the dispersion 

and exile of the Jews from their historic homeland and that its use in other contexts must remain at 

the level of metaphor, 'in much the same way', suggests Safran, 'that "ghetto" has come to designate 

all kinds of crowded, constricted, and disprivileged urban environments, and "holocaust" has come 

to be applied to all kinds of mass murder'(1 991: 83). Whilst many accept that this Jewish paradigm 

may be applied to the experience of other victimized peoples, there is some consensus that 'diasporic 

populations do not come from elsewhere in the same way that "immigrants" do', and that the term, 

even if it is to be applied more broadly, is still a category of subaltern identification (Clifford 

1997: 250). 

This interpretation is challenged by those who believe it is necessary to transcend the Jewish 

tradition and return instead to the etymological roots of the word (to sovi, over or scatter) and its 

earliest usage in relation to human dispersion, referring to expansionism not forced exile. Such a 

tactic permits Robin Cohen, for instance, to recognize the multiple causes of population dispersal 

and assemble his ideal typology of diaspora which includes not only victim diasporas, but also 

trade diasporas, imperial diasporas, labour diasporas, and so forth (1997). As noted earlier, within 

this inclusive and flexible framework, it is certainly possible to posit the existence of a Scottish 

diaspora and to demonstrate how it displays characteristics of these various types (see pp. 23-33, 

above). 

This contest over the appropriate use of 'diaspora' in academic discourse is made possible 

because there is a semantic instabilitv around the term. NVe might understand this as a tension 

between the 'denotati\e' meanings and the 'connotative' meanings of the word. Put simpl\,. 

denotation is the primarN, direct or literal meaning of a given text, \'diereas connotation includes tN C, 
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its metaphorical., symbolic or secondary meanings. Roland Barthes explores this distinction in his 
book SIZ. *Definitional ly', he writes, connotation 'is a determination. a relation, an anaphora, a 
feature which has the power to relate itself to anterior, ulterior, or exterior mentions, to othersites 
of the text (or of another text)'(1 990: 8). If we accept Cohen's argument, the primary or denotat"Ve 

meaning of diaspora is its original meaning, a neutral term which might be appropriately employed 
to describe (voluntary) emigration as much as (involuntary) exile. We must, however. also accept 
that one cannot divorce the denotative meaning of a term from its connotations. Thus, in refemm-, 
to a Scottish diaspora, one cannot help but imply an association or relationship with the Jewish 

diaspora. Thus we might agree with Jonathan Boyarin when he writes, 'It is important to insist, not 

on the centrality of the Jewish diaspora nor on its logical prioriýi, within comparative diaspora 

studies, yet still on thee need to refer to ... Jewish diaspora history within the contemporary diasporic 

rubric' (quoted in R. Cohen 1997: 3). 

This, then, is the first semantic migration that affects what may be understood when invoking 

a Scottish diaspora. But within academic discourse this is somewhat incidental since the term is 

rarely used without some qualification as to what exactly is meant. A more serious slippage occurs 

when the notion of a Scottish diaspora enters popular consciousness, which, without doubt, it has 

done. And here we need to return to Barthes, because, in this migration, the hierarchy of denotation 

and connotation is reversed. What is, in academic discourse, the connotative or secondary meaning 
becomes, in popular discourse, the denotative or primary meaning. Barthes writes that actually, 

denotation is not the first meaning, but pretends to be so; under this illusion, it is ultimately no 
more than the last of the connotations, ... the superior myth by which the text pretends to 
return to the nature of language, to language as nature. (1990: 8) 

In others words, outside the close readings of academic discourse, it goes 1vithoilt saYing that 

'diaspora' means victimization, enforced exile and all the other associations of the Jewish paradigm. 

Thus it is that, in the popular Scottish diasporan imagination, a moral rhetoric of exile comes to 

dominate a morally ambiguous history of emigration and colonization. 

A rhetoric of exile 

This rhetoric of exile is particularly conspicuous in that most democratic of media, the intemet. 

'We're the children of the clearances' go the lyrics of one song which circulates on Scottish- 

interest email lists: 

We're the children of the clearances the ivanderers old andyoting 

.4 nd a heart and soid in Scotlandjtist like ý, oit 
So it, hen 

, voit sing of the great ii, hite sheep this yott mitst also knmv 
While Scotland inotirns her tragecýv it ivas lis that had to go 

fiar aiva , yfirom the land of olir race' b )-th In c. vile now sI 
flag o '. A ndreiv scattered all across the Earth2 fG, 'rc the livim., "V 

2 'Born Beyond the Border', lyrics by Maggie Innis, 'a woman who Nvas indeed bom beyond the border' 
(\\, \\, \\,. i-ablcatlict-. p\\-p. bluc,, -ondei-. co. uk/cultLirchumour bom. html), posted, for example. to gen-tri\ ia- 
scotlancL rootswcb. corn. 33-Nlay-99. 
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And from an essay published on the internet entitled 'Cries of the Ne\ er Born' by an American- 

Scot living in Florida: 

In the last 270 years, more than a quarter of a million indigenous people were forced off their 
ancestral lands, burned out of their homes, sold into slavery, and forcibly assimilated into a 
foreign culture. But these were not Native Americans, or black Africans, or Jews-, these were 
the white residents of the Scottish Highlands. Their crime: Occupying land others coveted. 
(www. coyotegulch. com/bookart/symOO006. html) 

Note how the crimes against the Highlanders have now escalated to include slavery and forced 

assimilation. At the end of the article, the author encourages readers to contact an Arkaiisas-based 

'Highland Clearances Memorial Fund', a non-profit organization established, according to its 

founder, 'to raise awareness of the Clearances and their aftermath in both Scotland and the US' 

(Steve Blamires pers. com. ). Such are the 'webs of retrospective indignation' Richards describes, 

through which 'the uninhibited passions and prejudices of a worldwide network of Highland 

sympathizers' are orchestrated (2000: 3). 

The hyperbole is not, however, restricted exclusively to the diaspora. In May 2000, for instance, 

the letters pages of the Scottish broadsheet, The Herald, were buoyed up with angst for weeks in 

response to comments made by the historian and columnist Michael Fry, who was accused of 
issuing 'utterances on the Clearances reminiscent of the Holocaust denial of David Irving' (Macaskill 

2000). Thus, one letter-writer, Dennis MacLeod of Easter Ross, leading a campaign to erect a 
Clearance monument and study centre in Helmsdale, promulgates the popular misconception that 

to be descended from Highland Scots is necessarily to be descended from the victims of the 

Clearances when he writes, 

The descendents of the cleared people are measured today in only tens of thousands in the 
Highlands of Scotland. But throughout the world they comprise tens of millions. The project, 
therefore, belongs not just to today's Highlanders but as much if not more to all of Highland 
descent, be they from the Lowlands of Scotland, England, USA, Canada, New Zealand, 
Australia, Africa, or elsewhere. 

It is hoped that such descendants will embrace and support this project as their own. It will 
be an opportunity for millions of people, scattered to the far reaches of the earth, to focus in 
one location their long-held quest for the recognition of their unique history, culture, and heritage. 
(MacLeod 2000) 

Another letter-writer, again conflating Clearance and emigration, equates the plight of Highland 

emigrants in Canada with that of the biblical exile of the Jews: 

I remind [Michael Fry] of two exiles who wrote of the agony of being driven from their 
homeland. The first, the Psalmist, wrote, 'How could we sing the Lord's song in a strange 
foreign land? If I forget you, 0 Jerusalem, let my right hand wither away'. The second %vas 
written by John Gait... 'From the lone shieling of the misty island, Mountains divide us and 
the %vaste of the seas, Yet still the blood is strong, the heart is Highland, And xve in dreams 
behold the Hebrides'. (McDermid 2000)1 

See Kennedy (1999) for an examination of nineteenth-century emigrant discoul-se in Nova Scotia. and 
Womack (1988: 178'-80) for anal\ sis of 'The Canadian Boat Song'. 
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Such explicit parallels between Jewish and Highland experiences are not particularly new. 
Andrew Matheson, a somewhat overlooked land reform agitator, whose father had been e\ icted 
from Kildonan in Sutherland, and he himself from Dunbeath in Caithness, published a booklet in 
1870 entitled The British Looking Glass which is peppered with biblical references, providim-, 
precedents for his arguments that his readers would no doubt be familiar with. Thus, the 'British 
landlord' by his practice of rack-renting is placed 'in full position parallel with the Egyptian bondage 

(Exodus 1: 11 - 14)', while the tenants have become 'white slaves ... a step lower than the Hebrews 

were under Pharaoh (Exodus 5: 7-19)' (Matheson 1993: 31,32). Even the 'Assyrians, who put the 
Jews to the sword and took them prisoners of war' were not as evil as the clearino landlords 

because they 'would not remove them from their places in Samaria till they provided for them in 
Assyria (2 Kings 17: 6)'(ibid.: 3 9). 4 Alas, Matheson was also a man of his time and he apparently 
did not perceive the inconsistencies in his argument when, with missionary zeal, he justifies the 
forcible appropriation, colonization and exploitation of other people's lands: 

Idolatry and abuse of their land talents are the justifiable causes which entitle and warrant 
Britain to make war upon heathen countries, such as Australia &c., for making their lands. by 
artificial industries, more fruitful and useful by the yields of both mines and crops to support 
mankind, and making their inhabitants tnbutaries (Deut. 20: 11 and 15). (ibid.: 46) 

But neither are these parallels limited to the biblical history of the Jews: much popular writing 

on the Clearances today is laced with hyperbolic references to the Holocaust and other modem 

genocides (Table 9.1). Indeed, even the aforementioned proposal for a Clearances monument at 
Helmsdale arguably draws from the mnemonic architecture of many Holocaust memorials and 

museums, with its 120-foot high bronze statue, its processional path-way marked with 'standing 

stones' inscribed with Clearance history, its 'Wall of Descendants', and its anticipated collections 

of oral testimonies and other records housed in a dedicated 'Clearances Centre' (Clearances Project 

brief, March 200 1; see Young 1993 for a discussion of the mnemonic architecture of the Holocaust) 

(Figure 9.2). 

Furthermore, the influence of a global post-colonial 'politics of reconciliation' (evinced in the 

Australian Cotincilfor Aboriginal Reconciliation Act of 1991, the South African Thith and 

Reconciliation Commission of 1995, etc. ) is apparent in a motion brought before the newly re- 

fortned. Scottish Parliament by Jamie Stone, Liberal Democrat MSP for Caithness, Sutherland and 

Easter Ross, in September 2000: 

That the Parliament expresses its deepest regret for the occurrence of the Highland Clearances 
and extends its hand in friendship and welcome to the descendants of the cleared people who 
reside outwith our shores. (Scottish Parliament 2000: Col 700) 

Among many similar contributions to the ensuin(y 'debate', Fergus Ewing, Scottish National Part) 

Earlier examples of this drawing of parallels betvveen Scottish and biblical exile may be found in the 
context of tile 'Covenanting Wars' of the mid-seventeenth century (see Murdoch 1999i and the Jacobite 
Uprisingsofthe latc-scvcnteenth and eighteenth centuries (see Pittock 1991: 9-10). Kerby Nl*llerlii. s explored Z71 -- 

I 

equivalent biblical motifs in the context of Irish exile and emigration (1985: 104). 
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Table 9.1: The Highland Clearances as Holocaust 

Excerpts from popular histories (1962-2000) 

" the victims of the Clearances [were] objects of intense hatred such as the gypsies and 
the Jews were to experience under the Nazis and other groups in the Western World 
(Thompson 1974: 6 1) 

" like the shipping-off of the Polish and other Jews in cattle trucks (Craig 1990: 72) 

" Sellar's crimes against the people of Strathnaver, [Grimble] said, were to be ranked 
with those of Heydrich, the man who perpetrated unspeakable acts against the Jews in 
Prague in the Second World War (Richards 2000: 10, discussing Grimble) 

" Na Hitleran breun Breatannach Those stinking British Hiders 
A mhurt mo thir mu thuath Who murdered my northern land 
Gu Lebensraum do chaoraich To make Lebensraum for sheep, 
Is na daoine sgiitrs'thar chuan Who scourged the people across the ocean 
(Murchadh MacPharlain quoted by Newton 2000: 73) 

" She had been to Auschwitz concentration camp but there was no statue to Hitler. Back 
home she felt that the I st Duke of Sutherland had dealt in genocide... (Gibson 1996b: 
4 1, discussing Winnie Ewing MEP) 

Highland Holocaust (Gibson 1996b: 6,38,40) 

"a planned blitzkrieg against the Gaelic civilisation (Craig 1990: 76) 

" Sutherland's managers kept records of their shipments of people with the obsessional 
thoroughness of an Eichmann (Craig 1990: 129) 

" The policy of genocide could scarcely have been carried out further (Grimble 1968: 
23) 

"a diaspora which has many recent counterparts ... that of the Jews from Germany and 
Poland (Craig 1990: 3) 

" the I st Duke ranked with Hitler and Stalin (Gibson 1996b: 22, discussing the views of 
Councillor Sandy Lindsay) 

" the cultural genocide of the Highlands (Newton 2000: 28 1) 

" the Gaels were, and indeed are today, in no way different from the Red Indians, the 
Jews, the Eskimoes and the vanishing tribes of the Amazon River (Thompson 1974: 
62) 

" akin to genocide (Grimble 1962) 

MSP for Inverness East, Naim and Lochaber, supported Stone's motion, reiterated familiar 

sentiments regarding confronting the past in order to move forward, and again drew parallels 

between the 'Highland diaspora', Native Americans and Australian Aborigines. 

In other countries, the genocide and ethnic cleansing that has taken place, against the Indians 
in America and the Aborigines in Australia, was acknowledged long ago. Today. the time to 
acknowledge what happened to those who were cleared from the Highlands has come. We can 
now acknowledge and regret what happened and perhaps then move on. (ibid.: Col 703) 

Despite the implicit invocation of a 'Truth Commission', Stone and Ewing seem less concerned 

with interrogating the 'truth' of the Clearance narrative, so much as asserting a supposedly self- 

e\-tdent equivalence of this particular cultural trauma with other less equl\ocal instances of 

-ocnocide'. 
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Figure 9.2: Artist's impression of the proposed 'Clearance MonumcnCabovc 
Helmsdale. 

As T have suggested, the experience of the majority of my infon-nants is characterized by a 

sense of discontinuity with the past, particularly the past prior to their ancestors I emigrations. Few 

have grown up knowing just how, when and why their ancestors emigrated, or even necessarily 
knowing from which country or countries. This lacuna of knowledge partly motivates their current 

interest in family history research, but it also makes them vulnerable to this vivid cultural narrative 

that seems to explain their fate. Thus, in popular Scottish diasporan discourse, and according to 

Robin Cohen's heuristic framework, the Highland Clearances come to constitute the traumatic 

event which caused the dispersal of their ancestors from an original centre and which provides the 

diaspora with a 'folk memory'-albeit an 'acquired' one-of the great historic injustice which 

binds the group together as a diaspora (1997: 23). The strength of this narrative displaces Cohen's 

second proposition, which, in fact, accounts for the vast majority of emigration from Scotland: i. e. 

'the expansion from a homeland in search of work, in pursuit of trade or to further colonial ambitions' 

(ibid.: 26). 

Homecomingsfor homeless minds 

This claim may be seen in the context of what has been described as the 'new white ethnic 

movement': the desire of white, suburban, middle-class, assimilated citizens to effectively 

unassimilate themselves and recover a more distinctive, particular ethnic identity (Waters 1990). 

Individuals thus turn to their family histories and choose which of their various ancestors' ethnicities 

to identify with: general ly-speaking, the more 'ethnic' and the more persecuted the better (ibid.: 

150-55). This may seem a rather cynical suggestion but the trend is certainly evident in my own 

research, and, of course, the phenomenon is not restricted to the descendents of Scottish Highlanders. 

In a recent book exploring the erner0ence in the 1960s of a Holocaust-ceimed Jewisli-American 
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identity, Peter Novick identifies the concurrent rise of a more general 'culture of victimization'. 
He describes a state of 'Holocaust envy' in which different groups. each \ý ith its own atrocity to 

commemorate, compete to be 'America's number one victim community' (Novick 1999: 190). 

One explanation for this may be found in the desire to maintain a positi\ e or moral self-miagc 
in which it is more acceptable for the self to consciously or unconsciously identify %ý'Ith the oppressed 

rather than with the oppressors. ' However, it is also tempting to find some analouý, " between this 

social phenomenon and the psychological phenomenon of false memory syndrome, where an 
identifiable-even though imagined-traumatic episode is believed to account for the symptoms 

of trauma, the true causes of which remain obscure. Thus, perhaps this sense of exile evinced by 

many of my inforrilants is less a result of any historical trauma than that consequence of modernity 
described by Berger et al as 'a metaphysical loss of "home"' (1973: 82; see my discussion ill 
Chapter 1). Despite Rapport and Dawson's recent critique of The Homeless Mind theory, there 

seems to be much to support it in the field of genealogy and roots-tourism, practices which may be 

seen as further instances of that demodernizing impulse, in which the alienated individual so 

evidently hungers to belong and seeks to connect itself spatially, temporally and socially with 

something beyond itself, but authentically of itself. 

Drawing equally from psychoanalytic theories and historiography, a more recent exploration 

of these themes may be found in the work of Dominick LaCapra. In Writing Histol-V, Writing 

Trauma, LaCapra contrasts 'structural trauma' with 'historical trauma'. Structural trauma is 
describedas an'anxiety producing condition' to which'everyone' is subjectand is associatedwith 

absence (for instance, the 'absence of an absolute') (2001: 82). Absence is transhistorical insofar 

as it 'is not an event and does not imply tenses (past, present or future)', and so the source of 

anxiety or trauma remains elusive. As part of the cognitive process, however, absence becomes 

narrativized and is typically misrecognized as loss. 'The conversion of absence into loss, ' writes 

LaCapra, 'gives anxiety an identifiable object-the lost object-and generates the hope that anxiety 

may be eliminated or overcome' (i. e. through recovering the 'lost object') (ibid.: 57). Structural 

trauma thus becomes converted into an historical trauma: an identifiable, datable event, 'the scene 

of losses that may be narrated as well as of specific possibilities that may conceivably be reactivated, 

reconfigured, and transfon-ned in the present or the future' (ibid.: 49). Put simply, through this 

process, the perplexing and irresolvable state of 'paradise absent' is transfon-ned into 'paradise 

lost', and with this is implied both 'the notion of a fall from a putative state ofurace, at-homeness. 

unity, or community'and the possibility that this golden age might be regained. One consequence 

of this misrecognition of structural trauma as historical trauma is the emergence, as noted by 

Novick, of a generalized 'Nvound culture' based on false memory and 'surrogate ý, ictimage' (ibid.: 

40). Thus, according to LaCapra, the conflation of absence and loss facilitates 'the appropriation 

For diSCLISSIO11S Of 'POSItIll"C social identity' and 'collective self-esteem' theories in social psycholo, -, % sce 
\\, orclicl, morales. Nez and Deschamps (1998). 
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of particular traumas by those who did not experience them, typically in a movement of identity 
fon-nation which makes invidious and ideological use of traumatic series of events in foundational 

ways or as symbolic capital' (ibid.: 65 ). 6 

In LaCapra's terms, I suggest that the Highland Clearances emerge as the historical trauma 

through which the existential anxieties of people of Scottish or part Scottish descent dispersed 

throughout the world may be acted out, narrated and brought into the public domain. The Clearances 

are thus misidentified as the foundational trauma of the Scottish diaspora, a myth in which the 

Highlanders (who, as we have seen, come to stand for all Scots) suffered a genocide, \ý ere expelled 
from their ancestral homelands, and forced to live in slavery and exile overseas. According to the 

mythic structure, prior to this 'Highland Holocaust', was a paradisical golden age of 'at-homeness, 

unity [and] community'-an idealization of all that is perceived to be absent in the postlapsarian 

modem world of the diaspora. But, as LaCapra argues, 'Paradise absent is different from paradise 
lost' and, as absence is transformed to loss, there is also created the potential for redemption and 

return: a (not im)possible homecoming for the homeless mind (ibid.: 57). 

So it is that, at the end of the twentieth century and beginning of the twenty-first, 'a term once 

saturated with the meanings of exile, loss, dislocation, powerless and plain pain' comes to be a 

useful and, yes, even desirable form of self-identification by a group for whom such connotations 

would seem to be largely inappropriate (T6161yan 1996: 9). ' 'Diaspora', then, provides a language 

through which such individuals can both articulate generalized senses of personal alienation and 

recover a sense of belonging to an historical community. The process reaches its zenith in the 

journey 'home'-to the ancestral homeland where Berger's metaphorical and metaphysical home 

is made material and where a paradise, of sorts, may at last be regained. 

2-EMIGRANTS 

A rhetoric of equivalence? 

The relationship between the 'indigenous' Scottish Highlanders and the indigenous populations of 

North America and Australasia has been characterized both as one of similarity and of difference 

according to who is making the comparison and to what ends. Writing in the first quarter of the 

nineteenth century, for instance, Patrick Sellar, the factor-cum-sheep fanner from Morayshire, still 

demonized throughout the Highlands for his part in the notorious Sutherland Clearances, epitomizes 

the pejorative view of the internal colonist when he finds equivalence between the natives of 

Sutherlandshire ajid the natives of America in their remoteness fTom what he defines as civilization: 

6\ second consequence is the 'projection of blame for a putative loss onto identifiable others' (I-A'apra 
1001: 58): in a Scottish diasporan context, blame for the destruction of the Highland way of life is. as we 
have seen, tý-pically projected onto the English. 

This is not to dciiý the dislocative trauma of even voluntary cconomic migration, but it is to recognize a 
qualitative diffcrence between those. 0-ceti to choose cmigration due to the paucity of viable alternatiNvIcs 
and those forced to ernigrate under the threat of physical violencc. 
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Their seclusion places them, with relation to the enlightened nations of Europe, not % erý different 
from that betwixt the American Colonists and the Aborl-gInes of that Country. The one are the 
Aborigines of Britain, shut out from the general stream of knowledge and cultivation, flo%ý ing 
in upon the Commonwealth of Europe from the remotest fountain of antiquity. The other are 
the Aborigines ofAmerica, equally shut out from this stream: both live in turf cabins in common 
with the brutes. (quoted by Grimble 1996: 25) 

This is, of course, the inverse of that co-existent discourse of both Highland Scotland and colonial 
America: that of the 'noble savage'. Thus, Alexander Mackenzie dedicates his 1883 Histot7, oj'the 
Highland Clearances to John Mackay whom he describes as 'a native of Sutherland, a true 
Highlander, and one ofNatures' Noblemen'(1 883; emphasis added); and, in his 1877 account of 
the depopulation of Aberarder in Badenoch, Charles Fraser-Mackintosh writes, 'since the 
introduction of sheep into the Highlands, and before rapacious Lowland sheep farmers, the people 
disappear as surely as the Red Indians from the advance of the Whites' (1877: 418). 

Such historical sources are employed tendentiously by present-day cultural revivalists to 

construct the Highlanders as an indigenous population, akin to other native peoples, in opposition 
to the dominating colonizing culture with its barbarous ethnocentrisms. Through such oppositional 
logic, Highland settlers thus become excluded from participation in the violence of colonial 

appropriations and, instead, are typically portrayed as intennarrying and living peaceably with 
their indigenous 'kinsfolk' (e. g. Hunter 1996). Michael Newton, for example, writes that 'Native 

Americans often felt an affinity for Highland custom and costume. Some tribes adapted the tartan 

into their own native clothing, wore the feathered bonnet, and shared a disdain for breeches' (200 1: 

197); whitst he refers only to the 'racial ideologies' of the 'Anglo-Saxon order' or the 'Teutonic- 

Gothic peoples of England and the Scottish Lowlands' to explain the prejudices which underpinned 

the 'Anglo-British Empire' (2000: 28 1; 2001: 216-19). Such prejudices, he argues, could not exist 

naturally in the Celtic mind, and if Highlanders were implicated in the colonial project this was 

surely 'a consequence of the Faustian bargain of incorporation into greater England' (2001: 23 2). 

Thus, Newton's collection of Gaelic verse composed in the United States is entitled, We're Indians 

Sure Enough, a phrase translated from a Gaelic lullaby that articulates the Gaels' sense of 
identification with the dispossessed Native Americans. It is ironic, therefore, that Newton also 

quotes an earlier version of the lyric, in which the phrase Tha sinn 'nar n-Innseanaich (We are 

Indians) is instead Tha sibh 'nur n-Innseanaich (You are Indians), and in fact the earlier song is 

sung from the point of view of a Highland soldier fighting against the Indians in America, and is 

addressed, disdainfully, to rebel colonists who have effectively 'gone native'and abandoned their 

European habits and customs (Newton 2001: 4,175-78,239; J. L. Campbell 1999: 59-61). The 

song's evolution tells a fascinating story of changing attitudes and identifications. but what is 

problematic is NeNN ton's privileging of one interpretation over another in order to characterize the 

'Legacy of the Scottish Highlanders in the United States' as a positi \e one according to current 

sensibilitics. It should be remembered that the Highland regiments distinguished themselNes in 

numerous British colonial conflicts throughout the later ciuliteenth and the nineteenth centurics. 
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and, indeed, elsewhere in his volume., Newton quotes an eighteenth-century song in praise of the 
43rd Regiment (the -Black Watch'). It is significant that he chose not to select the title of his- book 
from the following lines (Newton 2001: 111-12): 

'NAmerica gum b'ýraidh iad 
Gun dealachadh ri'n cibhaisteachd: 
Bha eireachdas ý buaidh-ltirach orr' 
Gu guineach teinneach, scir-bhuilleach 
Gu lasrach, sradach, tcýirneineach 
Le luaidh isficlar grciinneach 
Cur Innseanach air aithreachas 
Mar chuireadh grian le lathaireachd 
An dealt de bharr anjhe6ir 

They were distinguished in America 
And did not depart from their custom: 
They were spectacular and vIctoriOus. 
Fierce, fiery, dealing expert blows, 
Full of flames, sparks and lightning, 
With lead and gunpowder, 
Making the Indians repentant, 
Just as the presence of the sun 
Makes dew disappear from the grass. 

In the nineteenth century, similarly contradictory discourses are apparent in the context of the 

colonization of Australia and New Zealand. In the excerpt from Andrew Matheson's The British 

Looking Glass quoted on page 186, it will already be apparent that at least some Highlanders- 

land reforrn activists included-considered that the forcible colonization of 'heathen countries' 

such as Australia, along with the subjugation of their people, was justified and warranted on the 

grounds of sound theological reasoning (Matheson 1993: 46). An alternative impression might be 

fon-ned, however, when considering the establishment of An Comunn na Feinne (the Fingallan 

Society) of Geelong, Victoria in 1856. Although this society was forined by Highland migrants 
'for the cultivation and preservation of ... the Gaelic language and Highland nationality' and 'to 

embrace ... all that is entitled to our respect and admiration on the patriotic spirit, manners and 

customs of our ancestors' (Wood n. d.: 4), its charitable activities were soon expanded to include 

the welfare of the wider community: both settler and native. As Cliff Cumming notes, 'A feature of 

the Comunn na Feinne from its initiation ... was the participation by local Aboriginal groups, both 

as recipients of material goods and by their involvement in games and through displays of their 

traditional skills' (quoted in H. D. MacLennan 1998). The society had a most remarkable badge 

which featured a Scottish Highlander and an Australian Aborigine standing either side of the Scottish 

royal crest, each clothed in their 'tribal' apparel, the Highlander carrying broad-sword and targe, 

the Aborigine, boomerang and spear (Figure 9.3). ' 

The temptation is to thus imagine Highlander and Aborigine standing on equal footing, united 

in the brotherhood of noblesse sauvage, and to forget that the Wataurong tribe, which, it is estimated, 

had occupied the OjillongilGee long region for twenty-five millennia, was, within fifty years of 

European settlement, on the verge of extinction (www. deakin. edu. au/geelon(, Idoc/geelon(! - 
49. htm"isplaced, not least, by the heroic Tingalians' among the thousands Nvho flocked to 

'Parann an 6ir' to seek their fortunes in the gold diggings of 1852 or in the no less lucrati\C 

woollen industry of which Geelong became the capital (Richards 1985b). 

I am -, rateful to Hugh Dan MacLennan for drawing my attention to the Geelong Conninn na Feinne and its 
iconography. 
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Figure 9.3: The Geelong Comunn na Fcinne badge. 

As Ann Curthoys points out, 'the past is hotly contested territory In Australia', particularly so 

since the 'Great Australian Silence'concerning the 'fatal collisions'between settlers and indigenous 

populations has only relatively recently been broken (Curthoys 1999: 1; Stanner 1979: 207; Foster, 

Hosking and Nettelbeck 200 1). Since the 1960s, however, much has been written on the violent 

realities of frontier life and we can be in little doubt regarding the truths such euphernisms as 

subduing 'the land' conceal (see, for example, Reynolds 1987; 1990; 1996). There is now an 

alternative narrative to the heroic pioneering legends of White Australia, one that tells a 'profoundly 

discomforting story of invasion, colonisation, dispossession, exploitation, institutional 1 sation, and 

attempted genocide' (Curthoys 1999: 1). My main concern in this second half of the chapter is to 

explore how Australians of Scottish Highland descent negotiate this less heroic narrative, particularly 

through their articulation of the discourse of 'Indigeneity' itself First, however, it is necessary to 

remind ourselves that not all sectors of Australia's settler society are equally unsettled by these 

disconcerting histories (Stasiulis and Yuval-Davis 1995). 

White settlersIblack natives 

An assertion of equivalence between native Highlanders and native Australians is apparent in the 

use of the pejorative tenn 'white settlers' in the Highlands to refer to English and Scottish Lowland 

incomers to the region (Jedrej and Nuttall 1996). Such incomers are often perceived as colonizers 

of the Highlands, who displace the 'traditional' values and lifestyles of the locals (the 'black natives' 

Obid.: 15)) by bringing with thern the very attitudes and practices they sought to escape. The ten-n 

is used by one infor-triant, a fifth-generation Australian from Melbourne, to describe the 'strangers 

Nvljo now occupy Strathaird House, once the property of his ancestors on Skye (a propertly he is 
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determined, somehow. to re-acquire): 

I must at least get this position back. It calls me constantly. My soul roots are lioineless. I inust 
relive (sic) there again, my ancestors command it. I also want to turn part of Strathaird I louse 
into a Macalister/Mackinnon Clan Centre. ... I will turn it over to the Highlands and Islands 
Board if I am able to reclaim or repurchase Strathaird House again. This way Strathaird will 
never be lost again or pulled down or desecrated by white settlers. (second emphasis added) 

Note, especially, how, in the informant's opinion, the presence of the incomers constitutes a -violation 

of the sanctity of his ancestral home. 

It is ironic that my informant's Macalister ancestor actually purchased Strathaird House and its 

estate (previously a MacKinnon holding) in 1789 after inheriting a sizeable fortune amassed by 

his brother while he was serving as an officer in the East India Company. That is to say, my 
inforinant's 'roots' were purchased on the proceeds of colonial enterprise. As a large family on a 

relatively small estate, the Macalisters' male offspring pursued professional and military careers, 

and continued to engage in colonial interests in British Guyana and, especially, in New South 

Wales. Lachlan Macalister was the first of the family to settle in Australia: serving as an ensign 

with the 48th Regiment, he had been posted to New South Wales in 1817 and, in 1824, had received 

an 8 10 hectare grant of land there. Lachlan was to prosper as a sheep farmer, and by 183 8, now 
joined by a number of his brothers and their families (among them my informant's great-great- 

great-grandfather), he had become one of the major landowners in New South Wales. As the family's 

fortunes were expanding in Australia, they were, however, declining at Strathaird, and, in 1883, its 

entitlement to the estate was contested and possession passed to a distant cousin then residing in 
France. My informant believes this was an act of skulduggery, in which this French cousin and his 

Scottish solicitors conspired to trick his great-grandfather into signing 'a document of disentailment, 

disinheriting himself and his family and succeeding generations to their roots and lands of Strathaird'. 

He explains that he feels 'like young James Balfour', the hero of Stevenson's novel, Kidnapped, 

who was cheated out of his inheritance, and he describes the powerful emotions he experienced on 

his 'return', 'carry[ing] the past six generations of [his] ancestors within [hirn]': 

Since 1991,1 have made three trips back to Skye and Strathaird. Some of my ancestors are 
buried there. I feel as if my life has not really started until I am finally there. Home!! Back to 
where we left in 1817. My soul cannot rest until I reclaim my ancestors' ghosts. When I visited 
Strathaird House in 1991 the hair was prickly on the back of my neck, but none more so [than] 
when I entered the kitchen area. I cannot find the words to property explain the peculiar feelings 
which were flowing through me. I had a magnificent feeling of being at ease, at undisturbed 
peace. I wandered around and over Strathaird with mixed feelings of being somewhat lost but 
yet as if I seemed to know Nvhere I was, as each newly discovered bend, and turn, and glen, and 
bum revealed itself to me. I discovered my ancestors' partially lost and forgotten tomb after 
two attempts to find it. I now carry some of that soil in a gold acom around my neck. I am 
never without Skye. Its soil touches me every day. 

With such a profound feelino of connection with the soil of Strathaird. his sense of injury 
is belief that his ancestral home liad been caused b. v the *Nýron-gs done to [his] ancestors', hi I 

'desecrated' by 'white settlers', and his 'quest' to return to Strathaird and restore it to its 'rightful' 
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owners, I asked m infon-nant whether he had some sympathy for the cause of Aboriginal land y ltý 
rights in Australia. His reply was forthright: 

As to my thoughts regarding the aboriginals, etc. I don't have any sympathy for them or their 
so called cause. The recent land rights grants has done nothing but further bugger up this 
country... 

Paul, when this country was first settled in 1788, and funny enough, it was 1789 wlieii rnY 
ancestor purchased Strathaird in Skye, there was a history of continual skirmishes with the 
aborigmals up until the 1850s. In fact an ancestor of mine, Ronald Macalister, was speared in 
the back and killed in 1843 during the exploring and discovery of Gippsland. His hands were 
cut off and later found being wom around an aboriginal's neck. His kidney fat was hacked out 
as evidently this was a prized trophy to be eaten, etc. As a result of this murder my ancestors 
from Skye formed a party and rode out and hunted down some 150 aboriginals. This e%, ent 
happened here in Gippsland in 1843. We never had any more trouble with the aborig trials after Z71 that. 

This shocking incident is discussed at some length by the Melbourne historian, Don Watson, in his 

book Caledonia Australis, and, although there are conflicting accounts, it appears that the murder 

that provoked what is known as the Warrigal Creek Massacre, was itself an act of revenge for the 

killing of an Aboriginal boy, either at the hands of Ronald Macalister or a stockman in his employ 

named John Morrison (1984: 165-66). The party responsible for the massacre was organized by 

Angus McMillan, a native of Skye and Lachlan Macalister's son-in-law, who is regarded as the 

'discoverer' of Gippsland, and who, ironically, was to become 'Protector of Aborigines' for that 

territory in the 1860s (ibid.: 185). The posse was known as the 'Highland Brigade' since it was 

comprised more or less exclusively of Highland settlers of the region (ibid.: 167). 9 

The atrocities committed by the Highland Brigade ought to stand as an unambiguous refutation 

of the often-made assertion that the Highland emigrants were innocents caught up in an evil English 

colonial project. Yet, even in the face of such damning evidence of Celtic complicity, excuses are 

found and the familiar victimological exile myth is invoked. Thus, in an email discussion list 

exchange concerning the Warrigal Creek Massacre, a local secondary school history teacher 

spuriously explains, 'The Scots settlers' own ancestors were hunted down like animals in the 

Highlands by the English only 100 years before-is it any wonder that they behaved the way they 

did? ' (posting to aus-vic-gippsland-l@rootsweb. com, 20-Feb-99). The likes of Macallster and 

McMillan were ambitious colonialists, they were not the victims of an equivocal genocide, but the 

perpetrators of an unequivocal one. 

Complicating belonging 

This informant's almost proud recollection of his ancestors I part in the 'dispersal'-'. e. shooting 

of native populations in Victoria demonstrates that colonialist Ideologies have not been whollv 

() The density of Highland settlement In Gippsland, envisioned by Angus McMillan as 'CaledoniaAustralis*. 
is evidcrit in the placenames Of Its MOLintains. rix crs. lakes and estates. The names of the large restates. for 
instance. included 'Boisdale , 'Glenfalloch', 'GlenmLiggie% 'Glencoe', 'Armadale'. 'Eiisay' and 'Clydebank'. 

J- In addition to kkicLilistcr and McMillan, other major landowners included NlacFarlanc, ý. Campbells. 
MacDonald,, Nkicl-cods and Thomsons (D. Watson 1984: 136). 
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displaced by post-colonial discourses. Accepting this caveat, there has, however, undoubtedlý 
been a 'tectonic shift' in attitudes concerning Aboriginality in a large proportion of the Nýhite 
Australian population since the late 1960s (Davis, Naidoo, Prestney and Wilson 1998: vii). This 

shift gained 'official' expression in the early 1990s with the passing of the Council for Aboriginal 
Reconciliation Act, the prece dent- setting 'Mabo judgement', and the then-prime minister Paul 
Keating's willingness to accept responsibility, on behalf of white Australia, for the injustices of the 
country's colonial past: 

We took the traditional lands and smashed the traditional way of life. We brought the disasters. 
The alcohol. We committed the murders. We took the children from their mothers. We practiced 
discrimination and exclusion. (Keating quoted by Davis, Naidoo, Prestney and Wilson 1998: 
vii) 

To acknowledge such responsibility is, as Curthoys suggests, 'profoundly discomforting'. 

especially for those whose identity has been constructed around the moral certitude of being the 

victims, not the perpetrators, of displacement. Indeed, she suggests that this has provoked among 
the descendants of eighteenth- and nineteenth-century settlers a new fear of displacement, 'of 
being cast out, exiled, expelled, made homeless again, after two centuries of securing a new home 
far away from home' (1999: 17). She adds, 'if we fully recognise Indigenous claims to the land, if 
we have a sense of living in someone else's country, we are, in a metaphorical if not a literal sense, 

perhaps in danger of homelessness again, of having to suffer yet again the original expulsion' 
(ibid.: 18). This problematizing of identity based on the moral ambiguities of migrant family histories 

is expressed by Anna, another informant from Melbourne: 

I have noticed the similarities between what happened to the Highlanders in the Clearances 
and what happened to the Australian Aborigines, i. e. a whole load of men in red coats arrive 
and say 'get off the land, we want to put sheep here! 'Unfortunately, I'm not sure this made my 
pioneer ancestors any more sympathetic to the local Aborigines. It seems to have been a case 
of 'what's done to you, you do to others'. But I do think that for us in the diaspora, especially 
third or fourth generation like me, our idea of 'homeland' is inextricably linked to the place we 
live in now. And I sometimes wonder if part of the longing for a homeland is a longing for a 
place of uncomplicated belonging, especially in the current Australian climate, where a lot of 
conscience examining is going on. It's hard to claim a place here without being aware of who 
is being displaced by that claim. ... The idea of a place where my ancestors belonged for 
thousands of years is very appealing. In Australia nobody except the Aborigines has been here 
for more than about two hundred years. There simply can't be the same sense of continuity 
without reference to ancestors somewhere else. And there is something mystical about belonging 
to a particular place on the earth. 

Here Anna both invokes the Clearance narrative in accounting for the displacement of her 

ancestors and acknowledges that her displaced ancestors were implicated in the displacement of 

others in the process of settling their New Country. Anna's great-great-grandparents had emigrated 

to South Australia under the auspices of the Highland and Island Emigration Society in 1855. 

After several years working in Adelaide they took up a land selection at Belalle in tlie north of the 

colony. visiting the ruins of the farmhouse they built there, Anna explains that she \ý as shocked to 

discover that there \\ere 'gun slits in the walls' and to learn that the farmhouse \%as called 'The 
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Fort', 'because it was fortified against the local Aborigines'. If Anna's ancestors were the innocent 

victims of 'forcible removal'in their old country. Anna is fully cognizant that 'the% are not innocent 
by the time they get to Australia'. 'Belonging', Anna suggests, 'is problematic in some sense for 

all Australians'-'for all white Australians and for indigenous Australians, whose belonging has 

been made very problematic'. 

What I find particularly interesting in Anna's comments, however, and what I should like to 

concentrate on in the remainder of this chapter, is the way in which she negotiates these ambiguities 
through considering the possibility of her own 'aboriginality'. Thus Anna expresses a desire to 
find 'a place of uncomplicated belonging' which she defines as a place her own ancestors have 

occupied for thousands of years, a place in which she is effectively the Aboriginal. This assertion, 

and her reference to a 'mystical' relationship between land, ancestry and identity, suggests that her 

own negotiations of belonging have been influenced by discourses of Australian Aboriginality 

which have become prominent in middle-class, urban, white Australian society. This, then, is the 

second 'migration' to which I referred in my introduction to this chapter: the migration of popular 
discourses of aboriginality from one context to another. Whilst I shall focus on Australian examples, 

a similar process is also apparent in North America and New Zealand, although with different 

emphases which reflect differing notions of indigenousness and the varying prominence of such 

notions in mainstream popular culture (Cornell 1988; King 1985). 

In Australia, changing social attitudes towards Aboriginality are reflected in recent census 

statistics, the analysis of which has demonstrated an increasing propensity for individuals, 

particularly those with mixed indigenous and non-indigenous origins, to identify themselves as 

indigenous (Australian Bureau of Statistics 200 1 a). Thus, between 1986 and 1996, the indigenous 

population in Australia increased by some 55%, compared with only a 12% increase in non- 

indigenous populations, a figure which far exceeds 'natural growth' (Australian Bureau of Statistics 

2000). " This changing propensity for individuals to choose to identify themselves as indigenous 

or Aboriginal, is not an isolated phenomenon and should be seen in the context of other, largely 

urban, cosmopolitan social trends: the growing disenchantment with secular materialism, the 

increasing interest in non-Western and New Age religions, the ecological movement, arguably all 

further examples of the 'demodernization impulse' (Berger et al 1973; Tacey 1998,2000; Heelas 

1996). 

Although, as we have seen, it is by no means shared unanimously across Australian society, 

the inclination to take responsibility and even to feel guilt for the treatment of indigenous populations 

in the colonization of Australia further polarizes distinctions between 'settler' and 'Aboriginal' 

culture in a post-colonial reversal of colonial values. Settler culture thus becomes associated with 

This trend is also apparent in Canadian and New Zealand censw, data. Between 1991 and 1996. statistics 
across AListralia. 'N'cx1v Zealand and Canada show total population increases bct\k, ccn six and seven percent. 
and indigenous population increases between twenty and thirty three perccrit (Australian Bureau of Statistics 
200 1 b). 
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excessive materialism, spiritual impoverishment, moral corruption, and a sense of bein-gy lost i I in 
uncertainty; whereas Aboriginal culture comes to embody all that is authentic, rich and wholesorne 
(e. g. Hammond 1991, Tacey 1998,2000) (see Table 9.2). Needless to say., this view is based upon 
a romanticization ofAboriginal culture, which is in fact a more accurate reflection of the aspirations 
of the settler culture in crisis. 

Table 9.2: Post-colonial re-evaluation of 'Settler' and 'Aboriginal' cultures 

SETTLER 
Superficial 

Young 
Modem 
Secular 

Unconnected to land 
Immoral 
Rootless 

Complicated belonging 
Victimizers 

Dominant 
Discontinuity 

Uncertainty 
Culture 

Rational 

ABORIGINAL 
Deep 
Old 
Traditional 
Spiritual 
Connected to land 
Moral 

DES>1RE Rooted 
Uncomplicated belonging L- 

Victimized 
Minority 
Continuity 
Certainty 
Nature 
Intuitive 

Extension in context of 'British' roots 

Anglo-Saxon 
English 

Lowlander 

Celtic 
Scottish 
Highlander 

David Tacey, Associate Professor of English at La Trobe University, Melbourne, a prominent 

commentator on such issues, writes, 'I think white Australians would agree more readily today 

with the Aboriginal accusation that we have no spiritual culture. ... There is a realisation of our 

spiritual emptiness beside the spiritual richness of traditional Abonginal culture. ... Aboriginality 

remains a symbol of spirituality in the Australian mind' (2000: 422-43). As the colonial 

commoditization of landscape becomes increasingly marginalized in this new value system, Tacey 

suggests that white Australians are experiencing a kind of 'colonisation in reverse': 'after two 

hundred years of white colonial arrogance, where we believed that we "conquered" the land and 

imposed European images and practices upon it, this land is now conquering us' (ibid.: 99). 

Thus, what was once considered by colonists and settlers as terra nuffilis is now perceived as 

a landscape dense with the spirits and drearnings of a people who have occupied it for tens of 

thousands of years. The consequence, as Curthoys argues, is yet another displacement as the settlers' 

ontoloý, Yical and epistemological bearings are again cut adrift. This is forcefully articulated by the 

Australian Iiistorian Manning Clark in a speech of 1988, in which he recognl7es the incompatibility 

of his Western, historical modes of thought and the 'Aboriginal' landscape lie attempts to apprehend. 

Sometimes when I stand in the Australian bush on a clear windless day, I arn visited with 
flits: am I living in a country where hi II stranoe thoug istory has not begun, or where histor-ý,, ' is all 
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over? I wonder whether I belong. f am not alone in such thoughts. I am ready, and so are 
others, to understand the Aboriginal view that no human being can ever know heart's ease in a 
foreign land, because in a foreign land there live foreign ancestral spirits. We white people are 
condemned to live in a foreign country where we have no ancestral spirits. The conqueror has 
become the eternal outsider, the eternal alien. We must either become assimilated or live the 
empty life of a people exiled from their source of spiritual strength. (1997: 144) 

Clark characterizes the alternatives facing the descendants of settlers as being either a new exile or 

assimi IIII to an Aboriginal Australia. A third response is, however, possible: one In which white 
Australians turn to their own ancestral connections to find some 'answering in-iage'to that represented Z71 

by traditional Aboriginal culture (Tacey 2000: 142). 

Roots-tourists in the Scottish Highlands and Islands are not only interested in visitino the rums L_ 
of croft houses, deserted settlements and graveyards with which they have established sorne 
documented connection, they are also often drawn to prehistoric monurnents in the areas in which 

they have traced their ancestors. Part of this attraction no doubt reflects a more general contemporary 

'megalithomania' (Mitchell 1982): archaeological tourism has, for instance, become the mainstay 

of the Orkney Islands' tourist economy and is rigorously promoted in other regions of the Highlands 

and Islands. I suggest, however, that, for roots-tourists, in addition to this general interest, such 

places have other more particular meanings and connotations, and that they are in some way 

equivalent to the sacred sites of indigenous populations in the New World, sites from which settler 

populations feel excluded. At these standing stones, henges and tombs, roots-tourists are permitted 

a profound sense of connection-these, they believe, are the sacred sites of their own ancestors 

and they approach them with attitudes of reverence. 

1, 
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Figure 9.4: A Canadian 
horriecomcr at Clach na 
h-Annait, near Torrin. 
IsIc of Skye. 
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A Celtic Dreaming 

Figure C 

9.5 

Figure 9.5 shows Janet, an informant from Geelong, and Elspeth, her sister from Melbourne, 

during their visit to their ancestral home in the Outer Hebrides in 1999. It is an enlarged photograph 

of this standing stone on Berneray in the Sound of Harris, with her ancestral island of Pabbay in 

the background, that is framed on Janet's kitchen wall. Whilst the visit to Pabbay itself-its old 
burial ground, the ruins of the township where the sisters' ancestors are recorded in the 1841 

census-was an understandably profound experience, this stone had a special significance for 

Janet. Similarly, when we discovered what appeared to be a prehistoric midden eroding out of the 

island's sandy cliffs, Janet remarked that she had come across similar remains along the coast 

where she lived inAustralia: Aboriginal middens. Conscious of the debates in Australia concerning 

the ownership of the past and the complexities surrounding archaeological excavation at Aboriginal 

sites, she expressed reservations when I asked how she felt about excavation in these islands: 

'That's our stuff, she stressed, 

Janet explained her sense of belonging in the islands in two ways. Firstly, there was a rational 

sense of equivalence: 

I'm interested in Aboriginal culture, but I've never felt a connection with it. So, if you find an 
Aboriginal midden-and I've found several on the coast that I live on-it's not part of you, it's 
sort of part of Australia, but it's not connected with me. And so it's quite different finding a 
midden in the place where your ancestors had been, possibly for thousands of years. 

This, then, was her own prehistoric heritage, but she also explained that her attitude towards these 

sites was influenced by her spiritual beliefs which she described as being pagan and animistic, 

more akin to Aboriginal belief systems as she understood them. Familiar with indigenous land title 

legislation Australia, Janet half-jokingly-but only haý/-jokingly-mooted the idea of making 

ail indivenous land clairn oil Pabbay. She said that in Australia, 

The commonly accepted criteria for detennining Abonginality are that the person identifies 
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themselves as Aboriginal, that the Aboriginal community they claim to be part of accepts 
them, and that they are descended from Aboriginal people. 

In these terms, despite also having Lowland, English and Polish roots, she felt that she qualified as 
being indigenous to Pabbay, a conviction that was confin-ned to her when local people accepted 
her as such. 

I certainly saw my visit to the now empty Isle of Pabbay as returning to my native land, and 
was thrilled about how, once I had established my credentials by quoting my lineage, I \N as 
immediately accepted and introduced to others in the Isles as a Pabbaich [i. e. someone belonging Z7 

to Pabbay], 

Australians, such as those of Scottish Highland descent, who claim a Celtic heritage have an 

especially powerful 'answering image' to Aboriginality at their disposal. The Celt, in a British 

context, is to the Anglo-Saxon what the Aboriginal, in an Australian context, is to the settler. 
Displaced by the invader and forced to the margins, before being forced into exile overseas, the 

Celt is perceived to be the British-or even the European-aboriginal. " For the person of Scottish 

Highland descent living in Australia, for example, and so inclined, to have Celtic roots is to 

demonstrate that one also has a rich, tribal heritage, rooted deeply within a landscape that is both 

mystical and mythical. And, indeed, the Celtic spirituality books nestle closely with those concerned 

with Aboriginal spirituality on the shelves of the 'Esoteric' and 'New Age' sections of bookshops 

from San Francisco to Sydney... to Boulder, Colorado. 12 

I mention Boulder because this is the home of Frank, an informant I quoted in the last chapter, 

who describes himself as 'a poet, ecopsychologist and visionary teacher in the Celtic spiritual 

traditions', and who leads 'pilgrimages' to the Scottish Highlands to promote what he terms as 

'Highland cultural soul retrieval'. Frank claims to have spent twelve years studying with Native 

American teachers before participating in the Sun Dance ceremony of the Lakota people: a 

transformative experience which started him on his exploration of his own Celtic heritage. He 

explained to me, 

I see great difficulty in the fact that a Native American bom in downtown Tulsa Is perceived by 
his or her own people as someone who could easily go on to become a medicine person or 
healer or shaman--despite being a city Indian-but a person of Scottish or Welsh descent born 
in Powys, Fife or Virginia, let's say, is simply seen as a cultureless individual, not to mention 
that we don't see them as a potential Druid, healer, etc. without a great deal of suspicion, 
scepticism and so forth. 

'What happened to our indigenous selff he asks. Incidentally, his second, as yet unpublished, 

volume of poetry is entitled Moss Roof, Stone Pillow: Poems of the Celtic Dreamtime. 

I is, of course, not unproblematic (see Jones 11 The construction of an 'ethnicized' British IronAge as 'Celtic' 
and Grave-Brown 1996; Collis 1996), nor is the 'appropriation' by modem-day Celts of earlier megalithic 
monuments and artworks Lis Celtic (M. Chapman 1992). For a recent review of the construction of'Celticity' 
ill contcnlpol'Mý' identity politics. see Harvey. Jones, Mc1nroy and Milligan (2002). 
12 A CLIS-Lial glancc in the 'Nlyths and Symbols' section of the Dillons bookstore across the road from my 
UnINVI'Sity department reveals. for instance, Af vths andL-ends oftlicAborigines by William Ramsay Smith 

,, -Ilcl\-cd alongside The Callanish Dancc: The OvIc of the Year Celebrated in the Sacred Landscape ofthe 
odaY by Ra\ jj', stern IsIcs b. \, Jill Smith and Exploring Celtic Spiritualitv: The Call of. Aidan T Simpson. 
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The discursive migration that results in th Is melding of American, Australian and Celtic notions : -71 
of aboriginality is, of course, not always so pronounced. Roots-tourists often keep journals dunna 

their visits and sometimes they adapt these into short stories which they self-pubilsh and distribute 

within their families and to members of family history societies. In one Australian example. its 

author, Anne Rooks, describes her Dreamtime trail as the 'Low Road'or 'Fairy Way'along which 
the spirits of dead exiles would return to Scotland. She draws her own half-figurative, half-abstract 

ýmap' of the two places she identifies as home (her childhood home and her 'spiritual horne') (see 

Figure 9.6) and writes, 

I'm a fourth generation Australian but I know that the thread reaching back to the obscure 
past has never been broken. The process of evolution has failed to break the translucent thread 
that's mysteriously joined to the Isle of Skye. 

I cannot explain some of my experiences, or why I wanted to go to the Hebridean Isles 
long before I knew some of my forebears came from there. My only explanation is that the 
spirits of my ancestors kept calling me back. (Rooks n. d.: 2) 

A significant characteristic of this informant ,s narrative is that it is not she, the homecomer/author, 

who is calling to her ancestors as a way of negotiating the complexities of belonging in contemporary 
Australia, but rather her ancestors who are calling to her. Here, again, is the subtle in flucnce of an 

alien discourse, reversing the logic whereby individuals typically possess a heritage, such that the 

individual becomes thepossession ofher ancestors. Thus, the author's home may be in New South 

Wales, but it is to Skye that she belongs. 

ISLE OF' SKYEý 
5(-OTLAN; > 

-RMf: 7FAJ4ER'5 CM-0 
c=Ac R: 

Figure 9.6: Anne 
Rooks' 'map' of the 
'Low Road' 
connecting her 
Australian home to 
her ancestral 
homeland, the Isle 
of Skye. 

Ultirriately the appeal of aboriginality is the appeal of autochthony. In an era in which senses 

of belonging are complicated by an acute awareness of the historical injustices of invasion and 

colonization, the merging of land, ancestors and identity evoked ori in myths represent g 
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an ideal of uncomplicated territorial belonging. As discussed in Chapter 6, the popular diasporan 

perception of the Scottish Highland clans, inseparable from their territories, evokes something 
similar. Thus, as we have seen, we can talk of the MacKay Country of Strathnaver or Macpherson 
Country in Badenoch. According to antiquarian writers and folklorists, this close association between 

clan and territory is a survival of a much more ancient tradition with autochthonic overtones, 
something which also surfaces in much fairy lore (Newton 2000: 207-20; Henderson and Cowan 
200 1). Thus, in his collection of Celtic Manners as Preserved aniong the High landers, first published 
in 183 1, James Logan records that, 

Particular clans had certain hills to which the spirit of their departed friends had a peculiar 
attachment. Tom M6r was that appropriated to the house of Gavra, a branch of Clan Pherson; 
and Orc, another hill, was regarded by the house of Crubin, of the same clan, as their place of 
meeting in a future state, and their summits were supernaturally illuminated when any inernber 
of the families died. (1867: 3 54) 

Seton Gordon, referring to this latter hill (actually An Toi-c, 'The Boar of Badenoch'), notes simply 
that it was considered 'by the Macphersons of Crubin to be their supernatural home'( 1995: 2 13 fil, 

see also Alexander Macpherson 1893: 348,357). 

The anthropologist, W. E. H. Stanner's Aboriginal informant memorably explained to him 

that, 

White man got no dreaming, 
Him go 'nother way. 
White man, him go Q rent 
Him got road belong himse4. ' (Stanner 1979: 24) 

Journeying to Creag Dhubh or An Torc, the Australian roots-tourist with a few Macpherson ancestors 

in her family tree, might justifiably reply that, whilst her's is indeed a different road, she has a 

Dreaming of her own. 

Figure 
9.7 
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But lest this begin to appear rather cosy, there is a further movement in this discursiý e migration. 
It may come as some surprise to learn that the ýprehistorlc' stone circle pictured In Figure 9.7 %\ as 
in fact erected in 1991, and is not in Scotland, but in a place with a Scottish name: Glen Innes ill 
New South Wales. According to Ian MacDiarmid, president of the Australian Standing Stones 

Management Board, 

They were erected as a national monument to commemorate the many thousands of immigrants 
who, over more than 200 years, have come from Cornwall, Ireland, the Isle of Man, Scotland, 
Wales, Brittany and other Celtic areas of Europe, to make Australia their home. The collectiVe 
contribution of these highly talented incomers is immeasurable. Suffice to say that had they 
not come, Australia today would be a much lesser country than it is. (pers. com. ) 

Thus the new Celtic Dreaming comes to colonize the Australian landscape. I asked MacDiarmid 

whether he felt Aboriginal systems of thought regarding the landscape had influenced Celtic- 

Australian attitudes and he replied, 'Not at all in my opinion, except to make everyone, Celtic or 

non-Celtic, aware of the constant possibility of land claims. These appear often to be lodged for 

political purposes, and their authenticity is sometimes questionable'. He assured me that no 
Aboriginal site had been affected by the erection of the stones, and besides, 'The present day 

Aboriginal population of the Glen Innes district are largely later arrivals ... with no tribal affinity 

to the area'-unlike the Celts, one is tempted to add, who hold their annual festival there. 
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10-HEURISTIC JOURNEYS 

He that cannot live as he desires at home, listens to the tale of fortunate islands, and happy 
regions, where every man may have land of his own... 

Samuel Johnson, A Journey to the Western Islands ol'Scotland 
(R. W. Chapman 1924: 86) 

From a perspective at the beginning of the twenty-first century, a paradox is apparent in this short 

excerpt from Johnson's 1775 account of his tour, with Boswell, through the Hebrides. This has to 
do with changing perceptions of 'home' and its 'elsewheres'. In the 1770s, would-be emigrants 
listened to the tales of 'fortunate islands and happy regions' embodied in the idea of America-the 

New World. Such people sought escape from the drudgery of poverty and the narrow prospects of 
home in an uncharted future. Two hundred and thirty years later, many descendants of those 

emigrants find that they cannot live as they desire in the homes their ancestors built in that new 

world and, for them, the tales to which they are now prone concern the fortunate islands and happy 

regions of a past of imagined certainty and stability embodied in the idea of Scotland-the Old 

Country. For the critic, there is no doubt that such regions, whether of the future or of the past, are 

constructs of the imagination: mirror opposites, reflections of the perceived inadequacies of the 

'here and now'. But, to merely dismiss such imagined worlds as utopian would be careless. and 

our objective should instead be to seek to understand what aspirations these imaginings conceal. 

Just as we may speak of the various push and pull factors that acted upon Scottish migrants in 

the eighteenth, nineteenth and twentieth centuries, and which therefore contributed to the creation 

of a Scottish diaspora, so we might consider what push and pull factors now act upon their 

descendants in their quests to 'hunt down home'. For the middle-class, cosmopolitan Americans, 

Australians, Canadians and New Zealanders who make up the majority of my informants, these 

are, of course, no longer matters of material welfare, and the desires which drive these more 

temporary migrations are concerned rather with the welfare of the 'spirit' or the 'soul'. Based on 

the comments of my informants, it appears that among those factors pushing the roots-tourists 

from the New World are a discontentment with modernity, with its rampant consumerism, 

superficiality, rootless mobility and excessive individualism; a problematization of belonging in 

regions to which they have no ancient claim, and a corresponding sense of existential homelessness. 

Among those factors pulling the roots-tourists to Scotland-to the Highlands-is, above all. its 

deeply mythologized, romanticized and emotion-laden landscape and culture, to which is added 

the possibility of a more profound belonging and the promise of finding there an aboriginal land of 

their own: 'a place', in Christina's words, 'that tells the myths and legends of [their] o%ý n ancestors. Zg 

not someone else's'. For those who by dint of fortune may claim a Scottish hentage (and, one 

might add, by dint of having all the things that modemitv offers), the fortunate islands and happy 

regions of the Highlands thus represent an 'other landscape' " here each may find a 'true' hoineland 
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of her or his own. But -homeland', no less than 'Highland'. is surely no more than a euphemism 
for a more obscure 'region of the heart': a "secret place-and, I suggest. a sacred place-to the 

research of which the roots-tourist is devoted (Dumont 1993: 94). 

Shrines of Self-defining the sacred in the hontecomingjourney 

As we have seen, one of the dominant metaphors used by roots-tounsts to define their Journeys is 
that of pilgrimage. This is something the American anthropoloZo 

_, 
ist Celeste Ray has also obser% ed 

in her research with the Scottish heritage community in North Carolina. Discussing tours to Scotland 

organized by clan societies, she explains, 'I interchange the term pilgrim with heritage tourist, 
because community members describe their own travels as pilgrimage, and also because their 

travels are structured by and have meaning as pilgrimage' (2001: 134). The structure to which Ray 

refers is Turner's notion of 'ritual process' -the passage between 'structure' (ordinary, profane) 

and 'anti- structure' (nonordinary, sacred) (Turner 1974)--and, particularly, the application of this 

process to touristic practices (E. Cohen 1992; Graburn 1989). Thus, according to Graburn, because 

the touristic journey 'lies in the nonordinary sphere of existence', its goal is 'symbolically sacred 

and morally on a higher plane than the regards of the ordinary workaday world' (1989: 28). Pursuing 

this Turnerian orthodoxy, Ray explains that the 'commemorative activities' performed by 'heritage 

pilgrims' during these tours 'have ritualistic and religious qualities' (2001: 134; cf. Kapferer 1988) 

and she draws attention to the sense of communitas achieved among clansfolk during such events 
(2001: 133). 1 have certainly found much to support this argument in my own research. Indeed, as 

roots-tourists leave behind the 'ordinary' world of their diasporan homes and enter the 'nonordinary' 

sphere of the ancestral homeland, they do appear to enter a 'liminal' zone where they often report 

supernatural occurrences and altered states of mind (feeling ancestral presences, having premonitory 
dreams, etc. ). Such other-worldly experiences add to the transformative potential of these rites of 

passage, and roots-tourists may return to their ordinary homes significantly changed, sometimes 

experiencing difficulties re-adjusting to domestic routines and commitments or else determined to 

resolve outstanding problems. 

In these terms, roots-tourism may undoubtedly be conceptualized as a kind of ritual process or 

secular pilgrimage (Reader and Walter 1993), but I am not convinced that this wholly explains the 

sense of 'sacredness' that animates thesejourneys, nor fully explores the metaphor of the homecomer 

as pilgrim. Understanding roots-tourism specifically as a social drama (Turner 1974), Ray argues 

that 'heritage pilgrimage' is 'not the individual pilgrimage of finding oneself, but that of finding 

one's "people" and one's "place"' (2001: 133). 1 contend, however, that, in these journeys, a more 

complex dialectic exists between this integrative social identity and a more 'self-centred' individual 

indi\, iduated identity. 'It is the "soul" that yearns to return to its own land and return to its own 

people'. explains anAustralian informant, 'it is the "soul" that needs to regain its sense of self at 

our ancestors'. writes another, 'we somehow find ourselves'. I stiggest the grass roots'. 'In finding 

that liat empo\\ ers these transformativejourneys of disco,,,, erN,. what imbues them with an aura of 
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the sacred, is this very convergence of socializing and personalizing trajectories: a quasi-mystical 
finding of oneself in others and others in oneself. In a transcendental epiphany of -connectedness'. 

the apparent contrariness of oneself as another and oneself as being other (Ricoeur 1992: 3) Is 
thus resolved, and the 'sites of memory' and 'sources of identity' ultimately become 'shrines of 

self'. 

It could be argued that, in the West, we are witnessing a golden age of pilgrimage. But, as 
Nancy Frey observes with regard to the contemporary reanimation of the medieval Christiall 

pilgrimage to Santiago de Compostela, whilst modem-day pilgrims refer to their practices as 
4 spiritual journeys', this is rarely precisely defined beyond acknowledging that the 'outward activity 

of walking or cycling is twinned to the "inward activity of growth and maturity"' (1998: 3 1. 

quoting Lauren Artress; see also Graham and Murray 1997). 

Spiritual motives are more vaguely defined personal searches or inner journeys of 
transformation. An emphasis on 'personal' or 'transcendent' spirituality and a rejection of 
religious orthodoxy form part of the modem ethos in Euro-American society, from which 
many contemporary pilgrims come. Also part of this ethos is an orientation toward creative 
personal alternatives and a reinfusion in religious practice of the magical with its 'rejection of 
rationalism, established orthodoxies, and technology'. (Frey 1998: 33) 

As Frey notes, with this emphasis on spirituality, such contemporary pilgrimages 'share the stage 

with a wide variety of esoteric, cultic, or individualized religious practices characteristic of Western 

religious and New Age movements' (ibid.: 34). And so it is with the contemporary pilgrimage that 

is homecoming. Indeed, along with pilgrimage, 'homecoming' has become one of the key motifs 

in the contemporary New Age lexicon. 

There is no shortage of guidance on offer for these spiritual journeys, and volumes such as 

Artress's Walking a Sacred Path: Rediscovering the Labyrinth as a Spiritual Tool, Cousineau's 

The Art ofPilgrimage. - The Seeker's Guide to Making Travel Sacred, O'Donohue's Eternal Echoes: 

Exploring Our Hunger to Belong, and MacEowen's The Mist-Filled Path: Celtic Wisdomfor Exiles, 

Wanderers and Seekers are typically beautifully bound and typeset, as is befitting of any sacred 

canon. In these works we find a familiar assertion of opposition between the alienating, urban 

world of (post)modernity and the prospect of home and wholeness represented by some inner 

spiritual realm that may, nevertheless, have its material counterpart in Nature and, particularly, in 

the 'Celtic' homelands. The Connemara-based O'Donohue, for example, borrows Berger et al's 

phrase, 'the homeless mind', to characterize this 'postmodem' malaise (1998: 233): 

In this post-modem world the hunger to belong has rarely been more intense, more urgent. 
With many of the ancient, traditional shelters now in ruins, it is as if societv has lost the art of 
fosterino community. Consumerism propels us to%k ards an ever-more lonely and isolated 
existeiice. ... And although technology pretends to unite us, more often than not all it delk crs 
are simulated images that distance us from our lives. The 'global , illage' has no roads or 
neighbours; it is a faceless. impersonal landscape from wlitch all indi\ iduality lias been erased. 
(ibid.: xvii-xviii) 

, \, IacEo\\ eri reiterates thesesentiments N\ lien he explains, 'We are not at home in our homes. because 
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we are not at home in ourselves. ... We are not at home in our minds'(2002: xxi). He continues. 
'We have become exiles from one another, exiles from the lives we yearn to live, we have bccome 

disenfranchized from our dreams, strangers to our own inner faces, wandering like hungyry ghosts 
for some sense of belonging' (ibid.: xxit). 'My wish for you', he states, in outlining the objectives 

of his book, 'is a homecoming in this life' (ibid.: xxiii). 

Such a homecoming is made possible through practices which enable the individual to reconnect 

with an inhented wisdom which is described as lying dormant within the self MacFo%ý en explains 
this as awakening the 'sleeping lineage'of one's ancestors (ibid.: 95); O'Donohue as recognizing 
the 'stream of ancestry' (and, therefore, ancestral wisdom) 'that flows within us' (1998: 38). 'Blood 

is one of the most ancient and wisest streams in the universe', O'Donohue writes, and thus by 

heading upstream, as it were, to the source, the 'seeker' can draw on that wisdom in his or her 

'pilgrimage of discovery' (ibid. ). The pilgrim's way in this context is portrayed by MacEowen as 
'The Hearth Way', the hearth being 'the heart of the Celtic home'(2002: 190). In another New Age 

text, Whyte's Crossing the Unknown Sea, this journey 'to the centre of identity' is described as 
'the holiest of pilgrimages' (200 1: dust-jacket). This liturgy of soul searching and the sacralization 

of ancestral identity reaches its apotheosis for O'Donohue in a 'philosophy of Dýcas' (the Irish 

Gaelic equivalent of the Scottish Gaelic dýthchas, discussed in Chapter 6). O'Donohue explains 

that this untranslatable concept succeeds in capturing something of the 'many deep and penumbral 

layers to the way we belong in the world' and argues that, in Irish, 'the phrase "agfillead ar do 

ducas" means returning to your native place and also the rediscovery of whoyou are' (1998: 259; 

emphasis added). 

The return home is also the retrieval and reawakening of a hidden and forgotten treasury of 
identity and soul. To come home to where you belong is to come into your own, to become 
what you are, to awaken and develop your latent spiritual heritage. ... Dýcas also refers to a 
person's deepest nature. It probes beneath the surface images and impressions of a life and 
reaches into that which flows naturally from the deepest well in the clay of the soul. It refers in 
this sense to that whole intuitive and quickness of longing in us that tells us immediately how 
to think and act; we call this instinct. (1998: 259-60) 

Invoking the victimological narrative of an indigenous people 'forcibly relocated from the[ir] 

homelands', MacEowen portrays this 'deep longing for home' as a particularly Celtic (and, more 

specifically, Celtic diasporan) predisposition (2002: 54). After being 'separated from the ancestral 

lands by several generations', he writes, 'the Celtic soul has sprung up again from the moist roots 

of our past, and the spirit of longing now travels like a restless ghost seeking embodiment, expression 

and manifestation' (ibid. ). Whilst MacEowen's 'Celtocentrism' blinds him to the 'spirit of longing' 

that surely also haunts those who identify with other 'ethnic' herita2es (or with none), there can be 

no doubt that roots-tourists who share in this particular Dreaming do find such embodiment, 

expression and manifestation in their encounters with the Scottish landscape. 

Although the New. Age is notoriously eclectic in its borroNvInLO-s and appropriations. many of 

its primary Influences are draNNn from Junpan and transpersonal psychology. In his recent 
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dhachaidh 
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Figure 10.1: 'Dhachaidli'-'a home, a dwelling place'. A collage-poster created by 
an Australian informant recalling her homecoming Journey to the Hebrides. 

commentary on psychology as a religion, Barnard argues that religion and psychology now largely 

'fulfill similar, if not identical, roles and functions: both may be understood as vehicles for the 

'exploration of the depths of reality and consciousness', both enable healing and fulfilment via a 
dynamic, experiential, living contact with a cosmic "more"' (2001: 3 10). In this context, it is 
interesting to note that, at the end of his seminal family saga, Roots, Alex Haley uses the terrn 'the 

peak experience' to describe his homecoming to Juffure, the Gambian village to which he has 

traced his eighteenth-century ancestor (1991: 676). 2 The phrase is borrowed from the founding 

father of transpersonal psychology, Abraham Maslow, who used it to describe the 'dramatic, if 

short-lived openings of consciousness leading to feelings of awe, a sense of wholeness and 

connection or even union with the natural world' (Barnard 2001: 309). Maslow sought to disassociate 

such 'mystical illuminations', which he believed were the 'intrinsic core' of all religions, from 

institutional religious structures and instead incorporate them within a new naturalistic faith based 

on personal experience (ibid. ). Along with Jungian theory, transpersonal psychology 'stresses the 

need to unfold the innate potentials hidden within each person', but it also emphasizes those 'aspects 

of the human psyche that seem to transcend personal boundaries' (ibid. ). Combined with the 

ascendant discourse of 'genetic essentialism' associated with 'the new genetics' (Strathern 1992, 

1995; Sykes 1999), this vision of cosmic connectedness in the very substance of the individual 

injects a potent new 'genealogical rhetoric' into the stolid, matter-of-fact world of family history 

research, transforming it into an atavistic mystery religion of sorts. The 'niYsterium tremendum'at 

its heart (that to which it makes its 'pilgrimage of discovery') is not, however, the ancestors 

themselves ('one's people'), nor 'their place, hallowed though that land may be, but is ultimately 

no more than the humble self The obfuscation is, of course, a necessary component of the 

Ini, stei-han-as Tersteegen wrote, 'A God comprehended is no God' (quoted by Otto 1980: 25) 

- The authenticity of Haley's depiction of his ancestral homeland in Roots has been debated b,,,, several 
Critics, See ShOUrnatoff ( 1995: 219-24) and Lowenthal (1985: 228) for discussion. 
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and the ineffable, non-rational, numinous 'peak experience' becomes an end in itself 'somethii'12 

sought for its own sake' (Otto 1980: 33). 

Roots-tourists often report feeling especially drawn to a particular ancestor they have discovered 

in their research. For Sharon, the informant from New South Wales I have quoted elsewhere I in the 

thesis, this was her gre at- gre at- grandfather, Alexander, born in 1807. Sharon explains that Alexander 

was 'just a name , when she first found him on the 1881 census, but by the time of her homecomino 

in 1999, when she visited his grave and the various places in which he had lived, she felt she had 

come to know him and sensed his presence beside her on her explorations. She explained, 

I read somewhere that a person dies three times, once when the soul leaves the body, the 
second time is when they are interred in the grave, and the third time is when their riarne is 
spoken for the last time. ... Until I "found" him in 1997 his life had passed into history. I have 
to wonder who was the last person to speak of him before me and how many years he had lain 
in that kirkyard before I came to visit. ... I sometimes feel he lives again through rne. 

Despite this sense of identification with an ancestral figure, it is apparent, however, that Sharon's 

homecoming was not only about the past, but was in fact more concerned with her present and 

about 'finding Sharon'-or, as she puts it, finding 'the Emslie within' (Alexander's surname, 

which Sharon has adopted as her middle-name). On her second visit to Scotland, as we wandered 

around the ruins of Auchabrack, the settlement in which her ancestors once lived, Sharon elaborated 

on this sense of sel f-(re)di sco very. 

When I grew up I was always Betty's daughter, and then I sort of went from home to married 
life, so I was David's wife, and then David, Andrew and Steven's mother, and somewhere in 
all that Sharon got lost. And then when I came here, I had this sense of freedom, you know, ... 
this is mine. ... Yes. This is mine. But in this being mine, this isfinding out who I am, so really 
it's nobody else's. Who else can you let in? I can tell you for a thousand years how I feel a 

FIgLire 10.2: Sharon laying 
flowers at Alexander's 
grave. 
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sense of belonging to this area, but you can never know it because it's an emotion, not a 
tangible thing or something you can write on paper. There's no words to describe it, because 
it's in here [pointing to heart] and it's in here [pointing to head]. 

In this way genealogy and heritage-tourism may be understood as the 'outward and visible forrn to 
an inward and conceptual process'(Turner 1991: 96): past- and place-orientated practices effecting 
personal transformations in the present. 

ry- heuristiejourneys 

Sweet is the lore which Nature brings; 
Our meddling intellect 
Mis-shapes the beauteousforms of things. - 
We murder to dissect. 

-William Wordsworth, 'The Tables Tumed'(1 798) 

The contemporary zeal for the project of interpretation is often prompted not by piety toward 
the troublesome text ... but by an open aggressiveness, an overt contempt for appearances. ... The modem style of interpretation excavates, and as it excavates, destroys; it digs 'behind' the 
text, to find a sub-text which is the true one. 

-Susan Sontag, 'Against Interpretation' (1983: 98) 

In an analogy familiar to anthropologists (e. g. Clifford 1997), Sontag argues that the task of 
interpretation is one of translation: 'The interpreter says, Look, don't you see that X is really-or, 

really means-A? That Y is really B? That Z is really C? '(1 983: 97). The task is a problematic one 

since, in our eagerness to discern the As, Bs and Cs, we perhaps overlook the 'X-ness' of the Xs, 

the 'Y-ness' of the Ys, the 'Z-ness' of the Zs, and so impoverish the world we believe we are 

enriching. 'To interpret', writes Sontag, 'is 
... to deplete the world-in order to set up a shadow 

world of "meanings... (ibid.: 98-99). In 'meddling' with the haecceity or'thisness' of the phenomenon 

under the vivisector's blade, the archaeologist's trowel, the anthropologist's participatory- 

observations, the interpreter does indeed commit a destructive act. For example, in deconstructing 

the myths and rituals we have constructed and by which we live, we undermine their effectiveness 

in fulfilling their particular function, their raison d'&re. 'Away', rejoins Sontag, with these shadowy 

'duplicates' of the world, these intellectualizations, until we are again able to experience the 

immediacy of the phenomenal world (ibid.: 99). 

In her nostalgia for an uninterpreted reality, a reality unmediated by the intellect, Sontag is, of 

course, no less a romantic than Wordsworth. Neither can she (nor he) escape the metaphorical 

logic that lies not only at the heart of the academic endeavour of 'intellectuals', but also at the 

heart of the intellectual endeavour that is part of being human: the fact that we are cognitive as 

well as sentient beings. We are, then, 'self-interpreting animals'(Taylor 1985), who live by myths 

and metaphors, and through other symbolic systems (Samuel and Thompson 1990-, Lakoff and 

Johnson 1980; J. Bruner 1990). each perpetually engaged in a hermeneutics of the self and of the 

world in N% Iiicli N% e live (Foucault 1988: 46) (a process \%hereby old myths are continually ra7ed 

and new ones set up in their place). Our experience of the world is not inerely enriched, but Is 
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enabled by the analogical faculty through which an 'X' (for instance, the project of interpretation) 

may be understood in tenns of an -A' (for instance, the process of archaeological exca\ ation)- 

which is emphatically not to suggest that we should be uncritical of our interpretatrý e procedures 

or unperturbed by their potential for destructiveness. 

In the absence-the impossibility-of any grand unifying theory, 'Interpretation' has, I hope, 

been implicit throughout this thesis in a form recommended by Geertz: that is, as a 'discussion 

sustained' with and between the various 'texts' that have emerged in the course of my research 
(1993: 29). Such discussions do not resolve into any singular 'conclusion', and thus I have chosen 

a title for this concluding chapter that reflects an ongoing dialogical process and not an end. The 

title, 'Heuristic Journeys', also acknowledges that, prior to the reader, there are chiefly two key 

interpreting agents engaged in this conversation: the anthropologist and the informant. Thus, in 

one sense, the title alludes to the analytical schema through which I-as anthropologist-have 

proposed that we might understand the practices described in this thesis: a course navigated across 

a discursive landscape between homepages and homelands, mediascapes and clanscapes, sites of 

memory, sources of identity and shrines of self. In another sense, the title recognizes that these 

practices are themselves agents for (self-) understanding for those-my infon-nants-who participate 
in them, and that the homecoming journey may therefore be understood as a heuristic Journey. 

Derived from the Greek verb heitrisko (to 'find' or 'come to know'), in logic, a heuristic 

device is regarded as something 'conducive to understanding, explanation or discovery; ... a problem 

solving procedure that may fall short of providing a proof' (Honderich 1995). In maintaining that 

the 'problem' to which these journeys are directed is the sense of estrangement consequent upon 

the individual's experience of modernity, I certainly do not pretend to claim this as a 'proof'. In 

fact, roots-tourism fails get to the 'root' of the problem; on the contrary, it provides escape from 

the 'real issue', representing, along with a host of other demodernizing and re-enchanting strategies 

(Tacey 2000), no more than a temporary salve, adequate for the moment. Thus, the sense of 

homelessness that lies at the heart of homecoming can only truly be solved when we have indeed 

'disanned the genealogical rhetoric of blood, property and frontiers' (Rapport and Dawson 1998: 

v and 22; Carter 1992: 8) and finally made ourselves 'at home' in our rootless and restless I ives- 

but that, alas, remains no less a vision of utopia than a diaspora's nostalgia for its homeland. 

In the meanwhile, then, exploiting the very globalizing technologies it rebels against, 

genealogical tourism succeeds in providing 'some expressive relationship to the past'. 'attachment 

to particular territorial locations' which act as 'nodes of association and continuity', and, answerim-) 

the desire in many 'to be "at home" in the new and disorientating global space', offers some 

ontological security to counter the existential anxieties of late modernity (Nlorle-v and Robins 

199-5: 87, Giddeiis 1991). So conducive, in fact. are the procedures of genealogical research to 

cunderstanding). explanation and discovery', that the consequence of this burgeonirig, phenomenon 

is actually a proliferation of roots, each, to repeat the hackneyed pun, offering a route back hoine. 
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By focusing on the migrations of meanings and discourses, as well as of people and places, I 

hope I have been able to show something of how the complexities, multiplicities and ambiguities 

of modem identity may be 'made sense of'in relation to family history and its geographies. Home- 

as an ideal of uncomplicated belonging, as a site of memory, a source of identity, a shrine of self 

is made material in homeland, and is thereby given specific temporal and spatial co-ordinates that 

may be pinpointed on a map and which permit the homecomer to say, with Morag in Laurence's 

The Diviner. ý, 'There is such a place. It really exists'(1989: 313; (fSalmond 198": 85). As metaphor 

is made material, so it transcends language-bound cognitive processes, and thus the homecoming 

journey articulates that which cannot be voiced and 'speaks' directly to the heart and soul---- and, 
I suggest, to the homeless mind too. 

Recalling her homecoming to Auchabrack, Sharon explained to me, 

Sometimes there are just no words that adequately describe such emotions. As I sit here now, 
I ponder on what words I could use to put what I feel into a sentence to convey these feelings 
to you. There are none. The fact that you go to these places says it all-it says you recognise 
your links, you accept your links and that link is part of you. Physical acts, the walking, the 
touching, even the breaths you take, the aromas you inhale, the sounds you hear, says it all. 
The earth is the same, the sounds and aromas are the same, be it now In 1999 or in 1799. This 
is me and I have depth! This depth goes back generations, too far for me to trace, I arn a seed 
of a man who walked on this very ground 200 years ago, maybe many many more... 

She added, 'I know I changed on that trip, whether I grew up, or wider or deeper is hard to tell' 
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APPENDIX A-ORKNEYINGA SAGA 
The Orkney Homecoming, 1999 

Earl Paul Thorfinnsson married a daughter of Earl Hakon Iversson and they had a number of 
children. One was a son called Hakon, then there was a daughter, Thora, who was rnarrjed in 
Norway to Halldor, the son of Brynjolf Camel. They had a son, also called Brynjolf, the father 
of Halldor who married Gudrid Dag's-Daughter... 

-Ork-ne. vinga Saga, Chapter 33 

Genealogy is nothing new in the Orkney Islands: the Orkneyinga Saga-a 'secular scripture' for 

many Orcadians (Pdlsson & Edwards 1981: 9ý-is, in effect, a genealogical history of the tenth- 

and eleventh-century Norse Earls of Orkney written by an anonymous Icelander in about 1200. 

Perhaps the most significant difference between such medieval chronicles and modem-day family 

histories is that, whereas the earlier litanies of names and deeds were necessary for the legitimization 

of elite status, contemporary genealogy is largely a middle-class practice and directed towards 

other goals. And, whereas it was the storyteller's art to laud his patron's noble blood, it is left to the 

modem family historian to find what virtue she may in her own lineage (and, in fact, a rogue in the 

family is as good as a knight). 

More than once in history has the location of the Orkney Islands, at the northern passage 

between the North Atlantic and mainland Europe, become strategically significant. In the medieval 

period the Islands were literally at the hub of the Norwegian empire; in the world wars of the 

twentieth century they harboured the British naval fleet; and in the intervening years they provided 

the last 'watering hole' for ships bound for the New World. Such ships included those of the 

Company ofAdventurers, or, as it later became known, the Hudson's Bay Company, which, through 

royal charter, represented British trading and colonial interests in what was to become Canada. As 

well as taking on water and provisions at the Orcadian port of Stromness, the Hudson's Bay Company 

also took on recruits and, in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, the Islands became one of its 

main sources of labour. 

A standard Hudson's Bay contract was for a period of five years, after which time Orkneymen, 

who left their native islands as sons of tenant farmers and agricultural labourers with few prospects, 

could return with money in their pockets to set up in business or even to purchase land. Many, of 

course, stayed on with the Company and settled in Western Canada, establishing a distinctively 

Orcadian part of the Scottish diaspora. As one local man explained: 

I mean if you look up the phone book in Manitoba, it's got far more Fletts or Isbisters or 
Inksters, GroundxN, aters-all these Orkney names-which, if you looked up a Scottish phone 
book would be in the minority, but if you look up a Canadian phone book, there's loads of 
them! 

The idea of a 'Homecoming' for the descendants of these settlers Nvas conceived in 1995 at a 117, - 

mecting bcmccri Cameron Taylor. the then-Chief Exccutive of the Orknc\ Tourist Board. and 
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Max Johnson, the president of a specialist tour operator based in Winnipeg. Manitoba. The 

Homecoming was seen as both a commercial opportunity and an occasion to celebrate the cultural 

connections between the two regions. Planned for 1999, the event would also mark the new 

millennium. It was promoted on the internet as follows: 

The histories of Canada, Orkney and The Hudson's Bay Company are intertv"'Ined. That 
historical connection is a source of great pride among Orcadians, and the family and emotional 
bonds are strong. There are the well known figures of Governor Tomison and the explorer 
John Rae. But there are also many lesser known individuals, the hardy self sufficient Orcadians 
who left their homeland to link their fortunes with those of the Hudson's Bay Company. 

Resonances of the Orkney connection abound in Canada: in place names, personal narnes and 
family histories; in museums and archive collections; and in the buildings and artifacts of 
northern Canada-Lower Fort Garry in Winnipeg, for instance, built by Orcadian masons. Or 
York boats, distribution network for the traders, based on the design of the traditional Orkney 
yole and crewed by Orcadian sailors. For an Orcadian visitor today, the journey is as much 
about understanding his own past as understanding Canada's. 

During the 18th and 19th centuries, as many as 90% of the Canadian-based employees of the 
Hudson's Bay Company were of Orcadian descent, and it is our intention to celebrate this 
unique heritage with a major Millennium project, The Orkney Homecoming. 

This 'Homecoming' event will offer a package comprising flights to Scotland, rail and ferry 
transport to Orkney, accommodation, a programme of tours and excursions, genealogy 
investigations and various other activities. A grand gala evening at which Orcadians and 
Canadians can celebrate their shared heritage will take place in Kirkwall's new leisure centre. 
(www. homecoming. co. uk/intro. html) 

Given the specialized nature of the event and the broad geographic spread of potential 

homecomers throughout Western Canada, the event was niche-marketed almost exclusively using 

the internet, both through the Orkney Homecoming web site and via numerous genealogical email 

discussion lists relating to Orkney and Scotland. The strategy proved a success and in June 1999 

over 150 Canadians of Orcadian descent made the journey together to visit their ancestral islands. 

The event generated a great deal of press and media attention, was covered by national and regional 

television news programmes, and, indeed, was the subject of a Canadian Broadcasting Company 

radio documentary, 'The Search for Norquoy' (CBC 1999). 

The motif of departure and return is evoked in this documentary through the story of one 

Hudson's Bay Company recruit, a James Inkster from Orphir Parish, Orkney, who left for Rupert's 

Land (later to become part of the Province of Manitoba) in 1824: 

Narrator. - In three months, the summer sailing season arrives and James Inkster finds himself 

on his way to work as an official labourer in the Company of Adventurers. Like most children 
of Orkney crofters, or tenant farmers, he would have been out in a small row boat fishing, but 
he would also likely have never been away from home before. No\\ he's headed half way 
around the world to a place called Rupert's Land. He doesn't know it, but he'll never come 
home again. What he does know is that for the next five years he'll be earning real money: 
fifteen pounds sterling each year. He leans on the ship's rail and watches his niisty green island 
disappear... 

[Timeless sound of Nvind and \N ýives. then the sounds of a modern ferry, Canadian voices, a 
Tannoy announcement] 
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Narrator. - 175 years later, two more Inksters are leaning on a ship's rail, crossin2 the same 
stretch of water, looking at the sarne coastline James would have seen: James .s great-great 
granddaughter, Lee, and his great-great grandson, Greg Inkster. Two Canadians. a brother and 
a sister, on their way to Orkney in search of the place that James Inkster called horne. (CBC 
1999) 

The 'ship'-the St Ola ferry-bedecked in full colours, bearing the Canadian Maple Leaf flag 

at its bow, sounded its horn as it approached Stromness harbour and was met by the Stromness 

Pipe Band, welcoming banners, and a large crowd of local people. 'This is where it all began', one 
Stetson-wearing Canadian was overheard saying to himself, 'this is where it all began'. It was an 

emotional scene as the Canadians disembarked and followed the pipe band off the pier to Nvaitilig 

coaches that would take them to their lodgings. 

Arrival of the St Ola ferry, Stromness. 

That week's Orcadian, the local newspaper (in spot colour for the first time to honour the 

occasion), carried a Maple Leaf and a bold red headline: 'WE WELCOME OUR CANADIAN 

COUSINS'. Indeed the sentiment was repeated throughout the islands with Maple Leaves flying 

from hotel flagpoles, adorning shop fronts and placed in the windows of houses. 'There's not a 

family in Orkney that doesn't have Canadian links', one of the event organizers told me. And so 

began a busy week of tours and excursions, concerts, lectures, dinners and a special 'Homecoming 

service' at St Magnus Cathedral, Kirkwall at which a sermon was delivered on the theme of the 

return of the Prodigal Son: 'one of the most profound and beautiful stories in the world' (Rev 

Ronald Ferguson). 

accompanied one party of Hoinecorners on a tour of Orkney's East Mainland and the islands 

of Burray and South Ronaldsay. One of the highlights of the tour was a visit to the now derelict 

Tomison's Acaderny. This was a school established in 1851 by a South Ronaldsayman who, like so 

inany, joined the Hudson's Bay Company and left for Canada. Unlike many of his contemporaries. 
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however, he could read and write, and gradually moved up the ranks of the Company, eý elitually 
becoming factory Governor and 'Chief, Inland'. On his retirement, William Tomisoll returned to 
his native island and founded the academy to provide the islanders' children with an education so 
that they, too, might have the opportunity to excel. On one of the schoolroom walls. a tablet recalls 
this rags to riches story in which a local man made his fortune in the New World, but who returned 
to share his wealth in his homeland. 

This tablet has been placed to commemorate the diamondjubilee of this institution held on "'th 
Sept 1911 and to keep in grateful memory the life and work of its Founder Governor Tomison 
who by his Magnificent Gifts to the poor and for the cause of Education in his natl\ e island left 
an example fitted to stimulate the pupils attending this school to high and noble aims in life. 

The school eventually closed in the 1960s when, with the Churchill Barriers connecting South 

Ronaldsay to the Orkney mainland, it became easier for children to travel to school in Kirkwall. It 

now stands empty, but many local people would like to see it turned into a museum celebrating 

Orkney's unique links with the Hudson's Bay Company and Canada. 

We were met in Tomison's Academy by Willet Mowatt, a retired blacksmith, who attended the 

school as a child. A great Hudson's Bay enthusiast, the Canadian homecomers crowded around 

and listened as he told stories of the old times. One man, keen to establish a link, said that he too 

had Mowatt ancestors: 'That's Viking blood', replied Willet. The party then made its way to Willet's 

house where he had set out a huge collection of Hudson's Bay memorabilia for the homecomers to 

examine. After answering many questions, Willet then invited his guests to help him raise, not one, 

but three flags to mark their visit. Thus, in cold driving rain, a Maple Leaf, an 'old'Hudson's Bay 

Company flag and a 'new' Hudson's Bay Company flag were raised in succession, and on each 

occasion the Canadians gathered around Willet so that a photograph could be taken. 'It seems 

strange coming all this way to see the Hudson's Bay flag', one Canadian joked with me. 

Our next stop was at an old church where several members of the group were keen to brave the 

elements and examine gravestones for family names. Others huddled into the back vestry of the 

church to look at a Pictish stone carving. The small room was cluttered with old brooms and 

dustpans, and there on the floor was the remarkable stone. 'Think of Disney, then think of this', 

one Canadian remarked. 'I think this is much better', another agreed, 'leaving things in their 

place'. 'Yes, it's quite some distance from Disney World'. The comparison seemed to refer not 

only to qualitative differences between touristic experiences, but to more profound contrasts, as if 

North America was somehow equated with Disney World-colourful, comfortable and yet contrived 

and commercialized-whereas Orkney, with its cold and rain, drab fields and ancient stones in 

broom-cupboard-vestries, was more natural or real. They had crossed a distance between perceived 

artifice and percel\ ed authenticity. 

I asked 'Max Johnson, who had himself emigrated to Canada, about this apparent desire to 

connect NN ith place. He explained that, 
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North America is about the most placeless society that one can imagine. Partly because, 
particularly in Canada, people are encouraged to be 'hyphenated Canadians'. One is a Ukrainian- 
Canadian, or a German-Canadian, or a Japanese-Canadian... or an Abori 2 inal -Canadian, but 
nobody's allowed to be 'Canadian'. So people are permanently linked to another culture. even if they're fourth generation. And it's positive to a certain extent because it's not ()-ood to lose 
cultures, but, on the other hand, it creates some sort of.. not necessarily instability. but it 
creates a feeling that maybe this isn't the real home. 

Johnson also suggested that the evident antiquity of Orkney's human environment offered a sense 
of security, of durability and continuity that North America, particularly the West, lacked. He 
bleakly described the consequences of this absence of continuity for a fiercely competitive society* 

In North America, we are told obliquely, if you fail, you're out of it. Success is everything. 
There is no community, you are for yourself.. And the idea of failure is so frightening. You 
lose everything. It's gone, and there's no society to back you up, there's no place to conle back 
to with your tail between your legs and say, 'well, I tried, but failed'. It just doesn't exist. 

This definition of home-a place to come back to when all else is lost-was a theme of Re% 

Ronald Ferguson's sermon on Luke 15: 11-32, the parable of the return of the prodi-gal son, at the 

special Homecoming service at St Magnus Cathedral, Kirkwall. 'Every time I walk into this beautiful 

cathedral', he said, 

I feel that I am coming home. I feel a sense of the ancestors, the spirits of the people who built 
this place, lovingly crafted as a sermon in stone.... And you know we need not J ust a physical 
home, but a spiritual home: a place where we belong. And the Bible tells us that we belong to 
God, you and 1. That ultimately God is our true home. ... St Augustine said, 'our hearts are 
restless till they find their rest in Thee'. This is the true homecoming. 

Many Canadian visitors commented on how moving they found the service at St Magnus, one 
described 'an almost magical feeling' as the sun shone through a stained glass window onto the 

congregation, another imagined how her great-grandmother would, at some time, have worshipped 
in that very place. 

During the service, a treaty of friendship was signed between Hugh Halcro-Johnson, Convenor 

of the Orkney Islands Council, and Winston Hodgins of the Government of the Province of Manitoba. 

The objectives of the treaty, 'to reinforce existing bonds and create new ones', are concerned 

mainly with the enhancement of economic co-operation and trade, as well as encouraging cultural 

and educational exchanges (A. Gordon 1999). It is significant that it was the cathedral that was 

chosen as the location for the signing of the treaty: a 'sermon' crafted 'in stone'-a material symbol 

of Orkney's heritage, and a spiritual hub, not only for the islands, but for people of Orcadian 

descent worldwide. 

Rev Ferguson ended his sermon with an impassioned statement which took into account the 

plurality of home, but Nvhich ultimately identified its true or transcendent aspect. 

I say to you today. welcome home: to Orkney. to this cathedral, to God.. -%nd as vou leave this 
place and return to your home in Canada, or wherc% er you may liN c, may you find God therc 
before you. 
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Although the 'true home' -Augustme's resting-place-is identified here in specifically Christian 

terms, the notion of this transcendent quality has resonances in more secular contexts. As one 
Canadian homecomer pondered with me, 

Yes, it's sort of like the religious pilgrimages isn't it: the pilgrimage to Mecca or wherever vou 
go for your pilgrimage. There's something in the ritual of doing it that can be deeply personal, 
but you... I suppose if you really wanted to get close to your god or whatever you believed in, 
the best thing would be to go nowhere, just sit and meditate, but there's something, about the 
ritual of going to a sacred place that's not so far removed from what's going on here. 

This was also reflected in a conversation between two sisters whom I accompanied to the 
Orcadian island of Hoy, where their ancestors had lived. Although we visited numerous graveyards 

and ruined croft houses, we were unable to locate an old family farmstead in the parish of Walls 

that was mentioned in a nineteenth century obituary. As the ferry started on its return sailing to the 
Orkney mainland, one of the sisters gazed back at Hoy, 'There's a sadness about leaving. You 

know, I don't want to leave'. I wondered whether she was just telling me what I wanted to hear. 

She elaborated, 'I don't feel the same way about Orkney. It's a foreign country. But Walls, that's 

my heritage'. I asked about the Homecoming. 'It's like a crusade'. 'A crusade for what? 'her sister 

interjected. 'I don't know. What did the Crusaders go to Jerusalem for? Did they know? ' 

'Did you feel anything? ' she asked her sister. 
'No. I would have if we'd found something more substantial. But I'm not a searcher' 
'But I'm like that with everything... ' 
'Like a detectiveT 
'I'm a believer'. 

Pilgrimages, quests, crusades... being a searcher, a believer. This is the language with which 

many roots-tourists describe theirjourneys and themselves. But if it is not God, in any conventional 

sense, they are seeking, then what secular grail is their goal? A professional genealogist based in 

Stromness who had been assisting a number of Canadian visitors to find their ancestral homes, 

was of the opinion that the New World desire to find Old World roots is a consequence of the 

depersonalizing forces of modernity. 

I think people who have grown up in 'the Colonies', you know, they suddenly reach middle- 
age or towards old age, and they desperately want to pass onto their children 'roots': foundations 
that are beyond the modem worlds they live in. You know, too much of them now are all 
numbers: you know, you've got an insurance number, you've got a bank number, a this number, 
a that number. You're a number in the world. Whereas, when you come back to look at your 
ancestry in the 1700s and 1800s, these were real people. 

She also spoke of an alternative spirituality, redolent of T. S. Eliot's Little Gidding, a New Age 

melding of Buddhism and Jungian individuation, a closing of the circle of the self. 

I think people come back to some sense of themselves. They come back to find themsel% es. 
It's not just sayinlol. 'I want to look at the steading that my people had'. I think it's a much 
deeper need than that. Because most of the people that Fve ever spoken to who have come 
back from Canada and Australia to see... they say \Nhen they land here, the-y suddenlv feel. 
'I'm home! ' The affinity is there, the atmosphere is right, they' ve completed the circle here 
they felt there N, ýas a gap. You know, the circle is now complete and they're happy. This gap as 
to 'who I am' and 'where did I come frorn' has been closed, just by being here. 
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The genealogist, not native to the islands herself, drew a contrast between 'the Colonies' and 
the ancestral homeland that seemed to exclude modernity from Orkney, as if Mackay Brown's 
description, 'The Orkney Islands: "Like sleeping whales ... beside an ocean of time"', which featured 

prominently on brochures advertising the Homecoming, was being taken to heart. And, whilst she 
maintained that native Orcadians living in Orkney had little interest in their genealogy-'They 
know who they are, they're Orcadians, so they don't need to know anything else'-I met several 
local people who had, on the contrary, compiled very detailed family histories. 

The Orkney Homecoming promotional brochure. 

The difference between homeland attitudes to genealogy and that of the diasporan Orcadians, 

is that locally there is a greater sense of continuity. Ancestral places are not fetishized in the same 

way because they are part of the living fabric of the community. 'The family survives here very 

well', one local man told me as we leafed through a family history he and his son had researched. 

He suggested that this was related to the unusually high percentage of owner-occupied farms in 
Orkney compared to many other areas of the Scottish Highlands and Islands: 

I mean there's farms here that have been in the same family for hundreds of years. Now, that 
means that, if you're in a rented farm you're going to be In It for... how many years" You put a 
certain arnount of investment into it, but it's, you know, it's a business. But if it's a family farm, 
you're running the family farin until you retire and then your son or dauOhter, whatever, 
somebody in the family will be taking it over. So everything you put into it is not just for 
yourself, but it's for the farnily. Now one of the things we have in Orkney, which has got a lot 
weaker in many places, is we still have a very strong farnily. I would say that is probably the 
most important thin(-,. It's nothing to do with all the history and environment and everything. 
which is all fine, but none of that's any use in my opinion if you don't have a strong family. 

Conversely, the diasporan view of genealogy and ancestral places is defined by discontinuity. 
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Here, then, is the 'Lyap' that the Stromness genealogist spoke of. 'It's themselves the%, want to 
complete', she reiterated, 'they want to complete this gap that's always been in their life as to "it'ho 
am P"' With ever more mobile lifestyles and a consequent weakening of family bonds, and without 
tangible indicators of continuity in the landscape itself, it is a loss of identitv, that has been felt. 
This is further exacerbated by the depersonalisation and competition of a consurnerist societ\, 
leading to an increasingly atomized or individualized existence-an implicit demand for self- 
reliance, an absence of a place to come home to. 

This would seem to be particularly evident in the settler cultures of North Atnerica and 
Australasia, where one reaction is to immerse oneself in genealogical research, to recox er one's 
roots, and to reappropriate a heritage that one has a legitimate, if vicarious, claim to. The homecomers 

I spoke with in Orkney were not interested in merely assembling the names and dates of their 

ancestors into a family tree. They wanted to know how their ancestors lived, where they worked, 

why they left their native islands, in short they wanted to know who their ancestors were: and this 
because, in some way, who their ancestors were affected who they were themselves. What this 

amounts to is not only the recovery of identity-a closing of the gap, a crossing of the distance- 

but the recovery of a specifically social identity. The mobile, atomized self is thus reconnected 

with its history, its people and its place. 

But what of that place-that material manifestation of home? Why is it necessary for such 

ancestor hunters to actually travel to the places associated with their forebears? A further excerpt 
from the radio documentary, 'The Search for Norquoy', is both telling and telling of nothing. With 

the help of a native Orkneyman, the Canadians, Lee and Greg, had tracked down the location of 
'Norquoy', the croft where their ancestor had lived and farmed before emigrating. There was 

nothing of the old home left, however, except for a deviation in the thickness of a stretch of stone 

wall. Still they traipsed through a field of long, sodden grass, bracing themselves against the wind 

and rain, to stand on the site where, they believed, the house once stood. 

Greg: There isn't actually a physical building we can touch and say, 'here it is', but none-the- 
less, it's just as real to see the hills in the background and understand that these are the sights 
they would have seen, and this is the environment that they would have been living in on a day 
to day basis... 

Lee: It makes it very personal. To read about it at home, and see it on a family tree, to get off 
the ferry and know that we're getting close... but to actually stand on the field that they would 
have farmed, it's very moving.... 

Greg: It's more an emotional thing, I think, than any kind of factual relationship. because it 
was a long time ago, it was 175 years, you know, that they left here, so there's that distance in 
time, and certainly the geographic distance is great. but when I'm standing here looking out, it 
doesn't seem so great, it seems as though it could have been 50 Years a, -, o or less, and I don't 
oet that sense of distance or distance in time when I'm here. 

Lee (tearful): It's a %cry emotioiial thing. Our family has always been very importam to us. to 
see N\hcrc our earliest recorded ancestors actually worked and made a living, and to see the 
things that they saw, looking over the bay. it's-it's very emotional. (CBC 1999) 
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There is no doubt that the culmination of the search is very mo,,,, in,,, ),,. but their explanations 

provide little insight the reasons for such emotional responses. Greg and Lee struggle to put 
into words what, in fact, their journey has articulated for them. As with pilgrimage. the physical 

journey-to a destination which is constituted in the journey itself as someho%% sacred--narrates 

and enables a corresponding inward journey: a cognitive homecoming, a recognition of identitv. 

made possible through the material reality of the landscape. 

Such 'pilgrims' are often keen to separate their journeying from ordinary 'tourisin'. yet the 

Orkney Homecoming was undoubtedly a touristic event. From the arrival of the St Ola Ferry at 
Stromness to the Cathedral service with its prodigal son sermon and Treaty of Friendship signing, 

and from the many other events that reinforced awareness of the cultural connections between the 

Orkney Islands and Western Canada to the fond farewells as the ferry left the port a week later, the 

Homecoming was a carefully orchestrated piece of interactive theatre, staged to maximize the 

emotional engagement of its participants. 'Homecomings R Us' Max Johnson rather cynically 

joked as we discussed other homecoming events his company was planning. But to suggest that 

the enterprise exploited the spiritual needs of its participants would be to misrepresent, and there is 

no doubt of the sincerity of the sentiment as the massed group of Canadians joined their Orcadian 

cousins in an old Orkney song: 

There's a place on this earth 
It's the land of mýv birth 
A land that I'll love all my days 
And where e're I may go 
I'll return there I know 
There'll be welcome to greet me always 

(Chorus) 
In the Islands of Orkney 
It's a place that I love best 
Its beauty and grandeur are great to behold 
Its hills clothed in purple and turning to gold 

The sun sinking slowly, 
Away in the west 
The skies ever changing 
As day goes to rest 

The memories ivill linger 
Where e're I may roam 
Of the Islands of Orkne 

- I, My own island home 

Though through dark days of'war 
I have travelled afar 
Still the thoughts of mY home e're would be 
Qfan island turned low 
And the pcats burning glow 
In a croft on a hill bY the sea 

(Repeat Choi-its) 
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APPENDIX B-ONLINE QUESTIONNAIRE 

I ION ONE: ABOUTYOURSELP 
1. Name 
2. Email address 
3. Place & country of ordinary residence 
4. Postal address 
5. Year of birth 
6. Place & country of birth 
7. How do you define your "cultural identity"? 
8. Is this the same as your passport nationality? If not, please state nationality. 
9. Are you a member or participant in any "Scottish" organisations or interest groups? Please 

give details. 

SECTION TWO: ANCESTRAL CONNECTIONS 
10. How much do you know of your family history? Please give resumý of details if known. 
11. How did you acquire this knowledge9 
12. Do you have what you consider an ancestral family home'? If so, where? 
13. Have you or do you intend to visit it? Please give details. 
14. Is it important to you to know where your "roots" are? Why? 
15. Have your ancestral connections always been important to you? If not, what was it that 

provoked your interest? 
16. Do you have a "family tree" chart? If so, where is it kept or displayed, how is it "used"'! 

Will it be passed on as a family heirloom? 
17. What do you understand by the notion of heritage? 

SECTION THREE: HOMECOMINGS? 
18. Have you visited Scotland? If yes, how many times? If no, would you like to go? 
19. List ten places you visited during your stay. 
20. What did you expect from your visit to Scotland? 
21. Were your expectations met? If not, what surprised you about the experience? 
22. Was it just another holiday or something more profound? 
23. What souvenirs do you have from your visit? 
24. What single experience, event or incident left the deepest impression with you from your 

visit? 
25. Please summarise what the experience of Scotland meant for you? 

SECTION FOUR: SCOTTISH HISTORY & CULTURE 
26. List five key events in Scottish history. 
27. List five key places in Scottish history. 
28. List five defining characteristics of Scotland. 
29. How do you maintain a sense of "Scottishness" in your ordinary place of residence? 
30. Do you take an interest in Scottish politics? For instance, do you have particular views 

about the current processes of devolution and the establishment of a Scottish parliament? 
31. Do you read any Scottish interest newspapers, magazines or journals? Which ones? 

SECTION FIVE: HOMEPAGES 
32. What are your five favourite web sites? 
33. What are your fi,,,, e favounte Scottish web sites? 
34. Do you use the internet to keep in touch with Scotland? How'? 
35. How has the internet made a difference in your life? 

SECTION SIX: GENERAL STATEMENT 

36. PI 
, 
ease use this part of the forrn to make any general statements about your connections 

\N ith Scotland. You might like to raise issues I may ha% e o% erlooked. NN, -Iiat questions 
\N Ould you ha\ c asked'? 
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APPENDIX C-'HOME & AWAVEXHIBITION 

After the main phase of my fieldwork was completed, I collaborated with the Museum of Scotland 

International in setting up an exhibition entitled 'Home and Away: Highland Departures and Returns' 

which would tour around museums and heritage centres in the Scottish Highlands and Islands. 

feeding back some of my research findings to those communities that had assisted in the project. 
The exhibition featured an emigrant's kist display (a nineteenth-century travelling kist, filled with 

objects both practical and personal that emigrants typically carried with them to the New World), 

and a series of ten free-standing panels. Each host venue was invited to contribute its own panel, 

so that local tellings of the broader themes of emigration and homecoming were included. In order 

to engage more actively with visitors to the exhibition, an associated programme of events was 

also organized with each of the venues, including object handling sessions, storytelling events, 
lectures and ceilidhs, all therned around migration. An online version of the exhibition was provided 

at the 'Homecomings' research web site, including copies of talks presented at the events. 

The 2001 tour itinerary included: 

April 24 - May 19: Highland Folk Museum, Kingussie, Inverness-shire 
May 23 - June 20: Seallam Visitor Centre, Northton, Isle of Harris 
June 25 - July 19: Land, Sea and Island Centre, Arisaig, Inverness-shire 
August 21 - September 18: Bute Museum, Rothersay, Isle of Bute 
September 19 - October 19: Gairloch Heritage Museum, Gairloch, Ross-shire 
November: Sabhal Mor Ostaig, Armadale, Isle of Skye 

The exhibition was supported b. v the National Museums of Scotland and Highlands and Islands 

Enterprise. 
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